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The Congregation of the Holy Spirit (or Holy Ghost) was founded in 1703. Its
members are popularly known as Spiritans, Holy Spirit (or Holy Ghost) Fathers,
Brothers and Associates. As early as 1775 the Spiritans began to work ih Latin
America in French Guiana, but their work there was wrecked by the French
Revolution in 1793. They resumed their mission there after that revolution had run
its course in 1817. In 1885 they extended their care to Brazil. We may add,
however, that long before this date Spiritan missionaries in Guiana also
evangelized an area across the border of modern· Guiana in territory that later
became part of Brazil.
The story of the work done in Brazil is narrated here in the biographies of
457 Spiritans who were assigned to those areas or who joined the Congregation in
Brazil.
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Works such as this are like watches:
the best cannot be expected to be
perfect and the worst Is better than none.
(adapted from a saying o f Dr. Samuel Johnson}

One might look at this book as mostly
a monument honoring the past, but we
would prefer to see It as the continuing
story o f the many faces Christ assumes In
the Splrltans bringing His "Good News" to
many people In Braz/I.
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PREFACE
In the nineteenth century the Church in Brazil was in bad shape.

For

centuries it had been dominated by the Portuguese padroado, which had become
increasingly more virulent and degenerated into a stranglehold on the Church.
Religious ignorance was appalling, much of the clergy corrupt and uneducated and
the religious orders decadent.
Efforts to reform the Church began in 1820 by trying to introduce the
Tridentine model of the Church, consisting of self-governing dioceses within the
unity of the universal Church of Rome. The arrival of the Vincentians inaugurated
the formation of a better clergy.
However, it was only in 1889 that Church and State separated with the
overthrow of Emperor Pedro II and the Church regained its freedom. Meanwhile
some bishops had not been idle and successfully appealed to French and German
branches of the older religious orders, such as Capuchins, Jesuits and Dominicans,
to open seminaries and preach people's missions. The same invitation was also
extended to modem Congregations, such as Salesians, Redemptorists, Verbites
and Spiritans. Members of the Dutch branch of Carmelites arrived to reform their
monasteries and convents in Brazil.
French Spiritans arrived in 1885 to staff a junior seminary and college in
Belem, Para as their first task and from there went to open a mission in Amazonia,
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destined especially to take care of the Indians. They were followed by hundreds of
others from different nations, such as German, Dutch, Irish, Portuguese and then
from still other areas of the world, taking up work all over Brazil.
It seems fitting to commemorate all Spiritans, whether alive, dead or
departed from the Congregation, who contributed to the Church in Brazil, by
presenting brief biographies of them, as has been done also for other parts of the
world. The Memorial also includes Brazilian-born Spiritans right up to the end of
the year 1996.
It does not include expatriate Spiritans who went to Brazil only as official or
unofficial visitors or for study purposes only. As to the Brazilian-born, any who died
after joining are included, but not those who withdrew from the Congregation before
engaging in ministry, nor those who are still in their formative years. The listings are
by date of arrival in Brazil for expatriates and by date of inception of their ministry for
Brazilian-born Spiritans.
I regret that it was not feasible to record the many expatriate and Brazilianborn laymen and women who shared in the Spiritan apostolate. No information is
available about them, except in about twenty cases, which are duly recorded in the
Memorial. The same applied to the many religious Sisters who participated in the
work; their names have remained unknown, though they may be inscribed in
capitals in the Book of Life in heaven.
Some biographies are regrettably short.

Wars, persecution and other

causes, such as the reluctance of an archivist to supply more information, reduced
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their entries to bare essentials. I want to thank those individuals who answered my
questionnaires.
For people who have double family names, such as Ferreira da Costa or
Lopes Silva, it is difficult to determine under which name they should be entered,
unless they have stated their preference. In the records available to me the same
person is sometimes listed by either one or the other. I beg their indulgence if they
are listed under another than their preferred classification.
In Brazil priests and Brothers are customarily known and addressed by their
baptismal names. For this reason I have given them, if possible, the Portuguese
version of it or the Portuguese name by which they were known, for in some cases
that name is not the same as their baptismal name. It can also happen that one and
the same person is addressed by different names in different places to avoid
confusion with another priest with the same name. I may have made mistakes in
giving them Portuguese names, for the records available are not consistent.
As a general rule the entries are centered on what the persons did during the
time they were in Brazil. What they did elsewhere before or after their arrival is
usually summarized briefly. Some exceptions have been made for those whose
lives were considered to be of special interest.
I offer my apologies to anyone who has been erroneously omitted in the
memorial. Inevitably there will also be some mistakes in this work and for these
also I express my regrets.
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My thanks are due to the many who have contributed to the writing of this
memorial and, in particular, to the Fathers Leo Layden and Sean Farragher of
Ireland, Fr. Vincent O'Toole of the generalate, Fr. Martin Wilson of Holland, Fr. Julio
C. Vidal Fernandez of Spain, Fr. Manuel da Silva Martins Sebastiao of Portugal,
Ms. Belinda Peters of Germany and Fr. Oswaldo Peres Gonsalez of Puerto Rico, all
of whom in various ways have given their assistance in the gathering of data for this
memorial.

Finally, I wish to thank Mrs. Virginia Sedor, who with her usual

competence has word-processed the work and taken care of its layout.
Henry J. Koren, CSSp
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ACRONYMS USED FOR COUNTRIES
AND NON-AUTONOMOUS AREAS
ALG
ANG
ANT
AUS
B
BRZ

CA
.CAM
CAN
CLB
CON
D
ETH
F
GB
GBN
GHA
GLP

GMB
GNA
GNB
GNE
HTI
IND
IRL
IT
KEN

Algeria
Angola
Antigua
Australia
Belgium
Brazil
Central Africa
Cameroons
Canada
Columbia
Congo
Germany
Ethiopia
France
Great Britain
Gabon
Ghana
Guadeloupe
Gambia
Guiana
Guinea-Bissau
Guinea
Haiti
lnd a
Ireland
Italy
Kenya

MDG
MEX
MRT
MTQ
NGA
NL
OST
PNG
POL
PR
PRU
PRY
PTG
RUN
SA
SEN
SL
SP
SW
TT
TZA
USA
WAF
'NI

ZMB
ZRE
ZZB

Madagascar
Mexico
Mauritius
Martinique
Nigeria
Netherlands
Austria
Papua New Guinea
Poland
Puerto Rico
Peru
Paraguay
Portugal
Reunion
South Africa
Senegal
Sierra Leona
Spain
Switzerland
Trinidad and Tobago
Tanzania
United States of America
West Africa Foundation
Westlndies
Zambia
Zaire
Zanzibar
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ABBREVIATIONS USED FOR MAJOR SPIRITAN COMMUNITIES
Ardbraccan, Ireland, Brothers novitiate
Beauvais, France, college and junior seminary
Blackrock, Ireland, college, junior and senior seminary
Castelnaudary, college in France
Cellule, France, junior seminary, orphanage and trade school
Chevilly, France, senior seminary, novitiate, and trade school for Brothers,
orphanage, archival depository
Contagem MG, novitiate of the Congregation in Brazil
Comwells, U.S.A., one time novitiate and senior seminary, then junior seminary
and preparatory school
Donaueschingen, Germany, junior seminary
Duquesne, U.S.A., Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, PA; until 1910 called Holy
Ghost College
ltauna MG, college and junior seminary of the Congregation until 1969.
·Jardim Planalto, Sao Paulo, Brazil, residence of theology students
Kilshane, Ireland, novitiate for future priests
Kimmage, Ireland, novitiate, senior seminary; also retirement community and
other services
Knechtsteden, Germany, junior and senior seminaries, Brothers' novitiate and
training school, retirement home, museum, gymnasium, shrine, etc.
Langonnet, France, junior and senior seminaries, orphanage, retirement
community etc.
Marville, France, college and junior seminary
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Mesnieres, France, college, junior seminary, trade school, grade school
Neufgrange, Alsace, novitiate, junior seminary
Or1y, France, (also known as Grignion), novitiate, orphanage
Rathmines, Ireland, St. Mary's college; also one time novitiate and senior seminary
Rockwell, Ireland, college and junior seminary
Saint Michael's, college, Ireland
Salete SC, formation house of Congregation until 1987
Saveme, junior seminary
Templelogue, college, Ireland
Vila Mangalot, Sao Paulo, residence for philosophy students called Poullart des
Places Institute
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OTHER SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
*
Abp.
Archd.
Assa.

born
died
Archbishop
Archdiocese
Associate

Bp.
Fr.
Br.
D.
N.S.

Bishop
Father
Brother
Diocese
either Nasso Senhor or Nossa Senhora

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL ABBREVIATIONS
Ap. His.

Apercu Historique. Paris, 1932

Arch.

Archives

B.G.

Bulletin General (of the Congregation), issued since 1857.

Bio. or N.B.

Biographies or Notices biographiques. 5 volumes, Paris
1908-1917. Cronique des Missions 1934-39, Two volumes.

E.P.

Etat d u personnel, general directories of the Congregation issued
since 1885.

INFON

lnfonnativo Onomastico dos Confrades Falecidos que Viveam e
Trabalharam no Brazil, compiled by Padre Paulo van der Zandt
1885-1985.

IBN

Irish Biographical Necrology compiled by Fr. Sean Farragher.

Newsletter
CSSp.

General name given here to the in-house periodic communications
issued by every Spiritan province in its own language. Their titles
vary.

Rath

Mortuarium der deutschen Provinz ... 1857-1975,
compiled by Fr. Josef Rath. Supplements for later years.

SEAM

Spiritan East Afcica Memorial. 1863-1993
compiled by Fr. Henry J. Koren, 1994
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SNM

Spiritan Nigeria Memorial, 1885-1995

SWAM

Spiritan West Africa Memorial 1842-1996

compiled by Fr. Henry J. Koren, 1996

compiled by Fr. Henry J. Koren, 1997
SWWW
VIBI

Wennink

A Spjritan Who was Who in North America and Trinidad, 1721-1981
compiled by Fr. Henry J. Koren, U.S.A. Supplements for later years.
Informal Spiritan Dutch monthly, edited by Fr. Pedro Schoonakker
from May 1887 on. Its nearly 100 issues contain many articles
relevant to Brazil.
Henrique Wennink, Os Spiritanos no Brazil, 1885-1950, Belo
Horizonte MG, 1985, 162 pages.
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NOTE ABOUT THE FIRST LINE OF EACH BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
Fr. Pedro McCABE 51

IRELAND GB KEN USA TZA

Br. Melchior (John) MEYER 49 GERMANY TZA D KEN CAM
The first name, in lower case letters, is the personal, given or baptismal name of the
individual, usually in its Portuguese version.
The name in CAPITALS is the family name or the name by which a family is known
in the civil records.
The figure following this name indicates the number of fully lapsed years from birth
till death in the Congregation.
The country or region of origin follows next in CAPITALS but by the name it has at
present. It does not indicate political independence or allegiance. Note that
persons born in Alsace, for purposes of this work, have ALSACE indicated as their
country of origin. Alsace changed hands twice during the period covered here, from
French to German and from German to French. Note that the abbreviation ALSACE
includes also Lorraine.
The capitalized entries after the name of the country of birth indicate countries or
regions where the person in question has worked. See the list of acronyms for the
full names.
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THE AMAZON RIVER
From its sources in the Andes Mountains in Peru the Amazon River is some
6,000 kilometers long and collects the waters of many tributaries. It dumps more
fresh water into the sea than any other river while draining the wor1d's largest
tropical forest. Roads are virtually non-existent except in a few small areas and all
traffic goes by water.
The state of Amazonia covers over 1.600,000 square kilometers, but its
population density is less than one per square kilometer. The Tefe prelature
extends over 263,000 square kilometers and in 1968 had a population of less than
80,000. The Upper Jurua prelature covers 130,000 square kilometers and in the
same year had a population of 110;000.
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SECTION ONE: THE PERIOD FROM 1885-1925
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SOME GENERAL DATA ABOUT BRAZIL
Size 3.286,000 sq. miles, 8.511,000 sq. kilometers
1531

First lasting settlement at Sao Vincente (Rio de Janeiro State)

1555

French take possession of Rio de Janeiro harbor. Expelled in 1567.

1624

Dutch seize North East. Expelled in 1654.

1750

Some three million Indians from the Rio Negro river system alone are
estimated to have been sold into slavery. Their enslavement is
officially abolished by the king of Portugal in 1755. Indian slaves are
replaced by Blacks "imported" from Africa.

1817

The king of Portugal, Joao VI, flees to Brazil and establishes the
capital of the Portuguese empire at Rio de Janeiro. It remained the
capital of Brazil until 1960.
Population of Brazil stands at 3.600,000, of whom 2.380,000 of
African origins, 250,000 Indians, 800,000 Whites and 600,000
Mestisos.

1822

The king's son proclaims Brazil independent and rules as Emperor
Pedro I.

1831

The son of Pedro I succeeds him as Emperor Pedro 11and rules until
1889. He makes Brazil a modem nation.

1875

Beginnings of a massive influx of immigrants that lasts 75 years and
brings 4-1/2 million people to Brazil.

1883

Brazil's population reaches 12.340,000.

1888

Slavery is officially abolished.

1889

Brazil becomes a republic after a bloodless revolution.
Immigration, coffee and wild rubber bring great wealth, but this
prosperity is not shared by the landless and the Indians.

1930s

Industrial expansion begins.
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1940

Population stands at 41.000,000.

1950

Population stands at 52.000,000, 60% White and 11 % Black.

1955 ff.

A new capital is started nearer to the center of Brazil and called
Brasilia.

1960

Population stands at 70.000,000.

1995

Population stands at 154.000,000.
SOME DATA ABOUT THE CATHOLIC CHURCH

1500

On Easter Sunday, first Mass is celebrated in Brazil by a Franciscan
at Porto Seguro, Bahia.

1503

Two Franciscans build first church there, but they and all Europeans
are killed some years later by Indians.

1525

. Franciscans establish a new mission at Sao Vincente, followed by
others at Bahia and Santa Caterina.

1549

Jesuits arrive and take up work among Indians. Their ministry is
handicapped by the gruesome way colonists treat Indians.

1552

The Holy See creates the Diocese of Sao Salvador, Bahia, thereby
ending Brazil's dependence on the Funchal (Madeira) diocese.

1566

Fr. Jose de Anchieta, S.J. begins his thirty years of ministry among the
Indians, especially the Tupi and Tamoyo.

1570

Forty missionaries killed by pirates en route to Brazil. The same fate
befalls a second group two years later.

1589-1640

Benedictines, Carmelites, Dominicans,
Augustinians take up work in Brazil.

1653

Fr. Antonio Viera, S.J., assumes ministry among Indians and tries to
keep them away from coastal areas, where slavery awaits them. He
establishes sixteen stations among Indian settlements along the
Amazon River and its tributaries before he dies in 1697.

Mercedarians

and
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1676

Sao Salvador becomes an archdiocese with Rio de Janeiro and two
other dioceses as its suffragans.

1739

A seminary is opened in Sao Paulo to educate Brazilian-born
Portuguese for the priesthood. The Jesuits, however, consider
Indians poor candidates for the priesthood and do not attempt to
educate them for this purpose.

17 41

Pope Benedict XIV admonishes the bishops to excommunicate those
who enslave Indians.

17 45

Sao Paulo and Marianna become dioceses.

1760

After suppressing the Jesuits in Portugal, Pombal expels all Jesuits,
some 700 from Brazil, thereby bringing their work among the Indians
to an end. Civil strife and persecution prevent other orders from
taking up this work.
Although the Catholic faith continues to be the official religion of
Brazil, Pombalism tightens its stranglehold on the Church and leads
to its decline.

1831 ff.

Under Emperor Pedro II, 1831-89, the Church reaches its lowest
depth: religious instruction is neglected; much of the clergy is
ignorant and corrupt; many priests and even some bishops are freemasons; religious orders share in the general decline.

1889

Church and State separate when Brazil becomes a republic, which
results in greater freedom for the Church to fulfill its task. Meanwhile
the religious orders with an influx of foreign nationals are taking up
the task of restoring the Church to a more flourishing condition;
modem congregations, such as Salesians, Redemptorists, Verbites
and Spiritans, also come to the rescue.
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SOME DATA ABOUT SPIRITANS IN BRAZIL

1703

Foundation of the Congregation of the Holy Spirit in Paris.

1732

The first Spiritan missionary is sent to the Western hemisphere and
begins to work teaching at the seminary of Quebec, Canada. Two
years later he is followed by Fr. Pierre Maillard, who becomes the
great apostle to the Micmac Indians in Acadia.

1775

First recorded presence of Spiritan missionaries in Latin America.
They take up work among the Blacks and Indians in French Guiana.

1845

Fr. Francis Libermann plans to send missionaries to Brazil, where, he
said, "there are three million Black slaves," but he waits for a
favorable sign that the times are ripe for it.

1858 ff.

Fr. Charles Duparquet repeatedly draws the attention of his superior
general to Brazil and dreams of going himself to work in the Amazon
River basin. He also gets in touch with Bp. Antonio Macedo do Silva
of Belem about it. His wish is not granted and he becomes famous for
his many attempts to penetrate deep into Africa.

1863

A mission among Indians and Blacks in Pemambuco is not accepted
because conditions are too uncertain.

1885

The Spiritans accept Don Macedo's invitation to start their first
foundation in Brazil by opening a seminary and college at Para,
Belem. The work flourishes under their direction.

1891

The Congregation accepts to open a college at Lima, Peru, when it is
told that this is the most pressing need in a country that has only ten
percent of the clergy it needs. The school flourishes.

1892

The Holy See separates Amazonia from the Diocese of Belem and
creates the Diocese of Manaus.

1893

Fr. Xavier Libermann, a nephew of Fr. Francis Libermann, is named
official visitor of Spiritan missions in Latin America. Going from Peru
via Belem, Brazil, he encounters Don Jose da Costa Aguiar, first
bishop of the Diocese of Manaus, and accompanies him to his jungle
capital, visiting also Tefe. There are almost no priests in the diocese
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and Fr. Libermann promises to do his best to obtain Spiritans for the
Bishop.
1897

Superior General Bp. Alexandre Le Roy decides to close the college
in Peru and the seminary college in Belem and to accept a mission in
Amazonia.
The first Spiritans assigned to Amazonia arrive: they receive a base
in Manaus at Sao Sebastiao; two priests are to be stationed there,
while the others take up ministry among the Indians along the rivers of
Amazonia and establish their first base at Boca de Tefe, some 700 km
from Manaus, on the Solimoes River.
The Frs. Joao Parissier and Augusto Cabriole undertake an
exploration lasting six months up the Jurua River.

1898

The Frs. Xavier Libermann and Luiz Berthon explore the Rio Branco
and Rio Negro, while Fr. Cabriole goes up the Japura River, in search
of the best place to open new stations.

1900

The bishop of Manaus breaks his agreement with the Spiritans, takes
the Sao Sebastiao church from them and denies them faculties to
exercise their ministry in his diocese. Only the Boca de Tefe mission
stays open, but its priests are limited to in-house ministry among the
children housed at that location, unless on rare occasions an
individual receives a special.permission.
Fr. Parissier goes on another expedition on the Japura River,
reaching up to the frontier of Bolivia.

1907

The Holy See names Msgr. Frederico Costa Bishop of Manaus; he
restores priestly faculties to the Spiritans and entru·sts T efe and Fonte
Boa in perpetuity to their care. The Fathers resume their ministry
along the rivers; from 1910 on Fr. Constantino Tastevin becomes "the
great apostle" of the Jurua River and the Japura River and their
tributaries until 1926.

191 O

At Bp. Frederico Costa's own request the Holy See creates two
prelatures and three apostolic prefectures in the outreaches of his
diocese, entrusting them to religious orders. The largest of these
prefectures, that of Tefe, is assigned to the Spiritans, to whom the
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bishop also adds a large part of territory in Acre. Fr. Alfredo Barrat is
named its first prefect.
His domain extends over a territory of more than half a million square
kilometers (212,000 square miles), but counts only about 100,000
inhabitants, of whom 1,000 live in Tefe Town, 1,500 in Fonte Boa and
about the same number in Sao Filipe, and the remainder in small
settlements along the many rivers.
Mrgr. Alfredo staffs these towns with one or two priests in residence;
they also serve the settlements of Indians living in small groups a few
kilometers into the forest. Most of them appear to be approaching
extinction, except some in Upper Jurua, who live on river banks and
are amenable to the Christian faith. Those who do so become
gradually assimilated and mix with the general population; the others
either die out, ravaged by disease or withdraw to inaccessible areas
deeper into the forest.
1920 ff.

World War One, death and illness play havoc with the Spiritan
personnel. Decimated by the war, which mobilize 650 French or
German Spiritans, of whom 81 are killed or permanently disabled,
and the loss of the Spiritan Province of Portugal, the Congregation
has 140 fewer members. With its numerous, well-populated missions
in Africa screaming for personnel at the moment when the Holy See
wants the Spiritans to take over the missions in Cameroon, it proves
impossible to supply additional personnel to the thinly populated
Prefecture of T efe.
Thus the Amazonia mission enters into a period of decline. Between
1914 and 1925 it receives only one new priest from Europe and he
dies young. Msgr. Alfredo is offered German priests in 1919, but is
unwilling to let them take charge of any mission and is not inclined to
resign. He opens a junior seminary in Tefe. By 1925 he reaches the
age of sixty and is the youngest but one of the ·priests in his
prefecture.
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Fr. Afonso (Fran�is Adolphe) DUNOYER
* March 29, 1854 D. of Annecy

62 FRANCE F BRZ PTG
+ December 19, 1915 Misserghin, ALG

Together with twenty-four other young priests, he made his vows on August
25, 1878 at Chevilly. Assigned at first to teach at Mesnieres, he was soon
transferred to Langonnet, where he became director of its junior seminary.
When in 1885 the Congregation assumed charge of the junior seminary and
college at Para, Belem, in Brazil, he was named superior of its Spiritan community
and rector of the school.

On December 1 of the same year he and several other

Fathers arrived a Belem and were graciously welcomed by Bp. Antonio Macedo da
Costa, who had finished his priestly formation at St. Sulpice and then gone to the
French Seminary directed by the Spiritans in Rome.
Belem was then a town populated �y some 60,000 people.

Lying low and

criss-crossed by numerous canals, it resembled Venice. Its busy harbor was full of
ships coming from overseas, as well as the starting points of navigation by
steamers going up the rivers of the Amazon basin as far as the borders of Bolivia
and Peru.
We may mention here also an interesting incident that occurred after they
landed.

On seeing them dressed in their religious garb, an old woman exclaimed

excitedly, "I know those missionaries very well! I've seen them in Africa; they are
the Padres of the Blacks."
The school was to begin in January 1886 and occupy the buildings of the
Nossa Senhora do Carmo monastery that had been given up by the Carmelites a
few decades before the Spiritans arrived. Half ruined, it provided usable space for
about 130 students.

By the end of February it was filled, but in mid-1886 an

epidemic of beri-beri broke out and about half of the boys fled from Belem to the
unaffected country side.
The following year a Canon opened a school in the building of a vacant
senior seminary and the Spiritan school saw its enrollment temporarily drop to
seventy two, including twelve junior seminarians.

By 1889 two of these had
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finished their philosophy and were ready to be sent to Europe for theology by Bp.
Machedo. Two years later the number of students of the Carmo school had risen to
ninety five, comprising both boarders and day scholars.
Meanwhile dark clouds were gathering. In 1890 a revolution broke out, the
monarchy was abolished and the new government, dominated by free-masons,
abolished all subsidies to Church-sponsored institutions. The Spiritan school
thereby lost its teachers' salaries and found itself in a precarious position. Then
Bp. Macedo was transferred to the Archdiocese of Bahia and raised to the rank of
Cardinal. Although his successor Bp. Jeronimo Thome da Silva was well disposed
toward the Congregation, it was doubtful whether he would be able to continue to
support the Carmo school since the diocese itself had but insignificant funds of its
own.
Then, the unexpected took place.

All of a sudden, there was a flood of

applicants for the college; they were so numerous that not could all be admitted,
but 210 were enrolled in October 1892. The school was more prosperous than
ever.
Meanwhile Abp. Macedo had died and, once again, the bishop of Belem was
transferred to Bahia as its archbishop. In March 1895 Don Antonio Manuel Castilho
Brandao took over the Belem diocese as its bishop. Under him the situation of the
Spiritans at N.S. do Carmo changed radically.

Rumor had it that he was

dissatisfied with the fact that there were only five candidates for the priesthood
among the 140 boarders at the Spiritan school and that he was planning to open
another seminary for which he _would try to obtain some priests from Italy.
In August 1895 Fr. Dunoyer, who had been superior of the Belem community
for ten years to the great satisfaction of two outstanding bishops, was transferred to
Portugal. He departed from Belem in January 1896 and was succeeded by Fr.
Ambrosio Sylvand until in December 1896 Fr. Louis Veillet was named to replace
him.
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W e may continue the story of the Spiritan school at Belem here because it
was rapidly drawing to an end, although this part of it no longer belongs to the
biographical sketch of Fr. Dunoyer.

The bishop persisted in his idea of opening a

separate seminary for the diocese and gathered four candidates, two of whom
were former students of Carmo, in his residence as the nucleus of the new
seminary and even offered its direction to the Spiritans. That would have entailed
more personnel than the Congregation would have been able to supply. There
were also financial difficulties and differences of views between the bishop and the
Spiritans, all of which let to the Superior General's decision to give up the school in
1897.
To revert to Fr. Dunoyer, after serving as novice master at Cintra in Portugal,
he became superior and rector of the Spiritan senior seminary at Camide in 1909.
The moment was not very auspicious, for a revolution was in the air. It broke out in
October 1910 and at once took an antireligious bias. Colleges and seminaries
were assaulted and in the afternoon of October 4 the Camide seminary became its
target. Armed men tried to force entrance into it while men on horseback encircled
the property to prevent escape.

Watching them from an upstairs window, Fr.

Dunoyer was on the verge of asking them by what authority they were there when a
rifle shot aimed at him made it abundantly clear that real power sometimes comes
from the barrel of guns!
He then went down to meet the assailants, who had meanwhile forced their
entry. They explained that they had orders to confiscate the arms and ammunition
stored in the house for use against the people. To prevent bloodshed, he told them
they could search the house all over on condition of not doing any harm to its
occupants.

The fruitless search for arms quickly degenerated into a thorough

plunder which lasted over one hour and ended with a long visit to the wine cellar.
After all, the weather was extremely hot and searching for weapons and booty
makes one thirsty!
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The entire community was then taken prisoner and conducted to the artillery
barracks. Unlike the others, Fr. Dunoyer was refused permission to change into
civilian clothing and three times a gun was put to his head when he tried to reach
his room to change his dress. Later they were transferred to the military fort at
Caxias, where some eighty Jesuits were already imprisoned. Regular army officers
received them there correctly and even sympathetically.

Upon his repeated

requests, the commander conducted him and three Jesuits to the Minister of Justice
in Lisbon. After a long discussion, he was granted an unlimited safe-conduct.
When he insisted that a safe-conduct for him alone was useless, the minister
extended it to include the other eighteen Spiritans.

Released from prison on

October 15, they managed to leave the country and went to France.

With all

religious houses confiscated and forbidden to exist in the country, the Spiritan
Province of Portugal ceased to exist. It would be 1918 before a counter revolution
made it possible for the Congregation to open a seminary at Braga and begin the
restoration of the Province.
In 1910 Fr. Dunoyer was named provincial superior in France. He did not last
very long. His health broken, he resigned in mid-1912. His final years were spent
in Misserghin, where he died three years later.
B.G. 11, 140, 143; 13, 10,877, 1134, 1360 ff.; 15, 93 ff., 938 ff.; 16, 954 ff.; Wennink,
51 ff.; B.G. 18, 30, 158, 813; 25, 287, 720; 26, 673; 28, 243. While B.G. 28 gives
December 13 as the date of his death, Necrologe CSSp. says December 19.
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Fr. Joao (Jean-Pierre)BRUYERE 28 FRANCE BRZ
• December 5, 1859 St. Amand-Soult, Tames

+ June 23,

1887 St. Amand

• He had done part of his theology studies at his diocesan seminary in Albi
when, desirous of becoming a missionary, he switched to the Congregation in
1883. Together with twenty-eight others, he made his vows on August 24, 1885 at
Chevilly. His chest was weak, but at that time a hot climate was supposed to be
good for tubercular people; therefore he was assigned to Belem, Brazil.
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Together with three other young Fathers he embarked on November 9, 1885
at Le Havre on the British steamer Paraense and on December 1. arrived at Belem.
He taught at first at the seminary-college and when his health deteriorated acted as
prefect of discipline.
In April 1887 he was sent back to France, where he died piously in the Lord a
few months later in his paternal home.
· B.G. 14,203 ff.
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Fr. Joao (Jean) DESNIER 51 FRANCE F IRL MTQ USA
* September 29, 1857 Cellule, Puy-de-D6me
+ May 19, 1909 Philadelphia
He entered the Congregation in 1872 at Cellule, but was sent to continue his
classical studies at Blackrock in 1894 and prefected there for one year. On his
return to France in 1879 he began his senior seminary studies at Chevilly. They
were interrupted by an attack of rheumatism, which le·d to his assignment to
Martinique as a prefect. Returning in 1884, he finished his studies, was ordained a
priest and made his vows on August 23, 1885. He was then assigned to Belem's
Carmo seminary college.
Together with several other young Fathers he sailed on the SS Paraense
from Le Havre and on December 1, 1885 arrived in Belem. He taught English and
Latin there for eleven years and devoted his spare lime to visiting patients in the
Misercordia hospital, paying special attention to English-speaking patients.
During vacation time he and Fr. Antonio Bourdonnais made a trip up the
Amazon River penetrating some 400 leagues into the interior, visiting tiny
settlements. Another time the two went to the Maraj6 Island, preaching an eight
day mission, which was attend d by virtually the entire local population, and
administered the sacraments to them.
When the Carmo school was given up in 1896 he returned to France, taught
briefly at Beauvais and was then assigned to Blackrock, teaching Latin and French.
The following year he went to Ro kwell to teach in the senior seminary that was
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being tried there. The trial did not last long and after two years the attempt was
given up.
In 1900 he received his reassignment to the College at St. Pierre in
Martinique. On Ascension Day, May 6, 1902 he survived the total destruction of
that town by being away on weekend ministry.

Only a prisoner, waiting for

execution in a dungeon, escaped death, while some 30,000 people perished from
the eruption of Mt. Pele.
Going to the U.S.A., he taught at the senior seminary in Comwells for a short
time and then became director of the junior seminarians at Holy· Spirit College in
Pittsburgh. When this seminary was transferred to Comwells in 1906, he went with
it.
He died of a kidney disease on May 191 1909.
coincidence:

He was well aware of the

seven years before he had escaped death on Ascension Day in

Martinique; this time he would die after the first vespers of Ascension had been
sung. Thanking God and offering his life for the Congregation and for France, from
which religious orders had then been banned, he died in the Lord.
A very zealous and energetic man, he gave himself wholeheartedly to
whatever tasks were entrusted to him. He was a strict disciplinarian, but did it
gently, like a iron hand covered by a velvet glove.
N.B. 4,107 ff.; SWWW 187; IBN May 19
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Fr. Luiz VEILLET 67 FRANCE IND BRZ MTQ F MDG MRT RUN
+ March 20, 1925 Mahajanga, MDG
* October 24, 1857 Salles-Aubry,
D. of Anger
He completed his secondary education at Langonnet in 1877, began his
senior seminary studies there and continued them in Chevilly. Being inclined to
make hasty decisions, he fled back home in a moment of sadness, but returned
repentant soon after. Sent to Pondicherry, ·India for prefecting at the· college, he
worked there very hard and after his return to France in 1894 made his novitiate,
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was ordained and pronounced his vows on August 23, 1885 at Chevilly.
received his assignment to the Carmo seminary and college.

He then

He arrived at Belem on December 1, 1885 together with the other Fathers to
open the school. He had been considered well suited to educational undertakings,
but pioneering in Brazil proved difficult for him. He viewed the students as indolent
and not really interested in learning something. They left the school whether they
were ready or not. Feeling exasperated, he was unable to hide his impatience.
Then came the troubles of the suppression of government support when in
1890 the Republic of Brazil chased Emperor Pedro II and a financial crisis struck
the Carmo school because government support of the school was withdrawn.
Discouraged he returned to France in 1894.
Assigned to Martinique, he was happy there in ministry, but to his painful
surprise he was transferred back to the Carmo school at the end of 1896 and
named its superior and rector!

By then the fate of the college was practically

sealed; negotiations were still going on with the new bishop, but he was not the
right man to conduct them and they ended with the decision to return to school to
the diocese.
Going back to Martinique, he became rector of the College at St. Pierre in
1899, but became gravely ill and returned to France. After serving four years as
superior in Bordeaux, he went to Madagascar in 1903 and from there one year
later to Mauritius, where he ministered for eleven years.

He then switched to

Reunion as convent chaplain. By 1920 he was back in Madagascar and in 1924
he returned to Mauritius. Illness struck him soon after his arrival and on medical
advice he was put aboard a vessel to go back to France. When the vessel stopped
over at Mahajanga, he was disembarked for the local hospital as too weak to stand
the voyage.

He died there while being shifted repeatedly from the ship to the

hospital as if unable to find a comer where he could die in peace.
B.G. 32, 171 ff.
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Fr. Joao Batista (Jean-Baptiste) PARISSIER 75 FRANCE PTG BRZ F
* June 2, 1855 Tinlat, D. of Clermont
+ January 15, 1931 Paris
A farmers's son, he received his secondary schooling a Cellule, 1869-77, and
did his philosophy and theology at Langonnet and Chevilly. Sent to Braga,
Portugal, to recover from an illness while prefecting, he was ordained in October
1881. On August 25, 1883 he belonged to the group of twenty young priests who
pronounced their vows at Chevilly.
He then returned to Holy Spirit College in Braga and resumed his nction as
dean of discipline, which he fulfilled very well.

When two years later the

Congregation accepted to staff the seminary-college at Belem, he became part of
the team chosen to be its pioneers. He and two others joined the Fathers who had
sailed from Le Havre for the same destination when the steamer Paraense stopped
over at Lisbon and on December 1, 1885 they arrived at Belem.
He became bursar of the school and also its dean of discipline for some time.
Later he dropped t e ·1ast-named function and assumed the chaplaincy of a
convent and its boarding school. During summer vacations his time was filled with
convent retreats and also taking part in ministry to the people in the country side.
On one occasion he and two other Fathers went with Don Macedo to the island of
Maraj6, which is the size of Switzerland and lies in the mouth of the Amazon River.
They gave a two week mission here with so much success that the bishop was in
ecstasy about it.
In 1889, after the revolution which overthrew the monarchy, he became a
Brazilian citizen, as required by the constitution.
Ill health led to his departure late in 1894. When he had recovered he was
sent to Lisbon as mission procurator for Angola in 1896. The following year he was
invited to accompany Fr. Xavier Libermann to Amazonia to open a mission to the
Indians.

While other members of the group assigned to Amazonia explored

various rivers to determine the best location; he, with his companion, was stationed
in Manaus at Sao Sebastiao parish to serve as the basis for the undertaking.
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The lure of the interior, however, proved irresistible and, together with Fr.
Augusto Cabriole, he made use of the free passage offered by the owner of the
Paraense steamer that was going up the serpentine 2,000 km. long Jurua River. It

took two whole months to mount the river and the return trip in a small row boat
took four, as they wanted to stop over and exercise their ministry at small
settlements along the course of the river. An estimated 10,000 Catholics lived in
the area explored but rarely had seen a priest.

In addition, there were untold

numbers of Indians.
They waxed indignant when they heard about the callous massacres of these
"legitimate owners of Brazil" whenever a white man wanted to take the Indians'
land and sold their wives and children as slaves.
While Fr. Cabriole explored the Japura River, he went up the Tejo River a
tributary of the Jurua, which hitherto had remained almost unexplored.

He was

well-received there, being the first priest, the people said, who had ever penetrated
the area. He found settlements of Indians who had been converted in former times.
He loved these descendants of Peru's "Inca Indians" and was happy to instruct
them and administer the sacraments to them. During the six months of his trip he
blessed over one hundred marriages, baptized 524 and confirmed 830 people.
Returning to Manaus, he resumed his function as procurator of the Tete
mission.

Unfortunately, he lacked the necessary diplomacy and deference toward

the bishop to deal with the situation when local clergy complained about the
excessive zeal of his confreres and managed to get the bishop himself disturbed
about it. The result was that, under the pretext of "urgent repairs" the bishop closed
Sao Sebastiao church, which he had formally entrusted to the Congregation.
While others found a refuge in Tefe, he and Fr. Augusto Kermabon made
another exploratory trip over the Japura River, looking for the best locations where
they could open a mission among Indians.

Meanwhile the bishop had entrusted

Sao Sebastiao to Capuchins from 'Holland.

When they heard that the bishop had
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broken his formal contract with the Spiritans, they refused to stay, but were
replaced by Italian Capuchins some years later.
Father then received pennission to accompany French explorers who went to
assess the forests and mineral possibilities of exploitation along the Jamary River,
a tributary of the Madeira River in the deepest part of "The Green Hell" of Mato
Grosso, while he looked for the best place to open a mission to the Indians.
In August 1902 he returned to France and stayed there for three years, using
his time to write reports about Amazonia and especially about the indians. He also
composed a study of the Tupi language and published a translation of its grammar
by General Couto de Magalhaes. Meanwhile an old French priest, Canon Dupuy,
who for many years had been vicar general of the Belem diocese for Amazonia
and pastor of the town of T efe for twenty-two years, also arrived in Paris and at the
request of Superior General Bp. Le Roy, composed a report on the religious
situation in Amazonia to be submitted to the Holy See. No one was better qualified
than he for the task.
Together with the Canon, Fr. Parissier travelled to Rome in the fall of 1904.
They were well received by Cardinal Vives y Tuto, himself a veteran of a mission in
Brazil, who submitted it with his recommendations to the Pope. A few months later,
Bp. Le Roy went to Rome and returned with the news \hat the Diocese of Manaus,
which was three times the size of France, would be reduced in size and
dismembered by a number of prelatures and prefectures and that the one of T efe
and Upper Jurua would be entrusted to the Congregation.

Disturbed Manaus'

bishop travelled to Rome to oppose the division, but he died en route of a heart
attack at Lisbon.
His place was taken by an administrator, Msgr. Hip61yto Costa, a Goanese
priest, imbued with the same ideas as the deceased bishop. Meanwhile Canon
Dupuy returned to Tefe, accompanied by .three Spiritan priests in October; they
were followed by Fr. Parissier, who brought along another priest and four Brothers,
destined for a trade school which was to be opened at the request of Amazonia's
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governor at Paricatuba, on the Negro River, some 25 km. from Manaus. Msgr.
Hip61yto, however, refused to give priestly faculties to the Spiritans and even
engaged in a campaign against them in secular newspapers circulating in Manaus.
Thus the seven priests in Boca de Tefe were reduced to spending their time in
material work or studies. And Canon Dupuy was summarily dismissed from his
parish.
The Holy See delayed action on the dismemberment of the Manaus diocese
until a decision was made on the nomination of a new bishop. It took longer than
expected, for Rome did not wish to irritate the feelings of the bishops of Brazil. It
took until 1907 before Msgr. Frederico Costa was chosen. Spiritan-trained ·at their
school in Belem, he was a zealous young prelate, who fully appreciated the work
done by the Congregation in Brazil and who realized the necessity of entrusting
large parts of his diocese to religious orders. Fr. Parissier went to fetch him in
Belem and accompanied him on his voyage to Manaus.
The new bishop at once entrusted the parish in Tefe in perpetuity to the
Congregation, as Canon Dupuy was then in his late sixties and ready to retire.
Before going back to France, the Canon donated three buildings in Tefe to the
Spiritans for the use of the parish. The bishop himself visited the Fathers at Boca
de Tefe in 1908 and on that occasion appointed Fr. Palissier pastor of N.S. de
Guadelupe at Fonte Boa.

It took until 1910 before the dismemberment of the

Manaus diocese was decreed by the Holy See. It created two prelatures and three
prefectures, entrusted to religious orders; the largest of the prefectures was that of
Tefe, entrusted to the _Spiritans. Upper Jurua, which did not belong to Amazonia
but to the Acre Territory, remained part of the Manaus diocese, but Don Frederico
confided its care to the prefect of Tefe. Msgr. Michel Barrat became its first prefect
apostolic.
As to Fr. Palissier, he took care of his parish until 1920.

It covered an

immense territory, inhabited by 10,000 people along the Amazon River and 2,000
along the course of the Jutahy River. He was able to visit the people along the
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Jutahy only once and came back with jaundice and a liver ailment that for a long
time refused to heal. Leaving the care of Jutahy to other Fathers, he restricted
himself to the Amazon River and its many channels. The people appreciated him
very much, for he spoke their language fluently, was a great preacher and fully
interested in their material and spiritual welfare. For obvious reasons, his life was
semi-nomadic as he had to travel much along the river to visit other parts of his
flock.

At home in Fonte Boa, he lived in a little wooden house, grew his own

vegetables and most of the time tried to cook his own meal, unless someone
invited him to dinner.
Ailing and 65 years old, he returned to France in 1920, but his heart remained
attached to Brazil. His remaining years were a long series of illnesses, but he did
not wish to remain idle.

He still rendered whatever services he could give at

Monaco, Misserghin, Bligny and finally at Auteuil until he was totally exhausted and
died.
B.G. 19, 548 ff.; 35, 116 ff.; Wennink, 85 f., 97
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Fr. Luiz BERTHON 45 FRANCE BRZ PTG
* February 13, 1859 D. of Lyon

+ November 8, 1904 Tefe

Orphaned at an early age, he completed his secondary schooling at Cellule in
1878 and then began his senior seminary studies at Chevilly. As he was suffering
from rheumatism, he was sent to the milder climate of Portugal and placed at
Braga, where he prefected and completed his theology. Returning to Chevilly, he
was ordained and made his vows there on August 23, 1885. He then received his
assignment to Belem, Brazil.
He proved to be an excellent teacher at the Carmo school, where he also
served as dean of discipline and staged the plays in vogue at schools at that time.
W e may mention in particular the perforn"!ance of The Portuguese Capture o f

Pemambuco, a national drama, which earned an extremely enthusiastic applause.
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He was also very much in demand outside the school.

Don Macedo

constantly appealed to him for assistance at the cathedral, especially for solemn
feasts, and loved to be with him so much that he took him along on his pastoral
tours of the diocese during the summer months.
In 1887 he narrowly escaped being crippled for life. While bathing in the sea,
he was hit by a stingray and the dart penetrated deep into one of his legs.
Suffering atrociously, he remained paralyzed for several days and it took many
months before the wound healed.
Returning to France in 1895, he received another assignment, this time to the
new mission in Amazonia, and together with Fr. Xavier Libermann set out for
Manaus in May 1897 to arrive in Tefe on June 10 of the same year. The following
year the two together explored the Branco and Negro Rivers to find a place for the
evangelization of the Indians. Unfortunately, the long exploration exhausted him
so much that he had to be sent back to France.
When he had recovered he was placed at St. Mary's College in Porto,
Portugal, where he taught and did very fruitful pastoral ministry, which earned him
much esteem. In 1903 he returned to Tefe on September 14 and became superior
of the community.
His health, however, was definitely broken, but he preferred to die at this post
rather than go back again to France. While spending a few days at a nearby home
for a rest, he died rather suddenly during a visit from one of his confrere, who had
arrived just in time to administer the sacraments of the dying.

B. G. 23, 92 ff.
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Fr. Antonio BOURBONNAIS 80 FRANCE BRZ PRU MRT RUN
* June 10, 1858 D. of Clermont
+ September 4, 1939 St. Denis, Reunion
He made his vows on August 23, 1885 as one of the twenty-nine young
priests who did so at Chevilly and then received his assignment to the N.S. do
Carma school at Belem, Brazil.
He taught sciences there for ten years, while occupying his spare times with
pastoral ministry.

The summer vacations offered more scope for apostolic

endeavors and he used them several times beyond the Belem area. Together with
Fr. Joao Desnier he went up the Amazon River some 400 leagues to visit tiny
settlements of people who but very rarely received any attention. And in 1890 the
two went to Marajo lsland--as large as Switzerland--in the Amazon River mouth,
where they gave a week long mission, attended by virtually all people in the
Johannes settlement. It was so successful that, apart from a few functionaries, all
were able to receive the sacraments.
In 1895 he was transferred to Peru as interim superior at the San Luiz college
in Lima. After his return to France in 1898 he was assigned to Mauritius doing
pastoral work there and in the neighboring island of Rodrigues. From 1904 on we
find him listed in Reunion, where for most of his thirty-five remaining years he
functioned as a much-beloved pastor in the parish of Riviere-des-Pluies.
B.G. 13,831; 18,30,341; 15,941; 19,96,852;20, 177;39,95;E.P. 1900-39
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Fr. Leao (Leon Joseph) DESCOT 24 FRANCE BRZ
* September 15, 1862 Hennebont D. of Vannes

+ May 29, 1887 Belem

He entered the Congregation in 1882 at Chevilly, did his theology studies
there and, after his ordination, made his vows on August 28, 1886 together with
thirty other young priests. He then received his assignment to Brazil.
On October 1 of the same year he sailed for Belem and began his work
teaching at the Carma school. Unfortunately, his promising future was cut short by
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typhoid fever. Offering his life for the Blacks, the Congregation and the clergy of
Brazil, he died after less than three weeks of illness. The vicar general of the
diocese of Belem expressed his admiration of the deceased by saying, "Any time I
saw him I thought of St. Aloysius of Gonzaga."
B.G. 14, 170 ff.; 15, 93 f.
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Br. Samuel (Jose) CORREIA 65 PORTUGAL · BRZ PTG
+ September 26, 1909 Cintra PTG
* May 16, 1844 Viseu
A farm worker, he was 35 years old when he asked to be admitted to the
Congregation at Braga as a postulant Brother. On June 29, 1886 he made his
vows there and received his assignment to the Carma school in Belem.
On January 14, 1886 he embarked at Lisbon together with Br. Antonio Pereira
for Belem, where he would work until the school was closed late in 1897.

His

health was not too good, but he set to work with a will at whatever task was given to
him. His specific ordinary job was doorkeeper and in that function he had to deal
also with the many poor who came to ask for help. He did so lovingly, distributing
food, clothing, shoes and even a few coins, and if he was unable to help them in
this way, he at least spoke with them in a consoling and respectful fashion. Aside
from that function, he was always ready to help the other Brothers in their jobs.
Needless to say, he was also very pious and scrupulously punctual for religious
exercises.
When the school was closed, he returned to Portugal. He served briefly there
in the Ac;ores Island, but mostly at Cintra, where the faithful old Brother died of a
stroke after two years of suffering from persistent migraines.
N.B. 4, 169 ff.
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Br. Antonio PEREIRA PORTUGAL BRZ PTG
* February 2, 1851 D. of Lamego
He made his vows in the fall of 1885 and sailed together with Br. Samuel on
January 14, 1886 from Lisbon to Belem to serve in the Carmo school.

He

functioned there as a carpenter until his return to Portugal in 1888 and was
stationed at Porto. He appears to have left the Congregation at the expiration of his
temporary vows.
B.G. 13,876,888; 14,567; E.P.. passim
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Fr. Caries (Jean Georges Char1es) SANNER 34 ALSACE BRZ
* September 14, 1860 Rantzwiller
+ October 27, 1894 Belem
Orphaned in his tender years, he was raised by his elder sister and sent to the
junior seminary in Langonnet. His theology studies were interrupted by prefecting
at the college in Martinique. He was ordained there on Christmas Eve, 1883. He
. then entered the novitiate, was professed on August 28, 1886 at Chevilly and
received his assignment to the Carmo school in Belem.
He sailed together with Fr. Descot on October 9 of the same year for his
destination.

After his arrival, he rapidly became proficient in Portuguese and

proved to be a very good teacher. His spare time was spent as chaplain at the
convent of a Sisters community.

He did not limit himself to hearing the nuns'

confessions, but gave them instructions, preached their retreats and even for their
benefit translated some of Fr. Libermann's letters to Sisters into Portuguese.
His preferred ministry, however, was teaching catechism to poor children, who
met for that purpose every Sunday at the SAo Antonio convent. That work also
flourished under his direction.
At the end of the school year in 1894 he had an attack of bronchitis, which
degenerated into pneumonia and forced him to go to bed. Eight days later, he died
piously in the Lord.
B.G. 17,652 ff.
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Br. Bertino {Benedikt) BERNHARD 57 GERMANY BRZ USA CAN SL
* April 16, 1865 W0rttemberg
+ August 18, 1922 Freetown SL
A farmer by trade, he entered the Congregation in 1883 and made his vows
on September 8, 1885 at Chevilly. During his novitiate year he learned how to take
care of the sick and proved to be very versatile, switching to all kinds of household
duties and ending up by learning mechanics, a skill in which he became very
competent. In 1886 he was assigned to the Carma school in Belem, Brazil.
He worked there as an infirmarian, sacristan and maintenance man until the
school was closed. When the Congregation accepted to work in Amazonia, he was
assigned to T efe in 1897. Just then a benefactor provided the money to acquire a
steam-powered little vessel, a much-needed item in an enormous land where all
transportation is by water. He was selected to purchase it in Philadelphia. When
he arrived back in Brazil he learned to operate it and delivered it at Boca de T efe,
where it was named Christoforo.
Apart from being in charge of the vessel and its maintenance, he also looked
after some of the mission's workshops and acted as dean of discipline for the boys
learning trades there. Unfortunately, he had difficulties adapting himself to life in
Amazonia, began to suffer from various illnesses and asked to be transferred
elsewhere. His wish was granted in 1901 when he was assigned to Holy Spirit
College in Pittsburgh, PA., U.S.A.
He became maintenance man there and served as such until 1906, followed
by two years at St. Alexandre in Canada.

As his rheumatism got worse, he

returned to the U.S.A., and was stationed at the junior seminary in Cornwells.
Then in 1912 Bp. John O'Gorman obtained his services for Sierra Leone.
There he was in his element and rendered excellent service for nearly ten
years until black water fever attacked him and in three days carried him to his
grave. "We have lost an excellent confrere, a devoted and pious Brother; it will not
be easy to replace him." wrote the bishop.
B.G. 30,872 f.; Rath, 227; SWWW 292; SWAM 194
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Fr. Jose GAILLARD 32 FRANCE BRZ SEN
• September 5, 1864 Minzier, D. of Annecy
+ May 9, 1897 Trappist Monastery,
Aiguebelle
The eldest of seven children, he received most of his secondary schooling at
a college near the Geneva Lake before applying to the Congregation in 1882.
Admitted to Chevilly the following year, he made his vows, after his ordination,
together with thirty other young priests in August 1887 on the feast of the
Immaculate Heart of Mary. As he had studied Portuguese, he was sent to Belem,
Brazil.
Together with another priest and a Brother, he sailed from Le Havre on
October 9 of the same year to teach at the Carma school. He was happy to devote
his spare time to ministry in neighboring parishes, where priests were in short
supply.
An attack of laryngitis in 1890 forced him to leave Brazil in 1890. After eight
months in Paris, numerous treatments and an operation, he was sufficiently cured
to ask for a new assignment and was sent to Senegal in the hope that its dry
climate would be good for him.

He ministered there mainly at Thies and the

surrounding area.
His health, however, betrayed him once more and an attack of black water
fever in 1896 forced him back to France. Sent to Seyssinet to rest, he went to visit
his cousin at the Aiguebelle Trappist Abbey during the Easter vacation of 1897. He
died there of pleurisy a few days after his arrival.
B. G. 18, 691 ff.
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Fr. Marco REPLUMAZ 36 SWITZERLAND F BRZ
• January 1, 1858 D. of Geneva
+ September 20, 1894 Cintra PTG
Together with eighteen other young priests he made his vows on August 26,
1883 at Chevilly and was assigned to the coUege at Mesnieres. Four years later,
however, his desire to be a missionary was granted and he was reassigned to the
Carmo seminary college in Belem.
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On September 9, 1887 he embarked at Le Havre for his destination.

He

taught at the Carmo school and acted as prefect of discipline. Though he was
strict, the boys held him in high regard and looked upon him as a saint.
Apart from teaching, he engaged in ministry and devoted himself especially to
the leper colony at Tucunduba.

He loved to be with those poor victims of that

horrible disease and visited them constantly. When the revolutionary government
expelled the Sisters who cared for the lepers and replaced them by hired hands
who showed little interest in caring for the patients, his access to the lepers became
difficult: he was told that he needed official authorization to visit them, despite his
insistent protest. He nonetheless managed occasionally to obtain permission for it.
In his zeal he paid little attention to his health, which began to decline. Then
tuberculosis affected him and in June 1894 he was sent back to Europe. He died a
holy death three months later in Portugal.
B.G. 17, 753 ff.
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Br. Acacia KELLER GERMANY F TZA BRZ PTG
* July 31, 1863 Limburg
Endowed with a talent for music, he joined the Congregation and made his
vows on September 8, 1879 at Chevilly. After serving in France, notably at
Marville, he was assigned in 1886 to the Zanguebar vicariate in East Aftica.
In 1887 he was transferred to Belem and sailed to his destination together
with Fr. Marco Replumaz. He taught music at the Carmo school until in October
1889 illness drove him back to France.
Two years later, when he had recovered, he was posted to Holy Spirit College
in Braga, Portugal, again to teach music. From 1897 on we find him back in France
at Mesnieres in a similar capacity.

He withdrew from the Congregation at the

expiration of his temporary vows around 1901.
B.G. and E.P. passim; SEAM 73
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Br. Tito KUSTER 83 SWITZERLAND PTG BRZ
* January 13, 1867 D. of St. Gall

+ May 2,

1950 Tefe

He made his vows on September 8, 1885 at Chevilly and then served for two
years at Cintra, Portugal, until in 1888 he received his assignment to Belem.
On Nov mber 28 of that year he sailed for his destination at the Carmo
school. A skilled carpenter by trade, he took charge of maintenance of its buildings
and continued to function as such until the school was returned to the diocese in
1897. Meanwhile he had assumed Brazilian citizenship.
He was then attached to the new mission in Amazonia and, together with Fr.
Xavier Libermann and two other Spiritans, embarked on June 19, 1897 at Manaus
for the 300 league long river boat trip on the Amazon to Boca de T efe new station,
dedicated to the Holy Spirit.
Much work needed to be done to build and organize its work. As a carpenter,
he found much scope for his work and inter alia helped build its first chapel,
measuring 16 by 16 meters, which was finished in 1899. He also was in charge of
the carpentry and woodworking shops, in which he trained many adolescents in
those trades.
When the shops were transferred to the town of Tefe around 1929, he moved
with them to that town, which was only ten kilometers from Boca de Tefe. There he
continued to work and teach for many years.
. By 1945 the faithful old Brother was able to celebrate the diamond jubilee of
his religious profession. Endowed with an iron constitution, he never went back to
Europe, whether because of illness or for a well-deserved vacation. Having given
sixty-two years of his long life in the service of the Church in Brazil, fifty-three of
them in the Tefe area, he died peacefully in the Lord.
B.G. 13,832; 15, 32; 19, 539 f.; E.P. passim
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Canon Norberto DUPUY DE TRANUCO 68 or 69 FRANCE BRZ
*
circa 1839

+ 1907 France

Canon Dupuy deserves to be included in this Memorial because he played a
major role in establishing he Spiritan missions in Amazonia.
The former director of a college in southern France, this zealous priest went to
the Belem diocese and became vicar general for Amazonia and pastor of Santa
Teresa Parish in Tefe.
When in 1894 Fr. Xavier Libermann went to Brazil, the Canon met him and
drew his attention to the neglected Indians in Amazonia as a mission the Spiritans
should be interested in. What the Congregation envisioned was the establishment
of a few central missions, from which its priests would regularly visit the various
settlements along the rivers.
Bp. Jose da Costa Aguiar of Manaus, who needed all the help he could get in
his immense diocese, welcomed the proposal and in 1897 the Spiritans were able
to establish their first mission at Boca de Tefe. From there their priests would make
their visits up and down the rivers.

The bishop's initial welcome, however,

changed when his vicar general pointed out that such missions would endanger
his authority and end up as separate jurisdictions, independent of the diocese. He
therefore withdrew from the Spiritans the faculties of the diocese, condemning
them to remain idle at Boca de T efe.

He allowed one or another of them to

accompany him when he himself visited Tefe to go on a pastoral tour and let him
do the work or also on occasion he would give one Father faculties for a pastoral
voyage for which the bishop himself had drawn up the exactly limited area. Once
back in Boca de Tefe, the priest's faculties expired.
Obviously, these restrictions threatened to induce the Congregation to leave
Amazonia and go elsewhere. In fact, they would have been welcomed in Mato
Grosso, the heart of what was often called "The Green Hell.n
Disturbed by this prospect, Canon Dupuy went to Paris in 1903 to confer with
'

.

the Spiritans' superior general Bp. Le Roy, who invited him to prepare a report on
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the religious situation in Amazonia and what ought to be done to change it. He did
this so well that he was asked to travel to Rome, together with Fr. Parissier, and
submit his findings to the highest Church authorities. He discussed it with Cardinal
Vives y Tuto, a Capuchin, who in his earlier days had been in Brazil on an
important mission and who ever since had remained interested in Amazonia. The
Cardinal read it and with his own recommendations presented it to the Pope, who
was very impressed.

Copies of the report were also given to Abp. Gasparri,

Secretary of the Congregation for Extraordinary Church affairs, and to Cardinal
Merry del Val, Secretary of State.
In December 1904 Bp. Le Roy himself travelled to Rome and was told that the
Diocese of Manaus would be divided by the creation of independent prefectures
and prelatures and that the largest of these, that of Tefe and Upper Jurua would be
entrusted to the Spiritans.
As could be expected, rumors about this reached Dom Aguiar, who was
opposed to any division of his diocese.

He travelled to Rome to defend his

position, but died en route at Lisbon, leaving his vicar general Msgr. Hip61ito Costa
in charge of the diocese. This man shared the views of Dom Aguiar.
Meanwhile Canon Dupuy had returned to Tefe with three priests; they were
followed by Fr. Parissier with another priest and four Brothers.

Msgr. Costa,

however, refused to give faculties to the seven priests in Boca de Tefe, thereby
stopping their ministry to the people. And. Canon Dupuy was summarily dismissed
from his parish. Action on the part of the Holy See was delayed until a new bishop
of Manaus would be appointed. This took longer than expected, because some
Brazilian bishops had become involved. It took until 1907 before Rome nominated
Msgr. Frederico Costa. The choice was excellent. Spiritan-educated at Belem, he
was a truly apostolic man who saw the absolute necessity of dividing his immense
territory and entrusting large parts of it to religious orders. As Canon Dupuy was
now in his sixties, he was honorably retired and the bishop at once restored the
.

.

faculties of the diocese to the Spiritans and entrusted the parish of TefeTown to
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them in perpetuity.

Before leaving Tefe, the Canon donated three houses he

owned in Tefe to them for the use of the parish and then returned to France. He
seems to have died soon after at the age of sixty-eight or sixty-nine.
Wennink, passim, especially 96, 101 ff. 107 f.; B.G. 26, 658
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Fr. Joao (Jean-Georges) WIRTZ 33 ALSACE BRZ
+ September 20, 1902 Boca de Tefe
* October 15, 1868 Oberdorf
Orphaned at the age of seven, he grew up in an orphanage until in 1883 he
was admitted to the junior seminary in Cellule and then did his senior seminary
studies. Together with thirty other young priests, he made his vows on August 15,
1892 at Or1y after being ordained. He was then assigned to Brazil.
He sailed for Belem on October 5 of the same year to replace deceased Fr.
Jose Gaillard at the Carmo school, where he functioned as teacher and bursar until
its closing in 1897. He then was assigned to Manaus as mission procurator for the
new Spiritan undertaking in Amazonia. In 1901 he moved to Boca de Tefe, once
again as bursar of that establishment and at the same time teacher of music.
These were not easy assignments in those troubled years, but he generously
devoted himself to his task.
He began ailing in August 1902.

He seemed to be recovering and

announced his intention to go by the first available steamer to Manaus and Belem
to attend to some pending business matters. Unfortunately, the fevers returned
more strongly than ever on September 18. He died two days later after making his
perpetual vows.
B.G. 21, 744 f.
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Br. Pedro Claver CORREIA BRAZIL F PTG BRZ
December 13, 1871 Recife (other records give 1868 as his year of birth)
The first Brazilian to join the Congregation, he made his first vows on March
19, 1890 at Chevilly. After serving at the college in Beauvais, and in Cintra,
Portugal, he was assigned to Brazil.
On February 28, 1892 he embarked in Lisbon for Belem, where he taught at
the Carma school and functioned as a prefect until 1896. After a brief stay in
Portugal, he was assigned to Amazonia and sailed from Lisbon on November 15,
1897.

Posted to Boca de Tefe, he took care of the poultry yard and did some

teaching. Returning to Europe in late 1900 and still being only in temporary vows,
he appears to have withdrawn from the Congregation around 1902.
B.G. 15,530; 16,219,807; 17,266; 18,406,557,887; E.P. passim
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Mr. Antonio MENDES PALMEIRA 20 BRAZIL PRU
*
1873 Belem, Para
+ September 27, 1893 Lima, Peru
He joined the Congregation in Belem, and was sent to the Spiritan senior
·seminary in Braga, Portugal, for further studies. In 1892 he went to Langonnet for
philosophy. As his chest was weak, he was assigned to Lima, Peru, where he
arrived after a voyage of seventy days via the Straight of Magellan around the
bottom of South America on August 28, 1893. Totally exhausted, he was at once
hospitalized and died of tuberculosis one month later. He had the consolation of
making his vows on his deathbed.
B.G. 15, 925; 22, 17,922,930 f.
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Fr. Augusto CABRIOLI 81 FRANCE
• March 15, 1861 Campuac, Aveyron

F BRZ

+ September 5, 1942 Tefe

He was one of the forty young priests who made their vows on August 1O,
1891 at Or1y. After teaching for two years at Marville, he received his assignment to
Brazil.
On November 9, 1893 he embarked at Le Havre for Belem. He taught there at
the Carma school until it was given up in 1897 and was then posted to Amazonia.
He was destined to work there for forty-five years.
One month after arriving at Tefe he set out for an exploratory voyage of the
Japura River on the small steamer Rio Tefe on September 27. The ship reached
Jubara two days later and stopped over for a few days, which he used to baptize a
few children and adults. It was all he was able to do under the circumstances. He
also heard there what had happened to Manoel and Celso Tapia, two boys the
Spiritans had educated at Carma in Belem:

the entire Tapia family had been

brutally murdered.
On October 2, he arrived at Fucaia, the "most beautiful place on the Japura."
There was a well-kept fazenda (farm) with extensive plantations, owned and
operated by a caboclo

(half-blood Indian).

Unfortunately, the man had been

brutally murdered in his sleep and two human vultures were claiming his farm for
alleged debts, while the wife and children of the man had fled into the woods.
Going on as far as Mapary, he baptized and married a few more people and
on the way back also some at Cururu and Jubara. His conclusion was that the
Japura River offered few prospects for a mission; very few people lived along it;
some Indian tribes still practiced cannibalism, but only of killed or captured
enemies. He also reported on the Macu, a tribe of white and blond-haired Indians,
living along the left bank of the Japura River, hard workers but bellicose fighters
who terrorized both other Indians and caboclos.
Returning to Boca de Tefe, he taught at the school and was placed in charge
of laying out extensive plantations 'on the twenty-four sq. kilometers of land owned
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by the mission. He became director of the forty-five boys attending the mission's
trade school, and in 1904 superior and director of the station at Boca de Tefe. As
such he played a role in the offer made by the governor of Amazonia asking the
Congregation to take over a vast complex in Paricatuba and transform it into an
industrial school.

In 1906 he was listed as principal superior of the Spiritans

working in Amazonia and as such he attended the General Chapter in Paris.
In 1912 we find him men ioned as pastor in the town of Tefe, while also
serving its outstations on the Tefe River at Caic;ara and Uariny. He worked there
until 1924 except for a short stay at Sao Filipe around 1915.

It was with great

regret that the people saw him leave in 1924 to take over the pastorship of Sao
Filipe on the Jurua River. He was to stay there for the remainder of his life. When
he arrived there the little town had acquired a bad reputation; nearly all good
people had gone elsewhere and hardly anyone but "hardened sinners" still
remained. Only someone endowed with heroic patience would be able to succeed
there.

Yet within three months, there were nineteen people who received

Communion every month; more people attended Sunday Mass than in the town of
Tefe, and in a total population of ab ut 750 one hundred fulfilled their Easter
duties.

Slowly but surely, the parish revived; devotion to the Sacred Heart

flourished, as did the Apostolate of Prayer.
He lived there almost like a hermit, for visitors to his distant parish were rare
and, as he became older, his lay catechist, himself in his sixties, gradually took
over the exhausting trips to settlements along the rivers.
vegetarian and grew his food in his own garden.

He had become a

His ministry to the people

extended over the whole day and often lasted far into the night. As there was no
doctor anywhere in the area, he also acquired a reputation among the people as a
physician, thereby joining corporal works of mercy to his spiritual ministry.
Exhausted, the valiant old man went to his heavenly reward in 1942.
B.G. 16, 4251 17,887; 19,551 ff.; 23,412,881,828; 32, 399; 39,585; Ap. Hist.
70; Chronique des Missions 1934-39, 31
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Fr. Xavier (Fran is Xavier) LIBERMANN 77 ALSACE F BRZ
* June 21, 1830 lllkirch
+ July 23, 1907 Chevilly
A nephew of Fr. Franc;ois Libermann and the eldest son of Samson
Libermann, M.D., he began his secondary schooling at the junior seminary of
Strasbourg, continued it at the college in Amiens and finished it at nearby Notre
Dame du Gard. His venerable uncle himself was his spiritual director. He then did
his senior seminary studies and made his vows on Easter Sunday, March 27, 1853
at Notre Dame du Gard. During the Ember Days of September 1853 he was
ordained there.
He then filled a variety of positions, teaching, acting as director of senior
seminarians, superior of large communities in France while also being a member
of the general council of the Congregation from 1856 till 1905.
In 1893 he undertook the official visitation of Spiritan missions in the West
Indies and Latin America. In February 1894 e reached Peru, where he visited the
Spiritan college at Lima and then via Bolivia went to Buenos Ayres, Argentina, to
take a ship going to Belem, Brazil. En rou_te he met Don Jose da Costa Aguiar, the
first bishop of the new diocese of Manaus, who invited him to accompany him to
Manaus. Fifty thousand people then lived in that jungle city, but only two priests
were in residence there and the entire clergy of the immense diocese amounted
only to seven or eight priests.
Fr. Xavier also met the venerable Canon Dupuy, the French pastor of Tete,
who told him about the Indians. Most of these had accepted Christianity in past
centuries, but for about one hundred years they had been totally abandoned. Fr.
Xavier promised him, before departing, that he would try to find priests for them.
His efforts, however, would remain fruitless; neither did he think yet of asking the
Congregation to take up work in Amazonia. As to his official visit to the Carma
school and community, there were then no major difficulties and as yet no thought
of giving up the work
After his return to France, however, radical changes took place, leading to
unexpected results.

The Belem diocese received a new bishop Don AntOnio

Manuel Castilho Brandao in 1895 and the following year Bp. Alexandre Le Roy
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became superior general of the Spiritans. Difficulties arose between Don AntOnio
and the Fathers at the Carmo school about finances, the way the school was
operated, etc. ·and in 1896 the superior general sent Swiss-born Fr. Joseph
Eigenmann as extraordinary visitor to Belem to resolve the situation.

As Don

AntOnio did not want to budge, the superior general decided to close the Carmo
school as a Spiritan institution.
This, however, did not mean the Spiritans' withdrawal from Brazil. Don Jose
Aguiar of Manaus himself had gone to Europe to find priests for his diocese, and
when he was unable to get any, turned to the Spiritans. A provisional agreement
was reached and Fr. Xavier was chosen to travel to Manaus to study the situation
and arrange for a formal convention. On April 13, 1897 he sailed from Lisbon
together with the Frs. Parissier and Friedrich and Br. Donaciano Hoffman, to arrive
at Manaus on May 23.
The agreement was soon reached. It stipulated that the Congregation would
station at least two Fathers at Manaus to take over the Sao Sebastiao parish, which
would serve also as a procure for inland missions aiming especially at the Indians.
The thirty year old governor of Amazonia vigorously supported the planned
missions, writing that guns were unable to civilize the Indians who were being
exploited by Brazilians and foreigners alike. A more potent ·moralizing influence
was needed for that purpose, one rooted in the Gospel, the Church and
missionaries:

·Next, Fr. Xavier set out with three companions for Tefe, 700 km. up the

Solimoes River, and founded a new mission, some ten kilometers from Tefe at
Boca de Tefe on a mouth of the Japura River. The town donated a piece of land
measuring ten by one kilometer.

The purpose was to establish there an

agricultural school for orphans and later also for Indians. Work began at once to
put up the necessary buildings, including a chapel and a dwelling for the
community; they also prepared the grounds for agriculture.
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In February 1898 the governor placed a steam-powered launch at the
disposal of Fr. Xavier and Fr. Berthon to explore the Negro, Branco and Takutu
Rivers in search for the best location of a mission to the Indians. First evangelized
in the seventeenth century, but long since abandoned for lack of priests, the
Indians still retained a fond memory of their missionaries of yesteryears. The
launch got stuck in the sand on the Branco River when it tried to cross the equator,
but they continued their exploration in a small boat until they reached Paracahuba.
Well received by an uncle of Amazonia's governor there, they were conducted by
him in person to Boa Vista, then still a village of some two hundred people and
thirty houses.
From there another boat took them to Sao Bento near the mouth of the Takutu
River. They were impressed by the numerous hamlets of Indians in the area and
considered that place most suited for a stable mission among those people.
Their exploration being accomplished, they returned to Manaus as guests on
a boat chartered by Dr. Lisboa, the head of the Fonte Boa town council, and his
family. The entire trip had taken three months.
Going back to France, Fr. Xavier reported his findings to the superior general.
He was then sixty-eight years old and not in the best of health. Nonetheless, he
accepted a special mission as apostolic visitor at Miserghin in Algeria. A small
congregation of Brothers operated there an orphanage and agricultural school, but
had incurred large debts and was on the verge of bankruptcy.

He began by

preaching them a solid retreat, at the end of which near1y all of them asked to enter
the Spiritan Congregation; he managed to solve their financial situation, became
their novice master and led them to their profession in the Congregation. He then
stayed on as superior of the community.
He suffered a slight stroke in 1901 and about one month later went to
Chevilly's infirmary. At first he was still able to teach a course in practical medicine
and light surgery to the seminarians
' and even to go on vacation at Langonnet
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during the summer or visit his relatives.

His final years were marked by great

sufferings, which he bore fully resigned to God's will.
N.B. separate issue, 66 pages; B.G. 19,544 ff. and passim
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Fr. Jose FRITSCH 79 ALSACE BRZ
* March 8, 1870 Herschbach

+ February 9, 1950 Tefe

Together with fifty other young priests he made his vows on August 15, 1894
at Or1y and then was assigned to serve in Brazil.
On October 11, 1894 he em barked at Lisbon for Belem, Para. He functioned
there as librarian, teacher and dean of discipline at the Carmo school. When in
1897 this school was given up by the Spiritans, he was sent to the freshly opened
new mission at Boca de Tefe in November of the same year. He began helping in
making the place livable with nothing but hand-held tools by grading the short road
from the mission to the river. As soon as the industrial and agricultural school
opened there, he was placed in charge of its industrial shops and the orphans.
In November 1903 he went back to Europe and served as a teacher at the
colleges at Porto and Braga in Portugal until the October 1910 revolution wrecked
the Spiritan province in that country. Expelled, he was reassigned to Amazonia
and was stationed at Boca do Tefe as a missionary, taking his tum to serve the
station at Sao Filipe (later renamed Eirinepe) on the Middle Jurua River. He took
charge of ministry along the Upper Tarauaca River, but during the war years 191418 he was alone and extended his care also to the Muru and Envira Rivers with
their tributaries.
After Fr. Tastevin's returned in 1919, he was stationed at Tefe Town, but from
1924 on he was posted to Seabra for ministry along the Tarauaca and Muru rivers
and their tributaries, tirelessly wending his way from settlement to settlement year
after year.
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Lack of personnel in the T efe prefecture caused him to be recalled as pastor
of the Tete Town around 1935.

He was seventy-seven years old when in 1947

Dutch Spiritans took over the Prefecture of Tete and had exhausted himself in
untiring service for forty years in Amazonia.
Retired, he remained in Tete Town, happy to see that the mission was again
in good hands and well-staffed. This veteran of the prefecture went to his heavenly
reward in 1950.
B.G. 17, 338, 440; 22, 336; 41, 315, 380; Ap. Hist. 69; Wennink, passim; E.P.
passim
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Fr. Ambrosio (Ambroise Ubald) SYL VAND 73 FRANCE PTG BRZ MRT
+ July 28, 1934 Mauritius
* October 30, 1860 Megeve, Savoy
He had virtually finished his theology studies in the diocesan seminary of
Annecy when he opted for the Congregation and made his vows as a young priest
on August 23, 1885 at Chevilly. He was then assigned to Portugal to teach at Holy
Spirit College at Braga and learned to speak Portuguese flawlessly.
Ten years later he received a new assignment and went to N.S. do Carmo in
Belem, Brazil, as it superior and rector of the seminary. The moment was not very
auspicious; unlike his two predecessors, the ne

bishop was causing great

difficulties and Fr. Sylvand was not able to meet his demands. He lasted only one
year and then returned to Portugal.
After five years of preaching very successful missions in rural parishes, he
was exhausted and recalled to France.

In late 1902 he received a new

assignment, this time to Mauritius. He was to work there fruitfully for thirty-two years
in pastoral ministry, nearly all of them as an assistant, for he did not feel able to be
pastor or religious superior.

He excelled as a confessor, whether to his fellow

priests, ordinary parishioners or prisoners, including those condemned to death.
He remained active until a few days pefore his death.
B.G. 37, 90 ff.
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Fr. Leao {Leon) DISSARD 59 FRANCE IND BRZ F MDG
+ Dece!'Tlber 12, 1916 Paris
• December 10, 1857
He was one of the twenty-eight young priests who on August 24, 1884 made
their vows at Chevilly. His first assignment sent him to India to teach at the college
in Pondicherry. When three years later the Holy See merged the Spiritan
prefecture there with the vicariate, the Congregation withdrew from Pondicherry
and he was assigned to Africa.
On October 4, 1888 he sailed from Cherbourg to the Vicariate of Gabon,
where he was posted to Fernan Vaz, and served as both bursar and director. He
made a nasty fall down the stairs, which resulted in two dislocated arms. As they
refused to heal, he had to return to France in July 1890.
Placed at the college in Castelnaudary, he recovered sufficiently to be able to
assume mission duties and was sent to Belem, Brazil. He embarked at Lisbon on
September 23, 1896 for his destination to teach at the Carmo school. His health,
however, was not very good and by 1898 he was back at Lisbon.
After serving in France in colleges and vocational schools for some years, he
was sent to Madagascar around 1904, where he did pastoral ministry for five years
and returned to France in July 1909. His remaining years were spent there, notably
at Bordeaux. He died of a stroke in 1916.
B.G. 13, 360 ff.; 14, 238, 240, 272, 692; 16, 470; 17, 440; 18, 330; 28, 449; E.P.
passim. His age at death is given as 57, but his year of birth is repeatedly stated as
1857, which results in 59.
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Br. Urbano MONTEIRO PORTUGAL BRZ
• September 19, 1871 D. of Lamego
Professed in 1893, he served at Saint John Fisher College, Ponte Delgado, in
the A res

before sailing to Belem, Brazil, on !',Pril 13, 1897. His stay at the Carmo

school there was short, as the institute was returned to the diocese a few months
later. He travelled then to Manaus, where the parish of Sao Sebastao had been
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entrusted to the Congregation. He worked there till around 1900 when, still being
in temporary vows, he withdrew from the Congregation.
B.G. 18,590, 19,536
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Br. Donaciano (Georg) HOFFMAN 39 GERMANY PTG BRZ
* September 3, 1873 Niederzeuzheim a. Lahn
+ April 25, 1913 Knechtsteden
He was still a novice when he accompanied other German Brothers and
Fathers to Portugal, where they worked at the large building housing the novitiate
and other facilities at Cintra. He made his vows there on March 19, 1891 and
remained at Cintra until 1897.
In that year he joined Fr. Xavier Libermann and others, embarking on April 28
at Lisbon for Amazonia. After arriving at Manaus on May 23, he was one of the four
Spiritans who travelled some 700 kilometers on the Solimoes River to Tefe to
pioneer a new mission at Boca de Tefe. Together with Br. Tito Kuster, he began
cutting down virgin forest to make room for plantations, and once that was done he
cultivated the land. This was his main task all the time he remained there; in
addition, he was charged also with fishing, which provided much of the daily
sustenance.
After about ten years of hard labor, he was exhausted and became ill. Sent
back to Germany in 1913, the doctors diagnosed cancer. He died piously in the
Lord after a few months of intense sufferings, which he bore with great patience.
Rath 128
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Br. Manoel (Emmanuel) DILLENSEGER 57 ALSACE BRZ
* December 1, 1872 Andlau
+ March 3, 1930 Boca de Tefe
A late vocation, he began his junior seminary studies, and made an excellent
impression, but when constant headaches played havoc with his studies, he asked
to be admitted as a Brother. On March 19, 1897 he made his vows at Chevilly.
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Assigned at once to Brazil, he left in April for the Carmo school at Belem,
where he served as refectorian. When this school was closed in October 1897, he
was transferred to Amazonia and posted to Boca de Tefe. Everything was still in
the process of being organized and he was told that he would be in charge of the
kitchen, including the cooking. As he did not have any culinary talents nor training,
his meals were uniformly unappetizing and he tried to hid his own disappointment
behind a sour face. Moreover, he hated the daily necessity of having to deal with
the women to came to sell produce at the kitchen. In short, he was unhappy there.
Nonetheless, he prayed a lot and even turned down an offer from the generalate to
r call him to France. Gradually he recovered and became more amenable.
Exhausted and ailing from a variety of afflictions, he returned to France in
1906.

It took several years of treatment before he recovered sufficiently to ask

repeatedly to be allowed to return to Amazonia.
His wish was granted late in the year 1913. Going back to Boca de Tefe, he
took care of the poultry yard, the flower garden and the preparation of cocoa. He
now became a subject of edification for all, spending his time either in work or in
prayer. Death came for him after a long and extremely painful illness, which he
endured with great patience.
B. G. 34, 805 f.
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Fr. Luiz FRIEDRICH 56 ALSACE GNA PRU BRZ NL
+ December 23, 1907 Weert NL
* August 11, 1850 Mollkirch
He did his secondary studies at Strasbourg and finished them at Langonnet in
1870. Having completed his senior seminary studies and being ordained a priest,
he made his vows together with twenty-one others on August 15, 1875 at Chevilly.
He then received his assignment to the Spiritan Prefecture of Guiana. The
jurisdiction of this prefecture extended also over an area between the Oiapogue
and Arnouzzy Rivers, which Brazil claimed as part of its territory. Brazil disliked the
presence of French missionaries in that area, but was unable to do anything about
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it just then.

Later the dispute was settled in favor of Brazil, but just then the

Spiritans continued their ministry there. Fr. Friedrich and other priests travelled
through it and went around instructing, preaching and administering the
sacraments until around 1882 he became a chaplain to the six thousand criminals
deported to prison camps in Guiana. In addition, he worked among the lepers and
visited untouched tribes living in the forests along the upper Maroni River.

His

fruitful ministry came to an end when an interim governor of Guiana removed him
from the register of approved priests and expelled him from the country in 1892.
Going directly from Guiana to Peru in mid 1892, he served at the budding new
Spiritan college at Lima as bursar and teacher, as well as chaplain to the French
hospital in that city. When in 1895 civil war broke out in Lima, the college found
itself in the midst of the fighting. Forthwith he created a field hospital in the school
and its personnel served as stretcher bearers, infirmarians and, of course,
chaplains. In the three days the fighting lasted, some 200 wounded were taken
care of and all of the 26 patients who died there received the sacraments.
In 1896 his name was placed on the listed of three candidates submitted to
the Holy See to become vicar apostolic of North Zanguebar in East Africa and he
was recalled to France.

He was not chosen but instead told to prepare himself for

a much more difficult mission in Amazonia.
On April 13, 1897 he accompanied Fr. Xavier Libermann and other Spiritans
who were pioneering in the venture to Manaus, where they arrived on May 23. The
bishop entrusted to the Congregation the parish of Sao Sebastiao, which had been
vacant since 1894; and Fr. Libermann selected Fr. Friedrich as its pastor and
religious superior of two other priests and one Brother he stationed there.
They quickly set to work and attracted large crowds to their carefully prepared
celebrations of the Eucharist, fine sermons and on certain feasts attracted
thousands of people for processions across the town. They also regularly visited
the many sick in the hospital and in the lazaret for contagious diseases, as well as
the children in the orphanage.
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Fr. Friedrich sent Br. Bertino to buy a steam-powered boat, christened

Christoforo to make it easier to visit people along the rivers more frequently. When
one boat proved to be insufficient he acquired another with a steel hull, named it

Ida, and made it possible to extend their visits to more distant settlements along the
many rivers in the area.
After Fr. Libermann's departure, he became principal superior of the Spiritans
in Amazonia and in 1901 he moved to Boca de Tefe.

Under his direction, an

agricultural orphanage was opened there, which soon counted eighty boys. Within
a year twenty-five hectares (63 acres) of forest gave way to agricultural plantations.
Twice, in 1901 and 1903, he accompanied the bishop of Manaus on his
apostolic visits to the people living along the Coary and Negro Rivers of Amazonia.
And in between these two trips he preached a long mission on the Coary River. It
resulted in 81 baptism, 9 marriages and countless confessions and Communions.
Along the Negro River some 300 baptisms were administered and 700 people
received confirmation. In May 1903 he went with the bishop to the extreme western
limits of the diocese at Tabatinga, giving baptism to 413 and confirmation to 527. If
anything, these trips convinced him of the need to establish river parishes to
stabilize the faith in all those places.
In December 1903 he went on his last trip on t e SolimOes River up to Upper
Javary and then this river's tributary the ltecoai, administering 550 baptisms and
blessing 43 marriages. There fevers seized him and his health became so bad that
by mid 1904 he had to leave Brazil for Europe.
When he had recovered, he was posted in 1906 to Holland as superior of the
junior seminary recently opened at Weert. He was too far gone, however, to do
much good there and passed away the following year.
N.8. 3, 189 ff.
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Br. Wilfrido (Franz Xaver) HORNBACH 53 GERMANY BRZ
* April 10, 1877 Hoppinger, Baden
+ April 13, 1930 Chevilly
A farmer before he entered the Congregation in 1895 at Chevilly, he learned
masonry and on March 19, 1897 he made his vows there.
Assigned at once to Amazonia, he sailed on February 4, 1898 from Le Havre
and reached Boca de Tefe in March of the same year. This new mission had just
been opened the previous year. A modest provisional residence had already been
built, as well as the necessary accommodations for the training and housing of
some thirty apprentice craftsmen. He was placed in charge of the masonry and
construction shop. Construction at that time meant going first into the forest to cut
down trees, sawing them into beams and planks with only primitive tools and
transporting them to the mission.
He labored there for three decades, teaching his trade, putting up new
structures, making bricks, looking after the farm and the livestock of the mission.
Worn out by his labor, he became ill in 1929 and was sent to France for
recuperation. Suffering from asthma and a heart condition, the faithful Brother lived
in Chevilly's infirmary before going to his eternal reward._
B.G. 34, 762 f.; Rath, 283
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Br. Martinho ( Mathaus) HERMANN 65 GERMANY F HTI BRZ
+ December 16, 1932 Tefe
* July 28, 1867 Duntenheim, Baden
A giant of a man, he had become a tailor, but later switched to smithing, which
for his iron hands was more suitable than a tiny needle. At the age of twenty-four
he entered the Congregation as a postulant Brother at Cellule, where he made his
vows on November 1, 1893.
After serving for a few years in France, he was assigned to Haiti in 1895 and
worked there for four years ·at St. Joseph's Trade School, teaching smithing and
becoming a pillar of the school. When the institute had to be closed because the
government ran out of money, he was transferred to Amazonia.
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Posted to Boca de Tefe, he opened a blacksmith shop, learned mechanics
form Fr. Kermahon and became very proficient in that trade also. He produced all
kinds of tools for the mission and for the fishermen earning their living by catching
turtles and fish, using harpoons and large nets. He also repaired many rifles, so
many, in fact, that his shop began to resemble an arsenal.
No matter what came to his shop, whether musical instruments or broken
wheels, he was able to fix it. No wonder, the people looked upon him as a man
sent by God's providence and came to him from far away. He also did the needed
repairs to the mission's little steam-powered vessel. As if he did not have enough
to do, he used his talent for music to organize a fanfare with instruments donated
by the government to enliven religious and civil festivities.
After some fifteen years of hard work he went on leave in Europe, but returned
within a year, eager to start all over again. Meanwhile the governor of Amazonia
had asked the Congregation to take over an immense building at Paricatuba on the
Negro River, two hours steaming from Manaus, to open an industrial school there.
He was posted to it in 1905 and charged with its metal shop and with the
maintenance of steam or electric motor-powered mac ines.

He loved it there, but

the enterprise did not last long. When a new governor was appointed, he had
other ideas for the use of the buildings and closed the shops.
Brother then returned to Boca de Tefe to work in its blacksmith shop. He also
looked after the herd of cattle, increasing it to one hundred. His attempts to make
butter and cheese from the little milk the cows gave were not too successful, but he
managed to produce a very good kind of wine from cajou apples.
In 1923 he was wounded while installing steam-powered engines in the
mission's shops and sugar plant. The accident forced him back to Europe for
treatment.

Although he was able to return to Boca de Tefe in 1926, he never

regained the full use of his damaged leg. Nonetheless, he continued to work as
much as possible.
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In 1932 dangerous fevers attacked him. Transported to the hospital in Tefe,
the valiant and resourceful Brother, who was "always ready to do anything for
anybody" died peacefully in the Lord.
B.G. 36,219 ff.; Rath 307
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Fr. Agusto (Pierre M. Auguste) KERMABON 45 FRANCE HTI BRZ
* January 10, 1864 Keriado-en-Ploemear, Morbihan
+ May 22, 1907 Langonnet
The eldest of nine children born to his parents, he learned the trade of
mechanics and worked in the docks of a nearby harbor. During his military service
he was sent to Guiana in 1883, where he met saintly Fr. Joseph Guyodo and this
encounter made him desire to follow in his footsteps. At the age of twenty-four he
began the long studies for the priesthood: four years of secondary schooling
followed by five years of philosophy and theology. It was not easy, but he
persevered. His chest was weak and in 1892 he was sent to Martinique to prefect
at St. Pierre's seminary and college, while also continuing his senior seminary
studies. He was ordained there on June 12, 1896. On August 15, 1897 he made
his vows at Orly.
Sent to Portugal to learn its language, he received a new destination when a
few months later he received orders to go to Haiti to replace an ailing priest. He
served there at St. Joseph's Trade School as assistant director until in 1899 this
institute closed its door because the government was unable to continue its support
of the school.
Accompanied by two Brothers he sailed to Amazonia on October 10 of the
same year.

He earned a diploma qualifying him to be captain of any steam-

powered vessel on the rivers of Brazil and was able to take charge of the mission's
two small boats.
Soon after, he made his first trip, lasting six weeks, on the Japura River with
Fr. Parissier and one Brother as his passengers. It left him exhausted and almost
unable to function. On doctor's orders he went back to France in 1901, but on
February 9, 1904 he was happy when he was allowed to embark again for
Amazonia. Before the year was over a attack of beri-beri forced him to return to
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France. Once more, he went back to Amazonia in October 1905. Six months later,
pulmonary tuberculo_sis put an end to his work.
Returning to France, he was placed at Langonnet, where he piously passed
away after a long illness.
N.B. 3, 77 ff.
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Br. Amadeu LE SCOUARNEC 59 FRANCE HTI BRZ F
* August 14, 1869 Malvoisin-en-Ploerdut, Guemene
+ July 3, 1929 Langonnet
A cartwright by trade, he entered the Congregation at Langonnet in 1893 and
was sent to Haiti two years later to teach woodworking in the newly opened St.
Joseph's trade school at Port-au-Prince. Professed in 1895, he was transferred to
Amazonia in 1899 when the trade school in Haiti had ceased to exist because the
government was unable to continue to support it.
After his arrival in Amazonia in late' 1899, he was posted to Boca de Tefe,
where he worked in the metal-working shop. His stay did not last long; by April
1901 he was back in France and posted to the trade school of St. Michel. When
Combes' persecution forced its suppression in 1904, he went to Langonnet. His
remaining years were spent there in devoted service to this community.
B. G. 33, 743 ff.
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Br. Casimiro (Aloys) ULMER 67 ALSACE F BRZ CAN USA
• June 4, 1871 Rosheim
+ January 4, 1939 Mortain
Professed on September 8, 1889, he worked as a tailor for ten years at
various communities in France until in 1899 he was assigned to Amazonia. He
taught his craft there at the Boca de Tefe trade school until in December 1906 he
returned to France.
· In 1907 he went to St. Alexandre College in Canada,'where he served until
1909 and again from 1912 till 1921. The years in between were spent at Ferndale
in the U.S.A.
Always in ill health, he then returned to France, rendering service in Paris,
Langonnet and Mortain until his death.
SWWW459
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Br. Valentino (Fran90is Xavier) FRIEDRICH ALSACE F BRZ
• December 3, 1873 Mollkirch
He made his first vows on December 27, 1895 at Chevilly and was posted to
the college of Mesnieres until on January 16, 1900 he and two other Brothers
embarked at Le Havre for Amazonia.
He accompanied Fr. Parissier on his expedition on the Jurua River in April
and May 1900 and was then posted to Boca de Tefe, where he functioned as a
blacksmith and mechanic.

He appears to have left the Congregation at the

expiration of his vows around 1903.
B.G. 18, 3; 20,302, 725; 22, 179; E.P. passim
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Br. M. Ignacio BELLER FRANCE F BRZ
* June 16, 1881 Nantes
He made his vows at Chevilly on September 8, 1898.

After serving at

Mesnieres he was assigned to Amazonia and sailed on January 16, 1900 from Le
Havre. Placed at Boca de T efe, he served as cook and baker. He appears to have
left the Congregation around 1904.
B.G. 19,315,383;20, 725;22, 179
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Fr. Jose (Joseph) LEVtQUE 41 FRANCE
* April 13, 1863 Sept-Forges, D. of Saez

GBN BRZ

+ May 28, 1904 Chevilly

He had finished his philosophy when he entered the Congregation in 1885 to
study theology at Chevilly. Ordained there on Pctober 28, 1888, he made his vows
on August 15, 1889 at Or1y together with thirty other young priests.
He was then assigned to Gabon, where he was posted to the recently opened
mission at Lambarene and labored for ten years. He learned the local language to
perfection, proved to be an excellent teacher and tireless on safari. He became
very popular among the people-so popular in fact that it turned against him. That
happened when the government imposed a tax on the people who did not
understand this novel benefit of civilization and took it to be a fine for misdeeds.
They expected him to obtain their exemption from it because they had not
misbehaved. When he was unable to do so, they took it as a sign that he no longer
loved them and had betrayed them.
As his health also was failing he went back to France and after recovering
asked to be assigned to Amazonia. His _wish was granted and on November 16,
1901 he sailed for his destination. Posted to Boca de Tefe, he looked after the
young people in its orphanage and workshops; on the material side he started
brickmaking facilities. He had learned this art in Lambarene and did it so well that
he was able to supply other mission stations and even commercial establishments
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along the rivers. Known for his even-tempered character, kindness and patience,
he was much loved by all.
After some three years of excellent health, he developed a black spot under
his right eye.

Fearing carcinoma, his superior sent him back to Paris for an

operation. The operation was performed, but the cancer had spread and nothing
else could be done.

He died a few months later, leaving the memory of an

"excellent religious and a saintly missionary."
8. G. 22, 673 ff.
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Br. Odon (Augustin) LINZ GERMANY CON BRZ
* September 9, 1875 Hochswier, Baden
He made his vows on December 27, 1885 at Chevilly and was assigned to
the French Congo. A shoemaker by trade, he operated the shoemaking shop at
Loango and also served as assistant to the bursar.
In 1903 he was reassigned to Amazonia and sailed on September 14 from
Genua. Posted to Boca de Tefe, he continued to be in charge of shoemaking there.
Being still in temporary vows, he withdrew from the Congregation around 1905.
8.G. 16,3,31,544; 19,407;20,403;22,310
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Fr. Henrique MAURICE 55 FRANCE BRZ ZRE GLP
* April 2, 187 4 Cherbourg
+ June 13, 1929 Guadeloupe
He had earned a B.A. and a 8. Sc. and studied medicine at Bordeaux and
Paris when he entered the Congregation to make his novitiate at Or1y. Professed
on December 1, 1899, he went to Chevilly for theology and was ordained there on
October 28, 1902.
Assigned to Amazonia in 1903, he learned Portuguese at Braga and then
sailed from Lisbon on December 2, 1904. He functioned at Paricatuba's technical
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school as its physician and druggist and in 1906 was stationed at Boca de Tefe, but
returned to France in August of that year.
After earning a Ph.D. in natural sciences magna cum /aude at Fribourg, he
was accepted as a medical missionary in Katanga, Belgian Congo. His special
task was to investigate sleeping sickness (trypanosomiasis) and to recommend
steps to prevent its spreading to other people.
Mobilized for World War One, he spent those years at Cherbourg in
bacteriological service. He then published a handbook on hygiene and medicine
for the tropics in 1920, while serving as chaplain to a mission among the poor at
Charonne. Two years later he was sent on an expedition to Guinea to capture and
bring back to France some chimpanzees, needed for the testing of new vaccines
against such illnesses as tuberculosis.
His ideal was to serve as a priest and physician in Africa, but French
government policy at that time was unwilling to accept him in that double capacity.
At his own request in 1923, he was then assigned to Guadeloupe in order to
perform more priestly service.

He was very happy there as pastor on the little

island of Desirade, where he died suddenly in 1929.
B.G. 34,274 ff.
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Fr. Constantino TASTEVIN 82· FRANCE BRZ F
* February 21, 1880 Lorient, Morbihan

+ September 25, 1962 Paris

One of the thirty who made their vows on October 1, 1900 at Orly, he was sent
to the Gregorian University in Rome for theology and was ordained there on April
12, 1904. He then went to the Dominican Biblical Institute in Jerusalem for
additional studies.
On October 12, 1905 he embarked at Le Havre for Amazonia, where he was
posted to Boca de T efe. Like nearly all newcomers, he began by being placed in
charge of the children in the orphanage, but from 1910 on his attention became
focussed on the Indians. He remained attached to the Boca de Tefe station for all
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his years in Amazonia, except for a short stay at Paricatuba and for the World War
One period when he was mobilized to serve in the army.
However, he was constantly travelling the rivers to work among the Indians.
He became known as "the great apostle of the Jurua" River and its many tributaries,
penetrating as far as the borders of Peru. He did the same for the Japura River, up
to the cascades in Columbia. In all, he served some 10,000 km. of river basins.
While ministering to the people, he also studies their customs and learned their
languages and dialects.
The long voyages gave him much time to write while his boat made its way up
and down the rivers and he used it to prepare a few books and many articles about
Indian languages, notably Tupi, which appeared in learned journals, such as

Anthropos, as well as geographical studies about the areas and the people he had
visited. His bibliography about them enumerates about 35 articles, and earned him
numerous medals and decorations, including the Cross of Officer of the Legion of
Honor.
In 1926 he went to Paris to participate as a delegate in the general chapter of
the Congregation and then was retained in Paris to teach at Holy Spirit Seminary.
He also became professor of ethnology at the Catholic Institute in Paris and
continued to write and publish until 1954. Most of these were cultural anthropology
studies about Africa and Madagascar.
B.G. 20,608; 22,542, 778; 23,392,821; 26,653 ff.; 29,232 ff.; 32,401 f.; Wennink,
88 ff. bibliography for Amazonia.
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Br. Rafael (Karl Emil) HAAG 71 GERMANY F D BRZ PTG
* August 3, 187 4 Stuttgart
+ March 8, 1945 T efe
A talented maker of artistic objects and a teacher of painting and drawing, he
applied to the Congregation in 1895 at Chevilly. After making his vows in 1902 he
was posted to Knechtsteden, Germany, to teach young Brothers .
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In 1905 he was assigned to Amazonia to teach at the agricultural and
industrial school in Paricatuba. He proved to be a born teacher and his entire life
would be spent in that kind of service. When in 1908 this school had to be given
up, he joined the teaching staff of St. Mary's College in Porto and later taught at the
Spiritan junior seminary in Broich, Germany.
In November 1913 he returned to Amazonia and was posted there to Boca de
Tefe, followed by Tefe Town. He taught at its elementary school and at the junior
seminary.

He also proved to be very adept at teaching reading and writing to

adults and for their benefit wrote the book Novo Syllabario, a new method for
quickly learning to read and write. It was widely used and by 1934 saw its third
edition. Aside from teaching he also did artistic work in decorating and furnishing
churches in the prefecture.
He died in Tefe shortly before World War Two came to an end. He was one of
those well-trained and very religious German Brothers with whom the
Congregation was blessed.
Rath 385
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Fr. Louiz TREBERN 66 FRANCE • F BRZ CAN
* August 29, 1869 Ploneur-en-Pont-Abbe Brittany

+ February 9, 1936 Rennes

A bright student, he completed his secondary schooling at Langonnet and
Cellule and then went to Haiti, where for five years he prefected at St. Martial
College while also pursuing his senior seminary studies. On June 8, 1895 he was
ordained there by the apostolic delegate. He then made his novitiate at Cintra in
Portugal, where he pronounced his vows on March 19, 1897.
After teaching at the Spiritan College in Porto and being director of the
agricultural school at Cintra for several years, he was assigned to Amazonia in
1905.

Just then the Congregation had accepted to open an agricultural and·

industrial school at Paricatuba near Manaus. A very large building, measuring 100
meters in quadrangle, had been erected there as part of a campaign to attract
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Italian immigrants to Amazonia. As none had come, the governor of Amazonia had
offered it to the Spiritans to train farmers and skilled craftsmen. The government
had pledged to cover the expenses of repairing and maintaining the half-ruined
complex and to pay reasonable salaries to its teaching staff, and the Congregation
pledged to send qualified teachers for at least five crafts.
Fr. Trebern was named its director and in December 1905 he reached
Paricatuba. On arrival he saw himself promoted on the spot to . . . Colonel in the
Brazilian Army! Other Spiritans followed in January. After the most-needed repairs
had been made, the school was ready to open and the President of Brazil, Sr.
Afonso Pena, after whom the school was named, arrived in person with his
entourage for its inauguration.

The usual ceremonies were held, speeches

delivered, and three hundred guests attended the banquet, offered by the
governor, in the enormous dining room of the school. The work began to flourish
and within a year some 120 boys were learning a trade.
Toward the end of 1907 the governor resigned and his interim successor
wanted to change the school into a lay institute. A campaign was started in the
main newspaper against the Congregation and in June 1908 a former director of
that paper, promoted to secretary of state for Amazonia, presented to the legislature
a report describing the school as a heavy burden on the tax payers with little to
show for all the money it got. Seeing the handwriting on the wall, the Spiritans
decided to leave and did so on July 22, 1908. Many of the boys who attended the
school followed their example. While some of the Spiritans involved returned to
Europe, others withdrew to Boca de T efe.
As to Fr. Trebern, he was transferred to St. Alexandre, near Ottawa and
served there for two years as bursar. In 1912 he returned to France and became
bursar at Chevilly. Mobilized at the outbreak of World War One in 1914, he saw
service as stretcher bearer and was wounded twice.

Demobilized in 1917, he

resumed his function as bursar at Chevilly and later at other locations. His final
posting was to the junior seminary at Pire-sur-Seche, again as a very competent
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bursar, in 1930. He proved to be also very affable and always happy to render
service.
After six happy years there, he was worn out and ready to retire to Langonnet.
It was not to be. After a stroke in January 1936 which made him unable to speak,
he was sent to Rennes, where he died a few weeks later.
B.G. 38, 114 ff.
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Br. Cornelio (Joseph) BERTRAM 58 GERMANY AUS F D BRZ
* May 10, 1865 Xanten, D. of Munster .
+ January 19, 1924 Boca de Tefe
He had learned shoemaking when he entered the Congregation at Chevilly in
1887. Professed on March 19, 1890, he was assigned to the recently opened
college at Ballarat, Australia. When this school was given up, he was posted
successively to Epinal, France, Knechtsteden, Germany (1986-90), and Chevilly.
In 1905 he was reassigned to Amazonia as a member of the Spiritan Brothers
team that was to man the agricultural and industrial school to be opened at
Paricatuba, near Manaus.

Together with several other Brothers he sailed in

November 1905 and arrived at Paricatuba one month later.

The school was

flourishing when in 1908 the Spiritans withdrew because a new governor wanted
to secularize it.
He was then P<?sted to Boca de T efe, where he continued to work with his
usual steadfast application and willingness to be of service for fifteen years.
Among the tasks he fulfilled there were those of being chief of the shoemaking
shop, the warehouse and the sugar refinery.
His health began to decltne late in 1923 and he suffered several asthma
attacks. A final paroxism carried him to his death after a hasty administration of the
anointing of the sick.
B.G. 31,623 f.
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Fr. Afonso DONNADIEU 65 FRANCE
* May 15, 1871 lspagnac, Florac

CON BRZ

+ July 10, 1936 Langonnet

The son of a blacksmith and wheelwright, he went to Cellule to continue his
education in 1887, but three times his studies there and later at Langonnet and
Chevilly were interrupted by illnesses which sent him back home. In 1895 he went
prefecting at the college in Marville. The following year he returned to Chevilly to
finish theology, and after his ordination, he made his vows there on July 10, 1898.
His first assignment sent him to Ubangi, in what was then part of the French
Congo, where he was posted to a new mission at Sambiko just being opened over
1,000 km. from the coast. He labored there under very difficult conditions for four
years and then was placed in charge of that station.

Like his three predecessors,

he lasted only one year before his strength gave out and he was repatriated to
France in 1903.

Suffering from anemia and a very delicate stomach, he spent

some time as chaplain and patient at a sanatorium.
When he had recovered in 1905, Canon Dupuy of Tefe, who happened to be
in France, invited him to accompany him and the other Spiritans assigned to the
Prefecture of Tefe, which was then expected to be created very soon. On October
5, 1905 the party sailed from Le Havre to Amazonia.

Unfortunately, it took five

years before the prefecture was established and in the meantime, the bishop of
Manaus, opposed to the division of his domain, refused to let the Fathers exercise
their ministry outside the professional school they had established at Boca de Tefe.
Fr. Donnadieu spent his time on the mission's little steamboat, securing a supply of
fish and tortoises for the school and of wood for the construction of its buildings.
These trips put him in touch with many leading people and, as he loved being of

service, he built up a reservoir of good-will.
When in 1907 Don Frederico Costa took over the Diocese of Manaus, he at
once gave the Spiritans the faculties of the diocese and he also appointed Fr.
Donnadieu pastor of Santa Teresa parish in Tefe.

As the old parochial place of

worship had collapsed, Father ret;>uilt and enlarged the ancient chapel of Born
Jesus.

For three decades it continued to be the parish church.

In 1909, while
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remaining pastor of T efe, he also functioned as director of the Boca de T efe
establishment. As the school was grossly in debt, he let half of its apprentices go
home, thus cutting down its expenses.
In May 1911 he went back to France, having become almost blind and
suffering from kidney troubles. After treatment and a stay at a sanatorium he was
able to return to Amazonia in January 1914. He then was posted to Cruzeiro do
Sul. This place had been evangelized by the Spiritans since 1912 and its people
had begged the bishop of Manaus to give them a priest in residence. He would
remain there alone until 1927, some 600 km. from his nearest confrere at Sao
Filipe. On the main hill of the place he constructed a wooden building to house a
well-decorated chapel and his residence.
He took great care to perform liturgical functions as splendidly as possible,
.especially on great feast days and in particular on August 15, the Feast of the
Assumption, the patronal feast of the parish. Each year that feast was prepared by
a nine day parish mission, which attracted even people from great distances to
hear him preach.

Sometimes eighty small but crowded vessels and launches

anchored in the harbor to deliver people eager to hear him. Then when darkness
fell, the square in front of the church would be illuminated by the novelty of electric
lights, at the town's expense, until midnight.
His success attracted the envy of some local freemasons, who swore to outdo
his feasts. In 1923 one of them was going to start a large non-religious celebration
in another square of the town. On the very day he was to start the necessary
installations, however, he suffered a stroke at the age of forty-six and asked Father
to come and prepare him for death by giving him the sacraments of the dying.
In the same year he was able to buy a large wooden warehouse that had cost
70,000 francs to build for one thousand francs.

His parishioners transported it

piece by piece to the place where he built their new parish church. It became later
the cathedral of Cruzeiro do Sul.
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His ministry was not limited to the town of Cruzeiro do Sul; he also made
regularly the rounds of the settlements along the Upper Jurua River and its
tributaries.

He also had many a battle of wits with freemasonry, then still very

powerful in the area, when he engaged them in public disputes or in newspaper
articles.
His health, never brilliant, became steadily worse and caused him to collapse
one day in his garden in 1922. From that time on he suffered frequent migraines,
but he carried on until 1927.

In that year he was recalled to Tefe, where he

functioned again as pastor for two years.
Ailing but loath to leave Brazil, he delayed his departure for France by visiting
various places. A fall from a horse added more delay, but in late September 1932
he arrived back in France. Unable to render any more service, he still_ lived on for a
few years, the final one at Langonnet. His heart remained attached to Tefe and his
face lit up when his visitors spoke to him about the Tefe mission.

He died

peacefully in the Lord, whom he had served for five years in Africa and twenty-four
in Brazil.
B. G. 38, 140 ff.

45 Fr. Paulo (Joseph) TROCHON 33 FRANCE BRZ
* September 1, 1878 Chapelle-Blanche,
+ February 6, 1912 on Curueha
D. of Tours
River Bank
He had finished his second year of theology at a diocesan seminary when in
1900 he entered the novitiate at Orly, where he made his vows on September 30,
1901. He then continued his studies at Chevilly and Rome. Ill health forced him to
return to Chevilly after his ordination as a deacon in Rome, but he beca·me a priest
on December 17, 1904 at Chevilly.
On October 5, 1905 he embarked at Le Havre, together with Canon Dupuy
and several other Spiritans for Amazonia. He was seasick all the time until the
party entered the Amazon River.

His hope to begin his apostolate at once was in
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for disappointment: until a new bishop came to assume the see of Manaus, the
Fathers were forbidden to exercise any ministry outside the Boca de Tete
community. He spent his time planting gardens, learning to row a boat and living
on the kind of native diet that he would consume when apostolic voyages on he
rivers would become possible.

He also functioned as dean of discipline in the

orphanage cum trade school at Boca de Tete.
When in 1907 the new bishop of Manaus lifted the ban on their ministry in
Amazonia, he was named assistant to Fr. Donnadieu at Tefe Town and worked
there for two years.

After another year at Boca de Tete as director of the

orphanage, he was happy to hear that, at the bishop of Manaus own request, the
Holy See had created the new Prefecture of Tete-for the Spiritans. Its prefect sent
him back to Tefe Town.
From there he went three times on tours on the Japura River and once on the
Solimoes River right up to the mouth of the Jutahy River, impressing the people by
his zeal and sincerity.

Having persuaded Msgr. Alfredo to entrust the ministry

along the Jutahy River to him, he set out 6n a small river boat together with two
young men who would be his rowers after they reached the mouth of the shallow
Jutahy River and had to switch to a canoe.
On arrival at a plantation, or rubber tapping station, he would stop for several
days, or even a whole week, to instruct the workers in the evenings, administer the
sacraments and talk with them, while during day-time he would visit families in their
dwellings. At the end of his visit, he_ would help his rowers taking turns to row from
one plantation to another. His tour of the Jutahy River took about six months.
Finding its tributary the Curueha River, he went upstream, in search of
isolated dwellers. On the second day one of his two rowers became seriously ill
with fever and, fearing for the man's life, he personally rowed all day long under the
broiling sun, back to the latest plantation he had visited for help. When he reached
there, the sick man's fever had abated, but he himself suffered a severe attack of
fever, probably caused by a sun stroke. Three days later, one of the two rowers
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died and, two days after his death, Fr. Paulo Trochan followed him in the grave. He
was buried near the mouth of the Curueha River.
N.B. 5,234 ff.
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Br. Afonso (Louis} RAULT 49 FRANCE BRZ F
* May 24, 1872 Plessala, Cate du Nord

+ April 29, 1922 Paris

He grew up in the orphanage of St. llan and learned to be a tailor before
doing four years in the army and then returned to St. llan in 1897 asking to be
admitted as a postulant Brother. Professed in 1899 at Chevilly, he returned to St.
llan to resume tailoring.
After another year of serving at Chevilly, he was assigned to Amazonia.
Sailing on November 12, 1905, he went to his destination at Paricatuba to train
apprentices in his trade in its agricultural and industrial school. Unfortunately, the
government withdrew its support of that school a few years later and the Spiritan
staff left it in the summer of 1908.
He was then recalled to France and resumed tailoring at Chevilly. He served
in the armed forces during world War One and when the war ended returned to
Chevilly. His health, however, was broken. His final years were spent from 1920
on at the mother house in Paris. He died there of uremia after a brief illness.
His life was characterized by perfect regularity, doing everything exactly as it
ought to be done, keeping his records punctually up to date and in order. When the
day before his death he was told that it was time to give him the anointing of the
sick, he replied, "Do it exactly as it ought to be done."
B. G. 30, 708 f.
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Msgr. Alfredo (Michel) BARRAT 85 FRANCE F BRZ
* November 9, 1864 Croezille, Auvergne
+ August 29, 1950 Chevilly
Ordained on June 4, 1887 at the age of only twenty-two and one half, he
made his vows, together with thirty others on August 27 of the same year at
Chevilly. He was then retained in France to teach at the colleges of Mesnieres and
Beauvais while also being director of music and later prefect of discipline, earning
high praise for his performance.
When nearly twenty years later the agricultural and industrial school at
Paricatuba, near Manaus was to be opened, he received his assignment to it as
director of music. Accompanied by Br. Agostino Jansen, he arrived there on June
16, 1906 and functioned until the school was forced to close as a Spiritan institute
two years later.

After being hospitalized for a stomach disorder at Para, he

returned to France to recuperate.
In 1909 he was provisionally posted to Portugal, pending the division of the
Manaus diocese, requested by its bishop, Dom Frederico Costa. The first part of
that division came about on May 23, 1910 when the Holy See created three
apostolic prefectures and entrusted the largest one, that of Tefe, to the Spiritans. It
covered the Jurua, Jutahy and lower Japura Rivers. The upper part of the 2,000 km
long Jurua River lay outside Amazonia in the Territory of Acre and remained part of
the Manaus diocese, but Dom Frederico Costa delegated jurisdiction over its most
populous tributary, the Tarahuaca River, to the prefect of Tefe.
On August 16, 1910 Propaganda Fide named Fr. Alfredo Barrat Prefect
Apostolic of Tefe. Together with two Brothers he embarked at Lisbon on the eve of
the revolution, September 29, 1910 and arrived at Manaus on October 26, just in
time for a little bit of a revolution in that city, which wanted to rid itself of its governor.
Two weeks later, he reached T efe, where he was well received by the local
authorities and the people.
Nonetheless, they were disappointed to-see that he was dressed just like any
other priest with nothing at all to distinguish the highest religious authority in the
prefecture as someone special.

People loved the external colorful trappings
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adorning civilian and military authorities with plumed hats, gold braided shoulder
straps and decorations. Moreover, some people resented that their territory was
under the supervision of Propaganda Fide "just like missions among savages in
Central Africa." Superior General Bp. Alexandre Le Roy was able to do something
about the prefect's dress by obtaining that he would be given the rank of
prothonotary apostolic durantemunere in 1911, so that he could vest in purple and
be called Monsignor.
Establishing his headquarters at Boca de Tefe, Msgr. Alfredo set to
work organizing his domain. Having received additional personnel, he staffed the
parishes at Tefe Town and Fonte Boa on the Solimoes River, as well as the quasiparishes of Sao Filipe (later renamed Eirunepe) and Carauari, while also providing
for Upper Jurua with its center at Cruzeiro do Sul and the Tarauaca River basin
with its center at Vila Seabra. Boca de Tefe, which also served as a center for
missionaries in between their trips on the rivers, developed its plantations.

Its

workshops, staffed by eight Brothers, flourished again, so that its precarious
financial condition was remedied to such an extent that a few years later it was able
to pay its outstanding debts.
World War One, 1914-18, mobilized two of the Fathers for military service and
with the death or departure of several Fathers and Brothers, the prefecture found
itself short-staffed. Msgr. Alfredo himself then took over the pastoral service up the
Jurua River, in trips lasting nearly six months, which produced consoling spiritual
and material results.
The hope that the end of the war would bring about an increase of personnel
in Amazonia proved idle. Six hundred and fifty French or German Spiritans had
been mobilized and eight-one of them killed or permanently disabled, while the
Congregation's membership had shrunk by some one hundred and forty. With the
Portuguese Province still unable to function properly in that country, and the French
Spiritans having to provide more men than the Congregation was able to supply to
the distressed missions in French Africa, where Cameroon had been added to its
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care, there simply was no possibility of sending priests to Amazonia. At the same
time, death and illness depleted the aging personnel in Amazonia.
The German Province, however, was willing to take over the Prefecture of
Tefe, a proposal that had been made and accepted at the general chapter of the
Congregation in 1919. Unfortunately, Msgr. Alfredo had no intention of resigning
and it took until 1927 before five German Fathers and two Brothers embarked for
Amazonia. Their orders were to assist their French confreres in the Tefe prefecture
but also to prepare a separate district for German Spiritans.
When they arrived in Tefe in April 1927, they were well received by the French
Spiritans, but Msgr. Alfredo was absent on a long trip up the Jurua that lasted until
mid-December.

Two weeks later he went to Europe without making any

arrangement for the German confreres, leaving the prefecture in disarray.
Extraneous influences were brought to bear on the "German question."

The

apostolic nuncio in Brazil, the French consul in Manaus and the French
ambassador to the Holy See intervened against a transfer of the Tefe prefecture to
German Spiritans.
Meanwhile the prefect sent them as far away as possible from Tefe to the
extreme west of his domain, Upper Jurua, where a new church had almost been
completed at Cruzeiro do Sul. That part of his domain, however, still belonged to
the Diocese of Mana us, as being in the Territory of Acre. And the Holy See had
that area under study for erecting a Prelature Nullius there, a name given to areas
too little developed to be a diocese, but headed by a bishop, and not under the
supervision of Propaganda Fide. It took until 1931 before the matter was decided
by Rome. Administered at first by Msgr. Barrat, the new Prelature of Upper Jurua
was staffed by German Spiritans.

In 1935 Fr. Heinrich Ritter becomes its first

bishop prelate.
While the Upper Jurua continued to rec ive priests from Germany, the Tefe
prefecture during the 1930s obtained only one French, one Dutch and one
Brazilian priest, while losing three by death or departure. And its staff became
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older: by 1940 its contingent consisted of six Spiritan and one diocesan priests, of
whom four were between 65 and 75 years old, four Brothers, three of them 65 or
older and eight Sisters, ages unknown. Msgr. Alfredo had to ask Bishop Ritter of
Upper Jurua to take over the service of the Sao Filipe parish. Nevertheless, he
continued to hope, while death went on the reap victims and the people
themselves appealed elsewhere for priests.

He and Bp. Ritter had opened a

seminary. In 1943 it had 23 students, three of them in minor orders, but that did not
solve the immediate crisis.
Help came at last from an unexpected source when World War Two ended.
By then the Dutch Province of the Congregation had over one hundred young and
vigorous priests available to come to the rescue in many places, including
Amazonia. In June 1946, Msgr. Alfredo resigned "for reasons of health," and the
Holy See named Fr. Joaquim de Lange his successor.
On April 2, 1947 Msgr. Joaquim de Lange arrived with his vanguard at Tefe
and was welcomed by Fr. Alfredo, clergy, religious, civil authorities and the people.
On the same day he took over the administration of the prefecture. Fr. Alfredo did
not stay very long.

One would have expected that he would have loved to be

present for the ordination of the first priests formed in his seminary in October of
that year, but in May he left for Belem and from there went to Rio de Janeiro. His
state of health was indeed bad. He became almost blind and his brain refused to
function properly.

Hospitalized at Rio de Janeiro, he was taken care of by the

Brothers of St. John of God, and Msgr. de Lange sent a Brother from T efe to keep
vigil over him when he was paralyzed in 1949.

From there he was moved to

another hospital in Sao Paulo.
In April 1950 transportation was arranged for him by the hospital to return to
France, where he was taken care of at Chevilly. His mind remained lucid only
when people spoke to him about his beloved Tefe, to which he had given so many
years, under very difficult circumstances,
without counting the cost. He died there
•

in May. In the same year the last three veterans of the Tefe prefecture also went to
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their graves and were buried at Boca de Tefe. Despite all difficulties, the work
done by him and his men was so highly appreciated by the authorities that in 1925
the governor of Amazonia had spontaneously offered to entrust to him the entire
administration of works the government planned to execute in Tefe.
Wennink, 111-159, passim
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Br. Agustinho (Willem Joseph) JANSEN 75 NETHERLANDS PTG BRZ F
* August 11, 1860 Schinveld, Limburg
+ February 1, 1936 Orly
He learned carpentry in his father's shop before he entered the Brothers'
novitiate in Chevilly in 1886. Professed on March 19, 1889, he was sent to
Portugal, where he was posted to Cintra and taught his trade to young Brothers.
In 1906 he rece(ved his assignment to Amazonia and embarked on July 22 at
Le Havre for Manaus. From there he and other Brothers went to Paritcatuba.
There was plenty of work to be done in that half-ruined agricultural and industrial
school and he was placed in charge of its carpentry shop. While teaching his trade
well to many apprentices, he was also much in demand for repairs and with his
customary willingness to serve, never refused to do anything he was asked to do.
When the Spiritans were forced to leave in 1908, he returned to France and,
after some time at the mother house in Paris, resumed his function as head of the
carpentry shop at Chevilly in 1910. With his accustomed competence and good
will he labored there for another fourteen years.

His final years were spent at the

novitiate in Orly, where he was a great source of edification to the novices. He died
a holy death there, having succeeded excellently in combining work and prayer
throughout his life.
B. G. 37, 782 ff.
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Fr. Eduardo LANG 32 ALSACE BRZ
* June 21, 1879 Lutterbach

+ August 13, 1911 Jurua River

He made his vows on September 30, 1901 at Orly and in his final year of
theology at Chevilly was ordained there on February 23, 1907. Having been.
assigned to Amazonia, he embarked on September 11 of the same year at Lisbon.
On arriving in Boca de Tefe, he was stationed there, but this place was the
starting point of apostolic trips up the various rivers in the prefecture.

As a

missionary for the people living along them, he took part in that tiring and difficult
ministry.
In May 1911 he and Fr. Krauss, went to Sao Filipe to man that outpost on the
Jurua River. Both of them were struck by an epidemic then raging in Amazonia. Fr.
Krauss left to obtain remedies and then went back up the river with them, but Fr.
Lang thought that it was too late for him and declined to use remedies. The two
then went aboard a vessel going down to Boca de Tefe. Fr. Lang died en route
and was buried near a plantation along the river. His companion made it to Boca
de Tefe, still ailing and then left Amazonia for Europe.
B.G.21,270;24, 7 7 , 3 3 7 ; 3 4 8 { ; 2 6 , 6 6 6
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Br. Misael COUTO PORTUGAL PTG ANG BRZ
* May 18, 1880 Cervaes, D. of Braga
Professed on April 17, 1900 at Cintra, he served there until in 1902 he was
assigned to Angola. He worked there in the Cunene area until in 1908 he returned
to Cintra.
On September 29, 1910, the eve of the revolution in Portugal, he
accompanied Fr. Alfredo Barrat on the voyage from Lisbon to Tefe, where he was
posted to Boca de T efe.
In March 1912 he returned to Europe and was almost at once reassigned to
Angola. Nine years later he went back to Portugal and left the Congregation.
B.G. 20,435; 21,685; 24,588; E.P. Passim
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Fr. Francisco DARGNAT 77 FRANCE PTG 'BRZ
* January 17, 1859 St. Etienne, D. of Lyon

+ May 31, 1936 Tefe

Left without parents at six, he grew up in a local orphanage, began his studies
at a junior seminary and was then apprenticed to a saddlemaker for four years.
Once again having expressed his desire to enter a junior seminary, he was
accepted at Cellule at the age of twenty-one. Too short to qualify for military
service, he passed on to Chevilly for his senior studies. After his ordination, he
made his vows there on August 26, 1888 and was assigned to Braga's Holy Spirit
College in Portugal. He taught there, and at St. Mary's College in Porto until 1910.
He was highly appreciated by all, even though he never managed to speak
Portuguese fluently and faultlessly.
One incident that happened to him there is worth recounting because of its
singularity and macabre nature. Once-the time is uncertain--an illness· left him so
lethargic that he was not longer able to speak, move or give any sign of conscious
life. Yet he remained fully aware of everything going on around him. He heard the
doctor pronounce him dead, felt a Brother taking his measurements for a coffin,
heard people express his praise and their regrets at his premature demise and
realized that his confreres were taking their turns during the night vigil around his
deathbed before his funeral Mass.

One can imagine the commotion when the

corpse suddenly regained its senses and the mourning turned into joy.
In 1910 the revolution in Portugal expelled him and all.,other Spiritans from
their houses and he returned to France. He was then reassigned to Amazonia and
sailed together with three others to his destination on January 2, 1911. Placed at
Boca de Tefe as bursar, he proved to be just the right man for the job in that
complex mission. In 1915 he became ill and braved submarine-infested waters to
return to France for treatment and recuperation. Two years later, he rejoined his
confreres in Amazonia and was posted to Tefe Town, again as bursar. He built
there the prefect's residence and the junior seminary.
In 1921 he was posted to Fonte Boa,. some 200 kilometers from Tefe, to
replace Fr. Parissier, whose work in Amazonia had come to its unglorious end. Fr.
Dargnat was in his ear1y sixties, but nonetheless took up ministry along the rivers;
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he also replaced the ruined chapel by new one, furnished it and with is own hand
made statues to adorn it.
Called back to Boca de Tefe in 1925, he took charge of that mission and of the
parish ministry in the area. When German Spiritans arrived in 1927, he moved to
Tefe Town for two years and after the Germans' departure for Cruzeiro do Sul in
1929, he returned to Boca de Tefe, remodelled the residence. with the aid of a
Brother and opened a primary school to replace the former orphanage.
His final years were spent at Tefe Town, but every Sunday he went back to
Boca de Tefe for the weekly service in its chapel. Having given more than a score
of years to the service of the people in Amazonia, despite his weak health and the
abominable climate, he became ill early in May 1936, suffering from a variety of
symptoms. He went to his heavenly reward on Ascension Sunday of the same
year.
B. G. 38, 155 ff.
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Br. Agostinho CAETANO 29 PORTUGAL PTG BRZ
* May 22, 1908 Caria, D. of Guarda
+ August 4, 1911 Boca de Tefe
He made his vows on March 19, 1908 at Cintra and served in Portugal until
the 1910 revolution closed all the Congregation's houses in that country. He was
then assigned to Amazonia and sailed in January 1911 to his destination.
A tailor by trade, he was posted to Boca de Tefe. He adapted himself easily to
the climate and proved to be an excellent acquisition for the work in that location.
At that time an epidemic which attacked the brain and the spinal column began to
rage in Amazonia, making numerous victims. It struck Boca de Tefe in July and
killed its victims in just a few days. Br. Agostinho was the second member of the
Boca de Tefe community to die of it.
B.G. 24, 524; 26, 348 f., 656
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Br. Boaventura de AZEVEDO 79 PORTUGAL PTG BRZ
* January 18, 1871 Bouhado, D. of Porto
+ October 9, 1950 Tefe
Professed on September 8, 1904 at Cintra, he served in Portugal until the
October 1910 revolution wrecked the Spiritan province in that country.
Forty years old, he was then assigned to Amazonia and, accompanied by
three Fathers, he sailed on January 2, 1911 to his destination. During the nearly
forty years of his life in the Prefecture of T efe, he served either at Boca de T efe or
Tefe Town, performing the tasks assigned to him, so quietly and unobtrusively that
they were but rarely mentioned. The only exception is that he was named as one
of the Brothers who took care of the gardens, planting various kinds of fruit trees
and being in charge of the stock room at Boca de Tefe.
He lived long enough to see the arrival of Dutch Spiritans to take over the
Prefecture of Tefe in 1946 when its own French and Portuguese personnel had
shrunk to three priests and three Brothers, most of them in their seventies or
eighties.
The faithful old Br. Boaventura died four years later, as did the three other oldtimers of the Prefecture of Tefe.
B.G. 22, 712; 26, 41; 40,507; E.P. passim
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Fr. Xavier KRAUSS 78 ALSACE PTG BRZ B SEN F
* October 16, 1872 Ottrott
+ January 23, 1951 Wolxheim, F
He was doing his theology at Chevilly when in 1895 he was sent to Brazil to
prefect at N.S. do Carmo in Belem in 1895. Two years later he returned to France,
where he made his vows on November 13, 1898 at Orly. He was ordained at
Chevilly on October 28, 1900.
Assigned to Portugal in 1901, he was posted to teach at Holy Spirit College in
Braga. The Revolution of 1910 expelled him when all religious orders suffered the
same fate. By October 21 he was back in Paris.
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He then received his appointment to Amazonia and embarked on January 2,
1911 at Le Havre. He was posted there, together with Fr. Afonso Lang, to open a
new station at Sao Filipe on the Jurua river. Unfortunately, a serious epidemic
broke out in the area and his companion died. Fr. Xavier himself also contracted
the disease and fled to Boca de Tefe. From there he made his way to Paris, where
he arrived in October, 1911.
He was then attached to Gentinnes' junior seminary in Belgium and later as
bursar to the Mother House in Paris during World_ War One. When in January 1919
the great flu epidemic struck, he was sent to Belgium to conduct the French
students from Gentinnes back to France. En route, they were struck by the flu and
three of them died and were buried in Roosendaal, Holland. The others reached
Paris. In late 1920 he was assigned to Senegal, where he served at Dakar for
more than a decade and was charged in particular with the care of the numerous
Portuguese-speaking people in the area.
Returning to Europe in 1931, he continued to serve both in France and
Belgium in various functions until shortly before his death.
B.G. 18, 887;19, 439;20, 641; 21,875; 25, 700; 26, 41,325,375,666; 29,662,820,
881; 42, 30; E.P. passim
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Br. Dionfsio De CARVALHO 24 PORTUGAL
* 1887 Alaiates, q. of Guardia

PTG BRZ
+ August 3, 1911 Boca do Tefe

Professed on March 19, 1918 at Cintra, he served in Portugal until the
Spiritans were exiled from the country after the 1910 revolution.

He was then

assigned to Amazonia and sailed from Lisbon in January 1911 to the Tefe
prefecture. He proved to be very versatile and worked at carpentry, brickmaking
and gardening with gusto.
When a terrible epidemic raged Amazonia in July 1911, he was the first victim
to be struck by it. He died a few days later.
B.G.24,524;26,348,656
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Fr. Jose SEVERINO DA SILVA BRAZIL PTG ANG BRZ
* March 18, 1867 Rio de Janeiro
Belonging to the Spiritan province of Portugal, he made his novitiate at Orly
and, after his ordination, pronounced his vows there on October 2, 1892. He then
taught at St. Mary's College in Braga, Portugal until 1896.
In September of that year he embarked for Angola, where he did missionary
work in the Cunene region and published a handbook for conversation in the
Olunyaneka language. While on leave, he was assigned to the Prefecture of Tefe
and sailed via New York on October 19, 1912.
Discouraged by the primitive conditions in Amazonia, he went back to Europe
in 1913 and was posted to Blackrock, Ireland, where a number of junior
seminarians had found refuge after the expulsion of the Congregation from
Portugal. His stay there was ephemeral and he returned to Cunene.
He then obtained permission to visit his family in Rio de Janeiro. While there,
he received many requests that the Congregation accept to work in Rio de Janeiro.
As World War One was then raging, the requests could not be honored, but he was
authorized on December 31, 1915 to accept an appointment as director of a school
for street children. It combined with a lay-directed orphanage for children, which
decided that henceforth both institutes would give their children also religious
formation.

Both houses enjoyed financial support from the government and Fr.

Jose took care of four hundred children and teenagers in the house he governed.
Extending his care to young boys who earned a living as vendors of newspapers,
he opened also a dormitory for them and gave them religious instruction.
All went well and both the nuncio and the Cardinal Archbishop of Rio de
Janeiro honored his schools by visiting them in person.

The Congregation,

however, disliked the notion of leaving him there alone, and lacking personnel to
send him a confrere, wanted to recall him. He then joined the diocesan clergy of
Rio in 1923 in order to continue his work for abandoned children.
B.G. 16,608; 18,330;26,857;27, 139,263;28,255,363;31,4f.
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Fr. Luiz DORNIC 50 FRANCE PTG ANG BRZ
* January 13, 187 4 Quimper

+ July 19, 1924 Chevilly

Always at the head of his class in the junior seminary at Merville, he did one
year of prefecting at Mesnieres while preparing himself for a bachelor's degree.
He then studied philosophy at Langonnet before going to Chevilly for theology. As
his health was weak, he was sent to Portugal to prefect at Holy Spirit College in
Braga. On October 10, 1899 he made his vows at Or1y and in his final year of
theology he was ordained on March 31, 1900 at Chevilly. Assigned to teach senior
seminarians at Braga, he did so well that within a year he was named director of
these students and when they moved to Formiga, he went with them as one of their
teachers.
In 1905 he obtained his assignment to Africa and was sent to the Portuguese
Congo enclave. He worked there for six years, doing evangelization and being in
charge of its seminary, but did not feel very happy about his work, spending
enormous energy with only meager results, while slipping away from living up to
the high ideals of religious life he had set up for himself.
While on health leave in 1911, he briefly taught at Chevilly before being
reassigned to Amazonia. He sailed in November 1912 to his destination. Posted to
Sao Filipe as pastor with Fr. Jose Cappe as his assistant, he built with his own
hands a residence and a little school, in which he taught its pupils when not
making apostolic visits along the rivers. He was disappointed but not discouraged
by the poor results of his efforts to change his parishioners into fervent Christians.
Although he carefully avoided getting involved in local politics, he
nonetheless was unable to stay entirely out of it when a little revolution occurred at
Sao Filipe in late January 1915. While the shooting was going on, he tried to stop
the bloodshed by talking with the leaders, but their followers began shooting again
and he was accused of treason because he gave asylum to one leader whom the
crowd wanted to kill. And when the struggle ended with the departure of the
principal antagonists, a mob insulted their accursed pastor.

As time went on,

however, he regained general ,sympathy and his services were greatly
appreciated, especially by the poor.
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In 1922 he went on leave in France and after his return to Amazonia was
posted to Tefe. A few weeks later he undertook an apostolic visit to Fonte Boa.
Soon after his return to T efe he began to experience violent attacks of bloody
vomiting. The doctor diagnosed a tumor and ordered him home at once for an
operation. When he arrived in France, his tumor was cancerous and had spread
from his stomach to his intestines. Confined to Chevilly's infirmary, he edified the
infirmarians by his patience, gentleness and concern for their well-being.
B. G. 31, 793 ff.
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Fr. Jose KAPP (later CAPPE) 65 ALSACE ANG
• August 18, 187 4 Ohlungen

+ June 11, 1940 Fonte Boa?

He belonged to the group of some 120 young priests and theology students
who on January 2, 1898 made their vows at Chevilly. (The group was so large
because at that time the Congregation complied with the requirement that vows
precede ordination.) In his final year (?f theology, he was ordained on October 28,
1902 at Chevilly.
The following year he was assigned to the Portuguese Congo enclave, where
he labored for nine years. Exhausted by endless safaris, he went home ear1y in
1912 for recuperation and then received his reassignment to Amazonia, where he
was posted to Sao Filipe.
His work there came to an end when in 1914 he was mobilized to serve in the
army of France. On his return in 1919 he was posted to Boca de Tefe as local
superior and director of that community and its works. In the mid-1920s we find him
again at Fonte Boa, a parish responsible for some 300 km. along the Solim0es
River and also its tributary, the Jutahy River, which required 25 days of travel by
steamer.

Fonte Boa itself had only a population 500, but along the rivers and

canals in the parish there lived some 6,000. people. He stood there alone as a
priest and had only a seminarian to assist him as catechist.
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In addition to the church in Fonte Boa, he served two chapels, one 20 km.
from Fonte Boa and the other near the mouth of the Jutahy River. It stands to
reason that he was unable to visit outlying areas of his parish more than once a
year or even less, for a single trip would take some four months.
He valiantly carried on until his death in 1940. Wartime conditions have left
us in the dark about his last year or his place of death.
B.G. 19, 7;21,683;22,310;24,316;25,575;26,678,850;39,486,582
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Fr. Manoel d'ALENQAR 38 BRAZIL BRZ
* July 11, 1885 Marvao Castello, Piaul

+ February 18, 1924 Langonnet

Educated at Boca de Tefe and trained as a mechanic and blacksmith, he
studied Latin and French in private, for his great wish was to join the Congregation
and become a priest. At the age of twenty, h·e was allowed to go to Portugal for
further studies at the junior seminary in Formiga. Professed on September 30,
1908 at Cintra, he began his senior seminary studies at Camide. When the 1910
revolution in Portugal expelled the Spiritans, he was happy to continue them at
Chevilly and was ordained there on October 28, 1912.
Assigned to the Prefecture of Tefe, he arrived there in August 1913 and was
posted to Tefe Town as assistant in its parish, which also implied visiting its three
outstations along the rivers. In 1919 he became rector of the junior seminary.
He gave himself wholeheartedly to his work, for he loved to show his gratitude
to God for having been allowed to become a priest and form other candidates for
the priesthood.
His health had never been very good and by 1922 he was found to be
suffering from tuberculosis.

Sent to France to recuperate, he was placed at

Langonnet. Although he made plans to return to Brazil, it soon became obvious
that his illness was terminal. In childlike simplicity, he accepted his long suffering
and died a holy death about one year after his arrival.
B.G. 31,625 f.
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Br. Aristobolo (Jakob) L0LSDORF 70 GERMANY F PTG D ANG BRZ
• August 2, 1853 Langel, near Cologne
+ March 3, 1924 Boca de Tefe
A mason by trade, he had to postpone his desire to enter the Congregation by
the death of his father in order to provide for his mother and her seven children. In
1880 at last he was able to enter the novitiate at Chevilly, where he made his vows
on September 8, 1882. He then worked in France, training young Brothers in his
trade and with them built the new novitiate at Orly. In 1887 he was sent to Cintra,
Portugal, where he transformed a ruined old castle into the central house of the
province of Portugal, while also training young Brothers in his trade and adding
new buildings. In 1898 he was seconded to Knechtsteden for two years to teach
masonry, while also building its cloister.
In 1900 he went to Portuguese West Africa and was posted to Landana in the
Congo enclave of Angola. He built a beautiful church there with the help of the
apprentices he was training in his workshop. It was his second church, for he had
built another one before he entered the Congregation. He did not act like a slave
driver with respect to his workers; to the contrary, he said, "I am resolved to show
the Blacks as much loving kindness as possible to gain them for Christ, for that is
why I have come to Africa. n He did this so well that when the church was ready
nearly all his apprentices had become Christians. Next, he went to Cunene in the
southern part of Angola, where he built a church at Gambos under difficult
conditions.
Exhausted, he returned to Europe in 1913 and after a rest embarked for
Amazonia on October 8 of the same year. Posted to Boca de Tefe, he was plagued
by rheumatism in the hot and humid climate. While still training apprentice
masons, he was often unable to mount a scaffold to lay bricks, and had to limit
himself to directing his workers in the jobs he undertook. He still took up the
construction of a new church at T efe Town, but suffered a stroke there which left his
right side paralyzed. Transported to Boca de Tefe, the pious and hard-working
Brother died there one week later.
8.G. 31, 733 ff.; Rath 238
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Canon lreneu REBOUQAS 66 BRAZIL BRZ
*
1866

+ July 30, 1932 Tefe

An uncle of Fr. Manoel Albuquerque, he became an associate of the
Congregation and worked in the Tefe prefecture from 1915 on. In 1920 he and Fr.
Francisco Dargnat took over the service of the Fonte Boa parish. After his return
from Fonte Boa, he was posted to Boca de Tefe, but together with Fr. Manoel Dias
he lightened the burden on Msgr. Alfredo by taking care of the outlying areas along
the Coary River. He also went on apostolic trips up the Jutahy River and a 200 km
stretch on the middle Solomoes River.
In 1923 he took up ministry in the Belem diocese to provide for his ailing
mother. As soon as she died by the end of 1931, he returned to T efe Town. In April
1932 he was asked to go to a little town, three days travel away, to build a chapel.
He had almost finished it when illness struck. Taken back to Tefe Town, he died
there piously in the Lord.
B.G.29,232;32,394,400,402;36,43
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Fr. Manoel DIAS DA SILVA 42 PORTUGAL BRZ
, * June 10, 1891 Feira Fiaes, near Porto

+ July 10, 1933 Tefe

He received his secondary education at the Spiritan junior seminary of
Formiga, 1905-10. After making his vows on December 13, 1912 at Chevilly, he
did his theology studies and was ordained on October 28, 1915 at Langonnet.
The following year he went to Brazil to aid Fr. Jose Severino do Silva in Rio
de Janeiro, taking care of the many street children he had gathered in his asylum.
When the superior general, pressed for personnel to serve in Spiritan missions
after the end of the war, decided to abandon that asylum as a Spiritan work, he was
sent to the Prefecture of Tefe. Leaving beautiful Rio, he unhesitatingly plunged into
the swampy forests of Amazonia and was p<;>sted to Boca de Tefe.
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After helping Fr. Manoel de Alanc;ar for three years in its vocational school, he
became its director.

In 1922 shortage of personnel made it necessary that- he

assume ministry along the rivers of Amazonia. He began with the Solimoes River
and then took up serving along the Japura River, which meant trips of two months
in a rowboat for two to cover its 800 km. from Tefe to the borders of Columbia.
Despite the total lack of comfort, deprivations and all too often fevers, he loved his
ministry there.
Back home in Boca de Tete, he would then resume his service teaching at the
seminary and preaching at Tefe. In 1930 he functioned for some time as hospital
chaplain at Manaus and then went on leave to Portugal, where for the first time his
old father had the pleasure of seeing his son offer Mass. Returning to Boca de Tete
in 1931, he spent a few months there and then took up ministry at Tete Town as
chaplain to the Sisters, teacher at the seminary and visiting its far-flung river
stations.
He excelled as a preacher and people loved to hear his sermons. He had
barely absorbed the necessary minimum of the abstract theology then in vogue, but
compensated for that with his inborn talent for touching the people.
Though apparently in good health, this exemplary religious and priest died
young of complications caused by diabetes.
B. G. 36, 540 ff.
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Br. Arnaldo (Michael) GOBBELS 75 GERMANY D BRZ SA
* September 7, 1893 Sinnersdorf, near Cologne
+ July 3, 1969 Bethlehem, SA
As a fifteen year old apprentice gardener, he went to Knechtsteden in 1908.
He continued to learn that trade and became a journeyman gardener. After his
profession on December 8, 1910 he also learned the art of brewing beer.
Mobilized for World War One, he returned to Knechtsteden in 1918.
Assigned to Amazonia, he reached Boca de Tete early in 1920 and was

placed in charge of the extensive gardens and plantations, while also prefecting
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over the boys who learned trades in the mission's shops. Ten years later we find
him listed at Sao Filipe on the Jurua River.
Ailing he returned to Germany in· 1932 and after his recovery was transferred
to South Africa in 1933, as the doctors declared him unfit for the hot and humid
climate of Amazonia. He labored there mainly in Bethlehem, Orange Free State,
doing his share of the work needed to bring the Kroonstad prefecture economically
to a flourishing condition.
He lived long enough to see the prefecture develop into the two dioceses of
Kroonstad and Bethlehem in 1951. Having given nearly half a century of his life to
the conscientious service of the missions, the quiet and pious Brother died in
peace with God and man.
Rath 661
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Br. Francisco (Kuno) ERKENS GERMANY D BRZ
* July 5, 1902 Leichlingen, near Cologne
Professed on August 30, 1921 at Knechtsteden, he worked there for a few
years and then was assigned to Amazonia.
On September 20, 1924 he embarked at Hamburg for his destination. Posted
to Boca de Tefe, he worked as a blacksmith and mechanic for some time and then
in the storage facilities of the mission. After the expiration of his temporary vows in
1927, he withdrew from the Congregation.
B.G. 31, 745,867;32,403
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Br. Valentino (Alois) WUNDER 72 GERMANY NGA CAN BRZ F ANG
+ November 23, 1961 Neubeckum, D.
* February 1, 1888 Grossendorf,
East Prussia
The well-educated son of a ·prosperous farmer, he went to Chevilly in 1906
and turned down an offer to go on for the priesthood, preferring to serve as a
Brother. Professed on March 19, 1908, he was assigned to Nigeria.
He had been trained as a farmer and in southern Nigeria he learned masonry.
Together with Br. Armand Nickler, he built a new station at lgbarian and then
surrounded it with well-kept gardens and plantations.
Illness sent him back to Europe in 1913 and from there he went to Canada,
where he labored at St. Alexandre College until 1922. After an ephemeral stay in
Poland, he received a new assignment, this time to Amazonia.
He sailed on September 20, 1924 from Hamburg, together with Br. Francisco
Erkens and was stationed at Boca de Tefe. Its plantations and masonry workshop
became his field of action for seven years of cultivating trees and vegetables and
doing construction work. In 1931 he suffered a spinal injury, which obliged him to
return to Europe.
He went to Knechtsteden, but he knew no one there and did not feel at home,
so he was placed in Paris at the mother house as receptionist for new arrivals.
Being multilingual, he was well suited for dealing with people who did not know
French.
In 1935 he was spotted there by Msgr. Alfred Keiling of Cubango, Angola,
who obtained his service for his mission. For twenty-six years the hard-working
and faithful Brother supplied• the daily sustenance for the mission personnel in the
various locations where he worked in Angola.
While on sick leave in 1961 he visited a relative, caught the flu and died.
Rath 592; SWWW 712, SNM 43
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SOME GENERAL DATA ABOUT SPIRITANS WORKING IN BRAZIL,
1926 - 1960
1926

Fr. Johannes Hoffmann, Provincial Superior of Germany, on his return
to Knechtsteden, announces that everything is agreed upon at the
Generalate to have German Fathers going to the Prefecture of Tefe.

1927

Three Fathers and two Brothers sail for Amazonia; before embarking
they receive instructions to prepare things also for an area where
German Spiritans can feel "at home" under their own superior. On
arrival in Tefe they are welcomed by the French Fathers, but not by
Msgr. Alfredo Barrat, who goes on an eight month trip to the extreme
west of Jurua when the news reaches him. After his return to Tefe in
December he leaves two weeks later for Paris to discuss matters with
the superior general. He does not want to give up the T efe prefecture,
but wants to keep it for Frenchmen. He departs without assigning the
German Spiritans anywhere and get the support of the French consul
in Manaus and the French ambassador in Rio de Janeiro.

1929

The superior general assigns two German Fathers to Cruzeiro do Sul,
as far away from Tefe as one can go. At the same time he mentions
that the Holy See is studying the question of creating a new
circumscription in Upper Jurua, which juridically belongs to the
Manaus diocese.

1931

On May 22 the Prelature of Upper Jurua is created and entrusted to
the Spiritan Province of Germany; it also includes the immense
"parish" of Seabra. Msgr. Alfredo is named its administrator pro
tempore until a prelate is appointed.

1935

Fr. Henrique Ritter is named prelate of Upper Jurua and ordained a
bishop. More German personnel is sent to the prelature.

1939

The outbreak of World War Two stops the flow of more personnel to
Upper Jurua; there are there sixteen Fathers, six Brothers and three
Sisters, while the Tefe prefecture is down to six Fathers (4 of them 65
or older), four Brothers (aged 51-73) and eight Sisters.

1942

Bp. Ritter dies.
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1945

Tefe has only four priests and three Brothers left, but two German
priests are seconded from Upper Jurua to assist them.

1946

Fr. Jose Hascher is sent as official visitor to Amazonia to report on the
situtation.
The Dutch province of the Congregation has more than one hundred
young Fathers ready for assignment. Ten of them are sent to the
rescue of the Tefe prefecture. Msgr. Joaquim de Lange, a former
missionary in Angola, takes over the prefecture. He arrives in Tefe,
together with four Dutch Brothers in April 1947. Msgr. Alfredo departs.

1947 - 1948 Fr. Hascher is named prelate of Upper Jurua and ordained a bishop
at Blotzheim, Alsace. On arrival in Tefe, he ordains two Brazilians in
the local parish church.
Bp. Hascher and Msgr. de Lange together arrange the placement of
Brazilian-born priests, the staffing of a common procure in Manaus
and of the junior seminary in Tefe, as well as the opening of a senior
seminary at Teres6polis near Rio de Janeiro.
1949 ff.

With T efe well-staffed, the Dutch Spiritans expand their field of action
by accepting works in the state of Minas Gerais. The Germans do the
same from 1952 on, beginning with the state of Sao Paulo.

1952

The T efe prefecture is raised to the status of a prelature and Msgr. de
Lange is ordained bishop and becomes its first prelate.

1960

Statistics:
Prelature of Tefe: seven residential stations, manned by fourteen
Fathers, seven Brothers and eleven Sisters, eight primary and one
secondary school, two trade schools, one junior seminary,
one hospital and one orphanage; total population 63,000, all but 300
Catholics.
Prelature of Upper Jurua: six residential stations, manned by sixteen
Spiritan Fathers and two diocesan priests, five Brothers, fourteen
Sisters; eight schools, one leper colony; total population c.87,700, of
whom 84,850 Catholics, 850 _Protestants, 2 5 Muslims and 2,000
native Indian religion.

-
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Outside these two prelatures there is the Sao Raimundo parish in
Manaus, staffed by five Fathers, one Brother and ten Sisters, taking
care of 44,000 Catholics and the mission procure for Upper Jurua and
Tete.
In the Spiritan district of Central Brazil there are thirty-seven Fathers,
two Brothers and forty-eight Sisters, taking care of 210,000 Catholics
in twelve parishes, most of them in the states of Minas Gerais and Rio
de Janeiro; there are also eight primary and pre-primary schools, one
secondary school, one technical commerical school, seven hospitals,
three maternity wards and, in addition, a Spiritan junior seminary and
one senior seminary. Most of the Spiritan staff are Dutchmen.
In the southern Spiritan District, headquartered in Sao Paulo, mainly
staffed by Germans, there are nineteen Spiritan priests, · three
Brothers, thirty-six Sisters, looking after five parishes with 110,000
Catholics with forty-nine chapels, _uncounted schools and one
hospital. There is also a Spiritan junior seminary in the state of Santa
Caterina.

-·
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Fr. Augusto HABERKORN 79 GERMANY PTG TZA D BRZ
• August 3, 1865 Bretzingen, Baden
+ October 19, 1944 Cruzeiro do Sol
He had finished his secondary schooling when in 1887 he entered the
Congregation. As the Spiritans were still banned from Germany, he went to France
for his senior studies in Chevilly. Having done one year of prefecting at Holy Spirit
College in Braga, Portugal, he was ordained during his novitiate in 1892 and made
his vows on August 10, of the same year at Orly. He was then sent back to Portugal
to teach at St. Mary's College in Porto.
His repeated wish to serve in Africa was granted two years later when he was
assigned to East Africa. After two years on the island of Zanzibar, he was posted to
Tanga as the founding father of this new mission. He also built a hospital there. In
1908 he founded another mission at Mlingano, built a spacious church there and
surrounded it with plantations.
In 1917 World War One caught up with him and the British interned him in
Egypt. Repatriated in 1919, he served in Germany until 1927.
As the Prefecture of Tefe had been assigned to the Spiritan Province of
,·

Germany, he was the logical man to become its prefect if Msgr. Alfredo Barrat had
not contravened that decision· by declining to resign. As it was, Fr. Haberkorn
arrived in Tefe in April 1927 and it was only in December 1929 that he was sent as
far away as possible from Tefe by being posted to Upper Jurua in the extreme west
of the immense domain over which Msgr. Alfredo held jurisdiction. Some 3,000
kilometers was the distance from Tefe.
He took up residence at Cruzeiro do Sul, population 4,000, where a large
church and rectory had been built by his predecessor, Fr. Afonso Donnadieu.
Much of his time, however, was taken up by travelling up and down the rivers, the
Tego, the Acuria, the Amahuaca, the Jurua Mirim, the Moa, the Mura and the
Valparaiso, to visit scattered settlements.
He labored there as a much beloved priest until his death fourteen years later.
Rath 381; SEAM 117
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Fr. Jose BRUNING 55 GERMANY D F PTG TZA BRZ
* June 29, 1873 Cologne
+ March 28, 1929 Rio de Janeiro
He was artistically gifted, but to play it safe he also learned the art of tailoring.
Then at the age of twenty-three he entered the junior seminary at Knechtsteden.
Professed on September 30, 1901 at Or1y, he did his theology at Chevilly and was
ordained there on July 9, 1905. He taught drawing for three years in Porto, Zabem
and Chevilly and also painted the well-known large portraits of the first sixteen
superiors general of the Congregation which for many years adorned the refectory
of the mother house in Paris. Next, he tried the Carthusians, but was told that his
vocation was for the missions.
In 1908 his request to serve in the missions was granted and he was assigned
to East Africa. He felt miserable there, unable to go on safari, became sick and
returned to Germany in 1911.
Once again, life as a Carthusian eremite appealed to him, but once more he
was told to remain in his own congregation. He then served as novice master for
Brothers and then rector of the junior seminary at Broich.
preacher of parish missions.

Next, he became a

In all these positions he did very well, but his

restlessness sooner or later made him give up to go elsewhere. In 1920 he once
more wanted to spend his life in a contemplative order and applied to the Trappists.
He was accepted but, again, he did not last and returned to Knechtsteden, to be
posted to the new junior seminary in Bonau-Eschingen.
In 1927 he became one of the three German Fathers assigned to Amazonia,
destined to go to Cruzeiro do Sul. While waiting at Boca de Tefe for a decision
about this mission, he became seriously ill with a stomach hemorrhage.
Transported to a hospital in Rio de Janeiro, he died there soon after his arrival.
8.G. 34, 246ft; Rath, 271; SEAM 210
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Br. Miguel (Josef) PLATT 71 GERMANY BRZ D
* August 28, 1902 Duisburg

+ March

12, 1973 Knechtsteden

He had done some studies beyond primary schooling before he applied for
admission to the Congregation as a postulant Brother at Knechtsteden. He learned
gardening and made his vows on December 8, 1921. Having acquired a diploma
in his trade, he was assigned to Amazonia in 1926.
Together with several other Spiritans he sailed from Le Havre on February 27,
1927 and reached Tefe on April 9. He quickly learned Portuguese, obtained a
diploma as secondary school teacher and was posted to teach at the junior
seminary of the prefecture.
All went well until in 1933 kidney trouble forced him to return to Germany.
Hitler then ruled Germany and preparations for war meant retaining young men at
home for mobilization. Thus his passport was confiscated and he was unable to
return to Brazil. He worked at Knechtsteden until in 1940 he was mobilized.
He served as an anti aircraft gunner and came through unharmed, spent a few
months as a prisoner of war of the Americans and then was posted to the
Congregation's community in Speyer. His kidney trouble, however, had not been
really cured and gradually got worse.

From 1962 on he was attached to

Knechtsteden, but much of his time was spent in hospitals. He patiently endured
his great sufferings, but greeted death as a merciful release.
Rath 703
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Fr. Filiberto KREHER GERMANY BRZ
* June 26, 1901 Baden
A cabinetmaker by trade, he made his vows on June 21, 1924 at
Knechtsteden and in 1927 belonged to the group of German Spiritans who sailed
on February 28 from Le Havre to Amazonia.
Arriving at Boca de Tefe !n April, he took charge of the woodworking shop.
His first task was to help build a new residence as the thirty-five year old original
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dwelling was ready to collapse.

It took six months; then other tasks followed.

Around 1933 he was posted to Cruzeiro do Sul in Upper Jurua, an area that was
going to receive a German bishop as its head two years later.
In mid 1937 he went back to Germany and, still being in temporary vows, .
withdrew from the Congregation.
B.G. 31, 665; 32, 87; 34, 275, 794, and E.P. passim
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Fr. Henrique SCHOMMER 80 GERMANY BRZ D
+ September 25, 1976 Knechtsteden
* June 10, 1896 Euchen,
near Aix-la-Chapelle
A farmer's son, he did his classical studies at Broich and Knechtsteden.
Mobilized in 1915, he saw combat on the western front during World War One.
After finishing his secondary schooling he returned to Knechtsteden and then
made his vows on March 27, 1921 at Hefmbach. He did his senior seminary
studies at Knechtsteden, where he was ordained on April 19, 1925.
Having been assigned to Amazonia, he sailed on February 27, 1927, together
with several other German Spiritans, from Le Havre to Brazil. Arriving at Boca de
Tefe on April 9, he had to wait until December 1929 before Msgr. Alfredo sent him
and Fr. Augusto Haberkorn to Cruzeiro do Sul in Upper Jurua. He labored there as
assistant to Fr. Augusto, and later his successor, taking part in the regular parish
ministry and apostolic visits to river settlements.
A few years later he became ill and went back to Gennany to recuperate. After
his recovery he returned to Cruzeiro do Sul and in 1938 became director of the
newly opened seminary of the prelature.
While serving as pastor and school inspector at Eirunepe during the World
War Two years, he suffered a sunstroke, which forced him to leave the prelature
and go to Rio de Janeiro for treatment. He still served as chaplain to an orphanage
in nearby Petr6polis.
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In 1953 he returned to Germany and continued to make himself useful at
Knechtsteden as chaplain of its old people's retirement home.

He lived long

enough to celebrate the golden jubilee of his ordination in 1925 and died the
following year.
Arch. CSSp Germany
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We may mention here also Fr. MOTTAIS, a diocesan priest, who in the first
half of the 1930s taught music at the junior seminary in Tefe, while also being an
assistant in the local parish.
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Bp. Henrique RITTER 63 GERMANY D TZA F BRZ
* May 6, 1879 Niederndorf, Rid

+ July 20, 1942 Manaus

He entered the newly opened seminary in Knechtsteden in 1896 as one of its
first students. He then went to Chevilly for theology, made his vows on September
30, 1901 at Orly and was ordained a priest on October 28, 1904.
After teaGhing for a few years at Knechtsteden, he sailed for East Africa in
1907, where we find him at Mgeta and from 1910 on at Mhonda. During World War
One, the Germans in Tanganyika placed him at a nearby hospital in 1916. The
defeat of the Germans in 1917 led to his internment and in 1919 to his repatriation.
After serving in his province for six years, he was elected to membership of the
Congregation's general council and moved to Paris.
In 1935 the Holy See named him to the prelature of Upper Jurua and on
September 25 he was ordained at Fribourg, Switzerland. This place was chosen
because at that time the Nazi regime in Germany was busily engaged in foreign
currency trials against religious institutions and he feared that he might be arrested
on suspicion of having violated German laws.
Going directly to his remote jungle prelature, he organized his domain of
148,000 sq. km., to which Sao Filipe, renamed Eurinepe was added. He opened a
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procure at Manaus, which also served the parish of Sao Raimundo, staffed the
parish at Cruzeiro do Sul, Joao Pessua and Seabra, opened a new parish at
Humaite and two semi-parishes at Feij6 and Japiim.

With the supply of new

personnel it also became possible to divide the tiring apostolic ministry more
equally among the Fathers stationed in his domain.
A newspaper, called <;at6/ico made its appearance, a junior seminary was
started in 1937, but even before that date he was happy to send two promising
candidates to Portugal for their senior seminary studies. An orphanage followed
when three Sisters arrived in 1937, while the Brothers trained apprentices to
become masons, blacksmiths, carpenters, etc.
By 1940 the prelature counted 68,000 Catholics; there were also 3,000
Protestants and an estimated 2,500 belonging to traditional Indian religions. The
number of Easter Communions, which was only 3,000 in 1935 when he arrived,
had risen to 26,000.
World War Two seriously handicapped the Fathers' ministry. Seven Fathers
who were ready to join them in Upper Jurua were unable to come. And when in
1942 Brazil joined the Allies by declaring war against Germany, the Fathers in the
prelatures became enemy aliens.

They were not interned, but forbidden to

continue their ministry outside their place of residence.

Food supplies became

expensive or even unavailable and some of the priests had to go to Manaus to be
treated for undernourishment. The lack of food led to the closing of the seminary
for the duration of the war.
With the Fathers restricted in their ministry along the rivers Bp. Ritter himself
took up some of it and went on an eight month voyage on the lower Jurua.
Although exhausted by it, he set out at once for Manaus to participate in a
Eucharistic Congress. He died there suddenly.
He was not a man of many words, but of action, and in his seven years had
accomplished much in his prelature.
Rath, 368; Wennink, 145 f.; SEAM 195
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Fr. Rudolfo LENZBACH 83 GERMANY BRZ
* July 18, 1908 Breslau, Salesia

+ March 11, 1992 Sao Paulo

After graduating from the Quirinus gymnasium in· Neuss he made his vows on
April 9, 1929 at Heimbach. H e then did his senior seminary studies at
Knechtsteden, where he was ordained on April 8, 1934
Assigned to Amazonia, he sailed with two other Spiritans on December 17,
1935 from Porto, Portugal, to.his destination in the Upper Jurua prelature. After a
short time at Cruzeiro do Sul as assistant, he was posted to Joao Pessoa, a place
near Eurinepe, the new name of Sao Filipe, which the prelature had taken over
from the T efe prefecture.
From 1940 on we find him at Manaus, the capital of Amazonia, where he
functioned for nine years as pastor of Sao Raimundo, procurator for the Upper
Jurua prelature and religious superior of the Spiritans working in the Jurua district.
In 1949 he went back to the Acre Territory to minister in the Sao Jose, Tarauaca
parish, first as assistant and then as pastor. He labored there for fifteen years
among its 16,000 parishioners.
In 1964 he left Upper Jurua to go to the state of Santa Caterina, where he was
attached to the Spiritan seminary in Salete as a teacher until in 1968 he returned to
parish work in Jose Boiteux and then from 1969 on at Anitapolis as assistant.
His final assignment sent him back to the seminary at Salete in 1982 as
spiritual advisor. His retirement years were spent a Sao Paulo, where he went to
his reward after more than half a century of service to the Church in Brazil.
He was slow in making decisions, but once made he carried them out without
any ambiguity. In his meetings with other people, he was charitable and friendly,
regardless of who they were, and gained universal sympathy and love, the kind of
priest the people wished to have.
Newsletter Germany, 1/92
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74 Br. Tobias (Wilhelm Josef) SCHAFFRATH 61 GERMANY D F BRZ
* June 30, 1908 Wurselen, near Aix-la-Chapelle
+ December 6, 1969 Wurselen
He had learned cabinet making before he entered the Congregation in 1923
at Knechtsteden, saying he would like to learn agriculture. However, once there he
saw all the possibilities offered in its many shops. Electro-technical work in
particular drew his attention, but he also gained a practical knowledge of other
trades. On December 8, 1926 he made his vows at Knechtsteden. For nine years
he went around the various Spiritan communities in Germany and, beyond it in
France, practicing his trades.
In 1935 he was assigned to the Upper Jurua prelature in Brazil and sailed for
his destination from Porto, Portugal, on December 17. His first post was at Cruzeiro
do Sul where he was placed in charge of its hazenda {farm).
After World War Two we find him listed at Tarauaca. Making bricks and tiles,
he built not only the necessary facilities there but also dwellings for the poor.
By 1952 he was stationed outside the prelature at Born Sucesso, near Sao
Miguel Paulista, prior to being assigned to Emilianopolis, in the Sao Paulo state,
where he helped build a junior seminary and other facilities. His final posting sent
him to Salete in the Santa Caterina state, where another junior seminary was
opened in 1958.
Seriously ailing he spent his last months at the provincial residence in Sao
Paulo. Sent to Germany for a dangerous operation, he piously died in the hospital
in his hometown.
Rath 666
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Br. Constantino KONTGES GERMANY BRZ
* September 6, 1904 Buttgen, D. of Cologne
Professed on September 6, 1933 at Knechtsteden, he was assigned to Upper
Jurua and embarked on December 17, 1935 at Porto for his destination. He was
posted to Cruzeiro do Sui's trade school.

In 1939 we find him listed at Joa6

Pessoa in the Eurinepe area. He was still in temporary vows and appears to have
left the Congregation soon after.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Aloisio ENGEL 84 GERMANY D BRZ
* January 15, 1902 Saarbrucken

+ February

6, 1986 Speyer, Palatinate

The son of a factory worker, he attended the Congregation's junior seminary
in Zabem, Alsace and Knechtsteden. He made his vows on April 11, 1924 at
Heimbach. In his final year of theology at Knechtsteden, he was ordained on April
15, 1928 at Cologne. He was then sent to Munster for university studies in
theology and earned a doctorate in theology concentrating on missiology and
published an excellent work about the missionary method of the Congregation on
the African continent in 1932.
He then taught Church history, missiology and ethnology at Knechtsteden.
Meanwhile the Nazi Party was gaining power and it looked with disfavor on this
priest who spoke his mind unhesitatingly and with conviction about racism and the
respect due to all human beings. (Let us remember that Hitler referred to Africans
as "half apes.") His arrest was planned, but in 1935 he left Germany, one step
ahead of the Gestapo.
Going to Brazil, he joined his confreres working in Cruzeiro do Sul in Upper
Jurua. He did pioneering labor there among the rubber tappers. In 1939 he was
named principal religious superior of the Spiritans working in the prelature. From
1944 to 1948 he served as pastor at Maues in the Manaus archdiocese, Amazonia.
He was then posted to Nitervi as pastor of the Sao Antonio de Covanca parish
in the Rio de Janei o state. His final assignment in Brazil took him to Sao Paulo in
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1955, where he engaged in pastoral ministry while also helping to build up the
Spiritan district of southern Brazil.
Returning to Germany in 1959, he spent twenty-four years in pastoral duties in
his home area of the Saar.

In 1984 he went to live in Speyer, where the

Congregation had a community, and used his waning strength mostly in the
confessional. Hospitalized in mid-January for a kidney infection, he died there a
few weeks later.
Arch. CSSp Germany
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Fr. Cornelio KNIEBELER 81 GERMANY BRZ
* January 30, 1908 Weisweiler, Rid

+ July 1, 1989 Rio do Campo SC

He made his vows on April 30, 1930 at Heimbach and in his final year of
theology at Knechtsteden was ordained there on April 28, 1935.
Assigned to the Upper Jurua prelature, he reached his destination in 1936
and was stationed in Cruzeiro do Sul before being posted to Sao Raimundo in
Amazonia's jungle capital Manaus as an assistant.
In 1942 he was seconded to Tefe, where he served at Santa Teresa's parish
as pastor and later as rector of the seminary serving both the Tefe prefecture and
the Upper Jurua prelature.
In 1951 we find him at N.D. do Born Sucesso in Sao Miguel Paulista SP, but
the following year he moved to Emilian6polis to teach at its newly opened Spiritan
junior seminary, while also being superior of the local community.
From 1951 till 1966 he served as pastor at N.S. Aparacida parish in
Presidente Bernandes SP. His final assignment was to Sao Jose parish in Rio do
Campo SC as its pastor. He ministered there for more than two decades.
Having celebrated the golden jubilee of. his ordination in 1985 and given half
a century to the service of the people in Brazil, he went to his reward.
Arch. CSSp Germany
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Fr. Henrique KLEIN 75 GERMANY BRZ D
* April 16, 1907 Gerlinghagen Rid.
+ August 27, 1982 Lindlar, near Cologne
Having received his secondary education at Broich and Knechtsteden, he
made his vows on April 11, 1931 at Heimbach. In his final year of theology at
Knechtsteden, he was ordained there on April 28, 1935.
The following year he was assigned to Brazil's Upper Jurua prelature. After
being introduced to the country at Sao Jose parish in Seabra, later renamed
Tarauaca he was posted to Cruzero do Sul, where he worked with great zeal and
efficiency.
After the death of Bp. Henrique Ritter in 1942 he governed the prelature for
five years until in 1947 the Holy See named Bp. Jose Hascher to assume the
administration of the prelature. He then returned to Tarauaca.
His final years in Brazil were devoted to service in southern Brazil, where he
helped to lay the foundation of a Spiritan district, first at N.S. do Born Sucesso in
the town of Sao Miguel Paulista SP and later briefly in the Santa Caterina state.
Exhausted and ailing he returned to Germany in 1951.

When he had

recovered, he resumed work first at Menden and then at Broich, where in 1957 he
became bursar and devoted much time at the promotion of the papal organizations
in support of the missions.
From 1966 on he served as pastor in a parish in his hometown region near
Cologne. Although he was very uncomfortable with the hew ways of thinking and
doing things that arose in the 1960s, he was highly regarded by his bishop and
parishioners, for he performed his duties, as usual, with his whole heart and soul.
After a long illness, he died of a heart attack.
Arch. CSSp Germany
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Br. Markward (Johann) PAUWELS 75 GERMANY D BRZ
* April 27, 1894 Krefeld, Rid.
+ December 1, 1969 Knechtsteden
After becoming a journeyman cabinet maker in 1911, he wandered around
until in 1914 he was mobilized for Wor1d War One. While in France, he became
acquainted with a Spiritan Brother and resolved to join the Congregation. He
waited, however, until he had earned his master diploma as a furniture maker in
1924. Professed on June 21, 1927 at Knechtsteden, he served for ten years as
prefect of the young postulant Brothers who in Knechtsteden received their
technical training and personally prepared those in the woodworking shops for
their journeyman examination.
Having been assigned to Upper Jurua, he sailed, together with several others,
on October 10, 1936 from Lisbon to Brazil. Posted to Cruzeiro do Sul, he took
charge of its trade school and governed it for more than three decades in about the
same way he had done so in Knechtsteden. He gave them a solid training in their
trade and they looked upon him as their model.

During those years his shops

produced furniture for churches, schools, rectories, hospitals, leper colonies, etc.
He was still listed at Cruzeiro do Sul in 1968, but began to suffer from a heart
ailment and was sent back to Germany. The faithful and exemplary Brother died
there the following year.
Rath 664
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Fr. Jose BISCHOFBERGER 70 GERMANY TZA D ANG BRZ
+ September 27, 1952 Cologne
* May 30, 1882 Wurttemberg
After finishing his secondary schooling at Cellule, he made his vows on
September 30, 1902 at Or1y. In his final year of theology at Chevilly he was
ordained on October 28, 1905.
The following year he sailed for the Bagamoyo vicariate in Tanganyika. He
was successively posted there to Matombo,. Mhonda and Morogoro. During Wor1d
War One, after the defeat of the German troops in Tanganyika in 1917, he was
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arrested by British troops and interned in Egypt. Forbidden to return to East Africa,
he taught at Knechtsteden, Germany, until 1922.
In that year he became the. only priest allowed to accompany eight German
Brothers to Angola's Spiritan missions. He worked there mainly at Bailondo in the
present Diocese of Huambo, formerly called Nova Lisboa.
When in 1935 Fr. Henrique Ritter, his great friend and companion in East
Africa, became Bp. Ritter of Upper Jurua, he obtained the priest's transfer to the
new prelature and on February 7, 1936 Father sailed from Liverpool to his
destination.
He was posted to Seabra, later renamed Tarauaca, in the Acre territory, as
pastor of Sao Jose parish. In 1942 he was seconded to the Tete prefecture as
pastor at Fonte Boa for five years. During that time he also aided Fr. Joao van
Dungen to open a new manned station at Foz de Jutai. Suffering from rheumatism,
he returned to Cruzeiro do Sul and in 1948 left Jurua to take up chaplain's duties at
Sao Gonzalo, near Rio de Janeiro. His disease was then diagnosed as incurable
bone tuberculosis.
Sent back to Germany in October 1951, he entered a hospital in Cologne,
where he died after several months of very painful suffering.
Rath 527; SEAM 181
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Br. Hermano Josef STICKELMANN GERMANY D BRZ
* September 19, 1906 Brand, D. of Cologne
He made his vows on December 8, 1925 at Knechtsteden. Having been
trained as a mason, he worked mostly at Knechtsteden but also helped building the
new junior seminary under construction at Menden until 1936.
Assigned to the Upper Jurua prelature, he sailed on February 7, 1936
together with Fr. Jose Bischofberger from Liverpool to his destination.

He was

posted there to Cruzeiro do Sul, where the German Brothers operated a trade
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school. He trained many apprentices as masons and did his share of construction
work in building projects of that parish.
After World War Two we find him at Eurinepe, a center of three parishes,
undoubtedly because of construction to be done there. When it was. finished, he
returned to Cruzeiro do Sul, where he was listed again in 1952. He next listing
elsewhere occurred in 1980, when we find him at Sao Jose parish in Tarauaca.
When he was 78 years old and had served in Upper Jurua for 48 years, the
faithful Brother went on leave in Germany. He was retained there and stationed at
Knechtsteden as retired. In 1995 he had the happiness of celebrating the 70th
anniversary of his religious profession at the age of eighty-nine.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Manoel Rebou s de ALBEQUERQUE 79 BRAZIL BRZ
* July 16, 1897 Monte Carmelo on Rio Acaraua,
+ January 7, 1977 Brazil
-D. of Manaus
A nephew of Canon lreneo Rebouc;as, he attended the junior seminary at
Tefe, before making his novitiate at Orly, where he was professed on September 8,
1929. His senior seminary studies in Portugal were interrupted by a few years of
prefecting at Tefe. Ordained on September 15, 1935 at Viana, he was assigned to
the Prefecture of T efe.
He sailed on January 4, 1936 from Lisbon to Amazonia, where he was posted
to Tefe as director of the junior seminary. All went well for a few years and Fr.
Manoel became greatly loved by the people. However, Msgr. Alfredo Barrat was
getting old and getting on the nerves of many, including Fr. Manoel. By 1940 it got
so bad that Fr. Manoel vainly asked to be transferred to Upper Jurua. Although he
and Msgr. became publicly reconciled, the tension continued.
The end of Wo d War Two brought .relief when the Spiritan Province of
Holland took over the Tefe prefecture and in 1947 Fr. Manoel went on leave to
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Portugal. He taught there at Braga's junior seminary and appears to have returned
to Brazil around 1955.
By 1961 he was listed at Rio de Janeiro's residence of the principal superior
of the Spiritan Central Brazil district, which was also the headquarters of the Holy
Childhood in Brazil. Death came for him in 1977.
B.G. and E.P. passim; Wennink, 149 f.
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Fr. Jose SCHNEIDER 85 GERMANY BRZ
* February 6, 1906 Cologne

+ November 2,

1991 Eirunepe

He received his secondary education at Broich and Knechtsteden, and made
his vows on April 11, 1930. In his final year of theology at Knechtsteden he was
ordained on April 28, 1935.
The following year he received his assignment to the Upper Jurua prelature.
After being introduced to ministry in that area at Cruzeiro do Sul, he became pastor
at the new parish in Humaita, later renamed Porto Walter, a place that had a
population of 8,500 Catholics.
In 1940 he was transferred to Manaus as assistant in the Sao Raimundo
parish, where he was especially charged with serving its outlying stations at
Capanemax, Paratuba and Aleixo and from 1943 on also a leper colony.
In 1948 the bishop assigned him to Eirunepe, population 25,000, in
Amazonia, where he served for his remaining forty-three years as assistant. Most
of his time was spent in desobriga, that is, ministry along the rivers to visit its
numerous small settlements and administer the sacraments. He identified himself
thoroughly with the people, saying, "I am a Eirunepean," and the people loved him
so much that he was named an honorary citizen of their town in 1984.
On All Souls Day 1991 at sunrise he rose early, took down his travel bag and
collapsed between the rectory and the church. His confrere Fr. Antonio Cremer
had just the time needed to administer his anointment before he died.
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It was difficult for the people to accept that he would be buried in Cruzeiro do
Sul: " He is our priest; he should remain here," they said, but bowing before the
inevitable, they accompanied his mortal remains on the last tour through the town
ending at the local air strip, from which a small plane carried the coffin to Cruzeiro
do Sul.
Newsletter Germany, IV/91
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Fr. Egon ENGEL 77 GERMANY BRZ
• March 20, 1908 Hohenfels,
Baden-W0rttemberg

+ December 22, 1985 Cruzeiro do Sul

After his secondary education at Donaueschingen and Knechtsteden, he
made his vows on April 13, 1931 at Heimbach and then went to Knechtsteden for
his senior seminary studies. In his final year of theology he was ordained there on
April 19, 1936.
The following year he was assigned to Brazil to serve in the Upper Jurua
prelature, where he arrived in December of the same year. We find him listed there
at Sao Eirunepe. As time went on he became its pastor, assisted by two or three
other priests.
By 1937 he was recorded as pastor of its cathedral parish, where he labored
until 1965. In that year he was posted to the Teresinha barrio section of Cruzeiro
do Sul with its 3,000 people. He was all alone there as a priest, but not too far
away from his confreres at the other two parishes in the town.
In 1970 he assumed the burden of being principal superior of the Spiritans
working in Upper Jurua. When his term expired in 1973 he resumed his pastorship
at Santa Teresinha. Having devoted near1y half a century of his life to the service
of the people in the remote prelature of Upper Jurua, he went to his heavenly
reward.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Br. Ansgar (Kari) HETTGEN 60 GERMANY D BRZ
* January 1, 1911 Essen-Werden

+ July 31, 1971 Cologne

Having lost both parents at an early age, he grew up in an orphanage. When
he showed interest in becoming a missionary, he was put in touch· with the
Congregation and at the age of fifteen went to Knechtsteden as a pre-postulant.
On December 8, 1928 he made his first vows. As he was very handy, he became a
locksmith and then learned about .other trades. He helped build the junior
seminary in Menden and his superior there let him familiarize himself with all kinds
of questions pertaining to purchasing of materials.
In 1937 he became the las! Brother who was granted a passport, as the Nazi
regime wanted to retain qualified technicians in Germany for the war that was likely
to follow soon.

Together with several Fathers he sailed to Brazil, where they

arrived in December of that year at Cruzeiro do Sul.
He took over the small locksmith shop there and as time went on showed his
mettle. The little shop became a very large one, in which numerous apprentices
qualified as journeymen and later also as master locksmiths. Next came a car
repair shop, water-works, high and low voltage electrification, the construction of
four boats, one with a twelve ton capacity, for the service on the Jurua River.
Churches, schools, orphanages and small hospitals had to be built, as well as a
settlement for leprosy victims. Of course, he did not do all this alone; other Brothers
and numerous apprentices or former apprentices assisted in these undertakings,
but he was their leader. He also built a brickmaking plant, again training many
young men, whom he encouraged also to construct their own dwellings.
No wonder that he became a highly respected man in the town.

What

motivated him in all this was the realization that love of God must be translated into
love of our fellow human beings in such a way that they can reach their full human
potential and to imbue his workers with the same ideal.
His final project was to build a radio station to cover the whole prelature of
Upper Jurua so that the people scattered along the rivers would be able to learn to
read and write. Illness prevented him from executing the project, but it was done
later.
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Sent back to Germany for a cancer operation, he died there soon after his
arrival.
Rath 695
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Fr. Guilherme KOSTER 79 GERMANY BRZ
* January 14, 1907 Soller, D. of Freiburg,
+ November 5, 1986 Cruzeiro do Sul
in Br.
When he was ready for post-primary education, World War One and its
aftermath made it difficult for him to stay at one school and he was switched around
to various places until in 1936 he went to Knechtsteden and earned his diploma.
Professed on April 13, 1931 at Heimbach, he did his senior seminary studies at
Knechtsteden and was ordained there on April 19, 1936.
The following year he was assigned to Brazil's Upper Jurua prelature. We
find him posted there as second assistant at Sao Jose parish in Seabra, later
renamed T arauaca. Among his task was the service of the settlements along the
rivers. One of these, called Feij6, was very difficult to reach, but he visited it from
Tarauaca every two weeks, walking 65 kilometers to reach the place.
In 1939 it was decided to open a manned station there and he became pastor
of its church, dedicated to N.S. do Perpetuo Socorro. About 300 people lived at
Feij6 itself and of these only three families were Catholic when he began his
ministry there; an unknown number of others were scattered along the rivers.
Visiting each family, he explained the Gospel to them and gave witness to it by
his own example. In the dry season he would walk to them; when the rivers rose
he and his assistant were able to do it by canoe. Whatever personal problems a
family or a single person might have, he always listened patiently and then advised
or aided them as was appropriate to their troubles.
By 1952 he had two primary schools· going and the total population of his
parish amounted to 14,250, of whom 13,980 were Catholic. As time went on and
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he got older, he resigned as pastor but stayed on as assistant for the remainder of
his life.
Having given nearly fifty years of his life to the service of the Church in the
Upper Jurua prelature, he went to his heavenly reward after a brief illness.
Arch. CSSp Germany
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Fr. Geraldo HARTMANN 79 GERMANY BRZ
* March 9, 1904 Waldorf, near Bonn

+ November 13, 1983 Buchen, D

A farmer's son, he had worked the land before he entered the junior seminary
at Broich as a late vocation. After finishing his secondary education at
Knechtsteden, he made his vows on April 13, 1931 at Heimbach. In his final year
of theology at Knechtsteden he was ordained Dn April 19, 1936.
Assigned to the Upper Jurua prelature in 1937, .he sailed for Brazil and arrived
in December at Cruzeiro do Sul.

After being initiated into ministry there, he

became pastor at Japiim, an out-station of Cruzeiro with a population of 5,000. He
labored there for nearly two decades building up the parish, being not only the
people's priest but serving also as the father of·orphans, doctor to the sick and
dentist. On occasion, he even performed operations on his kitchen table.
In 1957 he was transferred to the Sao.Paulo area, where he took over the
parish of Laranjeiras as its pastor for another two decades.
Throughout his years in Brazil he showed his resourcefulness and practical
sense and did not hesitate to use unconventional approaches to solve problems.
Like a wise farmer, he knew that one may have to sow the seed more than once if
one is dealing with difficult soil. A good harvest does not come at once.
He was not given to profound-sounding reflection and long speeches, but
relied on a few brief sentences which went to the core. Briefly put, he was a man of
action rather than words. The reason why he preferred going to Upper Jurua, deep
in the wilderness in Northern Brazi , was that in those primitive surroundings, one
could still be a man.
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In the summer of 1983 he went back to Germany on leave, planning to return.
It was not to be. He died there of a heart ailment.
Newsletter CSSp Germany 6/1983
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Fr. Joao KLEFFNER 69 GERMANY BRZ D
* July 7, 1910 Colongne-Ehrenfeld

+ September 28,

1979 Furstenau

After his secondary studies at a non-classical school (sciences and modem
languages), he did three years of philosophy and theology at the University of
Bonn and then joined the Congregation. He made his vows on June 11, 1934 at
· Heimbach. In his final year of theology at Knechtsteden he was ordained on
December 15, 1937 at Aix-la-Chapelle.
In 1938 he belonged to the group of five Spiritans who were permitted to
leave Germany. They sailed from Liverpool on June 7 to Manaus, where they
arrived on July 3. By mid-August they reached Cruzeiro do Sul in the Upper Jurua
prelature.
He worked with great zeal at N.S. de Gloria parish at Cruzeiro do Sul among
its 13,000 inhabitants, and became its pastor after some time. In 1952 we find him
stationed at Feij6, a parish of some 14,000.
While taking care of leprosy patients, he became infected and was sent to Sao
Paulo for treatment around 1961.

Fortunately, the disease was still in an ear1y

stage and the doctors were able to stop its further development. Only one foot
remained crippled.
He still did some ministry at a hospital in Blumenau SC until his return to
Germany in 1969 or 1970 where he served as pastor at Furstenau, Westphalia. To
the dismay of his parishioners, he died there suddenly.
Arch. CSSp Germany
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Fr. Afonso KASPER 78 GERMANY BRZ D
* June 6, 1907 Wesel, Niederrhein

+ August 11,

1985 Knechtsteden

He received his secondary schooling at Broich and Knechtsteden, 1922-30,
and made his vows on April 13, 1931 at Heimbach. In his final year of theology at
Knechtsteden, he was ordained on April 19, 1936. After one year of prefecting at
Donaueschingen, he received his assignment to the Upper Jurua prelature.
Together with four other young Fathers, he sailed from Liverpool on June 7,
1938, reaching Cruzeiro do Sul in mid-August. After being initiated to the country
he was posted to Joao Pessoa, part of the former Sao Filipe parish, now named
Eirunepe
In 1941 he became pastor of Sao Jose at Tarauaca, formerly called Seabra,
which, like all missions in the area, included travelling the rivers to instruct the
people nd bring them the sacraments.
In 1948 he was transferred to Teres6polis in the Rio de Janeiro state as
superior of a junior seminary for Brazilian candidates of the Congregation. When
the students moved to Rio de Janeiro in 1952, he also went there and became
pastor of Sao Jorge while also being procurator for the Upper Jurua prelature. He
excelled as a procurator and when the procure was moved to Sao Paulo in 1967,
he continued in this function, adding to it being also district's bursar for the
Spiritans working in South Brazil until 1976.
As early as 1956 he had undergone an operation on his spine. From that time
on until his death he suffered the intense pain that often accompanies spinal
troubles, but he bore it patiently and carried on his work.
Returning to Germany in 1976, he helped edit the Spiritan mission monthly

Kontinente until 1980. Then other ailments added themselves to his burden and
rendered him almost voiceless.

Offering it all as his share in Christ's work of

redemption, he died piously in the Lord at Knechtsteden.
Newsletter CSSp, Germany 3/85
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Fr. Luiz (Heinrich) VORSTHEIM 79 GERMANY BRZ D
* December 19, 1907 Essen-Frillendorf
+ March 23, 1988 Dormagen D
He began his secondary schooling at Broich in 1921 and finished it at
Knechtsteden in 1931. After making his vows on April 12, 1932 at Heimbach he
did his theology at Knechtsteden and was ordained on April 4, 1937.
The following year he was assigned to the Upper Jurua prelature, and sailed
together with four other Fathers, on June 7 from Liverpool to Brazil and from there
to Cruzeiro do Sul, where they arrived in mid-August. Soon after, he was posted to
Humaita, later renamed Porto Walter, an out-station of Cruzeiro do Sul, with a
Catholic population of over 8,000, which was becoming a parish in its own right.
He lived there in a little hovel, slept in a hammock and most of the time cooked
his own skimpy meals, more or less like the people entrusted to his care. As his
parish extended as far as the borders of Peru, much of his time was taken up with

desobriga, the visiting of the little settlements along the rivers to instruct the people
and administer the sacraments. Their being no motor available as yet, he would go
in an open canoe, accompanied by a boy, penetrating into all the little tributaries
where there were some huts.
When evening came he would eat with the people from the same pot they had
prepared and talked with them about their interests. No wonder they loved him and
venerated him as their Father. He became a legend among them and for many
years continued to talk about him and his adventures among them, such as near1y
drowning when his canoe capsized or lying sick with malaria.
Ailing he returned in 1951 to Germany, where the doctors declared him unfit
for a return to Brazil. He still served as rector and/or bursar at Speyer and Menden
until 1970.
His final years were spent at Knechtsteden, visiting the old and the sick
whenever his own illness allowed him.
operation in a nearby hospital.
Newsletter CSSp Germany, 2/88 and 3/88

He died after an emergency stomach
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Fr. Edmondo TOUCHEFEU 36 FRANCE BRZ
* November 20, 1904 Montour D. of Rennes
+ December 31, 1941 Jutai River
He made his vows on March 6, 1933 at Mortain and in his final year of
theology at Chevilly was ordained there on October 3, 1937.
Assigned to Amazonia, he embarked on July 5, 1938 at Bordeaux together
·· with Msgr. Alfredo Barrat and two other Spiritans for the long voyage to the Tete
prefecture. He was posted to Fonte Boa to assist Fr. Jose Kapp who had been
stationed there all alone for many years.
When Fr. Kapp died in 1940, he took over his function as pastor. He worked
there with great energy and zeal and undertook to build a new church there, for
which Msgr. Alfredo promised him some funds. While on an apostolic trip up the
Jutai River he died. Running out of personnel, the prefect then appealed to the
Prelature of Jurua to staff the parish and Fr. Jose Bischofberger was seconded to
Fonte Boa to complete the church and service the parish.
B.G. 36, 144;38,299, 609,673;39,486,495,583
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Fr. Henrique BEFORTH 38 GERMANY BRZ
• November 10, 1907 Essen

+ March 6, 1946 Manaus

He received his secondary education at Broich and Knechtsteden, 1921-29,
and made his vows on April 11, 1930 at Heimbach. In his final year of theology at
Knechtsteden he was ordained there on April 19, 1935. As his health was not too
good, he was then posted to Broich as a prefect for two years.
On June 7, 1938 he embarked at Liverpool for the long voyage to the Upper
Jurua prelature. On July 3 he reached Manaus where he heard that Bp. Ritter had
just then taken over the Sao Raimundo parish in Manaus, and had assigned him to
it. He gave himself wholeheartedly to its service. Having considerable knowledge
of medicine, he was able to help many poor people also in their illnesses.
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Appendicitis put an end to his life. The people venerated him as a saint and
the bishop did not hesitate to declare that they were right.
Rath 474
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Fr. Jose HEINRICHS 82 GERMANY BRZ D
• September 10, 1909 Freialdenhoven,
D. of Aix-la-Chappelle

+ October 14, 1991 Knechtsteden

A carpenter's son, he began his secondary studies at nearby Broich in 1921
and finished them at Knechtsteden in 1931. Professed at Heimbach on April 12,
1932, he was ordained in his final year of theology at Knechtsteden on April 4,
1937.
The following year he was assigned to Upper Jurua, Brazil and, together with
four other Fathers, embarked at Liverpool ori June 7 to arrive in Cruzeiro do Sul in
mid-August.

Until 1944 he served as an assistant at the Sao Jose parish in

Tarauaca in the Territory of Acre, doing his share of the river ministry in that farflung parish. In 1944 he was posted to the cathedral parish in Cruzeiro do Sul.
Leaving the prelature in 1953, he went to the Sao Paulo state, where the
Congregation was opening a junior seminary for prospective Brazilian members at
Emilian6polis and became its director.

When in 1958 this seminary moved to

Salete in the Santa Caterina state, he moved with it as its superior and rector.
This seminary was situated on top of a 800 meter high mountain and in poor
condition. In the dry season water would be so scarce that the boys had to wash
themselves with dew from the grass, while in the wet season the roof of the
dormitory would leak copiously and necessitate a constant shifting around of the
beds to escape the water. The poor rector was at his wits end and helpless when
this or similar emergencies arose. It was a great relief for him when a few years
later, he became a member of the teaching staff.
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That function suited him very well and the boys held him in high regard.

His

confreres also appreciated him for his willingness to come to the rescue when they
needed help. He served there till 1980.
Worn out after another five years of ministry in the same area, he returned to
Germany at the age of 74. His remaining years were spent at Broich, doing what
he was still capable. A final illness sent him to Knechtsteden, where he died.
Newsletter CSSp Germany 4/1991
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Br. Vianney VITTENET 79 FRANCE
• January 28, 1889 Lyon

GBN BRZ

+ July 8, 1969 Tefe

At the age of 31, he made his vows on April 21, 1920 at Chevilly and in June
of the same year he sailed for Gabon, where he served for seventeen years in
various locations.
On July 5, 1938 he sailed for the Tefe prefecture.

He worked for three

decades and was always mentioned as stationed at Tefe or at the junior seminary
established in the same location.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Joao VAN DEN DUNGEN 73 NETHERLANDS NL KEN F PTG BRZ
* March 7, 1898 Utrecht
+ February 29, 1972 Foz de Jutai
Four of his cousins were missionaries and it was taken for granted that he
would do the same. After receiving his secondary education at Weert, 1910-17, he
began his senior seminary studies at Gernert, where he also made his vows on
September 23, 1920. For theology he went to Louvain, where he was ordained on
October 28, 1923. As the doctor declared that he had only two more years to live,
he was rejected for missionary work in the tropics. Instead he was posted to teach
in the Spiritan junior seminary, first at Gernert and then in Weert.
Having proved that the doctor had been wrong, he was allowed to go to
Kenya in 1927. At first he worked there at Mombasa, Nairobi, and Zanzibar, but he
preferred to go into the bush; so he was posted to Limuru.
He ran into trouble when the boy who served him became seriously ill. Not
wishing to leave him alone in the miserable hut where he lived, he took him into his
own dwelling to look after him. It was an act of charity, but that was not the way it
was viewed by the white colonists: no black should live under the same roof as a
white man. Even the bishop was unable to persuade him to send the boy back to
his hut. When the boy had recovered, he himself became seriously ill and was sent
back to Europe in mid-1934.
He then spent two years in Paris, doing administrative work in the mission
procurator's office, a type of work that did not suit him at all. In 1937 he was posted
to Portugal to teach French and German at Braga's junior seminary. Teaching,
however, was not congenial to him, but he hoped that it would be a good
preparation for being assigned to Amazonia.
His hope was realized when on December 17, 1931, while World War Two
had already begun, he sailed from Antwerp to Rio de Janeiro and from there via
Belem up the Amazon River to Manaus and on until he reached Tefe on February
13, 1940--a total voyage of some 20,000 kilometers.
At Tefe he found a community, largely composed of very old Fathers and
Brothers. Msgr. Alfredo Barrat welcomed him with reservations. We should recall
that as early as 1919 the generalate had wanted to entrust the prefecture, whose
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personnel was dying out, to the German province of ·the Congregation, but he had
declined to resign, wishing to keep Amazonia in the hands of French Spiritans. He
looked upon Fr. van den Dungen as a spy, sent by the Dutch to prepare the takeover of his domain, and kept him on a tight leash at T efe.
On one occasion in 1942, however, he allowed him to accompany him on a
visit up the Jutai River. There Father saw the abject misery of the seringueros, the
rubber tappers. Many of them had been induced to leave their drought-stricken
lands in the north-east of Brazil by the promise of prosperity in Amazonia's wellwatered bac lands.

Instead, they had become little more than slaves in the power

of their bosses, totally unable to escape being permanently in debt to them,
working all day and yet unable even to feed their families properly.
Convinced that his task lay on the Jutai River, he managed to obtain the
prefect's permission and settled at Foz de Jutai. Officially he was attached to Fonte
Boa, where Fr. Jose Bischofberger was pastor and his nearest neighbor until 1948.
As there was nothing there as yet, they built a rudimentary chapel, open on three
sides, and behind the altar a small room for Fr. Bischofberger. Nothing for himself,
but he did not mind; he could always sleep somewhere on the floor or hang up his
hammock. Most of his time anyway was spent on desobrigado service along the
Jutai River, where he also paid attention to the Indians.
What pained him most of all was that he was powerless to relieve the misery
of the rubber tappers, for any attempt to improve their conditions was resolutely cut
short by their exploiters.
He did, however, acquire a cook. One day a woman had come down the river
in a canoe, a widow and mother of eight children. · He saw her sitting before her hut
in total despair. Unable to find work, she could not feed her children. He told her to
come to the chapel, saying "I cannot promise you much of a wage, but you and
your family will no longer go hungry. All you have to do is cook for us, for we rarely
have a chance to do it ourselves." In this way, Donna Maria became first his cook
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and later his housekeeper, saying that meeting Padre Joao had been the happiest
day in her life.
Evil tongues accused her of stealing from him to help her children, but he
disregarded such talk. He had a most devoted housekeeper and that was all he
was interested in and, on the material side, he did not mind if she sometimes took
something that was his.
"Mine" and "thine" was for him a distinction that went wholly against being
members of a religious order; they ought to be governed by the principle of "ours"
instead. He himself also practiced this when he visited Tefe. After such a visit one
might find things suddenly missing. For example, on one occasion an old small
bucket that served as a holy water font disappeared; he had seen a similar bucket
in the sacristy and taken it, explaining later, "You had two and I had none; so I took
it. n
On another occasion a rich lady had donated two beautiful tabernacles to
Tefe. Only one arrived, but the theft of goods shipped to Tefe was nothing unusual.
A few years later a priest from Tefe visited him at Foz de Jutai and saw there a
beautiful tabernacle. Surprised, he asked, "Fr. Joao, where did you get that?" The
reply was, "Well, some time ago a river boat came down here and its captain told
me that he had a heavy box for me. I opened it and found that tabernacle.
splendid?

I considered it a gift from heaven."

Isn't it

No one had the courage to

disenchant him or to ask for its return to Tefe when talking with a man who gave
himself so totally to the people e'ntrusted to his care.
In 1963 he was honored for his dedication by Queen Juliana of Holland for
many years of work in Amazonia; she made him a. Knight of the order of OrangeNassau.

He never wore it and probably gave it away to adorn a poor man or

woman, as it was never seen again fter its reception.
His lifestyle was the same as that 'of• the poor people he served and they
venerated him as their beloved pastor. He had also acquired much practical skill
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as a lay doctor and knew how to treat many diseases. In his own solitary way he
was an excellent missionary.
As time went on a small rectory was built, where he could rest in between his
visits up river, and Faz de Jutai itself became a small town of some 2,000
inhabitants. For the people, aside from being their pastor, he was "the teacher,
judge, doctor and friend of all."
For some years he had been having trouble with his heart, but kept quiet
about it, fearing that he would be removed from Faz de Jutai.

On Tuesday,

February 26, 1972, he got up after midnight to get a cup of coffee, as he was feeling
very cold.

Donna Maria, his housekeeper, heard him there and saw him going

back to his room. She went with him and gave him his pills for the heart. Soon
after, he quietly died without any agony.
Warned by a messenger, his confreres from Fonte Boa came for the funeral,
which was attended by virtually the entire population of the town, whose pastor he
had been for three decades. He was buried in the cemetery, next to the church,
which serves as his memorial.
Arch. CSSp Gernert; Spinet Ill; SEAM 318; VIBI 24, April 1988, 19-26
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Fr. Godefrido van der LOOY 63 NETHERLANDS BRZ
* November 29, 1912 Strijp, NB
+ June 1, 1976 Eindhoven NL
After completing his secondary education at Gernert in 1935, he made his
vowed commitment to the Congregation on August 25, 1936 at Gennep. In his final
year of theology at Gernert he was ordained there on July 19, 1941. As World War
Two was then raging, it was impossible to leave the country and, like the other
young priests, he spent his time in additional study and incidental ministry until
1946.
By 1946 travel resumed and in June of the same year he was assigned· to the
Prefecture of Tefe. Together with nine other Fathers he flew to Brazil.

Msgr.

Alfredo Barrat stationed him at Tefe Town until his successor Msgr. Joaquim de
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Lange would arrive. That took until April 1947. He then became pastor at Boca de

Tete and superior of the local community and its main work at Boca: the workshops
and trade school, all of them very dilapidate .

He built a church and housing for

local people and also made pastoral visits along the Japura River.
After ten years at the Boca mission he left the prelature· for two years of
ministry at Manicore on the Madeira River. After his return in 1958, he opened a
new station at Santos Dumont in the Caruari area on the Jurua River in the extreme
and isolated south of the prelature. Its name was later changed to ltamariti's Sao
Benedito parish. He labored there for seven years. Only three families lived there,
but the place showed possibilities and thanks to its opening as a religious outpost
would develop into a neat small town.

He built its church, a trade school and

housing for the people.
Not in the best of health, he went in 1966 to the Central Brazil district as pastor
at Alvarenga, near Conselheiro Pena MG, looking after its population of 12,000.
Having given three decades of his life in the service of the Church in Brazil, he
returned ailing to Holland in 1976 and died there of cancer in the same year.
Newsletter CSSp Holland, July 1976; VIBI 75, July 1992
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Fr. Pedro van DOORN GREAT BRITAIN NL BRZ
* June 8, 1942 Polmouth Scotland
After completing his secondary schooling at Echt he made his vows on August
28, 1934 at Gennep. In his final year of theology at Gernert he was ordained there
on July 16, 1939. Wartime conditions kept him in Holland until 1946.
In June of that year he was assigned to the T efe prefecture and, together with
nine other young Fathers, flew to Brazil and then on to Tefe. Pending the arrival of
Msgr. Joaquim de Lange, the newly appointed prefect apostolic of Tefe, he was
placed, together with two other Spiritans, at Carauari. It was the first time that this
place with a population of over 15,000 had a priest in residence.
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The church was enlarged, a small rectory and parish hall built and a school
followed.
By 1961 we find him listed in Central Brazil as pastor of Prudente de Morais,
near Matozinhos MG with a population of nearly 10,000. He remained there for the
duration of his life in Brazil, first as pastor and later as assistant.
Having spent more than four decades of his life and celebrated the golden
jubilee of his priesthood in 1989, he returned to Holland and entered the
Congregation's retirement home in Gennep.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Henrique NICOLAY 74 ALSACE BRZ F
• July 18, 1919 Adelange

+ May 5, 1995 France

Professed on September 8, 1939 at Orly, he did his senior seminary studies
during World War Two at Cellule, where he was also ordained on June 18, 1944.
On March 9, 1946 he embarked at Lisbon for Brazil's Tefe prefecture. He was
posted there to teach at its seminary. In 1950 he returned to France, teaching at
the junior seminary in Allex.
He continued to serve in various locations in France as a teacher, editor of a
mission magazine and in parish ministry.

Having celebrated the golden

anniversary of his priesthood in 1994, he died the following year.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Edison DANTAS DE OLIVEIRA BRAZIL BRZ
• September 24, 1917 Cruzeiro do Sul
After attending the junior seminary at Tefe, he went to Portugal, where he
made his vows on September 8, 1940 at Fraiao-Braga. In his final year of theology
at Viana do Castelo he was ordained there on October 19, 1945.
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Assigned to the Upper Jurua prelature in 1946, he was posted to Tarauaca,
the former Seabra, as assistant in its Sao Jose parish and then to Feij6.
By 1961 we find him listed at Japiim, later renamed Mancio Lima, as pastor of
the Sao Francisco parish. The place must have been congenial to him and his
service quite satisfactory as he was still listed there as pastor more than three
decades later. He celebrated the golden jubilee of his ordination in 1995.
8.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Humberto (Jan) TINNEMANS NETHERLANDS BRZ
* November 7, 1918 Weert
After attending the junior seminary at Weert, 1931-38, he made his vows on
August 29, 1939 at Gennep. In his final year of theology at Gernert he was
ordained there on July 23, 1944.
After the end of World War Two, he was assigned to the Tefe prefecture in
June 1946 and flew to Brazil and then went on to his destination. From Tefe he
was seconded to Upper Ju,:ua and posted to Cruzeiro do Sul.
When the care of the Sao Raimundo parish cum procure in Manaus was taken
over by the Tefe prefecture in 1948, he was one of the three Fathers stationed
there. In 1952 we find him as pastor at Fonte Boa.
Going to the Rio de Janeiro diocese, he was attached to Sao Jorge parish in
Quintino Bocajura as assistant to Fr. Meneval de Andrade. In 1963 he joined the
clergy of the Graxupe MG diocese.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Joao KOOIJMAN 67 NETHERLANDS
• May 14, 1914 Amsterdam

BRZ NL
+ December 7, 1981 Warmond

He had studied business courses before he joined the Congregation, which
became an asset later when he had to deal with material developments in the
works entrusted to his care. After attending the junior seminary in Weert until 1936,
he made his vows at Gennep on August 26, 1937. In his final year of theology at
Gernert, he was ordained there on July 16, 1942. World War Two made it
impossible to depart for the missions until the fighting stopped and means of
transportation began to function again.
In 1946 he was one of ten Fathers who flew to Brazil, destination Tete. He
was stationed there at Fonte Boa first as an assistant and then as pastor.

In 1949

he was transferred to Manaus, where he built a new church in the Gloria section of
the city. Political maneuvers put an end to his work there in 1957.
His next assignment put him in Belo Horizonte MG where he was charged
with opening the new parish of Sao Miguel Arcanjo in a slum area of that rapidly
growing town.

He built its provisional church, rectory and secondary school on a

large plot of ground.
Evil tongues spread rumors about him, which were all too readily believed by
people who ought to have known better. Although these rumors were later proved
to have been utterly false, they resulted in his departure in 1963.
Returning to Holland, he served for ten years as mission procurator at
Halfweg, near the airport of Amsterdam.

He returned briefly to Amazonia to

straighten out the embroiled affairs of the sawmill that had been set up in Tefe to
provide income for the prelature.

After a brief stay at the Africa Open Air Museum

community and promotion center as superior of the community, he went to the
retirement home for religious at Warmond in 1975. He died there six years later.
Newsletter CSSp Holland, January 1982; VIBI 8, December 1986, 20
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Fr. Cristovao Freire ARNAUD BRAZIL BRZ
• July 25, 1917 Sao Filipe (Eirunepe) AM
He attended the junior seminary at Tefe before going to Portugal for his
novitiate. He made his vows there at Fraiao-Braga on September 8, 1938. For his
senior seminary studies he went to Rio de Janeiro, where the Benedictines offered
the necessary facilities. He was ordained on December 22, 1945.
After his return to Upper Jurua he rendered two important services. First, he
helped Bp. Jose Hascher, newly arrived in Upper Jurua in 1947, in his attempts to
foster education by becoming secretary of education in Rio Branco. Secondly, in
1948 it was through his relations with the Benedictines in Rio de Janeiro that Bp.
Jose Hascher and Msgr. Joaquim de Lange of Tefe went to the Benedictine
monastery in Rio and were able to obtain from Abbot Martinho a large building,
called Sieo de Abraao (Bosom of Abraham): in Teres6polis, for use as a seminary
of the Congregation. The Abbot had been willing to lend it to them free of charge,
but the Spiritans preferred to lease it and agreed to pay one canto a month, which
was about one sixth of its normal rent.
By 1952 we find him listed at Cruzeiro do Sui's pre-seminary as its rector and
in 1959 at the new junior seminary in Ribeirao Grande, Santa Caterina state.
In 1968 we find him recorded as principal superior of the Upper Jurua district
and residing at Cruzeiro do Sul.

And in 1980 as pastor at Cruzalia in the Sao

Paulo state. Subsequently, he was attached to the cathedral at Assisi in the same
state. In. 1993 he was listed at the Born Pastor chapel at Barueri in the Diocese of
Jundiar, Sao Paulo state. Two years later he celebrated the golden anniversary of
his ordination.
B.G. and E.P. passim; Wennink, 152, 154 f.
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Fr. Roberto van MEE GEREN NETHERLANDS BRZ
* May 1, 1918 Nijmegen
He completed his secondary studies at Weert in 1937 and was professed on
August 27, 1938 at Gennep as one of the twenty-seven novices who did so on that
day. In his final year of theology at Gernert he was ordained on July 25, 1943 at
Den Bosch.
Wartime conditions made it impossible to send anyone out abroad, but in
1946 he became one of the ten young Fathers who flew to Brazil and made their
way to the T efe prefecture.
He was posted there to Boca de Tefe, where by that time the parish counted
some 9,000 people, including the settlements along the rivers.

He remained

stationed there, first as assistant and then as pastor and superior of the local
community. The trade school was reopened when three Brothers arrived in 1947
to man the shops, and by 1961 the population was listed as 18,000.
Being endowed with considerable artistic talents--it ran in the family--he
produced a number of large paintings for the giant mission exhibition in connection
with the International Eucharistic Congress held in Rio de Janeiro in 1955. A man
of indomitable energy he devoted his life to improving the living conditions of the
people along with his concern for their religious well-being both at the Boca and
along the river settlements.
He showed great interest in the Indians and, being an excellent speaker, he
delivered many conferences and radio talks about them in Sao Paulo and
elsewhere with such a verve that his audiences were enthralled. On one occasion
when he was on the radio, the business sponsor of his talk called up, begging the
station to let him go on talking when his allotted time was up, saying he would foot
the bill.
Perhaps it was the hopelessness of his efforts to do so effectively that made
him leave Tefe and the Congregation in 1969.
Newsletter CSSp Holland

He died in 1976 in Rio de Janeiro.
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Fr. Louiz SOONTIENS 74 NETHERLANDS
* February 27, 1915 Steenbergen NB

+ July 4, 1989 Breda NL

· A brother of Fr. Francis, C.S.Sp., he received his secondary education at
Gernert and Weert, 1927-34. He made his vowed commitment to the Congregation
on August 23, 1935 at Gennep. In his final year of theology at Gernert, he was
ordained on October 6, 1941 at Arcen, L., while World War Two was raging.
When the fighting stopped in 1945, the Spiritans' Dutch province had over
one hundred young Fathers available for overseas assignments and ten of them
were allotted to Amazonia. He and the other nine flew to their destination in 1946,
leaving their heavy luggage behind to follow later by ship.
He was posted at Tefe Town in the Tefe prefecture in a teaching position at its
seminary and later became its rector. By 1953 he was pastor of Sao �aimundo
parish in Manaus.

It was a large parish of 54,000 people, but he was fortunate

enough to have four other priests to assist him, while a Brother took care of the
procure for inland stations. He built a school and convent there.
In 1967 he moved to Belem to establish there the proposed new procure for
Amazonia, but did· not succeed in his effort and in 1962 he went to Araujas in the
Minas Gerais state.

Some 9,000 people were entrusted to his care in the Sao

SebastiaO parish, but two thirds of them lived in rural areas. In the town itself he
had many people helping him to develop and build a secondary school, while in its
rural areas he fostered many basic Christian communities, headed by local
leaders. He was in his element there and highly regarded by the people.
After nearly two decades at Araujas, he returned in 1981 to Holland and went
into retirement. Death came for this hard-working priest eight years later.
Newsletter C S S p Holland, July-Aug. 1989
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Fr. Henrique DENTENER NETHERLANDS BRZ NL
* December 23, 1919 Weert
He received his secondary education at Weert, 1932-38, and made his vows
on August 28, 1929, at Gennep. In his final year of his senior seminary studies at
Gernert, he was ordained there on July 23, 1944.
In June 1946 he was one of the ten young Dutch Fathers, assigned to the Tefe
prefecture in Brazil, who flew to their destination. After some time in Tefe town, he
was posted to Fonte Boa. By 1952 we find him listed as assistant at Sao Raimundo
in Manaus.
Returning to Holland in 1953, he did parish work at Weert. In 1960 he joined
the diocesan clergy of Roermond.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Meneval de ANDRADE BRAZIL BRZ
* December 17, 1916 Cruzeiro do Sul
He received his secondary schooling at Tefe before he was sent to Portugal
for his novitiate. Professed on September 8, 1940 at Fraiao-Braga, he did his
senior studies at Viana do Castelo, where he was ordained on April 8, 1945.
Returning to Brazil, he· became rector of the junior seminary at Tefe and two
years later pastor of the Tefe parish. By 1961 we find him listed outside the Tefe
prelature as pastor of Sao Jorge at Quintino Bocajuva in the Rio de Janeiro state. It
was a parish of some 50,000 inhabitants, of whom 20,000 were Catholics, served
by two priests, twenty-eight Sisters and fifteen catechists; it operated two grade
schools, one pre-primary school and two schools for adults, and also two hospitals.
He was still listed as serving there in 1980, though no longer as pastor.
From 1988 on he was recorded as retired at Brazilia, the capital of Brazil.
He celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of his priesthood there in 1995.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Martinho van der Ven 75 NETHERLANDS BRZ
* March 9, 1919 Zeeland, NB

+ July 7, 1994 Veghel, N.B.

He entered the Congregation at Gernert in 1939 and made his vows on
August 30, 1941 at Gennep. In his. final year of theology at Gernert he was
ordained on July 23, 1944.
Two years later, when overseas travel became possible again, he was
assigned to the Tefe prefecture and flew to Brazil as one of the ten Dutch Fathers
assigned to Amazonia. He was seconded there to the Alto Jurua prelature to help
man the station at Eirunepe. By 1950, however, he was back in Tefe and was
appointed to teach at the junior seminary in T efe Town.
He continued to live in T efe Town for about four decades and proved to be so
good a teacher that the government appealed to him to become director of its
secondary school in the same locality. He accepted and remained attached to the
school until 1984.

Thereafter he stayed on at Tefe until his return to Holland

around 1990. His work was so much appreciated by the town that he was named
its honorary citizen and the Queen of olland made him a Knight of the Dutch Lion.
Pastoral ministry was not his forte; he loved the routine of well-organized
community and school, which was not available in river ministry.

Back in his

hometown of Zeeland, however, (n trusted home surrol:Jndings, -he was surprised to
see how easily he fitted in doing pastoral work in the parish. He died in a hospital
two weeks before he would have celebrated his golden jubilee as priest.
Newsletter CSSp Holland, Aug. 1994
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Fr. Francisco van KEMENADE 59 NETHERLANDS BRZ
* February 3, 1917 Liessel NB
+ May 16, 1976 Governador Vaaldares MG
Educated at Weert, 1932-38, he made his vows on August 28, 1939 at
Gennep and in his final year of theology at Gernert was ordained there on July 23,
1944.
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In 1946 he belonged to the group of ten young priests who flew from Holland
to Brazil, having been assigned to Amazonia's Prefecture of Tefe. He was posted
there to Carauari. This place had never had the luxury of a resident priest when in
1947 it received two, Fr. Pedro van Doom as pastor and him as his assistant.
Together they made this parish of some 10,000 into what has been referred to as
"perhaps the best" in the prefecture. From 1952 till 1960 he served in Holland in
promotion and did an excellent job.
Returning to Brazil, he served until 966 at Sao Raimundo parish in Manaus.
Next, he was transferred to the Central Brazil district, where he became pastor of
the new Divino Espiritu Santo parish in Divino das Laranjeiras (Orange Grove) MG,
taking care of nearly 20,000 Catholics. Many of them lived in rural areas, near
Conselheiro Pena, and attended Mass in one of the eleven chapels erected for
them whenever he was able to visit them. As he was all alone there as a priest, it
was of course impossible for him to serve them every Sunday.
He died after a stomach operation, which at first had seemed to be successful.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Br. Savino (Willem) van GROOTEL NETHERLANDS KEN BRZ TZA
* September 28, 1902 Buggenum, L
He made his vows on October 29, 1927 at Baarle Nassau and the following
year was assigned to the Vicariate of Zanzibar in East Africa. He worked there
mainly in Kenya at Kabaa under Fr. Michael Witte as a member of a construction
team, but also at Nairobi and Sura.
In 1947 he and three other Brothers accompanied Msgr. Joaquim de Lange to
Tefe. He was posted to Manaus in the procure of the two Spiritan circumscriptions
of Tefe and Upper Jurua.

In 1959 he returned to East Africa to work in the

Kilimanjaro area. Opting for the priesthood at a late age, he joined the diocesan
Opus Spiritus Sancti and was ordained on March 6, 1971.
Arch. CSSp Holland; SEAM 322'
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Fr. Pancracio (Comelis) POUW NETHERLANDS
* June 27, 1916 Sassenheim, NH

BRZ

A graduate of Weert, 1929-35, he .was professed on August 25, 1936 at
Gennep and did his senior seminary studies at Gernert, where he was ordained on
July 19, 1941. His overseas assignment had to wait until 1946 because of World
War Two.
In June of that year he was one of the ten young priests who flew to Brazil to
go to the Tefe prefecture, which had been entrusted to the Dutch province of the
Congregation. As the Upper Jurua prelature also was short of personnel, he was
seconded to it until Msgr. Joaquim de Lange, the new prefect apostolic of Tefe
arrived.

He was then posted to Manaus as pastor of Sao Raimundo, a parish

which then had a population of 20,000. At the same time he was procurator for
Tefe.
In 1952 he moved to Teres6polis RJ when the procure was transferred to that
location. In 1954 he took charge of a chapel at Acucena MG, one of the twentyeight rural places of worship attached to Sao Jose parish in Conselheiro Pena. It
became the separate N.S. de Piedade parish for some 25,000 Catholics.
He left the Congregation in 1972.
E.P. passim; Arch. CSSp Holland
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Bp. Joaquim (Jouke) de LANGE 86 NETHERLANDS
* March 6, 1906 St. Nicolaasga, F.

ANG BRZ
+ July 14, 1993 Gennep

Educated at Weert, 1919-25, he made his vows on September 8, 1925 at Orly.
His senior seminary studies were interrupted by two years of prefecting at Weert. In
his final year of theology at Gernert, he was ordained there on July 12, 1933.
His first assignment sent him to Angola, where he labored for thirteen years
and gained general esteem for his way of evangelizing the people.
When in 1946 the Prefecture of Tefe was entrusted to the Dutch province of
the Congregation, the Holy See appointed him its prefect on July 12 of the same
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year. He got the news in Angola, but was unable to leave at once and it was only
toward the end of the year that via Rome and Paris he went to Holland to prepare
himself for his new function.

On April 2, 1947 he finally arrived in Tete,

accompanied by four Dutch Brothers.
Dom Jose Hascher of Upper Jurua came to see him there and together they
arranged affairs of mutual interest:

the transfer of the priests who had been

seconded to Tefe in previous years when Tefe was almost without any Fathers, the
staffing of their common seminary in Tefe, the need to open another junior
seminary in Southern Brazil, the creation of a senior seminary and the staffing of
the procure and parish of Sao Raimundo in Manaus by Dutch Spiritans. In 1948
the two travelled together to Rio de Janeiro, where they obtained from Abbot
Martinho, O.S.B., the use of a large building, called "Bosom of Abraham" in
Teres6polis for their senior seminary. Three parishes in the Minas Gerais state
were accepted to lay a solid foundation for a future province in Central Brazil. (By
1963 Central Brazil became an autonomous Spiritan district, separated from Tefe).
After being in a desperate situation for several years, the prefecture was
suddenly rich in personnel: eighteen priests and six Brothers, with more to come
the next year and thereafter. Aided by a government grant, social programs got
underway in Tefe Town and the Franciscan Missionary Sisters of Mary began the
construction of a secondary school with room for two hundred girls, with Br. Canisio
Grootel functioning as contractor.

In Boca de Tefe other Brothers restored the

workshops and staffed the trade school, which by 1949 was attended by 72 young
apprentices, while the Fathers undertook again regular visits to settlements along
the rivers. The old chapel being almost in ruins, a new church began to be built.
The ancient parish of Alvaraes received its first priest in residence since the
eighteenth century for its church, named Sao Joaquim.
Fonte Boa also got a new church and two priests in residence to secure
regular river ministry.

And so on in Carauari, Foz de Jutaf and, outside the
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prefecture in Manaus, three priests were assigned to its Sao Raimundu parish,
which then counted some 80,000 people in the parish area.
In 1952 the Holy See raised the prefecture to a prelature and Msgr. Joaquim
became Bishop or Dom Joaquim.

He was ordained as such on July 6, 1952 at

Manaus. A tireless worker, he visited all seven parishes scattered over a thinly
populated --79,000 in 1968-- area six times the size of Switzerland, whether by
rowboat, outboard or inboard vessel, or later by a small commercial plane for the
extreme west of his domain when the company entitled him to one free trip a
month.

As Tefe was 600 km. away from the nearest hospital in Manaus, he

persuaded a nurse who had worked in Papua New Guinea to come to Tefe, the
climate of which is similar to that of New Guinea. She came to treat people and he
built a 40 bed hospital for the sick.

There were so many that sometimes the

number of patients went over one hundred.
To end the almost total isolation of people living in small settlements along the
rivers, radio station Tefe came into existence and with receivers established in 300
locations, the people were able to gather for news of the outside world, while
children learned reading, writing and arithmetic.
A man endowed with an iron constitution, Dom Joaquim never became
seriously ill during the fifty-six years he spend in the tropics, whether in Angola or
Amazonia.

His intellect was keen and when duty called he would devote

considerable study to understand issues, whether it was a matter of learning the
difficult Ganguela language in Angola or the complexities of Vatican Council Two.
He personally knew almost all of the two hundred bishops of Brazil and for many of
them he became a guide in drawing practical conclusions from the council's
documents. Even after he resigned in 1982, he was still invited to participate in the
meetings of the Conference of Brazilian Bishops.
He had little use for small talk or for lo_ng congratulatory speeches addressed
to him and would reply to them only in a sentence or two. But he loved giving wellprepared instructions in churches, schools and on Radio Tefe.
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He rarely went on leave unless he needed funds to keep his prelature going.
He did much to foster basic Christian communities, social programs, promoted
agriculture and trades.

Around 1980 he introduced a well-conceived pastoral

approach to the Indians in his domain.
When he was close to 75 years old, the Holy See named Brazilian-born Fr.
Mario Clemente Neto his co-adjutor with the right of succession, and in 1982 Dom
Mario took over the prelature. Dom Joaquim then went to Fez de Jutar as pastor of
its isolated parish. Around 1990 he entered the retirement community at Gennep in
Holland, where he died. He had been a priest for nearly sixty years and a bishop
for forty.
Newsletter CSSp Holland, Sep. 1992; Wennink, 151-157; VIBI 77, Sep. 1992
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Br. Fulgencio (Comelus) BOUWMAN NETHERLANDS BRZ
* June 26, 1924 Amsterdam
Professed on September 8, 1943 at Gennep, he was assigned to the Tefe
prefecture in 1943 and arrived at Tete on April 2, 1947. Msgr. Joaquim, the new
prefect apostolic, assigned him to Fonte Boa and then to Carauari, where he
worked for many years.

In 1980 he was recorded as procurator for the Tete

prelature in Manaus. He left the Congregation in 1987.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Joao (Quintina) TIJBURG 84 NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
+ March 23, 1992 Gennep
* May 4, 1907 Amsterdam
He had been trained as a fitter before he entered the novitiate and trade
school for Brothers at Baarle Nassau. He made his vows there at the age of twentyseven on October 2, 1934. Highly esteemed as a religious and very competent
metal worker, he was retained there to teach other young Brothers until 1946.
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In December of that year he received his assignment to the Tefe prefecture
and travelled together with Msgr. Joaquim de Lange and three other Brothers to his
destination. On arrival at Tefe on April 2, 1947, he found that the workshops at the
Boca de Tefe mission were not at all well-equipped, as he had been told, but little
less than ruins with almost no equipment. They had been very good at one time,
but age, neglect and thefts had done their work. Tackling the situation when he got
over his dismay, he and his apprentices got busy fabricating better tools with
primitive implements. In the process, his boys, eager to learn, absorbed the art of
mechanics, both in practice during the day and in the mathematical principles
underlying mechanics at night.
When he received more tools and raw materials from Manaus and Europe, his
shops began to hum. Work was plentiful, for people began again to rely on Boca
de Tefe for all kinds of jobs. In 1953 he and another missionary went to Europe
and returned with two tons of machinery and tools. Now things hitherto done by
hand could be done mechanically. It was a novelty in the backwoods of Amazonia
and many people came to see this technical wonder.

In 1958 he was able to

introduce autogenic welding, the first such shop in the 2,200 km. area between
Manaus and Peru. He continued his work at Boca de Tefe for thirty years.
Then came the decline. Without any government grants to keep the trade
school open and to feed the apprentices, while private enterprise competed for
jobs, the decision was made to close the trade school and hand the shops over to
their personnel. This came about in 1977.

The trade school building became a

school for catechists and leaders of basic Christian communities.

He had the

consolation of seeing many of his former apprentices establish themselves as
independent craftsmen, earning a good living, open their own businesses and
remaining ever grateful for what they had learned at the "mission."
Meanwhile his own life had taken another tum.

When he entered the

Congregation in 1932, he had wanted to go on for the priesthood, but being twentyfive years old, he was told that he was too old for the long years of studies then
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required and advised to become a Brother. Times, however, change and when he
was in his sixties he was given a chance to pursue his old dream.

Given his

character, intellectual capacity and experience of life, his preparation was
shortened and on July 7, 1970 he and another Brother were ordained at T efe with
a special indult of the Holy See.
He continued to be stationed at Boca de Tefe, becoming pastor of the local
parish and engaging in ministry along the rivers for fourteen years.
His health broken, he returned to Holland in 1984.

In the retirement

community of Gennep he continued to render as much service as his condition
allowed. The faithful worker in the Lord's vineyard died there during the night in his
bed.
Newsletter CSSp Holland, April 1992; VIBI 9, Jan. 1987, 21 ff.; 11, March 1987, I ff;
19, Nov. 1987, 22 ff.
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Bp. Jose HASCHER 82 ALSACE ANG BRZ
* September 11, 1890 Michelbach

+ May 8, 1973 Cruzeiro do Sul

He attended the junior seminary at Zabem (Saveme) from 1904 till 1912 and
made his vows on September 18, 1913 at Neuscheum (Neufgrange). Mobilized by
World War One, he served in the medical corps, reaching officers' rank. As Alsace
had become French again in 1918, he continued his studies at Chevilly, where he
was ordained on July 10, 1921.
Assigned to Angola in 1922, he labored there for ten years putting emphasis
on education and aiming at a teacher catechist in every village. In 1933 he left
Angola, just one step ahead of being arrested by the police for his alleged refusal
to respect Portuguese authority; all he had done was persuade a policeman to
release two women who had been picked up and forced to leave their babies
unattended because they had failed to pay their annual tax. Back in France, he
was posted to Blotzheim in Alsace as rector and dean of studies of its junior
seminary.
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When World War Two broke out in earnest on the Western front in 1940,
Alsace found itself again in German hands and became a separate district, of
which he became its principal superior. Being a former officer in the German army
and decorated for his service, helped him to remain on friendly terms with regular
officers of the occupiers. At Blotzheim he gathered the Spiritan prisoners of war
who had been released by the Germans and the Alsatian students who had been
demobilized in France.
Blotzheim.

They were able to resume their theology studies at

In this way he was able to present to the superior general a large

number of young priests for their assignments when the war ended.
Meanwhile Bp. Henrique Ritter had died in Upper Jurua in 1942 and the
prelature was being administered by Fr. Henrique Klein as vicar capitular until such
time as a successor would be appointed. Brazil at that time had entered World War
Two on the side of the Allies, which made it impossible to replace the deceased
bishop by a German national.

When the war ended the superior general sent Fr.

Hascher to Brazil as official visitor of Alto Jurua and Tefe.

His mission

accomplished, he reported to the generalate late in 1946.
In the same year the Holy See replaced Msgr. Alfredo of Tefe by Msgr.
Joaquim de Lange, a Dutch Spiritan, as prefect apostolic of Tefe and on March 22,
1947 appointed Fr. Hascher to head the prelature of Upper Jurua.

He was

ordained a bishop on June 5 of the same year at Blotzheim. On August 30, 1947
he sailed for Amazonia, where he ordained two Brazilian Spiritans at T efe on
October 25. On November 21 he was solemnly received in Cruzeiro do Sul.
Coming together, he and the prefect apostolic of Tefe made decisions about
matters of common concern. The personnel seconded to Tefe in its decline should
return to Upper Jurua's prelature. The seminary in Tefe would be continued. Two
of the five Brazilian-born priests in the two circumscriptions would stay in Tefe and
the other three go to Upper Jurua. Moreover, since T efe and Upper Jurua were not
likely every to produce enough vocations to provide a native clergy, the
Congregation would establish itself also in the more populous areas of the country
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and open Spiritan houses of formation there. Finally, the procure and parish at
Sao Raimundo parish in Manaus, established in 1939, and hitherto staffed from the
Upper Jurua prelature, should be taken over by the Tefe prefecture. Although this
decision encountered some opposition among the German Spiritans, it, too, was
done when the generalate urged its acceptance in 1948.
In his prelature, Dom Jose paid special attention to education. He wanted to
open schools all over the prelature.

He established the schools of Santa

Teresinha and San Jose to train teachers and catechists to staff little schools in the
remote areas of his domain. German Dominican Sisters accepted his invitation to
come to Upper Jurua and educate girls to become teachers and catechists. By
1952 forty schools were functioning in which over seventy teachers taught more
than 2,000 children.
As to opening works outside the prelature, that also was done from 1948 on
beginning with parishes in the Sao Paulo state, a seminary at Teres6polis in Rio de
Janeiro state and another seminary in Santa Caterine state.
By the time he resign d in 1967 the Jurua prelature was staffed by twenty-two
Spiritan Fathers, three diocesan priests, five Brothers and thirty-one Dominican
Sisters, taking care of a total population of over 100,000 inhabitants. And the
foundation in South Brazil had developed into a separate Spiritan district, manned
by thirty-six Fathers and six Brothers.
Meanwhile in 1966 the Holy See had named Fr. Henrique Ruth his coadjutor
with right of succession; he took over on February 2, 1967. Retiring as chaplain to
the Dominican Sisters, Dom Jose died there six years later.
Rath 706; Wennink, 150-155; VI Bl 1, 1986, 11 ff.
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Fr. Leao HEBRARD 72 FRANCE GLP BRZ
* June 9, 1907 Alteyrac, D. of Mende

+ October 5, 1979 Manaus AM

He made his vows at Orly on September 8, 1927 and in his final year of
theology at Chevilly was ordained there on October 7, 1934.
Assigned to Guadeloupe in 1935, he served there in parish ministry. The
available records do not indicate where he was during World War Two, but by mid
1947 he arrived in Tefe.
In 1948 we find him posted to Alvaraes as pastor of Sao Joaquim parish. It
was the first time since the eighteenth century that a priest was residing there. As
there was no rectory yet, he lived there in the sacristy until a rectory was built,
taking care of about 4,700 Catholics dwelling in the town or along the rivers. The
population, however, increased and by 1961 the parish counted over 11,000
people, nearly all Catholics, but by then he had twenty-four catechists to assist him.
In 1968 he took charge of the Sao Antonio sector of the Sao Raimundo parish
in Manaus.
Death came for him after more than three decades of hard work in Amazonia.
B.G. and E.P. passim; INFON p. 41
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Fr. Manoel de LIMA CAUPER BRAZIL BRZ
* March 6, 1919 Tefe
Educated in Tefe's junior seminary, he and his companion Manoel Morais
went to Portugal to make their novitiate and complete their senior seminary studies.
They made their vows together on September 8, 1943 at Silva. Four years later
they returned to Tefe in time to be ordained together on October 25, 1947 in the
parish church of Tefe Town. It was the first time that such a ceremony had been
held there and it received much attention. The following day they said their first
Mass at which seventy children made their First Communion.
Fr. de Lima Cauper received his first assignment, which was to teach at Tefe's
junior seminary.

By· 1952 we find him listed as assistant at Sao Raimundo in

Manaus, but two years later he became director of the secondary school the
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Congregation had opened at Curvelo MG.

He excelled as a speaker and

preacher, as well as organizer of festivities.
In 1955 he was reassigned to the new junior seminary at ltauna MG and later
became its director.
In 1968 we find him listed at Santa Cecilia e Santa Barbara parish in Rio de
Janeiro as pastor of 25,000 faithful. He served there for many years for he was still
recorded there in 1989. By then he was seventy years old, but he took up ministry
as pastor at Nil6, RJ, where he still was serving in the mid 1990s.
B.G. and E.P. passim; VIBI 44, Dec. 1989
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Fr. Walter Julio MORAIS 63 BRAZIL BRZ
* September 10, 1918 Tarauca AM

+ November 29,

1981 Rio de Janeiro

Educated at Tefe's junior seminary, he went to Portugal for his novitiate and
theology studies. He was professed there on September 8, 1943 at Silva. In his
final year of theology he returned to Tefe and was ordained there on October 25,
1947 by Bp. Jose Hascher in an impressive ceremony together with Fr. Manoel de
Lima Cauper.
Assigned to Upper Jurua, he served at Cruzeiro do Sul teaching at its preseminary, but when the new parish of Sao Joao Climaco was opened in 1955 at
Sao Paulo, he went there and in 1961 was listed as its pastor, serving 38,000
people.
Exhausted and suffering from tuberculosis, he had to be treated for about two
years. He then joined Padre Meneval de Andrade at Sao Jorge parish in Rio de .
Janeiro. In 1974 he became coordinator of the Campanha da Fratermidade for the
Archdiocese of Rio de Janeiro and one year later took up parish ministry at N.S.
dos Navigantes in the same city. He died of cancer in 1981.
B.G. and E.P. passim; INFON, p. 48
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Fr. Jose SONNENSCHEIN 74 GERMANY TZA D BRZ
* September 26, 1884 Wuppertal Rid
+ October 26, 1959 Dormagen Rid
The son of a well-known physician, he completed his secondary studies at
Knechtsteden in 1905 and made his vows on·September 24, 1906 at Neuscheuern
(Neufgrange). In his final year of theology at Knechtsteden he was ordained there
on October 30, 1910. Intellectually and artistically gifted, he taught for one year at
Broich and then obtained his assignment to East Africa.
He worked there from 1912 until 1917 in the Vicariate of Bagamoyo in present
day Tanzania, where he proved to be an excellent missionary, holding out great
promise for future leadership.
World War One eliminated that promise. When the war spread to Tanganyika,
he was interned by allied troops in Dar-es-Salaam and repatriated after Germany
lost the war.
Back in Germany after his release in 1919, he became the manager of the St.
Raphael Emigration Society in its Berlin office, as well as the representative of the
German Conference of Major Religious Superiors. As such, he managed to obtain
some compensation for properties lost abroad by the war; he also argued for the
readmission of German missionaries in foreign lands.

Portugal was the first

country that allowed some of them to enter its colonies.
In 1924 he founded the Youth Organization of the Holy Spirit to provide a pool
of vocations. Somehow it developed in 1927 into the first German Development
Aid Institute. With government and church support he built a special school to train
development workers. By 1934 he had already forty such workers in the field in
Angola, South and East Africa.
Meanwhile Hitler's Nazi Party had been growing in power and the Nazis
insisted that these workers become also agents of their Party. Refusing to do so,
he closed its school and established new headquarters for his development
institute in Tanganyika.
World War Two led to his second internment in Dar-es-Salaam. From there
he was shipped to a camp in South Africa, but he managed to escape toward the
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end of the war and fled to Mozambique. There the archbishop helped him acquire
Portuguese citizenship.
Free to travel now, he went in 1947 to Brazil, where he had relatives in Sao
Paulo. He laid the groundwork that enabled his German confreres to work in the
area. It became one of the starting points of the Spiritan district of Southern Brazil
and of the future province of Brazil.
In 1952 he returned to Germany and tried to revive the development center he
had founded in the 1920s. It was premature, as the country had not yet recovered
enough from the war to think about helping others develop.
Finally by 1956 when success seemed close, he suffered a fall down the
stairs, which left him permanently crippled.

He had to give up.

Going to

Knechtsteden, he spent the last year of his life there and died of heart failure in a
nearby hospital.
Rath 571; SEAM 246
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Fr. Pedro SCHOONAKKER 82 NETHERLANDS ANG BRZ NL D
• December 25, 1909 Millingen, Gld
* April 24, 1994 Kleve, D.
After receiving his secondary schooling at Gernert and Weert, 1922-28, he
made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on September 15, 1929 at
Gennep. In his final year of theology at Gernert he was ordained on July 15, 1934.
The following year he was assigned to Angola, where he worked among the
Ganguela people with great dedication. He never lost interest in them and, while
bringing them the message of Jesus Christ, also learned much from them.
In 1946 he went back to Holland for a month of recollection and was then
named director of the senior seminary in Gernert, attended by over one hundred
students. This appointment, however, ran into some opposition on the part of some
of its faculty and was canceled. Given the choice of going back to Angola or to
Brazil, as requested by Msgr. Joaqurm de Lange, he opted for Brazil.
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He sailed in December of 1947 and in April 1948 reached Tefe, bringing
along the luggage of those who had gone by plane. He was placed in charge of its
tiny senior seminary. The notion of transferring it to Southern Brazil was already
under discussion and came about in August of the same year. As the expected
ship that was to carry them part of the way failed to arrive, he, the four seminarians
and a postulant Brother went in a little boat to Manaus and disembarked under
cover of darkness as the little boat had no license. From there they sailed on the

A/more to Belem, a trip of seven days, took another ship, the Pedro Segundo, for
the twelve day voyage over the Atlantic to Rio de Janeiro. Finally, a bus delivered
them during the night at Teres6polis, the place where the new seminary was to be
opened a few days later.
Until 1959 he functioned as director of the seminarians at Teres6polis. Next,
he went into pastoral ministry, first, as pastor at Jaragua in Goias state and then at
the new capital of Brazil in Brasilia.
He arrived there in mid-1960, found provisional housing with Pedro Mendes,
a former student of the Congregation, and government permission to teach
mathematics at its secondary school. As the capital Brasilia is geographically very
large-each of its four wings having a length of some twelve kilometers--and the
Holy Spirit parish that he was to open. lay in the northern wing at Ceilandia, he
acquired a vespa {a light motorcycle} so that he was able to teach at the school and
visit the camps whose laborers were building up the capital.
On Christmas Night he offered the first public Mass ever in the northern wing
of Brasilia in a road builders construction camp and another one the next morning,
both attended by people who had not seen a priest in many years. It was their first
gathering as a Christian community.
Thereafter he began to develop the parish of Divino Espirito Santo and
planning the building of its plant. It was not given to him, however, to execute the
plan, but it would be done by his Spiritan confreres.
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Ill health forced him to return to Holland in 1966. He still worked in pastoral
ministry there and in Germany, while also being very much involved in the affairs of
his home province.
To pass on the experiences _and ideas of fellow Spiritans he started VIBI,
(vivere bis) an informal magazine of which he personally prepared nearly one

hundred issues between 1986 and 1994, containing a treasury of information
difficult to find elsewhere.
While replacing a convent chaplain at Kleve for a few days, he died there in
his sleep, leaving the memory of a totally dedicated priest and a tireless worker in
the Lord's vineyard.
Newsletter CSSp, Holland, May 1994; Wennink, 154 f.; VIBI 8, Dec. 1986,
pp 3 ff.
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Fr. Adriano FRANSOO (former1y Br. Canisio)
* July 15, 1906 Blerick, L

NETHERLANDS B ANG BRZ NL
+ June 25, 1987 Meerssen. L. NL

He made his vows on October 10, 1925 at Baarle Nassau, N.B., as Brother
Peter Canisius and worked as a cook at Louvain, Belgium for ten years.
In 1935 he received his overseas assignment to Angola, where he served as
cook and later as prefect and novice master for African postulant Brothers.
In 1948 he was transferred to the Tefe prelature, at the request of Msgr.
Joaquim de Lange, who had learned to appreciate his work in Angola. Placed at
Boca de T efe, he assisted construction work and supervised the kitchen. This was
not an easy task in the earlier years when the region was very poor and there often
was but little food available. Later he became director of the boys attending the
preseminary of Tefe.
His life took another turn when, with a special dispensation from the Holy See,
he and Brother Quintino Tijburg were ordained to the priesthood by Bp. Joaquim
de Lange on July 7, 1970 at Tefe after an abbreviated preparation because of their
intelligence, character and experience of life.
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He was then posted to Caitau's N.S. de Fatima parish on the Jurua River
some twenty-five hours of river travel from Tefe. He became a true pastor of its
people and greatly beloved by them. In 1980 he was declared honorary citizen of
Tefe-surely a sign that his work was widely appreciated.
Seriously ill, he returned to Holland in 1981. He recovered and spent his final
years in a retirement home, where the people again loved this simple and
charitable priest very much.
Newsletter CSSp Holland, July-August 1987
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Fr. Adriano TURKENBURG NETHERLANDS BRZ
* February 16, 1920
After doing his secondary studies at Weert, 1934-40, he made his vows on
August 30, 1941 at Gennep. In his final year of theology at Gernert he was
ordained there on July 20, 1947.
The following year he received his assignment to Brazil. He worked there first
at Sete Lagoas MG while learning the language and then was posted to
Teres6polis in the Rio de Janeiro state to teach at its Spiritan senior seminary.
After briefly serving at Matozinhos' Born Jesus parish in Minas Gerais state he
returned to Teres6polis as assistant in N.S. des Merces parish.
In 1953 he moved to ltauna MG, where he became rector of the junior
seminary and college the following year. As such, he fostered integral education of
its students on the spiritual, scholarly and athletic levels. He added a new wing and
a beautiful chapel to the school. Among the first graduates of the school whom he
sent to the novitiate in Teres6polis we many mention the future Bp. Mario Clemente
Neto of Tefe and Fr. Mose Pontelo, who later became the first Spiritan elected
provincial superior of Brazil.
After serving some time as pastor in Govemador Valadares, he went to Sete
Lagoas MG as pastor of N.S. das Grayas, a new parish, and provided it with all
kinds of social services, such as churches, schools, a dental clinic, pharmacy
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insurance and a public kitchen to feed the hungry. A chapel he had built became a
new parish.
At the age of 70, he gave up the two well-developed parishes to the diocesan
clergy and opened a new parish in a workers' area of Sete Lagoas, which he
dedicated to Sao Jose Operario. He was still listed as serving there in 1996.
VIBI 75, July 1992, 14
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Br. Francisco (Jacob) NIEUWENHUIZEN 67 NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
• March 22, 1917 Zevenhoven ZH
+ February 17, 1985 Boxmeer NB
He made his vows on March 17, 1939 at Baarle Nassau. A farmer by trade,
he rendered excellent service during the World War Two years when he managed
to feed the very large community f Gernert with food, including meat, for six years.
In 1948 he was assigned to the Tefe prefecture. There he got the task of
building a church at Boca de Tefe. Though he was not a carpenter or maso , he
was not easily disconcerted and managed to do so satisfactorily. From then on he
tackled more constructions.
At an undetermined date he was posted to Fonte Boa, where we find him
listed as in charge of the carpentry shop and the brickmaking plant in 1961. After
1968 he went to Carauari and Caitau for more construction work.
In 1973 he was posted to Foz de Jutai, where he built a church. When no
priest was stationed there, he became responsible for the parish in all matters not
requiring an ordained priest.
In 1983 he suffered a stroke, which resulted in his return to Holland. Severely
handicapped and unable to speak, the valiant Brother lived in the retirement home
at Gennep, bearing his. cross patiently.
nearby hospital.
Newsletter CSSp Holland,
March 1985
.
.

A second stroke led to his death in a
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Fr. Adriano VERBEEK NETHERLANDS BRZ
* December 4, 1920 Steenbergen N.B.
After completing his secondary education at Weert, 1933-39, he made his
vows on March 1, 1941 at Gennep. In his final year of theology at Gernert, he was
ordained there on July 20, 1947.
The following year he was assigned to Brazil and posted to the newly opened
senior seminary serving both Tefe and Upper Jurua at Teres6polis in the Rio de
Janeiro state.

By 1950 we find him as pastor at Santo Ant6nio parish in

Govemador Valadares MG. This place was a fast growing industrial city-steel and
diamond mines--and his parish alone contained some 50,000 people. Baptisms
amounted to 3,000 a year. He expanded its physical plant by building a family
cinema, a second parish church, a children's hospital and a residence for the
bishop when Govemador Valadares became a diocese in 1956.
When the bishop made the parish church of Santo Ant6nio his cathedral, he
moved to the N.S. de Lourdes parish in the same city, as its pastor. He had three
other Fathers as his assistants there. That parish had a population of 70,000 of
whom 50,000 were Catholics, two parochial elementary schools, one hospital and
76 catechists; its catechetical center gave religious instruction to 4,300 children. By
1966 the parish was split when its chapel, called N.S. de Fatima, with 25,000
faithful became the core of a new parish, staffed by Fr. Joao van Melis.
Meanwhile Padre Adriano's parish had grown to 88,000 Catholics; it had eight
government elementary schools attended by nearly 8,000 children and three
secondary schools for over 1,200 students. A d 110 catechists provided religious
instruction in its catechetical center.

One can readily imagine what kind of

dedication and capacities were needed to head such parishes.
At an undetermined time he moved to Anapolis, a large commercial center in
the Goias state, where he built a church capable of holding 1,500 worshippers and
became vicar general of the diocese. The parish soon split into two; curiously
enough they were named Santo Antonio and N.S. de Fatima, the same names as
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those of his two parishes in Governador Valadares. By 1980 when he was sixty, he
was still stationed in Anapolis, but now in the less hectic role of assistant.
A few years later he returned to the state of Minas Gerais, serving as pastor of
Born Jesus parish in Matozinhos, in the Sete Lagoas diocese.
He was still listed as pastor there in 1993 and two years later when he was
seventy-five years old still active in Matozinhos. By then he had given forty-seven
years of his life to the service of the people in Brazil.
VIBI 75, July 1992 14
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Bp. Henrique ROTH GERMANY BRZ
* January 4, 1913 Essen Steele Rid
He made his vows on April 13, 1935 at Heimbach and did his senior seminary
studies at Knechtsteden, where he was ordained a priest on November 5, 1939.
During World War Two he was mobilized and served on the Russian front.
In 1947 we find him listed as assigned to the vicariate of Bethlehem in South
Africa, but two years later he went to the prelature of Upper Jurua in Brazil. He
served there as assistant at Humaita and in 1961 he was recorded as pastor at
Porto Walter.
In 1966 the Holy See named him coadjutor of Bp. Jose Hascher with the right
of succession to the prelature of Upper Jurua.

He was ordained a bishop on

October 2, 1966. When Dom Jose resigned on February 2, 1967 he assumed his
function.
He spent his considerable energy and zeal into making Cruzeiro do Sul a
social, educational and religious center, built schools, model leper settlements and
created a senior seminary for Brazilian candidates for the priesthood.
He built the cathedral in Cruzeiro do Sul, a home for the aged and the radio
station, called Verdes Florestas, to keep the remote settlements in the jungle in
touch with the world, able to receiv religious instruction and even to learn to read
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and write. The poor, the oppressed rubber tappers and the Indians were recipients
of his tireless efforts to improve their well-being and in defense of their rights.
He managed to induce several German diocesan priests to go to Upper Jurua
as Fidei Donum volunteers and gained a group of Dominican Sisters to come to
his assistance. To establish a viable diocese when the time would come when
foreign missionaries would no longer be available for service in the "Green Hell",
he saw to the training of indigenous catechists and the creation of basic
communities that would be able to function under lay leadership as centers of
Christian life.
When he had been prelate of Upper Jurua for twenty years, the Holy See
raised its status to that of a regular diocese and he was named its first residential
bishop on June 25, 1987. He resigned on December 7, 1988, but continued to
reside together with his successor at Cruzeiro do Sul. He was still there in 1996,
doing chaplain duties among his beloved lepers.
Newsletter CSSp Germany 1, 1989; 111/1996
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Fr. Filipe BERMEL 47 GERMANY NGA D BRZ
• December 19, 1905 Cologne

+ April 2, 1953 Cologne

After his secondary education at Broich and Knechtsteden, 1921-28, he made
his vows on May 4, 1929 at Heimbach. In his final year of theology at
Knechtsteden he was ordained on April 3, 1934.
The following year he sailed for Nigeria, where he worked in the Benue area
until 1939._ Then World War Two broke out and, like other Germans in Nigeria, he
was interned and subsequently transported to Jamaica, where he spent seven
years in internment.
Repatriated to Germany in 1947, he served in a parish until in 1949 he was
able to travel to Brazil. He was posted to Sao Gonc;alo in the Rio de Janeiro state
as chaplain to the Cristo Redentor shelter, to learn Portuguese and prepare himself
for the task of helping to found a Brazilian province for the Congregation. In August
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1949 he took up ministry in the Porto Velho area and in September 1952 he took
over the Campos Novos parish, which had been chosen as a site for the novitiate.
Mec1nwhile he had been suffering unbearable headaches, which made the
doctors suspect a brain tumor. Flown home for an operation on March 18, 1953, he
died there in a hospital after the operation.
Rath 532; SNM 124; INFON p. 14
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Fr. Paulo (Jan) van de .ZANDT 87 NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
+ August 23, 1990 Sete Lagoas MG
* June 29, 1903 The Hague
After attending the junior seminary at Weert, he made his vows on September
17, 1923 at Orly. In his final year of theology at Louvain, Belgium, he was ordained
there on August 26, 1928.
He taught at Weert, where he also served as editor of two mission magazines.
Around 1936 he became superior of the Brothers' training school and novitiate at
Baarle Nassau, where he developed a solid trade school for the young Brothers.
During World War Two, when Holland was occupied by Hitler's army, he was
arrested in 1942 on suspicion of collaborating with Germany's enemies and spent
eight months in prisoners' camps. When peace came, he was named superior of
the Weert community.
In 1949 he received his assignment to Brazil and was placed at Born Jesus
parish in Matozinhos MG as pastor to a population of over 10,000. As usual in all
he did, he devoted himself to its people with all his heart and energy. He was very
happy there, having to deal only with its simple people.
In 1954 he was named principal superior of the Spiritan district of Central
Brazil and one year later the bishops of Brazil named him director of the newly
founded national office of the Brazilian Holy Childhood branch. He moved to Rio
de Janeiro.

Now his days were spent travelling by bus or by boat to various

dioceses to persuade bishops to yreate diocesan offices of the Holy Childhood.
Back home, he dealt with the paperwork and his duties of editing a national Holy
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Childhood magazine. That duty was not new to him, as he had been editor of a
children's mission magazine in Holland.
As principal superior for Central Brazil, he developed a network of parishes
and opened a junior seminary at lta(ma MG in 1954 . . He also had the duty of
dealing with his Spiritan personnel and that was more difficult. Belonging to an
older generation, his rigid paradigm of being superior stood in contrast to what the
younger men viewed more in keeping with the respect due to human beings.
Though these tensions were generally only temporary, they sometimes contributed
to lasting estrangements from the Congregation. On his part, however, he tried to
counterbalance past conflicts by being most cordial in subsequent encounters. He
was replaced as principal superior at the end of his third three-year term in 1963,
but retained duties at the Holy Childhood until 1977.
He was seventy-three years old then and took up hospital chaplain duties at
Sete Lagoas MG giving himself to them with this customary dedication. He died
there in 1990.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Antonio GOOSSENS NETHERLANDS BRZ
* July 9, 1920 Bennebroek NH
Educated at Weert, he was professed on August 30, 1941 at Gennep. Going
to Gernert for his senior seminary studies, he was ordained there on July 20, 1947.
In 1949 he received his assignment to Brazil. We find him listed there as
assistant at Sao Antonio parish in Governador Valadares MG in 1952 and as
pastor at N.S. de Penha in Jaragua GO in 1961, taking care of 24,000 parishioners.
He left the Congregation in 1967.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Joao van HERPEN NETHERLANDS BRZ NL
* July 7, 1919 Heesch NB
After completing his secondary education at Weert he was professed on
August 31, 1942 at Gennep. In his final year of theology in Gernert he was
ordained there on July 16, 1948.
Assigned to Brazil's Tefe prefecture in 1949, he was posted to Boca de Tefe,
doing ministry. By 1961 we find him listed as pastor of Santa Teresa parish in Tefe.
Returning to Holland in 1963, he took up pastoral duties as an assistant. He
left the Congregation in 1969.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Br. Antonio (Cor) van ES 79 NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
* August 10, 1914 Scheveningen ZH

+ April 13, 1994 Weert

He had worked in a barbershop for a few years when he applied as a
postulant Brother in Baarle Nassau. Professed on March 26, 1936, he stayed there
as a cook until in 1939 he was posted to Weert as a receptionist. It was the function
he would retain until the end of his active life, except for five years.
These five years began in 1950 when he received his assignment to the Tefe
prelature, where he was posted to Boca de Tefe. He worked there as sacristan,
cook and procurator, while also being listed as training apprentices, presumably in
the art of cooking.
Returning to Holland in 1955, he resumed his function as receptionist in
Weert. He was well suited to this task, as he knew how to deal with undesirable
visitors in such a charming way that they would leave without being offended. His
spare time was spent in visiting the sick or the old.
The faithful old Brother died of cancer in the community where he had spent
most of his life.
Newsletter CSSp Holland May 1994
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Fr. Teodoro STRICK 68 GERMANY NGA D BRZ
* February 2, 1905 Mchemich, Eifel
+ November 4, 1973 Sllo Paulo
He began his secondary schooling at Broich in 1917 and then switched to the
Franciscans, to return to the Congregation and make his vows on April 11, 1927 at
Heimbach. In his final year of theology at Knechtsteden he was ordained there on
April 3, 1932.
The following year he embarked for the Benue area in Nigeria. Initiated to the
work at Emekuku, he \\'.as posted to Korynia above the Benue River and then to
Gboko.

World War Two led to his internment as an enemy alien and then to

transportation to Jamaica.
Released in 1947, he taught for two years at Broich until in September 1950
he departed for Brazil. After working for two years at Tarauaca in the Acre territory,
he was assigned to the group of Fathers going to the Sao Paulo state to prepare a
Spiritan province in that area.

Until 1963 he served as pastor at Presidente

Bernardes and then again as pastor at Ribe_irao Grande in the Santa Caterina
state, where the Congregation had opened the N.S. de Salete junior seminary.
In 1969 he became superior of the Institute Libermann senior seminary, near
Sao Paulo. A heart attack put an end to the life of this kind and dedicated worker in
Our Lord's vineyard.
Rath 712; SNM 110
131

We may mention here also Fr. Henrique VLOET, of Holland, who served for
one year in Central Brazil and then was incardinated into the Diocese of Niter6i RJ.
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Fr. Teodoro GROND 63 NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
* December 20, 1918 Amsterdam
+ April 5, 1982 Belo Horizonte MG
Educated at the junior seminary in Weert, 1935-39, he made his vows on
August 29, 1940 at Gennep. In his final .year of theology at Gernert he was
ordained there on July 21, 1946. He then spent a few years teaching in Baarle
Nassau and assisting the novice master.
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In 1950 he was assigned to the Spiritan district of Central Brazil, where he
was posted to the secondary school at Curvelo M G as a teacher. He then served
from 1952 on at Senhor Born Jesus parish in Matosinhos MG, first as assistant for
three years and then four years as its pastor.
From 1959 on he lived at Santa Ana parish in Sete Lagoas M G as its pastor.
He opened chapels for the people in the outlying areas called Emilia, Esperam;a
and Montreal.
Like the Cure d' Ars, he spent uncounted hours in the confessional as people
from all over the city flocked to him to be reconciled with God. People regarded
him as a Saint.
After

twenty-three years in that parish, he became ill and went to Belo

Horizonte's hospital for a checkup.

He died there suddenly of a heart attack,

leaving the memory of a charitable confrere and a priest wholly dedicated to the
people entrusted to his care.
Newsletter CSSp Holland May 1982
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Fr. Adolfo FRITZ GERMANY D BRZ
* June 14, 1911 Schweinfurt, D. of Wurzburg
He received his secondary education at Broich and Knechtsteden and was
professed on April 9, 1933 at Heimbach. After his senior seminary studies at
Knechtsteden, he was ordained there on April 24, 1938. The following year he was
assigned to the Upper Jurua prelature, but the outbreak of World War Two made it
impossible to depart.
It was only in December 1950 that he reached Cruzeiro do Sul. Soon after he
was posted to Rio de Janeiro, where he served as pastor of Sao Jorge parish. In
1953 he returned to Germany, where he took up pastoral ministry. He joined the
diocesan clergy of Hildesheim in 1969.
Arch. CSSp Germany
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Fr. Arnaldo van den EIKHOF NETHERLANDS BRZ NL
* February 16, 1921 Bakel NB
He received his secondary education at Weert, 1934-40, and made his vows
on August 30, 1941 at Gennep. In his final year of theology at Gernert he was
ordained there on February 21, 1948.
After serving some time on the promotion team in Holland he went to Brazil,
where we find him listed at Teresopolis RJ·and then in 1952 as assistant at Sao
Antonio, a parish in Govemador Valadares MG, which at that time counted some
40,000 parishioners.
The main theater of his zeal, however, was at Matozinhos MG, where he was
recorded as pastor of the Senhor Born Jesus parish serving 10,000 faithful. The
parish of Born Jesus had a large church se ting one thousand; it had been built by
an Italian priest and modelled after Milan's cathedral. Moreover, its out-station of
Sao Antonio parish at Prudente de Morais, served another 10,000 people. Being
located in a populous and rapidly developing area, Matozinhos had been accepted
by the Congregation as a basis for a future junior seminary. This seminary came
about in 1954 at ltauna MG. Father remained stationed there for the remainder of
his life in Brazil, although from 1989 he limited himself to the care of Sao Antonio_
parish, a former out-station of Matozinhos.
After a brief stay at Capim Branco he returned to Holland and went to live at
the senior citizens home in the place of his birth, still serving as its chaplain.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Guilherme BARTEN NETHERLANDS BRZ
* May 28, 1924 Aarle Rixtel NB
After his secondary schooling at Weert, he made his vows on September 2,
1944 at Gennep. In his final year of theology at Gernert, he was ordained there on
September 18, 1949.
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The following year he was assigned to Amazonia's Tefe prelature, where he
taught at the seminary in Tefe Town and also became its rector.
In 1967 he returned to Holland, serving in administration, pastoral functions
and teaching. He left the Congregation in 1983.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Norberto G0THOFF GERMANY BRZ D
• January 18, 1916 Menden
He made his vows on October 30, 1928 at Heimbach. World War Two
interrupted his studies, but he resumed them at Knechtsteden when the fighting
stopped. On July 17, 1949 he was ordained at Cologne.
Assigned to the Upper Jurua prelature in 1950, he reached Cruzeiro do Sul
early in 1951 and was posted to its preseminary school.
By 19_57 he was back in Germany, doing promotional duties at Cologne, first
for the Congregation and then for the German branch of the Association for the
Propagation of the Faith. He continued in that position for many years. From 1989
on he was listed as performing chaplain duties.
Arch. CSSp Germany
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Fr. Guilherme HANSEN 80 GERMANY
• August 21, 1908 Opladen, Rid

+ January 28, 1989 Cologne

He received his secondary schooling at Knechtsteden, 1924-29, and made
his vows on April 11, 1930 at Heimbach. In his final year of theology at
Knechtsteden he was ordained there ori April 28, 1935.
When political reasons made his assignment to Angola impossible, he was
sent to Nigeria, where his zeal found outlets mainly in the Benue region. Then the
outbrake of World War Two in 1939 led to the internment of all Germans in Nigeria.
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He spent seven years in internment camps, most of them in Jamaica until in 1947
he was repatriated to Germany.
In 1950 his wish to serve as a missionary again was granted and he was
happy to go to Brazil. He worked there in the Sao Paulo state at Born Sucesso,
Jundiai, Jacarei and Sao Jose dos Campos before being posted in mid-1952 to
Sao Paulo to take charge of the Sao Bonifacio parish and be president of the
Kolping organization. He built its church and parish halls, a convent and boarding
school for girls, etc. for the 36,000 parishioners of German origin.
In 1964 he also became principal superior of the Spiritan district of South
Brazil for one term of three difficult years.
In 1969 he returned to Germany, doing chaplain duties and parish ministry for
ten years. Then the Germans in his former parish in Sao Paulo begged him to
come back and be again their pastor. He was happy to comply and served them
for another three years.
· His health was no longer very good and in 1982 he resigned, handing over
the parish to a priest from Fulda, Germany. Going back to his home country at the
age of seventy-four, he still served as resident chaplain to a convent in Cologne.
Death came for this zealous and hard worker after a lung embolism. It did not
find him unprepared. He had said "Yes" to death, strong in the faith that he was
passing on to be with Christ in God.
Newsletter CSSp Germany, 1/1989; SNM 130
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Fr. Cartos KUNZ 84 GERMANY D BRZ
* May 28, 1910 M0hlhausen

+ February 4, 1995 Cruzeiro do Sul

A carpenter's son, he received his secondary schooling at the gymnasium in
Scheningen and then entered the novitiate at Heimbach, where he made his vows
on April 12, 1932. In his final year of theology at Knechtsteden he was ordained on
April 4, 1937.
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At the end of his studies in 1938, he would have liked to go to Nigeria, but the
political situation made it impossible and he spent a year at Broich teaching. In
1939 the Nazi regime closed that school and he assumed ministry as a hospital
chaplain and in a parish. When the war had ended, he worked for a few years in
formation houses of the Congregation until his desire to work as a missionary was
granted.
In October 1950 he was assigned to Upper Jurua, where he arrived early in
1951. He served there as assistant in Cruzeiro do Sui's parish until in 1957 he
took charge of St. Joseph's school in the same town. During vacation time of the .
school he regularly went on desobriga, (apostolic duties) visiting settlements 'along
the tributaries of the mighty Amazon River.
In 1965 he became pastor of the Cathedral of N.S. de Gloria in Cruzeiro do
Sul and from 1973 principal superior of the Spiritans working in Alto Jurua for a
three year term.

He then served another three years as pastor of the Sao

Francisco parish at Guajara, Amazonia.
From 1979 on he did assistant duties in Cruzeiro do Sul until in 1985 he
assumed again the duties of being pastor of the Santa Teresinha parish in the

bai"o of the same name in Cruzeiro do Sul.
His final years were spent in the community residence at Cruzeiro. Not a man
to pass his time resting from his labors, he continued to engage in active ministry,
especially as Father confessor. He died there peacefully in the Lord after giving
forty-five years of his life to the people of Upper Jurua.
Newsletter CSSp, Germany 1/95
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Fr. Joao HOSPEL 70 GERMANY D BRZ
• February 18, 1902 Heiligenhaus, Ruhr

+ May 25, 1972 Waderslo,
near Lippstadt

A Dutch national, whose parents had moved to Germany, he received his
secondary education at Broich and Knechtsteden, 1916-24. Professed on· April 12,
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1925 at Heimbach, he was ordained in his final year of theology on April 7, 1920 at
Knechtsteden.
His assignment to Brazil in 1935 was blocked by political complications; so he
worked in the formation houses of the Congregation. When in 1938 Heimbach was
occupied by workers at the West Wall of defense against an Allied invasion, he
took the novices to Westphalia and when two years later all novices were
mobilized, he engaged in pastoral ministry in the areas of Aix-la-Chapelle and
Duren. Hitler's invasion of the Netherlands made him an enemy alien, but he went
underground in Westphalia as a farm worker. After the war ended, he restored the
heavily damaged Heimbach novitiate.
In 1949 his wish to serve in Brazil was granted. Being a Dutchman, he had no
trouble getting a visa and on January 28, 1950 he reached Cruzeiro do Sul. After
being initiated to the country, he was posted to Eirunepe as pastor. He worked
there for seventeen years and did a magnificent job. He virtually rebuilt that town,
opening four schools, churches, a hospital and a model leper colony and paved
the street, earning the gratitude of the government.
Very much to the regret of the people, stomach trouble forced him to return to
Germany in 1967. He still served for five years as assistant in a parish and then
briefly as chaplain in Waderslo. A heart attack led to his death there.
Rath 693
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Fr. Mathias DIERICHSWEILER 87 GERMANY NGA BRZ D
* April 26, 1903 Lengsdorf, near Bonn
+ January 1, 1991 Dormagen
His parents had given him the required education to take over their bakery
when their talented son opted instead to become a priest and missionary. After
finishing his secondary studies at Broich and Knechtsteden in 1928, he made his
vows on April 5, 1929 at Heimbach. In his final year of theology at Knechtsteden
he was ordained there on April 8, 1934.
·
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Assigned to Nigeria in 1935, he worked there mainly in the Benue region at
Nacka, where he established a model parish.

The fact that the present-day

hospital there bears his name indicates that the people have not yet forgotten their
first pastor.
The years 1939-47 were spent in internment as an enemy alien, first in
Nigeria and then across the Atlantic in Jamaica. He was repatriated in 1947.
In 1950 he was reassigned to Brazil to assist in preparing a Spiritan province
in the Sao Paulo region.

W e find him listed there at Sao Paulo as convent

chaplain.
His health, ·however, broke down and in 1957 he returned to Germany. He
still served as convent chaplain till 1981, then limited himself to weekend ministry
until in 1984 he went into retirement at Knechtsteden. He died of a heart attack at a
nearby hospital.
Newsletter CSSp Germany 1/1991; SNM 128

141 Br. Sheng (Eulogius) BRAUN 84 GERMANY D BRZ
* May 27, 1907 Rommerskirchen
+ March 31, 1992 Cruzeiro do Sul
A farmer's son, he was apprenticed to a carpenter and woodworker, but lost
his job in the economic crisis of 1929. After helping his father on the farm, he got in
touch with Knechtsteden and in 1932 entered the school for late vocations in
Speyer. In 1932 he became a postulant Brother at Knechtsteden, where he
continued his training in woodworking and carpentry and took part in the
completion of the junior seminary in Menden, Westphalia. Professed on June 21,
1937, he continued to work at Knechtsteden until 1950.
In that year he was assigned to the Upper Jurua prelature, where he arrived
late in 1950. Stationed in Cruzeiro do Sul, he worked at his trade for four decades.
He fabricated the wood required for building schools, seminaries, hospitals,
chapels and churches, rectories and convents, etc. The largest job he undertook
was to provide the cathedral with a, new roof.
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Worn out by his labors, the humble and faithful Brother died of complications
caused by malaria.
Newsletter CSSp Germany 2, 1992
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Fr. Leao (Leonard) van de NIEUWENHOF 59 NETHERLANDS BRZ NL CAM D
• January 12, 1922 Helmond
+ August 12, 1981 Alflen, D
He had finished his secondary schooling before he applied for admission to
the Congregation and made his vows· on September 2, 1944 at Gennep. In his
final year of theology at Gernert he was ordained there on July 17, 1949.
Assigned to the Tefe prelature in 1950, he taught at its junior seminary until in
1955 illness forced him to leave for Ho"and.
After recovering he went to Cameroon, where he served for ten years. He
then returned to Holland and after two years of pastoral ministry there was posted
to Germany. From 1968 until his death he did parish work, first in the Hildesheim
diocese and from 1975 on at Landscheid in the Trier diocese. His brother also
served there as pastor in nearby Alflen.
One day he went to visit him. After the noon meal, he said good-bye to his
brother and went to the garage to drive back to Landscheid.

He died there

suddenly.
A man with strongly-held views, which he did not hide, he was not always
easy to get along with within a community and tended to be disputatious, but no
one doubted his priestly dedication and especially not the people he served in his
ministry.
Newsletter CSSp Holland, September 1981
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Fr. Jose {Jan) van SCHIJNDEL 36 NETHERLANDS BRZ
* March 8, 1915 Gennep L
+ January 20, 1952 Curvelo MG
The death of his father made it necessary for him to start working in a
carpentry shop, where he proved to be an excellent worker. At the age of eighteen,
however, he was able to pursue his dream of studying for the priesthood. After
finishing his secondary schooling at Weert, he made his vows on August 29, 1940
at Gennep. His theology studies at Gernert were interrupted in 1944. He was on
summer vacation in Gennep, when the Germans ordered the entire population to
evacuate to the north in preparation for the great World War Two battle around
Arnhem. After that battle he and his mother returned to Gennep, where they found
the town largely ruined. He fixed up his mother's home and then returned to
Gernert. In his final year of theology he was ordained there on July 21, 1946.
His overseas assignment was delayed when he was found to be suffering
from tuberculosis. In 1951, however, the doctors gave him the green light for Brazil.
After learning Portuguese at Teres6polis MG, he was posted to Born Jesus,
Matozinhos MG where the Congregation took care of two parishes, each with five
rural chapels. From May to July he endeavored to visit one or two of these chapels
every weekend to give the people a chance to fulfill their Easter duties.
At one of these rural chapels the men were notorious for never going to
confession.

They came, however, to listen to his sermon for men about the

prodigal son, which he finished by telling them, "It may surprise you, but my hobby
is to hear men's confessions. It won't be difficult for you. I've heard everything. So
let us get started." And all of them came. Their wives called it a miracle.
When not engaged in sacramental ministry, he fought against social injustice,
organized Catholic Action and opened kitchens to feed undernourished children.
Overworking himself, he became ill and died of a kidney infection in a hospital
at Curvelo. Some 500 people accompanied his mortal remains to the grave.
Newsletter CSSp Holland, 1952; VIBI 9, Jan. 1987
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Fr. Geraldo BETTONVIEL 51 NETHERLANDS
* October 22, 1907 Eindhoven

NL CA BRZ
+ June 30, 1952 Curvelo MG

Educated at Weert, 1921-28, he made his vows on September 15, 1929 at
Gennep. In his final year of theology at Gernert he was ordained there on July 25,
1933.
After teaching for seven years in Weert, he became bursar at Gernert, where
he managed to rebuild a large wing of its seminary that had been wrecked during
the Nazi invasion in 1940, despite the enormous difficulties of doing so under
wartime conditions.
In 1946 he was assigned to Central Africa, but a kidney infection forced him to
return to Holland less than three months after his arrival.

After serving another

three years in Holland, he asked to be assigned to Central Brazil and was placed
in charge of the secondary school at Curvelo MG. He found the school heavily in
debt and discipline below par.

It did not take him very long to solve the financial

crisis, for he excelled in finding friends to help and he knew how to handle money.
Discipline flourished also as he had many years of experience in dealing with
students.

Even the municipal council of the town expressed its gratitude for his

accomplishments.
He had the plans ready for a modem new building when his kidney trouble
flared up again and carried him to his grave.

Throughout all his external

preoccupations, he remained a deeply spiritual man.
Arch. CSSp Gernert
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Fr. Jose LODEWIJKS NETHERLANDS
* November 20, 1924 Eindhoven

BRZ

. Educated at Weert, 1937-43, he made his vows on September 2, 1944 at
Gennep and in his final year of theology at Gernert was ordained there on July 16,
1950.
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Assigned to Brazil in 1951, he was first_ posted to Carauari in the Tefe
prefecture and then to the Spiritan junior seminary and secondary school in lta(ma
MG doing promotional work. By 1968 we find him listed as pastor at San Antonio
parish in Mesquita MG, a parish of some 20,000, most of them scattered in the rural
area, where ten chapels had to be visited in tum.
In 1975 he began serving for two years at N.S. de Lourdes parish in
Govemador Valadares MG.

He was then switched to Sao Joao Bosco in Belo

Horizonte MG, a very busy parish that repeatedly had to be split because of its
rapidly growing population. In 1985 he became pastor at Inga, Bahia, for one year.
Thereafter he took charge of Santa Luzia MG in a subdivision called Bairro
Palm ital of the city of Santa Luzia. He was still serving there in 1996.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Br. Luiz (Lodewijk, Joseph) SCHOLTEN NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
* July 8, 1916 Roosendaal, NB
He made his vows on May 16, 1.935 at Baarle Nassau and then served for
many years at Weert and Gernert.
By 1952 we find him in the Tefe prelature in Amazonia. He was posted to Foz
de Jutai, the mouth of the Jurua River, where Fr. Joao van den Dungen was pastor.
In 1961 he was stationed in Boca de Tefe where he rendered service at its trade
school.
In March 1966 he arrived in ltamariti for construction work. This remote river
station, some 1,500 km. from Tefe had been opened eight years before in 1958
and the time had come to put up more permanent facilities among the 10,000
people belonging to its parish of Sao Benedito. From too small even to be called a
tiny hamlet, a neat little town was growing up. There were only fifty families in town
just then, but later the place would reach a population of some 3,000.
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He started with the construction of a large church, but it would take years
before it was finished, as all kinds of things were deemed more urgent. A little
wooden rectory was built, a school constructed, electricity laid in for the town, a
cattle farm started and provided with grazing land, an orchard and vegetable
garden opened, even the canal completed which Padre Godefredo van der Looy
had started to shorten access to ltamarati by six hours of navigation. Add to that the
maintenance of machinery and of the tiny motorboat of the mission and one can
see why the construction of the church took so long.

He also had to create

brickmaking facilities and dress wood in his carpenter shop. When it was finished,
however, it ended up as a spacious building w_ith a tiled floor and a bell-tower with
a large clock.
One may wonder why the mission undertook so many works that ought to be
done by civil authorities, such as electrification of the town, digging that canal and
so on. One reason is that ltamariti was so far away from the centers of higher
authority. Another one was the p·arty spirit prevailing among local leaders. What
one politician would start would all too often remain unfinished after an election.
For instance, a school remained h lf-built and unused; a handsome hotel was built
in a place that hardly every had visitors, even a large hospital was put up and
furnished with the latest equipment and then left unused. And the people did not
see that when they voted, they were being manipulated by self-seeking politicians
to their own misfortune.
Even the parochial farming and cattle cooperative, which for many years had
flourished and freed the people from being exploited by middlemen, had to be
given up for lack of interest. There was no one left willing and able to take over the
initiative when the Spiritans personnel had to be reduced in the 1980s.
Br. Luiz watched it all in peace; he had seen so many things come and go
during his lifetime and learned to see the relative value of human undertakings. He
had become the only thing stable in ltamariti, where he celebrated the diamond
anniversary of his vows in 1995, after forty-three years in Amazonia and nearly
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thirty of them in isolated ltamariti. After a slight stroke in 1996 he went to live in
Manaus.
Newsletter CSSp Holland Feb. 1994 13 ff
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Bp. Louis HERBST GERMANY BRZ
* November 23, 1925 Bardenberg, near Aix-la-Chapelle
He made his vows on September 27, 1946 at Menden and went to
Knechtsteden for his senior seminary studies. On December 8, 1951 he was
ordained there.
The following year he was assigned to Brazil's Upper Jurua prelature.

He

served there as assistant to Fr. Henrique Ruth at Porto Walter. When Fr. Henrique
took charge of the prelature in 1967, he named Fr. Luis Herbst his vicar general.
On August 7, 1979 the Holy See named him coadjutor bishop with the right of
succession to the prelature and on November 11 of the same year he was
ordained a bishop at Cruseiro do Sul.
In 1987 the Holy See raised the prelature to a regular diocese and Dom
Henrique became its first bishop. When he resigned the following year at the age
of seventy-five, Dom Louis took over as his successor.

The diocese covered

130,000 kilometers and counted some 140,000 people, all but around 10,000
Catholic. The number of seminarians gives reason to hope that the diocese will be
able to function even without receiving priests from abroad.
Well organized, the diocese has many small Christian communities which are
regularly visited by the priests, as are the Indians in its territory. A hospital, clinics
and leper colony look after the si.ck and a cooperative helps small farmers reach a
modest level of well-being.
In 1996 Dom Luis underwent a heart operation at Londrina, from which he is
recovering.
Arch. CSSp Germany
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Fr. Tiago (Koos) MEEKERS 84 NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
* March 21, 1908 Rotterdam
+ August 10, 1992 Warmond, NH
Having finished his secondary studies a Weert, 1920-27, he did one year of
philosophy at Gennep and then made his vows there together with twenty-nine
others on September 15, 1929. In his final year of theology at Gernert he was
ordained there on December 31, 1932. He then went to study exegesis at the
University of Nijmegen and took up teaching Scripture at Gernert from 1936 on.
His doctoral dissertation notes got lost in May 1940 by a fire in the senior seminary
there, caused by the World War One invasion of Nazi troops and he did not have
the courage to start his research all over again.
In 1952 he was assigned to Brazil. At that time there was not yet any room for
modem ideas in the Church and in the Congregation. Vatican Council Two was
still a decade away and he suffered from being intellectually ahead of most of the
seminary staff. The death of the two young Fathers Gerardo Bettonviel and Joao
van Schijndel in that year at Curvelo MG resulted in his appointment to teach at its
secondary school.

In 1954 he was able to resume teaching Scripture at the

archdiocesan seminary in Belo Horizonte MG.
It did not last very long, for by the end of 1955 'Fr. Paulo van der Zandt, the
Spiritan principal superior of Central Brazil, called him to Rio de Janeiro to become
chaplain of the Good Shepherd's sisters and their asylum for public prostitutes,
many of them sent there by the police.
He retained that position for twenty-six years. He knew how to listen to people
who had lived for years in degradation and by his wisdom and serenity he
exercised great influence on those women and managed to counterbalance the
severity which the Sisters used in maintaining a semblance of order in that
institution.

He lived there in poverty, unable to buy any furniture or books, but

never complained.
In 1982 he returned to Holland and went to live at the retirement home for
religious at Warmond, where he died ten years later.
Newsletter CSSp, Holland, Sep. 1992; VIBI 79, Nov. 1992
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Br. Aniceto (Anton) van der VATHORST NETHERLANDS NL CON BRZ CAM
* April 18, 1914 Gouda
After his profession on August 11, 1932 at Baarle Nassau, he stayed in that
formation house and trade school for Brothers until after World War Two.
Skilled in construction work, he was sent in 1946 to Congo for three years,
and then returned to Holland.
In 1952 he received a new assignment, this time to Brazil. He was stationed
there successively at Teres6polis RJ, Matozinhos MG, Curvelo MG and ltauna MG.
Among his works there we may name putting up a new building at the seminary in
ltauna (together with Br. Joao Schreurs), painting the church at Matozinhos,
constructing a stand at the 1955 International Eucharistic Congress in Rio de
Janeiro and all kinds of minor jobs.
Returning to Holland in 1963, he received an assignment the following year to
Cameroon, where in twenty-two years he executed mostly building projects in
thirteen different locations.
At the age of seventy-two he .went back to Holland and the following year
began his retirement, first in Amsterdam and from 1992 on at Gennep. The faithful
Brother celebrated the diamond jubilee of his religious profession there in 1992.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Jose SPORNDLI 80 SWITZERLAND NGA CAM ANG BRZ D
• May 21, 1909 Sieblingen,
+ February 19, 1990 Donaueschingen, D.
Schaffhausen
The son of a farmer, he suffered the loss of his father when he was still very
young. His mother then left the farm with her children and the family lived in great
poverty. To help her when he was a little older, he became a stable boy and later
worked in a factory. He was very unhappy, for he would have liked to become a
priest and there seemed to be no prospect of ever reaching that goal. Then, when
he was nineteen, someone drew hi attention to the school for late vocations the
Congregation had opened at Knechtsteden. (It was later transferred to Speyer).
With his mother's blessings he became one of its first students in 1928 and proved
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to be a good student. On April 9, 1933 he made his vows and in his final year of
theology at Knechtsteden he was ordained there on April 24, 1939.
Assigned to Nigeria, he began what he called in his own words, as "forty years
of stopgap existence. n He served at Enugu as bursar "with and empty cashbox and
no credit." A violent attack of blackwater fever drove him back to Switzerland a few
years later.

In 1943 he felt well enough to go to Cameroon.

Being a Swiss

national, he did not expect any special difficulties, but when it became known that
he had studied in Germany, he was suspected of being a secret agent and
expelled.
Once again he became ill and went to Angola to 'recuperate. He remained
there and worked as an assistant in the Luanda archdiocese until 1950.
In 1952 he was reassigned to the Spiritan district of Sao Paulo in Brazil. He
taught there at the junior seminaries in Emilian6polis SP and Salete SC and from
1974 served as novice master until in 1977 he became spiritual director of the
senior seminarians.
Suffering from a variety of illnesses, he returned to Germany in 1980. He still
continued to "fill gaps" by incidental ministry until he died suddenly of a heart
attack. He had celebrated the golden anniversary of his priesthood in 1989 and
was highly regarded as a profoundly spiritual man, who knew how to combine
cordial friendliness with exactness in the performance of his functions.
News.letter CSSp Germany, 1/1990
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Fr. Jose van der PUTTEN 35 NETHERLANDS BRZ
* September 6, 1925 Eindhoven
+ December 14, 1960 Rhenen NL
He did his secondary schooling at Weert, 1937-44, and made his vows as one
of the nineteen who did so on September 4, 1948 at Gerinep. On July 22, 1951 he
was ordained in Gernert.
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Assigned to the Tefe prelature, he arrived in 1952 at Manaus and quickly
learned to speak Portuguese.

He tirelessly travelled up and down the rivers to

minister to the people in the settlements on the banks and paid special attention to
a leper colony.
On one of his trips he became seriously ill. Transported .back to Manaus, he
was diagnosed as having cancer. Sent to the university hospital in Rio de Janeiro,
he received radiation treatments, but his cancer had spread and was incurable.
Going back to Holland he died there. In both Manaus and the Rio hospital he
was looked upon as a saint.
Newsletter CSSp Holland, April 1961; VIBI 8, Dec. 1986, 21
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Fr. Martinho COOLS NETHERLANDS BRZ
* July 18, 1922 The Hague
After attending Weert, 1936-43, he made his vows on September 8, 1944 at
Gennep. Then the final fighting of World War Two interrupted his studies and it was
only on July 22, 1951 that the was ordained at Gernert.
The following year he was assigned to Central Brazil. After teaching for two
years at Curvelo's MG secondary school, he served four years as promoter of
vocations at the junior seminary in ltauna MG.
From 1968 until 1976 he ministered at Joanesia MG, where he also took care
of chapels at Sete Cachoeiras {Seven Cataracts), Braunas, Divino das Laranjeiras
(Orange Groves) and Tumiritinga.
In 1976 he moved to nearby Galileia as pastor of Sao Joao Batista, but he
continued to take care of Espirito Santo parish at Laranjeiras and N.S. da
Concei o

in Tumiritinga.

He was still there in 1995. Being in his seventies, he retired in the area he
had come to love and took up residence in Belo Horizonte.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Antonio RIJNEN NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
* July 27, 1910 Tilburg, NB
He attended the junior seminary at Weert, 1924-31, where at that time the
students also followed a course in construction and how to read blueprints. He
was one of its best students and put his acquired knowledge to practical use: a
large new building was under construction at the school and, watching it from a
classroom and noticing that a bricklayer was leaving room for a window in the
wrong place he drew it to the attention of the foreman. Professed on September 2,
1932 at Gennep, he interrupted his studies at Gernert to prefect for two years before
being ordained in 1939.
His first assignment kept him home to teach at Weert, but when in May 1940
Hitler's army occupied Holland, he escaped to Paris. There he was told to take the
first boat for Cameroon, which was the Brazza.

He sailed on May 24 from

Bordeaux. The ship was torpedoed on May 28 and sank within four minutes, with a
loss of 443 lives.

He was among the 143 survivors.

Not so the three Sisters

aboard, who struggled against him when he tried to throw them into the stormy sea
and clung to the deceptive safety of the ship. Having given a general absolution,
he jumped into the waters and managed to hang on to a rope attached to a raft until
he was picked up by a tiny dispatch boat.
On board, at its captain's request, he took the names of the survivors, reunited
families, prayed with those who had lost family members and made himself very
useful, while the boat made its way to Brittany. He had nothing but praise for the
heroic crew and their captain, and the captain lauded him for all the assistance he
had rendered to the survivors.
Unable to go to Cameroon, he returned to Holland and taught at Weert.
During those years he was also much in demand as he was an excellent preacher
and a marvelous speaker and story teller, giving up to 900 conferences and talks a
year. Unsurprisingly, he ended up as a member of the promotion team, organizing
mission exhibitions, while also being editor of two mission magazines. In 1948 he
took the initiative in producing a series of mission readers'for schools that became
a great success.
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In 1952 he was assigned to Brazil, where he was instrumental in bringing
about the re-establishment of the Holy Childhood, a move that got the backing of
Pope Pius XII in a personal letter to the reluctant Cardinal Archbishop of Rio de
Janeiro. Fr. Paulo van de Zandt was named its director and he was appointed his
assistant.
When in 1955 the International Eucharistic Congress was held in Rio de
Janeiro, he became the main organizer of a very large mission exhibition with
special attention to Brazil's inland missions in the thirty-two prelatures of the more
primitive areas in Brazil. He managed to obtain almost universal assistance from
museums, ethnological and natural collections and civil authorities. The exhibition
was so successful that it was extended from one month to six weeks at popular
demand.

Over 100,000 people paid the entrance fee and another estimated

100,000 children, students and anyone in uniform--soldiers, policemen, firemen,
priests, religious, etc.--came as non-paying visitors. When the. exhibition closed,
the bishops decided to establish a permanent Centro Missionario for Brazil.
During those years he also was in frequent contact with Dom Helder, the
future Cardinal Archbishop. On one occasion Dom helder spoke to him about the
possibility of creating a radio network for the whole of Amazonia. It just happened
when Dom Helder was going to attend a meeting with the President of Brazil to
discuss that matter. He asked him if he had any suggestions.

By coincidence

Padre Antonio happened to have the entire details of such a plan, drawn up by
Philips' personnel (see under Fr. Jose Lodewijks) in his possession, and Dom
Helder asked him for a copy. He took it along to the President, who pledged 57
million cruzeiros for it.

Only a study by a financial expert would be able to

determine how much that was in a more stable currency, as the cruzeiro was then
devaluating very rapidly. Although the plan was not executed completely, it helped
later in the creation of Radio Tefe.
His principal superior was rath r rigid and kept him on a tight leash, always
afraid of whatever projects came up in the mind of his assistant. As a result, their
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relations were often tense. They reached the breaking point in 1960 when he left
the Congregation.
He remained, however, in very cordial relations with his former confreres and
rendered them assistance in all kind of matters, both in Brazil and later after his
return to Holland. He died there on December 7, 1991.
VIBI 23, March 1988, 1!5 ff.; 75, July 1992, 26 ff.; 76, Aug. 1992, 27 ff.; 17, Sep.
1992, 79; 79, Nov. 1992, 26 ff.; 81 Jan. 1993, 27 f.; 82 Feb. 1993, 27 f.; 83, March
1993, 25 ff.
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Fr. Tiago (Jacob) ROOTHANS NETHERLANDS BRZ NL
* August 29, 1921 Riethoven NB
He received his secondary education at Weert, 1937-44, barely escaped
being shot as a spy by German troops and after doing his philosophy studies was ·
professed on September 4, 1948 at Gennep. In the final year of his senior
seminary studies at Gernert, he was ordained there on July 22, 1951.
The following year he received his assignment to T efe. W e find him stationed
there first at Fonte Boa and then in 1954 at N.S. da Concei ao parish in Carauari
on the Jurua River. The parish then served some 10,000 people, including those
living in small settlements along the rivers. Under hi administration the parish
developed well.

Its population rose to 12,600 by 1968; there was a parochial

primary school and also a government school, while its dispensary treated some
7,000 people every year and Br. Fulgencio Bouwman was busy putting up the
necessary buildings and another church in a rural area.
By 1968 we find him in Central Brazil, as pastor of N.S. de Fatima parish in
Anapolis GO.

He built four churches and centers for flourishing basic Christian

communities. After this parish was given up by the Spiritans in 1981, he still served
for five years in Ceilandia, a satellite town of Brazilia.

In 1987 he returned to

Holland, where he continued to be engaged in pastoral duties in various locations.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Henrique GERAEDTS NETHERLANDS BRZ
• September 2, 1923 Grubbenvorst L
Educated at Weert, 1939-44, he began his senior seminary studies at Gernert,
where he made his vows on February 27, 1949 and was ordained on July 22,
1951. Illness had delayed his religious profession.
The following year he was assigned to Central Brazil. We find him listed as an
assistant at N.S. de Lourdes parish in Governador Valadares MG. In 1959 he was
posted to Belo Horizonte MG, where he took over the parish of N.S. da Gloria, an
annex of 30,000 people hitherto belonging to the Don Bosco parish, for one year.
He then returned for another four years to Governador Valadares.
After a brief stay at Teres6polis RJ he joined Fr. Teodoro Gottenbos in
Divin6polis MG at Born Jesus parish. This parish had just been entrusted to the
Congregation and Padre Teodoro wanted to renew the parish in the light of Vatican
Council Two. To keep himself free for other aspects of the renewal, he entrusted to
Fr. Henrique the matters concerning schools, as he had a good reputation for
handling catechetics.
The school situation in the area of the parish was indeed in bad shape: two
classrooms and two tiny corners in a dilapidated house. More than 500 children
received no instruction at all. The town's mayor was taken aback when he was told
about it but, powerless to help, referred him to the state authorities. All these were
able to do was tell him that if a school was built, the state would pay the teachers
and supply what was needed to operate it.
Calling together the people, the Padres explained the situation. Obviously,
the parents were very much concerned about their children's education, but how
could the poor people build one?

Nonetheless, they promised to help.

Some

people from the city offered to contribute more than a few pennies; others would
give a monthly contribution. The decision was made that the school would not be a
property of the parish or diocese, but belong to a foundation of the people
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themselves. In this way they would know that it was their concern and not that of
the pastor. The priest would merely be a kind of supervisor.
Within five months the first part of the school was ready for use, as many
people took part in building it. They got to know one another as human beings and
gained a more communitarian sense of identity. A substantial Lenten gift from the
bishops of Holland took care of the debts and the second part of the building was
started. For fifteen years the school building served as such during the day and at
night for secondary education, as well as religious instruction on Saturdays. Then
a much larger school was built and the old one continued to be used as a place for
community gatherings.
Fr. Henrique's stay did not last very long; in 1966 he went back to Belo
Horizonte as pastor of N.S. da Gloria. He built its church and served there for
twenty-five years as a good shepherd to its people and when in 1989 it was time for
him to retire, he remained in Belo Horizonte.
Newsletter CSSp Holland, April 1994; SPIN 11, 20 f.
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Br. Everhardo HEUVEN NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
* July 25, 1920 Helledoorn
He made his first vows on March 25, 1943 at Gennep. After serving for about
a decade in Holland and making his perpetual vows, he received his overseas
appointment and was assigned to Amazonia.
W e find him stationed there in the Tefe prelature at Boca de Tefe's training
center of apprentices.

He was in charge of agriculture, the saw mill and the

brickmaking plant. In his final years in Boca de Tefe he was listed as bursar. He
served there for thirty-five years.
After returning to Holland in 1988, the faithful Brother went to reside at the
Spiritan retirement community in Gennep.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Loureny<> (Adriaan) van SONSBEEK 54 NETHERLANDS BRZ IT
* March 6, 1926 Lith
+ December 7, 1980 Nijmegen
He received his secondary education at Weert, 1939-46, and made his vows
on September 3, 1947 at Gennep. In his final year of theology at Gernert he was
ordained there on July 30, 1952.
Assigned to Central Brazil in 1953, he was posted to Teres6polis RJ to learn
the language and then appointed to teach at the junior seminary and secondary
school in ltauna. He also became its rector and brought it to a flourishing condition.
Though loath to leave ltauna, he was then promoted to secretary of the
Brazilian branch of the Holy Childhood in 1958 with residence in Rio de Janeiro.
As such, his task was to visit schools throughout the country and to help making the
Church in Brazil conscious of the missionary role it ought to play and announce the
Good News to people who do not yet know Christ.
From 1966 till 1969 he worked at the Mission Secretariate of the Brazilian
Conference of Bishops to foster the presence of the Church among the Indians and
to stand up for their rights as human beings.
He was then elected principal superior of the Spiritans in Central Brazil and
moved back to Rio de Janeiro, while also acting as pastor of the Santa Teresa
parish. With his usual cordiality and willingness to serve others, he was always
happy to assist his confreres, and the people in the parish reciprocated the love he
showed them.
At the General Chapter of the Congregation in 197 4 he was elected an
assistant of the Superior General. In his visits to many parts of Africa he rendered
valuable service to bishops and confreres by his understanding of the problems
they faced, his tact and his cordiality in dealing with all.

Back home at the

Generalate with its multiplicity of foreign personnel and visitors, he created a true
home.
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Thus it was not surprising that when his six years as a member of the general
council of the Congregation and general assistant came to an end, he was asked
to return to the generalate as local superior of the community.
It was not to be. A stroke, while preparing himself for the new task, put an end
to his fruitful presence.
Newsletter CSSp January 1981; VIBI 8, Dec. 1986, 19
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Br. Gallo (Franz Xaver) FISCHER 75 GERMANY D BRZ
+ November 15, 1975 Knechtsteden
* December 19, 1899 Steinbach, Baden
A former soldier, who had also studied at an agricultural school, he made his
vows on January 7, 1925 at Knechtsteden. He served in Germany, mostly at Broich
as gardener. Mobilized for World War Two, he became a prisoner of war, but was
released when the fighting stopped in 1945. He then returned to Broich and
assisted there in the reconstruction of this junior seminary.
In 1953 he was assigned to the Spiritan district in South Brazil.

He was

posted to Emilian6polis in the Sao Paulo state, where the Congregation had
opened a junior seminary. To assist in providing the school with a sound economic
foundation, he laid out extensive gardens, notably a coffee plantation.
Heart trouble forced him to return to Germany around 1963. He still served as
doorkeeper at Broich until illness made active service impossible. Assigned to
Knechtsteden's retirement community, he died there in the Lord.
Rath 72
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Fr. Roberto KIEFER GERMANY BRZ
* October 30, 1919 Karlsruhe
His studies were interrupted by World War Two, but after the fighting stopped
in 1945 he entered the novitiate and made.his vows on July 11, 1946 at Menden.
(The novitiate was located there temporarily until Heimbach would be repaired
from the damages it had received during the war.) Going to Knechtsteden for his
senior seminary studies, he was ordained there on December 8, 1951.
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In 1953 he was assigned to the South Brazil district, where he was posted to
the junior seminary opened in Emilian6polis

SP.

Teaching and assisting in

ministry to the 7,000 Catholics living in the area and worshipping in the seventeen
rural chapels kept the Fathers busy there.
He left the Congregation in 1976.
Arch. CSSp Germany
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Fr. Joao WETZELS NETHERLANDS
* November 24, 1924 Kerkrade L

BRZ

He made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on September 3, 1947
at Gennep, did his senior seminary studies at Gernert and was ordained there on
July 20, 1952.
Assigned to the Spiritan district of Central Brazil in 1953, he was posted to
ltauna MG to teach at its junior seminary and at its secondary school. He remained
attached to the secondary school as its director even after the junior seminary was
closed.
In 1975 he was elected principal superior of the Spiritan Central Brazil district
and moved to Belo Horizonte MG. When he was released from this responsibility
in 1982, he moved back to his beloved ltauna.

He was still listed there in the latest

directory in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Joao ZUIDGEEST NETHERLANDS
* August 20, 1926 Kwinsheul

BRZ

Educated at Weert, 1938-46, he was professed on September 3, 1947 at
Gennep and did his senior seminary studies at Gernert, where he was ordained on
July 20, 1952.
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The following year he was assigned to the Tefe prelature in Brazil. W e find
him stationed there at the junior seminary in T efe until in 1955 he went to Boca de
Tefe. He then was posted to Sao Joaquim parish in Alvaraes as pastor in 1957,
taking care of 16,000 Catholics in a total population of 17,000. • It was a welldeveloped parish, in which fifty catechists assisted in giving religious instruction; it
had two parochial schools and its dispensary treated 6,000 people each year.
He left the Congregation in 1975, but remained active in pastoral work,
notably for the Indians, and died in 1989 at Manaus.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Antonio J. van ROOIJ NETHERLANDS BRZ NL
* December 29, 11925 Gernert NB
After attending a junior seminary in Uden, 1940-46, he made his vows on
September 3, 1947 at Gennep. In his final year of theology at Gernert he was
ordained there on July 20, 1952.
The following year he was assigned to Manaus, where he served until 1959.
Returning to Holland, he held various positions, including five years of mission
promotion and two three-year terms as a member of the provincial team governing
the Dutch Spiritans.
Returning to Brazil in 1979, he became pastor of Sao Antonio parish in
Anapolis, Goias state, but in January 1982 he was elected principal superior of the
Spiritans working in Central Brazil for a three-year term.

It was renewed for a

second term in 1985. During those years he resided in Belo Horizonte.
In 1988 he took up ministry as pastor of Ressurrei o

parish at Ceflandia, a

satellite town of Brasilia. This parish had come about when the Spiritans gave up
the Holy Spirit parish they had founded in Brasilia, once the place had reached the
stage of being a going concern; they preferred working under the more primitive
conditions existing in Ceilandia, a barren area to which slum population had been
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deported some years before and left to fend for itself. Their pastors went with them.
Once again, however, the settlement developed into a new town with a wellestablished parish. At the same time this satellite of Brasilia acquired satellites of
its own as more people flocked to the area.

At that stage Fr. Antonio and his

assistant Fr. Guilherme Topper gave up the Ressurrei�o parish and opened the
parish of N.S. da Paz in another area of Ceilandia Norte among the poorest of the
poor.
A noteworthy feature of the new parish was that it did not have a central
church ·but three equal places of worship, each provided with a church and a center
for community gatherings and parish activities.
On the occasion of a church blessing, the bishop expressed his gratitude and
admiration of the work accomplished.

"These Spiritans," he said, "are the true

missionaries of this city. They gave up their parish in Brasilia to follow the poor to
Ceilandia. Then they left Resurrection parish to accompany those who were even
poorer to come here. Such a spirit is the authentic way of fulfilling their mission."
Both priests were still working at the N.S. da Paz parish in 1996. In all, Father
built five churches in areas entrusted to his care.
Newsletter CSSp Holland, Dec. 1993 and Questionnaire
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Fr. Henrique POHLEN 95 GERMANY D BRZ
* June 27, 1901 Oidtweiler Rid
+ October 26, 1996 Knechtsteden
He made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on March 25, 1922 at
Heimbach, did his senior seminary studies at Knechtsteden and was ordained
there on April 11, 1926.
His first assignment kept him in Germany as provincial procurator until 1936.
By then the Nazi Party was in coritrol in Germany and had issued foreign currency
laws prohibiting the flow of such currencies out of Germany, which were needed to
finance the impending World War Jwo.

He was then arrested on the charge of
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having violated these laws. As the government was unable to prove its charge, he
was released nine months later.
Having earned a Ph.D., he went to Knechtsteden and joined its teaching staff.
The complex of buildings there had been requisitioned, as all other seminaries of
the Congregation, except tiny Donaueschingen.

World War Two had inflicted

heavy losses on the German province: from 570 professed members and c. 450
aspirants in 1939 it sank to 399 professed and virtually no aspirants, except 30 in
Dqnaueschingen. Two hundred and forty-three professed members and aspirants
were mobilized; 51 of these were killed or disappeared without a trace while many
of the young Brother aspirants did not return when the fighting stopped.

The

province had to start all over again, but by 1952 it had again over 400 aspirants. It
would take years, however, before it would be possible to resume sending new
priests in appreciable numbers to the missions.
lri 1953 Fr. Pohlen left Knechtsteden for Brazil and became principal superior
of the Spiritans of the Upper Jurua district in 1 54.

That description, however, did

not fit the reality. Upper Jurua, near the border of Peru, is about 5,000 km. from Rio
de Janeiro and Sao Paulo, where he went to reside with the task of establishing a
Spiritan district, intended to be the beginning of a Brazilian province of the
Congregation.

He retained this function for three consecutive three-year terms.

With the aid of some confreres he resolutely went to work, despite lack of money
and personnel.
During those years seven parishes were accepted in the Sao Paulo state and
five in the Santa Caterina state while two Spiritan junior seminaries, one at Salete
SC (1960) and the other at Emilian6polis (1954) began to function, offering hope
for the future.
When Fr. Guilherme Hansen took over the helm in 1964, the Southern Brazil
district was made independent of Upper Ju a and Fr. Henrique went on leave to
Germany. After his return, we find him in the Upper Jurua prelature in pastoral
ministry. In 1967 and 1968 he participated in the Spiritan General Chapter held in
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two sessions in Rome and Chevilly. Thereafter he went back to Upper Jurua,
where we find him specifically as pastor of Sao Francisco parish at Guajara AC
(1980) and later at Cruzeiro do Sul as assistant (1989) working especially as
chaplain to the leper colony.
Having celebrated the diamond jubilee of his ordination in 1986, he returned
to Germany in 1992 and went into retirement at Knechtsteden. He had given some
thirty-five years of his active life to the service of the people in Brazil. On June 27,
1996 he reached the age of ninety-five.

Having served as a priest for seventy

years he died peacefully in the Lord a few months later.
Newsletter CSSp Germany IV/96
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Fr. Hermano DONKER NETHERLANDS BRZ
* January 2, 1923 Zwolle 0
He received his secondary schooling at Weert, 1936-44. Because of wartime
conditions, his novitiate was postponed and he did his philosophy studies at
Gernert. Professed at Gennep on September 5, 1949, he returned to Gernert,
where in his final year of theology he was ordained on July 20, 1952.
The following year he was assigned to Central Brazil, where he was posted to
Sao Antonio parish in Governador Valadares MG as an assistant.

At an

undetermined time he moved to Sao Raimundo parish in Manaus AM.
From 1967 on he was in Belo Horizonte MG.
Next, he was at Sao Miguel Arcanjo a station attached to N.S. de Gloria, Belo
Horizonte, first as assistant and then as pastor, taking care of its 30,000
parishioners. He spent more than two decades in this place, but in his later years
limited his ministry to the role of parish assistant and hospital chaplain.
From 1989 on we find him at nearby Contagem as resident chaplain of its
hospital, where he was still serving in 1996.
Arch CSSp. Holland and Questionnaire
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Fr. Luiz (Theo) TURKENBURG 68 NETHERLANDS BRZ
* May 6, 1926 Hillegom NH
+ June 23, 1994 lta(ma MG
He received his secondary schooling at Weert from 1939 on and made his
vows on March 11, 1949 at Gernert. In his final year of theology he was ordained
there on July 20, 1952.
Assigned to Brazil in 1953, he was posted to the new junior seminary of the
Congregation in ltauna, MG. He would stay in that town for forty years. Aside from
teaching, he was much interested in pastoral ministry and loved to work among the
poor unschooled laborers in a section of the town. He opened the parish of N.S.
de Fatima for them, built schools and social centers to help them reach better living
conditions.
After the closing of the seminary in 1972, he devoted himself full time to that
parish. He saw his function as pastor as that of the conductor of an orchestra:
everyone is allowed to play his instrument as long as he abides by what the
conductor permits. So, there was no room for unapproved activity. Nonetheless,
the people loved him because of his manifest dedication to their welfare.
In 1985 he began suffering from a cancerous swelling of his upper jaw. An
operation removed it, but his face was badly deformed, he could no longer chew
but had to be fed through a tube in his nose, his hearing was badly impaired and
his speech difficult to understand. So great was his parishioners' love for him that
they assumed full care of him and kept watch over him day and night during his
long illness until his death nine years later.
Newsletter CSSp. Holland, Aug. 1994

166 Fr. Pedro SCHAEKEN NETHERLANDS BRZ
* August 5, 1926 Neer L
After completing his secondary sch·ooling at Weert, 1939-46, he was
professed on September 3, 1947 at Gennep. In his final year of theology he was
ordained on July 20, 1952 at Gernert.
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The following year he was assigned to Brazil's prelature of Tefe. We find him
listed there as pastor of N.S. de Guadalupe in Fonte

Boa, ministering to its

population of 13,000, of whom 12,500 were Catholics. For religious instruction he
had the assistance of thirty-five catechists. There were two primary schools, one of
them parochial, the other a state school.
He left the Congregation in 1968.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Afonso SCHUMACHER 75 GERMANY D BRZ
* November 26, 1913 Engelskirchen-Overath Rid
+ October 12, 1989 Sao Paulo
A graduate of a public secondary school, he entered the Heimbach novitiate
and made his vows on June 11, 1934. In his final year of theology at Knechtsteden
he was ordained there on April 16, 1939.
Then World War Two began and, like many other young priests, he was
mobilized to serve as an officer in he ambulance corps. Captured in the final days
of the fighting on the eastern front, he became a prisoner of war of the Russians. It
was only in 1949 that he was released.

Ill and exhausted, he returned to

Knechtsteden.
When he had recovered, he earned a diploma qualifying him to teach at
secondary schools and was posted to Broich's junior seminary. He proved to be
an excellent teacher.
In 1953 he was assigned to Brazil and became rector of the junior seminary
the Congregation had opened at Emilian6polis SP. Six years later he assumed
the same position at Salete SC.
From 1963 till 1984 he served, first part-time and then gradually full-time, as
pastor of the lmmaculada Concei o

parish in the same location. In 1984 he was

posted to Donna Maria parish in the Santa Caterina state as its pastor, serving also
its many outlying chapels.
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Around 1988 he gave up parish work, but continued to minister as chaplain in
·a popular pilgrims' shrine.

Having celebrated his golden jubilee as a priest in

Knechtsteden in 1989, he returned to Brazil to resume his ministry.
It was not to be for a long time. Soon after, he became ill and was transported
to Sao Paulo's St. Camillus hospital.

He died there rather suddenly of cerebral

atrophy, leaving the memory of a priest who never thought of himself but only of the
people entrusted to his care. Some 2,000 people paid their last respects to their
beloved pastor.
Newsletter CSSp Germany 4, 1989
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Fr. Joao BAZELMANS NETHERLANDS BRZ
* May 9, 1925 Eindhoven
After his secondary schooling at Weert, he made his vows on September 4,
1948 at Gennep and did his senior seminary studies at Gernert, where he was
ordained on July 19, 1953.
The following year he received his assignment to Brazil. He served there at
the junior seminary and college at ltauna MG for some years.
Going into pastoral ministry, he was posted to N.S. da Penha at Jaragua in the
Goias state as pastor. It was a parish of 35,000 people with a hospital, staffed by
Sisters, a parochial secondary school and twenty-nine government primary
schools.

In rural areas the parish was responsible for a dozen chapels.

Fortunately, he was not ·alone there, but had one assistant and one Brother to help
him. One of the chapels had reached the stage of becoming a parish in its own
right and was being taken care of by another priest.
He left the Congregation around 1973.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Bernardo (Jan) ODENKIRCHEN 70 NETHERLANDS BRZ
+ August 21, 1996 Virgin6polis MG
• November 6, 1925 Maasniel L
Having received his secondary schooling at Weert, 1941-47, he was
professed on September 4, 1948 at Gennep. In his final year of theology at Gernert
he was ordained there on July 19, 1953.
The following year he flew to Brazil's Central Spiritan district. Introduced to
the country at Sete Lagoas, he was posted in 1957 to the Diocese of Govemador
Valadares MG, where he ministered at Divinolandia. In 1959 h was posted to
Conselheiro Pena. He built a large church there and was in charge of a parish with
a population of nearly 29,000 and of Galileia, with 30,000 people, and finally of the
cathedral parish.
In January 1969 he assumed the pastorship of N.S. do Patrocinio at
Virgin6polis MG. There he really came into his own, giving himself totally to the
people.

Not satisfied with just being interested in their spiritual well-being, he

literally transform d the social structures of the town by creating a hospital, a home
for the aged, a children's creche, a trade school, while also organizing education,
recreational activities,
and an agrarian project--no wonder the people loved
him.
.
.
Meanwhile his sister had moved from Holland to Brazil and settled in
Virgin6polis. In 1985 his nephew Pedro Dalhuizen was ordained a priest for the
Governador Valadares diocese.

Just then a new diocese was created at

Guanhlles and Virgin6polis belonged to its territory. His nephew then took over his
work in Virgin6polis and he ame

pastor in nearby Sardoa.

In 1992 a brain operation left him unable to serve any longer and he moved
back to Virgin6polis, where his sister and her daughters took good care of him. A
stroke ended his life there.
At his funeral his grateful Virgin6polis parishioners once again showed their
love: they filled the entire church and the square in front of it to honor the priest
who had transformed their lives.
Newsletter CSSp Holland, September 1996
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Fr. Angelo (Engelbert) van KEMPEN 76 NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
* February 24, 1919 Gennep
+ January 22, 1996 Weert
The son of a school headmaster, who later became mayor of a town, he did
his·junior seminary studies at Weert, 1931-37. Together with twenty-four others he
made his vows on August 15, 1938 at Gennep. In his final year of theology at
Gernert, he was ordained there on July 25, 1943.
Assigned to Weert, he functioned there as a teacher and prefect of discipline
till 1954. In that year his wish to serve overseas was granted and he was assigned
to the Tefe prelature in Brazil. He worked there at Fonte Boa, doing his share in
that difficult area, looking after its 10,000 people, many of them scattered along the
rivers.

Neither heat nor obnoxious flying, crawling, biting or stinging creatures

discouraged him; if the people could stand them, so could he.
In 1960 he went to Rome for an abbreviated course in spirituality as he had
been asked to become novice master and later director of the Spiritan senior
seminary at Teres6polis in the Rio de Janeiro state.
Meanwhile the new capital of the country was being built in Brasilia. The
Congregation had accepted to open the Divina Espirito Santo parish in the
northern wing of that extended city. In 1966 he became its pastor.
As the government disliked the slums in that section, it decided to tear them
down.

In 1971 the entire population was loaded in trucks, dropped many

kilometers away and left to its own resources. Fr. Angelo and his confrere, Fr.
Antonio van Rooij, went with them as their guardian angels and helped them build
up a new life. He took the initiative to develop the place into Ceilandia Norte and
its new parish of ResurreicAo.
He fought for social justice for his people and became part and parcel of
Ceilandia's history. Together with his confreres he built up six small Christian
communities, each with its own church and cqmmunity center.
As this satellite town grew up to a big city itself, new roads were built, giving
rise to new villages as far away as in the Goias state.

He became restless in

Ceilandia and asked for a new assignment. His wish was granted in 1982.

He
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became pastor of Sao Joao Baptista in Figueir6polis in the Goias state. He worked
there with his usual zeal until 1900. By then he was exhausted and felt unable to
help the people any longer.
Returning to Holland, he went into retirement and took up residence in the
Spiritan community of Weert. He was found there on the morning of January 22,
1996 lying in the corridor in a pool of blood and with a wound to his head. Rushed
to the hospital, he died there the same morning. Later in the day it was discovered
that a burglary had been committed during the night and that its perpetrator had
delivered fatal blows to him. Fr. Angelo, who was gentleness personified and had
lived in the crime-ridden area of. Ceilandia without even getting a scratch, had
become a victim of violence in the rather peaceful little town of Weert.
In far away Ceilandia the people had not forgotten him. They came in large
numbers to the church to celebrate the memory of their belo ed guardian angel.
So many of them wanted to speak about their personal experience of his kindness
that after one and three quarte

of an hour, the presiding priest had to put an end

to the service.
Newsletter CSSp Holland, Feb. and March 1996
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Br. Joao SCHEURS 52 NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
• November 16, 1914 Hom L

+ April 18, 1967 Gernert

A professional carpenter and building contractor, he was in his thirties when
he entered the Congregation and made his vows on September 8, 1947 at Baarte
Nassau.
After serving six years in communities in Holland, he was assigned to Central
Brazil in 1954. He did construction work there at Rio de Janeiro in connection with
the International Eucharistic Congress of 1955 and then put up a dormitory at the
junior seminary and secondary school at ltauna MG.
Being very conscientious in his work and constantly trying to do so to the very
best while meeting deadlines, he overworked himself and in 1959 had to be
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returned to Holland. With the help of daily medicines he was still able to do some
work, especially when he was allowed to choose what to do and do it at his own
pace. In his final year at Gernert however, he had to give up work altogether, but
still.went around visiting ailing confreres every day.
Newsletter CSSp Holland no. 80 June 196!
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Fr. Antonio CREMER GERMANY BRZ
* August 30, 1914 Niedermerz Rid
He made his vows on April 14, 1936 at Heimbach and then went to
Knechtsteden for his senior seminary studies. They were rudely interrupted by
World War Two when all able-bodied young men were drafted to serve in the
German military forces. Released in 1947, he returned to Knechtsteden to resume
his studies. On May 1, 1953 he was ordained there at the age of thirty-eight.
He then received his assignment to the Upper Jurua prelature. We find him
listed there in 1961 as assistant at Japiim. In 1968 he was at the Sao Francisco
parish of Eirunepe as pastor to its population of 20,000.

It was then a well-

developed parish with two parochial schools and he was assisted in his work by
three assistants, so that they were able to serve not only the town but also
settlements along several rivers and their tributaries.
As time went on and the available personnel decreased, the number of
assistants shrank and by 1980 there remained only one. Finally, he was all alone,
still listed as serving the people of Eirunepe after taking care of its people for
several decades.

In 1996 h

profession.
B.G. and E.P. passim

celebrated the diamond jubilee of his religious
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Br. Paulo (M.P. Ernst) SASSENBACH 37 GERMANY BRZ
* July 5, 1919 H0ckeswagen Rid
+ March 4, 1957 Sao Paulo
A journeyman locksmith, he entered the seminary for late vocations at Speyer
in 1936. Three years later this seminary was temporarily closed and with the
outbreak of World War Two he was mobilized. He came through the battle on the
western front unscathed, but was gravely wounded on the Russian front. When he
had recovered, he became part of the German occupation forces in France. During
the German withdrawal in the West, he became an American prisoner of war in
Tirol. After his release, he went home to help his mother and sisters survive. Thus
it was 1949 before he returned to the Congregation. Professed on May 20, 1950 at
Knechtsteden, he worked for a few years at the provincialate in Cologne.
In 1955 he was assigned to Brazil and posted to Sao Paulo, where he worked
at the residence of the principal superior of what became the Southern Spiritan
district. At the same time he also rendered valuable services there in the Sao
Bonifa io German-Brazilian parish.
A heart attack, suffered while he was swimming, ended his life.
Rath 562

17 4

Br. Albrecht SLOWY POLAND BRZ
* December 14, 1920 Dantzig (now Gdanks)
A member of the German province of the Congregation, he made his first vows
on June 14, 1953 at Heimbach.
Two years later, he went to Brazil, where he was attached to the junior
seminary the Congregation had opened at Emilian6polis SP around 1960 and at
that in Salete SC. He appears to have left the Congregation at the expiration of his
vows.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Geraldo BROUWER 75 NETHERLANDS NL ZRE TZA BRZ
* January 9, 1894 Haarlemmermeer NH
+ September 7, 1969 Muiden NH
He entered the junior seminary in Weert the year after its founding in 1904,
made his vows on October 13, 1913 at Louvain and began his senior seminary
studies there. Sent to Rome, he earned a S.T.D. at the Gregorian University and
was ordained on August 10, 1917.
After a war-time appointment to teach at Weert, he was assigned to North
Katanga in Zaire in 1920. Three years later he was transferred to East Africa's
Bagamoyo vicariate. He worked there and in Kenya until 1947, except for a twoyear interruption, (1933-35), which he spent in promotional work in Holland.
From 1948 on he served as military chaplain in Indonesia, Korea, Japan and
Holland for six years.
At the age of sixty-one he flew to Brazil to assist in the creation of the Spiritan
Central Brazil district. He became pastor of the Sao Sebastiao parish in Arauos
MG, a parish of some 5,000.
When he was sixty-nine years old in 1963, he returned to Holland and
became chaplain of a retirement facility at Muiden. He died there six years later.
A man of great energy, endowed with an ebullient sense of humor and a keen
business sense, he dedicated his talents to the service of the people entrusted to
his care, wherever he went.
Arch. CSSp Holland; SEAM 288
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Fr. Jooo (Sjang) van KEMENADE
· 60 NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
+ December 2, 1972 Sete Lagoas MG
* March 6, 1912 Liessel NB
A brother of Fr. Francis, he completed his secondary education in Weert, and
made his vows on August 23, 1935 at Gennep. Struck by tuberculosis, he spent
years in sanatoria and was ordained only on September 26, 1948 in Montana,
Switzerland. After serving a few years in his home country, he was assigned to
Brazil in 1955.
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He was posted there in the Spiritan district of Central Brazil at Matozinhos MG,
as assistant in the parish of Born Jesus to learn the language. The following year
he moved to Teres6polis, in the Rio de Janeiro state where a Spiritan senior
seminary and or novitiate was to be established and where he taught its students.
In 1962 he returned to Matozinhos.

In particular, he was charged with

developing its Capim Branco area, which hitherto had only a chapel, into a
complete parish. The place had grown substantially because a very large cement
factory had been built in the area with the result that many workers had gone to live
there.
Despite the fact that he had only one lung, he accomplished much of his
assignment, including a secondary parochial school.
As his health grew steadily worse, he was posted as hospital chaplain to Sete
Lagoas in 1970. He died there two years later, much beloved by all.
VI Bl 8, Dec, 1986, 19; Newsletter CSSp Holland 1973
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Fr. Teodoro ARNDS 81 GERMANY D BRZ
* September 3, 1912 Allerheiligen Rid

+ March 10, 1994 Knechtsteden

He did his secondary studies at Broich from 1927 on and made his vows on
September 23, 1938 at Heimbach. The outbreak of World War Two in 1939
interrupted his senior seminary studies and he was mobilized. Three times
wounded on the Russian front, he continued his studies at Knechtsteden when the
"!ar stopped in 1945 until at last he was ordained there on May 4, 1947.
Assigned to teach at Menden and later at Knechtsteden's college, he
astonished the boys by his gymnastic abilities no less than by his pedagogic
talents. Meanwhile he also suffered two illnesses.
At the age of forty-three at last his dream of becoming a missionary reached its
fulfillment when in 1955 he was assigned to Brazil's Upper Jurua prelature. He
served there at Feij6 as an assistant until 1967 and then briefly at Japiim and Porto
Walter, formerly called Humafta.
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From 1969 on he assisted at the cathedral parish in Cruzeiro do Sul until in
1978 he became pastor of Sao Jose parish in Rodrigues Alves, a suburb of
Cruzeiro do Sul. He built its church, rectory and convent, but his main concern
remained to build up the living church in the hearts of his parishioners. He also
fostered the development of priestly and religious vocations and did so
successfully, together with the American Franciscan Sisters stationed in his
territory.
He was one of those priests whose exemplary life gave a more convincing
witness to the faith than fiery sermons do. He showed great delight when anyone
offered him even the smallest of gifts, but whatever people gave him he viewed as
belonging to the parish and in this way returned it to them.
Ill health led to his return to Germany in 1992 where he went to live at
Knechtsteden.

He was suffering from skin cancer. Despite ten operations, the

disease spread. The former athlete was soon reduced to dragging himself around,
unable to speak and his face distorted.

"A man of suffering, accustomed to

infirmities, he bore it al patiently, knowing that he was sharing in_ the sufferings of
Christ, "by whose wounds we are healed" and looked forward "to see the Light" of
Christ in heaven.
Newsletter CSSp Germany 1/1994
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Fr. Francisco SWINKELS NETHERLANDS BRZ
* December 10, 1926 Eindhoven
Professed on September 5, 1949 at Gennep, he did his senior seminary
studies at Gernert, where he was ordained on July 18, 1954.
The following year he flew to Brazil, where we find him listed at ltauna and as
procurator of the Spiritan district of Central Brazil at Rio de Janeiro. In 1964 the
district opened a senior seminary at Divin6polis MG and he served there as it's
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director. He is also listed as having worked at Belo Horizonte.
He left the Congregation in 1973.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Teodoro JASPERS NETHERLANDS BRZ NL
* November 13, 1926 Bakel NB
Educated at Weert, 1943-48, he made his vows on September 5, 1949 at
Gennep and then did his senior seminary studies at Gernert, where he was
ordained on July 18, 1954.
The following year he was assigned to Amazonia. We fi d him posted there
as an assistant at Sao Raimundo in Manaus, while also teaching music and
Church history at the senior seminary. In 1962 he took over the vacant parish of
Santa Teresinha in the slums of Jurunas in Belem, where Fr. Max Otterloo jpined
him the following year. They opened a primary school, which soon enrolled 800
children and a secondary school; obtained four Sisters from Chicago for a clinic
and catechetical work to serve the 50,000 people in the area, and then set about
transforming the old parish int

fourteen basic Christian communities.

These

communities embodied "the People of God" for the slum dwellers as self-governing
bodies in which each one had his or her task and was able to speak out for the
common good, including the improvement of their material situation.
In 1975 he returned to Manaus as pastor of Sao Raimundo parish and at the
same time president of the Conference of Religious in Brazil for the North Region.
Returning to Holland in 1980, he continued in pastoral ministry in the province of
Limburg, a function he was still exercising in 1996.
Arch. CSSp Holland; SPIN 11, pp 26 ff
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Fr. Geraldo RIETBERGEN NETHERLANDS BRZ
* February 26, 1923 Utrecht
He received his secondary education at Weert, 1941-48, and made his vowed
commitment to the Congregation on September 5, 1949 at Gennep and in his final
year of theology at Gernert was ordained there on July 18, 1954.
The following year he received his assignment to Brazil. After a short time at
Govemador Valadares MG he was posted to Sete Lagoas in 1958 and Rio de
Janeiro in 1959. In 1960 he went to Don Bosco parish in Belo Horizonte MG, a
parish of some 27,000 Catholics. He built the Paul VI secondary school there.
In 1969 he organized the new Cristo Rei parish in ltambiara GO, where he
built a parish hall and two training centers. In 1981 he became pastor at Mateus
Leme MG, and built two trainings centers and a parish hall.
Nine years later he was posted to Vitoria ES as its pastor, where he served
until 1992 and built another training center at Jacazarpe. Following a pastorate of
two years at Corumbatai SP, he moved to Jardim Portugal, a sector of Rio Claro in
the Espiritu Santo state, still serving as an assistant.
Questionnaire
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Br. Gisberto (Martin) van NIEKERK NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
* December 28, 1920 Alphen ZH
Educated at Weert, 1933-37, he made his vows on April 24, 1941 at Baarle
Nassau and worked in Holland until 1955.
In that year he received his assignment to the Tefe prelature in Amazonia. We
find him listed as procurator for Tefe at Sao Raimundo in Manaus.
When the Tefe procure was transferred to Belem, Para, he stayed in Manaus
serving inter alia as choir director.

From 1980 on we find him also serving as

secretary of the Brazilian Conference of Religious for the North One Region.
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Returning to Holland in 1980, he continued to render service in the secretariat
of his home province at Gernert until his retirement in Gennep in 1990.
Arch CSSp Holland
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Fr. Jaime APPELMAN NETHERLANDS BRZ NL
* December 16, 1926 Spierdijk NH
He did the final two years of his secondary schooling at Weert and was
professed on September 5, 1949 at Gennep. In his final year of his studies at
Gernert, he was ordained there on July 18, 1954.
The following year he was assigned to Amazonia and posted to Tefe for two
years. He then went to Santos Dumont in the Carauari township, where a new
parish was being opened called Sao Benedifo. (Later the name of the place was
changed to ltamariti.) .After being an assistant there for some time, he became its
pastor, looking after some 10,000 people in that remote area for twelve years.
In 1969 he returned to Tefe. Among the work he did there we may name
teaching and being in charge of the sawmill, opened in an effort to make the
mission economically more self-sustaining. In 1974 he left the Congregation.
Arch. CSSp H lland
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Fr. Joao (Joop) van der LOUW NETHERLANDS BRZ
* October 31, 1927 The Hague
A graduate of Weert, 1941-48, he was professed on September 5, 1949 at
Gennep and ordained in his final year of theology at Gernert on July 18, 1954.
The following year he flew to Brazil's central Spiritan district. He was listed as
an assistant in the fast growing parish of N.S de Penha at Jaragua GO for many
years. In 1972 he left the Congregation.
Arch. CSSp Holland and E.P. passim
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Fr. Paulo A. van VEGCHEL NETHERLANDS BRZ
• July 12, 1927 Einhoven
He committed himself to the Congregation by vows on September 2, 1952 at
Gennep and in his final year of theology at Gernert he was ordained there on July
17, 1955.
Assigned to Central Brazil in 1956, he was posted as an assistant at N.S. de
Lourdes parish in Governador Valadares MG, which the Congregation had
accepted in 1955. It was a large, fast-growing parish, whose population increased
by 30,000 in a few years and reached 88,000 in 1961.

Its pastor had the

assistance of three or four priests who together with him provided spiritual and
some material care for its people. Many of these had migrated from the arid areas
of north-eastern Brazil in search of a better life. Aside from the usual primary and
secondary schools, the parish had also a special training facility for lay catechists,
attended by one hundred women and men.
By 1980 we find him listed at Sant'Ana parish in Sete Lagoas MG, first as
assistant and then as pastor. The latest directory (1995) still shows him serving
there after four decades of service in Brazil.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Joao GLAUDEMANS 59 NETHERLANDS ANG NL BRZ
• June 15, 1908 Nijmegen
+ January 6, 1969 Nijmegen
After completing his secondary schooling at Weert, he made his vows on
September 18, 1930 at Gernert. In his final year of theology there he was ordained
on July 25, 1935 at Nijmegen.
Assigned to Angola in 1936, he did missionary work in the Cubango area.
After World _War Two we find him listed in Holland, doing ministry in various
locations.
In 1956 he was reassigned to the Spiritan district of Central Brazil and posted
to Sete Lagoas in 1956, then to Brasilia in 1959 and finally to Rio de Janeiro's
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residence of the district's superior, doing promotional work for the Holy Childhood
Association.
Always in weak health, he returned to Holland in 1962 and died there
suddenly.
Newsletter CSSp Holland, March 1968
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Fr. Benno STOLLENWERK GERMANY BRZ
* March 21, 1929 Kommerscheidt, near Aix-la-Chapelle
. . He made his vows on April 18, 1951 at Heimbach and in his final year of
theology at Knechtsteden, he was ordained there on April 22, 1 The following year he was assigned to Brazil.

He was listed in 1961 as

assistant in the Sao Bonifacio parish in the Vila Mariana section of Sao Paulo,
serving a population of 36,000 people of German descent.

By 1968 he had

become pastor of its Sao Joao CHmaco annex.
He joined the diocesan clergy of Sao Paulo in 1974.
B.G. a d E.P. passim; Arch. CSSp. Generalate
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Fr. Ricardo KREUTER 82 GERMANY NGA D BRZ
* June 28, 1902 Crefeld, Rnl.
+ April 30, 1985 Knechtsteden .
He made his vows on April 12, 1925 at Heimbach, did his theology studies at
Knechtsteden and was ordained there on April 7, 1929. He then taught at Broich
while waiting for an assignment in Africa.
In 1932 he sailed to Nigeria where he worked as a missionary in Benue.
Going on leave in 1939 to Germany, he was caught by the outbreak of World War
Two. While serving as pastor in Heimbach, he earned a teacher's diploma and
taught at the Congregation's junior seminaries in Germany.
Meanwhile he also studied Portuguese and in 1957 he was sent to Brazil. He
became a teacher and pastor at Emilian6polis SP, where the Congregation had
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opened a junior seminary in 1953. Subsequently, he served as pastor at lliarema
SC. A lover of sports, he fostered them wherever he went.
To the dismay of his people, who revered him, he became ill in 1967 and had
to return to Germany. He still served as chaplain to a home for senior citizens until
his diabetes got worse.

Almost blind and deaf, he entered the retirement

community in Knechtsteden. Having served the Lord faithfully for fifty-six years as a
priest, he died there after returning from a doctor's appointment.
Newsletter CSSp Germany, 11, 1985; SNM 103
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Fr. Alfredo NUSS 55 GERMANY BRZ
• November 6, 1923 Uchtelfangen
Archd. of Trier

+ December

21, 1978 Alta Jurua

He made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on April 18, 1951 at
Heimbach and in the final year of theology at Knechtsteden was ordained there on
April 33, 1956.
The following year he was assigned to Brazil's Upper Jurua prelature. After
learning Portuguese and getting used to the country and its customs in Cruzeiro do
Sul, he served as assistant at its N.S. da Gloria cathedral. When in 1965 a new
parish was opened at Guajara he took care of the 4,000 people living in that area.
still s g
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Br. Leao BEILER GERMANY BRZ
• December 22, 1933 Elbing, Ermeland
Professed on June 14, 1953 at Heimbach, he served in his home country for a
·few years and was then assigned to Upper Jurua.
He joined there the staff of Brothers who did so much for the development of
Cruzeiro do Sul. He appears to have left the Congregation in the late 1970s.
B.G. and E.P. passim ·
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Fr. Eduardo (Henry) HOFFMANS NETHERLANDS BRZ
• November 16, 1925 Rotterdam
He made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on September 7, 1951
at Gennep and did his senior seminary studies at Gernert. He was ordained there
on July 15, 1956.
Assigned to Central Brazil, he was posted to Governador Valadares MG as
assistant in the N.S. de Lourdes parish.

By 1967 he was listed in the same

capacity in Consilheiro Pena MG at Sao Jose parish, where nearly 50,000 people
were entrusted to the Fathers stationed there. Twenty-eight chapels had to be
visited in tum to serve those living in rural areas.
In 1980 we find him listed at Born Jesus parish in Matozinhos MG, followed by
brief appointments to Mateus Leme, Jacoricatubu and Nova Veneza.
In 1989 he was recorded as pastor at N.S. Apareyida parish in Melo Viana
MG, where he was still listed as residing in retirement in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Geraldo HOGERVORST NETHERLANDS BRZ
* March 31, 1930 Amsterdam
Educated at Weert, 1943-50, he was professed on September 7, 1951 at
Gennep, and ordained in his final year of theology at Gernert on July 15, 1956.
The following year he flew to Brazil's Central Spiritan district. After learning
Portuguese and familiarizing himself with the country and its people while teaching
at ltauna, he was posted to Conselheiro Pena MG as one of the assistants in the
Sao Jose parish, which the Congregation had accepted to staff in 1959. Much of
the state of Minas Gerais was then rapidly growing in population, due to increased
industrialization. The Sao Jose parish itself had then nearty 24,000 parishioners,
but its two annexes in Penha do Norte and Galileia added another 50,000
Catholics. Four priests were stationed there and in their work they were aided by
one hundred and ten catechists.
In 1968 we find him listed in Govemador Valadares MG as assistant in the
N.S. de Lour<:1es parish, whose Catholic population of 50,000 in 1961 had
increased to 88,000 in 1968, not including its annex of N.S. de Fatima with its
25,000 Catholics.

His special assignment there was director of the diocesan

catechetical center, in which over one hundred lay people received their training in
giving religious instruction. He also built its Born Pastor church.
In 1976 he was back in the Sao Jose parish in Conselheiro Pena as its pastor.
He still served there in 1989, but by 1993 he had gone back to N.S. de Lourdes in
Govemador Valadares as its pastor. He was still there in 1996.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Valter 0. (Terus) van den HOUT 57 NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
+ September 23, 1966 Weert
* May 23, 1909 Tilburg NB
He did his secondary sctJooling at Weert, 1922-29, and made his vows on
September 18, 1930 at Gennep. In his final year of theology at Gernert he was
ordained on July 25, 1935 at Nijmegen.
Assigned to Angola in 1936, he evangelized the country around Nova Lisboa
for thirteen years, giving himself unsparingly. In 1950 he returned to Holland. For
many years he had suffered from alcoholism, but he finally overcame it by heroic
efforts. After working at the mission procure, he took up pastoral duties at a parish
in The Hague, where he attracted many people to the confessional and proved to
be a fine preacher.
In 1957 he was assigned to the Central District of Brazil. He quickly passed
the tests needed to qualify for the needed diplomas and taught there at the junior
seminary at ltauna MG. He proved to be a good teacher while also being popular
with the students.
Returning to Holland in 1961, he still functioned in parish ministry and as a
teacher for a few years. Then an operation showed that he was suffering from
cancer. He quietly accepted the doctor's verdict that he had only a short time to
live, and echoed Job by saying, "I have enjoyed many good things in my life, why
should I refuse to accept my illness? I am ready to die."
Newsletter CSSp Holland no. 79, 1966
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Fr. Humberto MEUWISSEN NETHERLANDS BRZ
* March 26, 1929 Echt L
After completing his secondary schooling at Weert, 1948-50, he made his
vows on September 7, 1951 at Gennep. For his senior seminary studies he went to
Gernert, where he was ordained on July 15, 1956 .
.Assigned to Brazil in 1957, he was introduced to the country at Belo Horizonte
and. then in 1959 became an assistant at Sant' Ana parish, which the Congregation
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had accepted to staff in Sete Lagoas MG in 1954. It was a relatively small parish
for Brazil with a population of some 14,000. One of the functions he exercised
there was that of diocesan director of catechists. He worked there until 1969.
In that year he returned to Belo Horizonte MG, where he became pastor of
Sao Joao Bosco parish, while also being bursar for the Central Brazil Spiritan
district. He built its Don Bosco church.
Going to Amazonia in 1985, he served as regional pastoral coordinator and
pastor of Sao Raimundo parish in Manaus while also being episcopal vicar until
1991. In 1992 he was elected district superior of Amazonia and took up residence
at T efe. His three-year term of office was renewed in 1995.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Ant0nio van LANKVELD NETHERLANDS BRZ
* February 11, 1927 Uden NB
After completing his secondary schooling in Weert, 1943-50, he made his
vows on September 7, 1951 at Gennep. In his final year of theology at Gernert he
was ordained there on July 5, 1956.
Assigned to Brazil, he served until 1960 in Sao Raimundo parish in Manaus
AM and then taught at the senior seminary in Teres6polis RJ. When this seminary
was transferred to Divin6polis MG in 1964, he moved with the students to its new
location. In 1970 he became district bursar of Central Brazil for six years, but from
1973 on he was also director of the college in ltauna. He retained this function until
1982 and served again as such from 1989 to 1991.
In 1979 he was named principal superior of Central Brazil for one three-year
term, with residence at S€10 Joao Bosco parish in Belo Horizonte MG. He served
three more tenns of three years each from 1

till 1997. During much of that time

he was also pastor of that parish or in another one of the city's parishes.
It should be recalled that the Don Bosco parish, which the archbishop of Belo
Horizonte had entrusted to the Spiritans in 1957, served as the cradle from which
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between 1968 and 1977 a network of five other parishes had been manned by the
Congregation and two others were added to the list in the following years.
He is still in Belo Horizonte, but now in the Bairro Alvaro Camargos after
nearly four decades of ministry in Brazil.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Joao REINSMA NETHERLANDS BRZ
* June 19, 1931 Leeuwarden
He received his secondary education at Weert, 1943-51, and was professed
on September 7, 1952 at Gennep. In his final year of theology in Gernert, he was
ordained there on July 21, 1957.
The following year he was assigned to Central Brazil. He served there at
Consilhero Pena MG in the Sao Jose parish as an assistant.

He left the

Congregation in 1966.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Teodoro KUIPERS NETHERLANDS BRZ
* August 6, 1930 Budel NB
Professed on September 7, 1952 at Gennep, he did his senior seminary
studies at Gernert. In his final year of theology he was ordained on July 20, 1957 in
his hometown.
Following his assignment to Brazil in 1958, he served as an assistant at Sao
Raimundo in Manaus, Amazonia.
By 1968 he was listed at Divine Espiritu Santo parish, which the Congregation
had opened in 1960 in a northern wing of the new federal capital called Brasilia.
Among his functions was that of being diocesan director of catechists.
He left the Congregation in 1975.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Paulo VERWEIJEN NETHERLANDS
* July 7, 1930 Budel NB

BRZ

Having finished his secondary education at Weert, he made his vows on
September 7, 1952 at Gennep. In his final year of theology at Gernert he was
ordained on July 19, 1957 in his hometown.
The following year he was assigned to Amazonia, where he was posted to
Boca de Tefe, the old Missao, opened in 1897. At that time its parish had grown to
some 16,000 Catholics in a total population of 18,000. The mission operated three
parochial schools totalling one hundred and fifty pupils, most of them boarding at
the Boca as they came from up the rivers. And in its trade school twenty-five young
men were instructed by three Brothers.
In 1963 he executed part of a plan that had been formulated in 1955 for
providing all of Amazonia with a network of radio receivers, relay stations and a
·central radio sender (see under Jose Lodewijks).

The project failed to be

implemented at that time, possibly because horrendous inflations reduced the
promised government support to mere pennies.

Fr. Paulo, however, was able to

1mplement it on a more modest scale by creating Radio Tefe, covering the prelature
and providing news, music, religious instruction and elementary reading and
writing to the people living along the rivers.

He remained its technical director and

from 1965 on, after Fr. Guilherme Barten left, also took over the function of
broadcasting programs.
In 1968 he became pastor of Santa Teresa Cathedral in Tefe, while retaining
his function with Radio Tefe.

He was still listed as managing the radio station in

1989, but the station was taken over by the government some time later.

He was

still working as procurator of the prelature in 1996 in T efe, nearly four decades after
his arrival in Amazonia.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Br. Inacio (Jaap) MOLL NETHERLANDS
* June 10, 1932 The Hague
Professed on September 8, 1951 at Baarle Nassau and trained as a
carpenter, he went in 1958 to the T efe prelature in Amazonia and one year later to
Central Brazil.

He served there in the formation houses at Teres6polis RJ,

Divin6polis and ltauna until in 1964 he left the Congregation.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Joao de LANGE NETHERLANDS BRZ NL
* October 13, 1930 St. Nicolaasga F
Having done his secondary studies at Weert, 1943-51, he made his vows on
September 7, 1952 at Gennep and in his final year of theology at Gernert was
ordained there on September 21, 1958.
The following year he flew to Brazil to serve in the Tefe prelature. He worked
there as assistant at N.S. da Concei o

in Carauari. In his ministry along the rivers

he also regularly visited the Indians, paying special attention to their health
problems.
By 1980 we find him listed at Tefe's Santa Teresa parish, .while also being
responsible for pastoral coordination in the prelature.
In 1986 he became principal superior of the Spiritans working in Amazonia for
a three year term, which was extended for another three years in 1989.
He then moved to Manaus as pastor of Sao Raimundo parish. The 1995
directory lists him back in Holland.
Arch. CSSp HoUand
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Fr. Agostinho (Hans) BISCHOFF GERMANY BRZ
* December 2, 1912 Hannover Dohren
He made his vows on May 24, 1936 at Heimbach and then went to
Knechtsteden for his senior seminary studies. On February 16, 1941 he was
ordained at Hennef Sieg.
When World War Two ended in 1945, he occupied himself with ministry in
Germany until in 1959 he was assigned to Brazil's Upper Jurua's prelature. We
find him there at Cruzeiro do Sul as an assistant.
In 1961 the parish of N.S. dos Dores was opened at lpixuna on the Jurua
River and he became its pastor. About 16,000 people lived in that area and he was
destined to stay on as their pastor for the remainder of his active life. He celebrated
the golden jubilee of his ordination there in 1991 and was still serving there in
1996 when he was eighty-four years old.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Joao van LIER NETHERLANDS BRZ
* February 2, ·1932 Barneveld U
A graduate of Weert, 1947-52, he was professed on September 8, 1953 at
Gennep and ordained in his final year of theology at Gernert on September 21,
1958.
Going to Brazil in 1959, he became a staff member of the Spiritan sen!?r
seminary at Teres6polis RJ. He left the Congregation in 1962.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Antonio JANSEN NETHERLANDS BRZ
* March 7, 1933 Gilse Rijen NB
Educated at Weert, 1946-52, he made his vowed commitment to the
Congregation on September 8, 1953 at Gennep, did his senior seminary studies at
Gernert and was ordained there on September 21, 1958.
The following year he was assigned to the Tefe prelature in Amazonia. After a
brief stay at Sao Paulo, he was posted there as an assist nt at Fonte Boa. In 1965
he became pastor of Sao Raimundo in Manaus.
In 1978 he was named principal superior of the Spiritans working in
Amazonia for a three-year, twice prolonged, term while also being pastor of Santa
Teresa parish in Tefe.
In 1987 he became pastor of N.S. da Conceic;ao at Carauari on the Jurua
River. In April 1990 when he had served in Amazonia for thirty years, the Queen of
Holland awarded him a medal for his many years of wor:i< in the tropical jungles of
that part of the world.

He had built schools, a social center and at Carauari a

rectory. He was still serving there in 1996.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Paulo DUMONT GERMANY BRZ
* August 10, 1930 Dortmund
Professed on April 27, 1953 at Heimbach, he was ordained on May 1, 1958 at
Knechtsteden.
Going to Brazil in 1959 he taught at the Spiritan junior seminary in
Emilian6polis SP. He left the Congregation in 1970.
B.G. and E.P. passim; Arch CSSp Generalate
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Fr. Tiago (Koos) van der PAUW NETHERLANDS GBN BRZ
* March 7, 1928 Grubbenvorst, L
Professed on February 27, 1949 at Gernert, he completed his senior seminary
studies at Gernert, where he was ordained on July 19, 1953.
The following year he was assigned to Gabon, where he worked in the
Libreville diocese. In 1959 he received a new assignment to Zaire, but for reasons
unknown it was changed to Brazil.
We find him there as pastor of N.D. da Saude in Perdigao MG. This place was
then still an annex of Sao Sebastiao parish in Araujos, but soon became a parish
for the 6,000 people living in the area.
He was destined to serve there for many years.

When the parish was

entrusted to him, there was only one primary school, but by 1968 the records
indicated twelve such schools attended by over 1,000 pupils and one parochial
secondary school with 170 students. As it was a rural area, he also served its
eleven chapels.
He was still serving there in 1995, thirty-five years after his arrival.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Afonso SCHMIDT GERMANY BRZ
* April 3, 1931 Frauenburg, Ermland
Professed on April 19, 1954 at Heimbach, he was ordained on May 1, 1959 at
Knechtsteden.
The following year he was assigned to the Spiritan district of Southern Brazil.
He taught there at the Spiritan junior seminary and college in Salete SC. By 1968
he was listed as an assistant at Sao Bonifacio parish in Sao Paulo. He left the
Congregation in 1978.
B.G. and E.P. passim; Arch. CSSp Generalate
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Br. Guilhenne (Hennann) SCHOLLER GERMANY BRZ D
* February 9, 1935 Hochneukirch, near J0chen Rid
He entered the Congregation as a pre-postulant Brother at Knechtsteden in
1951 and made his vows on December 8, 1954. For six years he headed the
carpenter shop there and introduced other young Brothers to his trade.
In 1960 he was assigned to the Spiritan district of South Brazil and posted to
the junior seminary at Salete SC. He worked there for seventeen years. Around
1977 he became district bursar and lived at the principal's residence in Sao Paulo.
He then returned to Salete SC. As its junior seminary had been closed in
1987, a new destination was given to the house; it became the lnstituto Padre
Libennann. While a Father took care of the parish of some 8,000, Brother became
part of a team of Brazilian and German Spiritans, who operated an agricultural
trade school and school in which they aided its students to become self-sufficient.
While he was visiting his homeland early in 1995, he had a surprise: he was
chosen by its community of twenty-five Fathers and Brothers to become their
superior.

It was the first time in Knechtsteden that the community was to be

governed by a Brother.

He himself, however, had lived in a similar but smaller

situation in Salete, where a Brother was superior of the community, which included
a priest.
After a quick trip back to Salete to help find a local successor and introduce
him to its situation, he assumed his office in Knechtsteden one hundred years after
the Congregation had taken over the venerable medieval abbey.
Newsletter CSSp Gennany 1/1995
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Fr. Joao (Jan) de VRIES NETHERLANDS BRZ
* December 5, 1929 Eindhoven
Educated at Weert, 1945-53, he made his vows on September 8, 1954 at
Gennep, did his senior seminary studies at Gernert and was ordained there on
September 20, 1959.
The following year he was assigned to Brazil.

After one year at Araujos MG,

he went to Amazonia and was posted to Manaus, where he •was especially in
charge of the outlying settlements along the rivers.
In 1980 he was recorded as pastor of Sao Antonio parish at Tefe's bairro of
Monte Castelo, where he ministered for many years. By 1993 we find him at the
vocational camp in Fortaleza CE. He was still serving there in 1996.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Geraldo CICHOLAS GERMANY BRZ
* June 28, 1931 Frauenburg Ermland
Professed on April 19, 1954 at Heimbach, he was ordained on May 1, 1959 at
Knechtsteden.
The following year he was assigned to Brazil's Upper Jurua prelature and was
posted to Cruzeiro do Sui's N.S. da Gloria parish.
In 1968 he was listed as teaching at the junior seminary and college at Salete
SC. Returning to Germany, he joined the diocesan clergy of Paderbom in 1976.
B.G. and E.P. passim; Arch. CSSp Generalate
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Fr. Winando STOLLENWERK GERMANY BRZ
* January 16, 1930 Neurath Rid
Professed on April 6, 1953 at Heimbach, he was ordained on May 1, 1958 at
Knechtsteden.
In 1960 he was assigned to the Spiritan district of South Brazil. He taught
there at the junior seminary in Salete SC, formerty referred to as located in Ribeiro
Grande.
Later we find him listed as pastor of the Sao Sebastiao parish in Anitapolis,
which the Congregation had accepted in 1963.
In 1980 he was recorded in Sao Paulo at the residence of the principal
superior of South Brazil. He joined the diocesan clergy of Cologne in 1990.
B.G. and E.P. passim; Arch. CSSp Generalate
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Fr. Geraldo van de SCHEPOP NETHERLANDS BRZ
* March 31, 1935 Epe
A graduate of Weert, 1947-53, he was professed on September 8, 1954 at
Gennep and ordained on September 20, 1959 at Gernert.
The following year he went to Brazil, where he taught at the junior seminary in
ltauna MG until in 1969 he left the Congregation.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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SOME DATA ABOUT THE CHURCH AND THE CONGREGATION

1962-65

Vatican Council Two updates the Church and enables it to face the
new world-in-the-making since the end of World War Two.

1963

A new wholistic pastoral approach is developed, which aims at a
greater role for the lay members of the People of God via base
Christian groups, capable of functioning as communities, even
without the presence of a priest in everything except what requires a
priest. These communities are not only concerned with worship and
sacraments, but also stand up for the rights of the poor and oppressed
and endeavor to improve their situation.
Central Brazil and T efe become separate Spiritan districts.
Irish Spiritans establish a working district of their own in South-West
Brazil.

1964

South Brazil and Upper Jurua become separate Spiritan districts.

1970

The Dutch Spiritans in Central Brazil abandon their efforts to train
young boys in junior seminaries as candidates for the priesthood to
concentrate on base Christian communities. They also surrender to
the diocesan clergy flourishing parishes they have created and go to
work in the new shanty towns that keep springing up around Brazil's
cities.

1975

Portuguese Spiritans establish a working district in South-East Brazil.

1977 ff.

In keeping with the policy of the Brazilian Bishops Conference the
Tefe prelature resumes its work among Indians. The approach aims
at defending the Indians right to ownership of the areas where they
dwell, respecting their culture and values, working together with them
to find the way Christ's message of salvation can become a living
reality in their culture and encouraging them in their efforts to attain
self-determination.

1980

Pope John Paul II visits Brazil. He meets with Indian leaders in
Brazilia and at Manaus in Amazonia and pledges to support their
rights to exist on their own territories as autonomous indigenous
nations, without fear of being driven away from their lands.
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1986

Four Brazilian-born Spiritan Fathers open a mission of the Brazilian
foundation in poverty-stricken Bahia in North-East Brazil, doing
pastoral work in three parishes.

1990

Thanks mainly to the work done by German Fathers, the Spiritan
province of Brazilian-born members of the Congregation is created
and the German South Brazil district ceases to exist. The new
province counts 2 5 professed members.
Twenty other
German and Puerto Rican Spiritans continue to work in it. The
circumscriptions of Tefe (Dutch), Alta Jurua (German) South-West
(Irish), South-East (Portuguese) and Central Brazil (Dutch) continue
to exist, but collaborate with the new province.

1992

The Congregation's General Chapter, attended by 77 voting
members representing all of its provinces, districts, foundations and
working groups throughout the world, is held at ltaici, near Sao Paulo.
It elects Brazilian-born Fr. Sergio Castriani as an assistant superior
general.

1993

In Amazonia's Tefe prelature, only 5 Dutch Fathers, median age 61,
remain out of the 36 sent there since 1946 and one Brother out of 17,
but the prelature is staffed also by 13 other Spiritan priests from
different areas.
Its Brazilian bishop Dom Mario Clemente Neto has developed 292
small Christian communities throughout his extensive domain
comprising 10 parishes.
Their leaders are assisted by 90
animators, 363 catechists and 38 persons in health service.
In 1993 the total personnel of the Alto Jurua district amounts to 17
Spiritans, including two bishops and one Brother. Retired Bp.
Henrique Roth still serves as chaplain of the leper colony and also
looks after Indians. Numerous base Christian communities now exist
in the diocese of Cruzeiro do Sul and are regularly visited. Health
care is well-organized and from time to time volunteer German
physicians, dentists and optometrists come to treat the sick and train
local personnel in elementary health care.
Total Spiritan personnel in Brazil in 1993:
bishops, 127 priests and 11 Brothers.

'

141, of which 3 are
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Fr. Mathias LEVEN GERMANY BRZ
• July 23, 1930 Anrath, near Aix-la-Chapelle
He made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on April 21, 1955 at
Heimbach and in his final year of theology at Knechtsteden was ordained there on
May 1, 1960.
Assigned to the Upper Jurua prelature, he learned Portuguese and was then
posted to Eirunepe as assistant. In 1980 we find him listed at Sao Jose parish at
Tarauaca as its pastor and all subsequent directories still report him as serving the
people in the extended territory along the Tarauaca River. lliness made-Aim-:retum
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Fr. Antonio KOSIAN 57 AUSTRIA NL BRZ
+ October 29, 1969 Divin6polis MG
• August 11, 1912 Vienna
He was one of the undernourished or orphaned children who after the erid of
World War One went to Holland, where he was adopted by a pious family. After his
junior seminary studies at Weert he made his vows on August 27, 1933 at Gennep.
In his final year of theology at Gernert he was ordained there on July 16, 1939. He
had a great talent for music, which was developed during his years of studies.
Mobilized by Germany, he served in Finland from 1942 till 1945.
After World War Two we find him on the staff of the seminary in Gernert until in
1961 he was assigned to the Spiritan district of Central Brazil. He served there at
Govemador Valadares MG and Teresop6lis RJ until 1966.
When in that year this district accepted the Sao Antonio parish in Mateus
Leme MG, he became its pastor. As parishes go in Brazil, his was small, having
only some 9,000 Catholics, but many of them lived in rural areas, where eight
chapels had to be served in tum. As his health had never been robust, it was all he
could handle.
He died of cancer three years later.
Arch. CSSp Holland; INFON p. 44
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Br. Feliz (Piet) van der DRIFT NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
* January 11, 1931 Maasland ZH
He made his vows on September 8, 1950 at Baarle Nassau and worked in
Holland until 1961.
In that year he was assigned to the Spiritan district of Central Brazil. We find
him posted there first to Teres6polis RJ and then from 1966 on to N.S. de Lourdes
parish in Governador Valadares MG.

He became a pastoral worker in that

immense parish, which in 1968 counted 88,000 Catholics, without including an
annex of 25,000 faithful.
He remained a member of the pastoral team there for over three decades,
doing his share of the new orientation of the parish, appealing to the laity to
exercise their duty as members of the royal priesthood of the People of God and
take responsibility for all kinds of services that do not require priestly ordination,
such as being leaders and helpers in basic Christian communities and their
religious and social programs. He also built two churchs, two schools and a social
center.
In 1995 he went to Belo Horizonte MG to continue his ministry in its Alvaro
Camargos sector, where he is still busy establishing a small Christian community.
Questionnaire
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W e may mention here also Br. Alberto SPILS of Holland, who in 1961 went to
Brazil, but sixteen months later returned to Holland for health reasons and died
there in 1993.
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Br. Feliz (Gottfried} LOOP 81 SWITZERLAND D SW BRZ
* January 11, 1908 Flums, St. Fallen
+ February 16, 1989 Switzer1and
He made his vows on December 8, 1937 at Knechtsteden and worked there
until World War Two sent him back to Switzerland. After serving in his home
country at Fribourg and at the junior seminary in Le Bouveret until 1961, he was
assigned to Brazil. We find him there first at the junior seminary of N.D. da Salete
SC and then in 1968 at Sao Bonifacio's German parish in Sao Paulo.
In 1979 he was again at Sao Bonifacio when Fr. Guilherme Hansen returned
to that parish at the request of his former parishioners. Both men were then in their
seventies and when Fr. Guilherme resigned and returned to Germany in 1982 the
parish was handed over to a diocesan priest from Germany.
Br. Feliz also went back to Switzerland. We find him residing there at Le
Boweret. He celebrated the golden anniversary of his religious profession there
and went to his reward one year later.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Frederico (Fritz} SIEGERS GERMANY BRZ
* May 23, 1934 Mariadorf, near Aix-la-Chapelle
After making his vows on April 21, 1955 at Heimbach, he did his senior
seminary studies at Knechtsteden, where he was ordained on July 17, 1960.
In 1961 he was assigned to the Upper Jurua prelature, where we find him
posted to Sao Francisco parish in Japiim as an assistant in 1968.
At an undetermined time he became pastor of N.S. do Perpetuo Socorro at
Fij6 and around 1981 he assumed the same position at Sa6 Francisco parish in
Guajara, some twenty kilometers from Cruzeiro do Sul. Just then three large
landowners had bought up all lands suitable for agriculture, which deprived fiftyfour small tenant farmers of their livelihood. He somehow managed to get them to
sell 450 hectares to him and distributed these to those small farmers to cultivate.
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To prevent them from being further exploited, he organized a cooperative
among them: not he but the cooperative became the owner of the land, took care
of processing their production of rice, manioc and sugarcane and handled the
sale-all for a very modest 15% of the harvest.
At the same time, he was also principal superior of the Spiritans in Upper
Jurua from 1983 until 1989. He tben eca ..cpastor
d0Su1. lff;-µi_,,/4
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B.G. and E.P. passim; PentecOte sur le Monde, nov.-dec. 1992, p. 22
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Fr._Teodoro GOTTENBOS NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
* October 3, 1914 Uithoom
He received his secondary schooling at Gemert and Weert, 1927-34, and
made his vows on August 22, 1935 at Gennep. In his final year of theology at
Gemert he was ordained there on July 21, 1940. During the war years he
remained attached to Baarle Nassau.
In 1945 he went to Gennep to repair its building and make it habitable again.
He then served there until 1959 as novice master. After being superior of the
community at Weert for three years he went to the Central Brazil district in 1962.
Posted to Sete Lagoas MG, he served at Sant' Ana parish, but two years later
he was assigned to Divin6polis MG as director of theology students there and
pastor of Born Jesus parish. He remained there as pastor even after the transfer of
the students to anoth r location in 1966. He stayed there for sixteen years and set
about to introduce the reforms flowing from Vatican Council Two.
While leaving the school ituation to the attention of his assistant, Padre
Teodoro tackled pastoral renewal. It involved making the parishioners aware of all
aspects of being active members of God's People, each one with his or her role in
being the Church on the local level.

Hitherto the pastor had done almost

everything for them; now they woul have to take over everything, except what only
a priest was able to do as an ordained minister.

'

"'u-;,
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The reform began with the election of a parish council as a body having
overall responsibility for both the religious and social needs of the parish. Then in
numerous meetings people stepped forward to volunteer for being Eucharistic
ministers, instructors for the reception of the other sacraments, the care of the sick,
the old, catechists for children and members of a team that, together with a doctor
and a priest, prepared marriage encounter sessions for young men and women,
etc.

It stands to reason that careful preparation had to be given to those who

assumed these functions.

But the new order worked; being deeply involved

themselves, the people became a truly Christian community.
The parish also included the notoriously unsafe slums of Niteroi, bereft of
sewers and hardened streets; it had only haphazard electricity. Most of the people,
however, were fundamentally decent and guilty <:>nly of being very poor and
neglected. For them the diocese had prescribed an additional change. Instead of
having a priest come only once a month for a Sunday Mass, as was the custom in
the diocese, which had some two-hundred chapels to serve, there would be no
Sunday Mass any more, but suitable lay leaders would be elected to keep the
Church a living reality all year round. On Sundays the people would gather as
usual to sing and pray, listen to Scripture readings with_ commentary and receive
Communion. A priest would come once a month on a weekday to say Mass and
preside over the people's gatherings.

That, too, worked well.

The people

spontaneously decided to have also other gatherings in their chapel during the
week sometimes, such as an hour of adoration or on special occasions.
In 1980 Padre Teodoro returned to Sant' Ana parish in Sete Lagoas. He was
in his sixties then, but still served for another five years. Returning to Holland in
1985, he went into retirement, first at Son, where he celebrated the golden
anniversary of his priesthood, and then at Gernert.
Arch. CSSp Holland; SPIN. 11, 19 ff.
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Fr. Walter SCHNEIDER GERMANY BRZ
• February 23, 1929 Edesheim Palatinate
He pronounced his vows on April 7, 1956 at Heimbach and in his final year of
theology at Knechtsteden was ordained there on May 1, 1961.
The following year he flew to Brazil, where we find him posted to teach at the
junior seminary and secondary school in Salete SC.
In 1980 he was listed as secretary to the principal superior of the Spiritan
district of South Brazil at SAo Paulo. Next, he became pastor of SAo Jose das
Laranjeiras SP.
In 1993 he was recorded as hospital chaplain in ltaquera, Sao Paulo.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Joao (Hans) FUCHS GERMANY BRZ
• August 9, 1933 Gosserweiler Palatinate
After his profession at Heimbach on April 21, 1955, he did his senior seminary
studies at Knechtsteden, where he was ordained on May 1, 1960.
In 1962 he was assigned to Brazil.

W e find him teaching at the junior

seminary and college in Salete SC until 1979 and then as assistant at the parish of
Santa Cruz in Sao Paulo SP.
In . 1983 he went to the T efe prelature, where he served at the N. S. da
Conceic;ao parish in Carauari. Illness sent him back to Germany in 1988, but after
he had recovered he served briefly at Eirunepe AM and then went to the diocese of
Cruzeiro do Sul in Upper Jurua to minister at N. S. do Perpetuo Socorro in Envira.
He was still there in 1996.
Questionnaire
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Br. Gabriele van der LOUW NETHERLANDS BRZ
* October 19, 1931 The Hague
Professed on March 19, 1952 at Baarle Nassau, he worked in his home
country until 1962.
In 1962 he received his assignment to Brazil. He served in the N.S. de Penha
parish at Jarajua GO followed by Mateu Leme MG and a parish in the satellite city
of Brasilia called Ceilandia. He left the Congregation in 197 4.
Arch. CSSp. Holland
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Fr. David J. REGAN IRELAND IRL BRZ IT
* March 13, 1926 Arraghslea, Kilshane, Tipperary
A Blackrock graduate, 1935-44, he made his vows on September 9, 1946 at
Kilshane, earned a B.A., Honors in 1949 and prefected at Blackrock for two years.
Sent to Rome's Gregorian University, he earned a S. T. L. in 1955. Meanwhile he
had also been ordained there on July 4, 1954.
Retained in Ireland, he lectured in philosophy and theology at Kimmage until
1960 and then served as assistant novice master at Kilshane for three years.
In 1963 he was assigned to South-West Brazil, where he was introduced to
the country at the junior seminary in Emilian6polis and then did ministry at Florida
Paulista, followed by Pacembu, all in the Sao Paulo state. To assist the many
refugees from the Biafran War in Nigeria, he flew in 1969 to the island of Sao Tome
as representative of the relief organization Africa Concern.
Returning to Brazil in 1970, he became pastoral coordinator in the Diocese of
Marilia SP until 1975, while also being principal superior of the South-West District
of the Congregation until 1977. In that year the National Bishops' Conference of
Brazil named him its assessor and he went-to reside at Brasilia in the Federal
District.
In all those years he en.deavored to update the Church in the light of Vatican
Council Two and bring its pastoral approach in line with the modem world and the
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justified clamor for social justice and liberation, while faithfully adhering to the
original message of the Good News.

He published a book called "Church for

Liberation: a Pastoral Portrait o f the Church in Brazil"
English.

in both Portuguese and

While on sabbatical in 1985, he was retained in Ireland for three years of

teaching at the theologate in Kimmage. Subsequently we find him in Rome at the
generalate's Spiritan Research and Animation Center, in which he functioned as in
charge of mission research.
In 1992 he returned to Brazil and was stationed at the principal superior's
residence in Sao Paulo.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Francisco LOCKMANN BRAZIL BRZ
* May 10, 1940 Salete SC
He made his vows on May 20, 1_963 at Knechtsteden, Germany, as Br.
Tarcisio and was assigned to his home district of South Brazil, where we find him
listed in 1968 at the junior seminary in his home town.
In later years, having expressed the desire of becoming a priest, he was sent
to Sao Paulo to do his senior seminary studies. On December 8, 1981 he was
ordained in his home town and then assigned to the Central Brazil district.
W e find him listed there at N.S. de Lourdes parish in Govemador Valadares
MG as an assistant and especially in charge of prison ministry in 1989.
In 1993 he was recorded there as its pastor.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Enda (Cormac Enda John) WATTERS IRELAND IRL BRZ IT
• January 23, 1923 Galway, Galway
He completed his secondary schooling in 1941 at Blackrock and made his
vows on October 15, 1942 at Kilshane. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he
was ordained on July 16, 1950 in Dublin. Retained in Ireland, he earned a B.A.,
Honors, while also being editor of Missionary Annals, 1953-63, and engaged in
promotion activities.
In 1963 he was assigned to the new Spiritan South-West Brazil District and
posted to N.S. de Apericida parish in Goiania GO to learn the language and the
pastoral approach in Brazil. Subsequently he served at Florida Paulista SP and
Mirand6polis GO.
In 1972 he went back to Ireland and the following year he became provincial
assistant.

In 1976 he was named provincial superior for a three-year term,

renewed for a second term in 1979.
When Fr. John Daly became seriously ill in 1981 and was unable to continue
his function as assistant general, he was named his successor and moved to Rome
for the remainder of Fr. Daly's six-year term, that is, until 1986.
After a sabbatical year he became secretary of the Irish Missionary Union until
1992, at which time he assumed chaplain duties.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Huberto ROBIG GERMANY
* February 6, 1930 Cologne

D BRZ

He made his commitment to the Congregation on April 19, 1954 at Heimbach
and in his final year of theology at Knechtsteden was ordained there on May 1,
1959. He then taught for a few years at the school for late vocations in Speyer.
In 1963 he received his assignment to the Spiritan district of Southam Brazil,
where he was posted to the Sao Bonifacio parish in Sao Paulo. From 1980 on we
find him listed as pastor of N.S. do Perpetuo Socorro parish in Piraquara PR.
B.G. and. E.P. passim
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Fr. Joao JORDAN 85 IRELAND IRL NGA BRZ
* September 18, 1906 Port Laoise, Leix

+ November 4, 1991 Dublin

He did his secondary studies at Rockwell from 1819 on and made his vows on
August 24, 1925 at Kimmage. Prefecting took him to Rathmines, Rockwell and
Blackrock for one year each. He earned a B.A. in 1929 and a Higher Diploma in
Education in 1930. In his final year of theology at Blackrock, he was ordained on
June 23, 1935 in Dublin.
Uncommonly gifted not only intellectually but also as having his two feet
solidly planted in reality, much was expected of him.

He had already shown his

abilities when as a student he took over the editorship of the Missionary Annals at a
moment of crisis.
In 1936 he was assigned to Nigeria.

After doing evangelization work at

Enugu, he went into education and became the Catholic education advisor to the
Federal government. As such, he gave Catholic education the place it won, not just
in Onitsha but in the whole country. He worked tirelessly to bring the government's
thinking and policies as far as possible in harmony with the church's over-all
mission of evangelization.

In this way he made a substantial contribution to laying

the foundation on which the amazingly vigorous young Church of Nigeria rests.
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His cooperation with the government showed a foresight that anticipated Vatican
Council 11on Church and State relations.
How well the enlightened policies worked can be seen in the statistics for the
year 1956. The two dioceses of Onitsha and Owerri with a population of three
million had 344,358 students in their schools, while in the whole of French
Equatorial Africa with a population of 23 million there were only 208,106 students
in both government and mission schools combined.
From 1948 till 1954 he was also principal superior for the Spiritans working in
the Onitsha vicariate and then also of those in the Owerri vicariate. As such, he
offered entrance into the Congregation for Nigerian candidates by opening a
novitiate for them and a house of formation. The flourishing Spiritan Province in
Nigeria is a living memorial to his foresight.
In 1963 he went to South-West Brazil as the leader and superior of the first
group of Irish Fathers who began to work there. Though he was in his late fifties,
he easily made the transition and encouraged the others to do so also. He himself
served as pastor at N.S. de Aparecida parish in Florida Paulista SP.
In 1968 he moved to Adamantina SP, but as a member of the General
Chapter of the Congregation had to be absent during the Fall of 1968 and the
Summer of 1969 when that epoch-making chapter was being held in Rome and
Chevilly.
In 1970 he returned to Ireland in semi-retirement, still serving as a
chaplain, stimulating charismatic and other groups, as well as writing, and giving
spiritual guidance. Among his published works we may mention the first biography
of Bp. Joseph Shanahan and various books for school use in Nigeria.
He died three years after his complete retirement. Despite being highly
original and something like a non-conformist, endowed with a sharp tongue, he
enjoyed the full confidence of both his superiors and the many people who flocked
to him for advice.
IBN November 4; C S S p Newsletter Ireland December 1992; SNM 135
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Fr. Jose van ROIJ NETHERLANDS BRZ
* January 16, 1937 Baak
Professed on September 8, 1957 at Gennep, he was ordained on October 7,
1962 at Gernert.
The following year he was assigned to the T efe prelature. He worked as
assistant at N.S. de Guadelupe parish in Fonte Boa, followed by a stay in Carauari
and a term as principal superior of the Spiritans in the prelature, with residence at

Tete Town, 1972-75.
He then resumed his pastorate at N.S. da Conceiyao in Carauari. His ministry
was not limited to spiritual care; he also fostered education, livestock cooperatives,
health care and sports for the young.
He left the Congregation in 1982 and died three years later.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Bernardo (Ben) RUTTEN NETHERLANDS BRZ NL
* April 22, 1936 Rotterdam
He was educated at Weert, 1949-56, and, after making his vows on
September 8, 1957 at Gennep, he did his senior seminary studies at Gernert,
where he was ordained on October 7, 1962.
After two years at Belo Horizonte MG, he was posted to ltauna MG, where the
Congregation had a junior seminary and secondary school. He served there as
vocations director and rector of the seminary until in 1970 he assumed the
pastorship of the local parish.
In 1973 he moved to Ceilandia, a satellite town of Brasilia, to which the
government has transported people from the slums that were judged unsuitable
close to its splendid capital.
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The following year he was named principal superior of Spiritans working in
Central Brazil and moved to Rio de Janeiro, but he did not last very long in that
function.
In 1975 he returned to Holland and assumed pastoral ministry. Within a year
he became chaplain to Spanish-speaking immigrant workers in the Archdiocese of
Utrecht. In 1987 his title was changed to chaplain to foreign workers, especially for
those who were up against the law. He was still serving as such in 1996.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Teodoro FERFERS GERMANY BRZ
* November 15, 1933 Vorst, near Aix-la-Chapelle
Professed on April 11, 1957 at Heimbach, he went to Knechtsteden for his
senior seminary studies and was ordained there on May 25, 1962.
The following year he was assigned to Brazil's Upper Jurua prelature. We
find him listed there as assistant at N.S. dos Dores in lpixuna until 1968. He was
then posted to N.S. do Perpetuo Socorro in Feijo for one year and from 1971 on at
Sao Francisco parish in Envira.
Aside from regular parish duties he began to serve also from 1975 on as
director of Envira's educational works. Among his constructional work we may
mention a church, parish hall, rectory, convent and creche.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Br. Falco (Piet) MICHIELS 53 NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
• October 29, 1934 Netersel NB

+ July 25, 1988 Tefe

After attending the junior seminary in Weert for a few years, he switched to
Baarle Nassau as a postulant Brother. He made his vows there on September 8,
1954 and learned many trades.
After working for a decade in Holland, he went to the Tefe prelature in 1963 as
leader of a construction team. In this capacity he executed many building plans
throughout the prelature. That, however, was not all he was interested in.

He

therefore went south to finish his secondary schooling so that he could follow
course in theology.

a

He then began giving religious instruction and became a

member of the prelature's formation team.
His final ten years in Tefe were fully dedicated to formation of the laity, not just
in Tefe Town but also in the interior of Amazonia.

He drew up programs and

formed catechists and lay community leaders and continued to guide them . His
concern, however, was not limited to religious formation but extended to the whole
man by teaching them also agriculture and livestock breeding. And especially to
stand up for their rights.
That was the reason why he aided the rubber tappers to organize themselves
and why he assisted fishermen in their struggle against commercial enterprises
which used illicit methods to empty the rivers of fish, leaving nothing for poor
fishermen, whose very sustenance was threatened. He worked also for a new law
that would safeguard the local fishermen.
Returning from Manaus, where he had followed a course in theology, he
became ill. A heart attack put an end to his life on earth in the T efe hospital. So
greatly beloved was he by the people that thousands of them accompanied his
mortal remains to its grave.
Newsletter CSSp Holland Sep. 1988
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Fr. Quirino HOUDIJK NETHERLANDS NL BRZ ANG IT
• January 27, 1917 Boskoop NH
He received his secondary education at Weert, 1930-36, and made his vows
on August 26, 1937 at Gennep. In his final year of theology he was ordained there
on July 7, 1942. At the University of Nijmegen he attended philosophy lectures for
six years on a part-time basis. One of its professors singled him out as the best
student he had ever had.
He taught philosophy at Gernert until 1963, while also being superior of its
community from 1958 until 1961.
In 1963 he received his assignment to Central Brazil as principal superior for
two three-year terms, while also teaching philosophy at the Holy Spirit Senior
Seminary at Divin6polis MG. It was a difficult position because at that time the
general vocation crisis made itself felt and_ quite a few decided to leave the
Congregation.
At the general chapter of 1968 he was elected assistant Superior General. In
1974 he returned to Holland.

He began to function there as assistant to the

provincial for Angolan affairs.
That unfortunate country was in the turmoil of a long-lasting civil war and its
people needed much assistance to survive. Every year he makes a long trip to
Angola to keep up the courage of the missionaries who still try to work there and
supervise the massive distribution of food and other supplies needed to survive.
Now that a precarious peace has been established, he continues his work for
Angola to assist in the efforts to make the country livable again. At home he has
established extensive documentation about the affairs of Angola.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Mateus OTTERLOO NETHERLANDS BRZ

* September 3, 1936 Arnhem

Educated at Weert, 1948-55, he was professed at Gennep on September 8,
1956 and ordained at Gernert on October 15, 1961 .
Two years later he went to the Tefe prelature.

When its procure was

transferred to Belem, Para, in 1964 he was one of the two Fathers assigned to
Belem. He was in charge of its Santa Lucia parish. He left the Congregation in
1973.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Patricio DUNDON IRELAND BRZ IRL

* July 27, 1936 Dublin

A Blackrock graduate, he made his vows on September 8, 1955 at Kilshane.
His senior seminary studies at Kimmage were interrupted by one year of prefecting
there. He earned a B.A., Honors, in 1959 and was ordained on July 31, 1962 in
Dublin.
The following year he was assigned to the South-West Spiritan District. We
find him posted there successively in the Sao Paulo state doing parish work in
Florida Paulista, Herculandia; Queroiz, lrapuru and Flor Rica until 1967.
After a fundraising tour in the U.S.A. in 1968, he returned to Brazil and did
pastoral ministry at Pacembu SP for two years, followed by three years at
Mirand6polis SP.

Going to Canada on sabbatical in 1975, he followed some

courses in Toronto. On his return to Brazil he was posted to Jardim Colonial, a
notorious slum area of Sao Paulo, while also serving as a member of the principal
superior's council for South-West Brazil for six years.
In 1980 he became a member of the provincial council in Ireland, served as
assistant novice master for one year and filled various other functions until in 1989
he took up pastoral duties in Ireland:

Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Tiago (Jacques) HENDRICKS 65 NETHERLANDS ANG BRZ
+ December 18, 1979 Divinolandia MG

* September 12, 1914 Bergen L

He received his secondary education at Gernert and Weert, 1928-35, and
then became one of the twenty-five novices who on August 25, 1936 made their
vows at Gennep. Going to Gernert for his senior ·seminary studies, he was
ordained there on July 4, 1941. World War Two delayed his departure for the
missions until 1946.

I

In that year he belonged to the group of thirty young Dutch Spiritans who were
assigned to Angola. He worked there for fifteen years at Landana. When the war
for the liberation of the country from Portugal reached his area, he was obliged to
leave.
In 1963 he went to Brazil and was posted to Sao Jose parish in Conselheiro
Pena MG. At that time conditions there still resembled those of the Wild West in the
U.S.A. In 1964 he became pastor of N.S. da Gloria parish in Divinolandia MG.
Much of its population of 34,000 lived scattered over a large area and he had to
visit ten rural chapels in tum to exercise his ministry.
He died there suddenly.
Newsletter CSSp Holland, December 1979; VIBI 8, December 1986
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Fr. Afonso HASENFRATZ GERMANY BRZ
* April 17, 1935 Neunkirchen, Palatinate
He made his vows on April 11, 1957 at Heimbach and in the final year of
theology at Knechtsteden he was ordained there on May 31, 1962.
In 1963 he received his assignment to the Spiritan district of Southern Brazil,
where he appears to have been posted in 1966 to Witmarsum SC as assistant. In
1980 he was listed as pastor at Born Jesus parish in Alfredo Wagner SC. He has
continued to serve there, except for a six months leave in 1995.
B. G. and E. P. passim
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Fr. Cornelio (Krelis) MOLENAAR NETHERLANDS BRZ
* June 23, 1938 Volendam
He made his vows on September 8, 1957 at Gennep and in his final year of
theology at Gernert he was ordained there on October 7, 1962.
The following year he went to Brazil's Tefe prelature. We find him posted
there as assistant at Sao Joaquim parish in Alvaraes, a flourishing parish of 16,000
in a total population of 17,000, in which fifty catechists assisted in giving religious
instruction.
He then served in a similar parish at N.S. de Guadelupe in Fonte Boa for a
decade.

In 1974 he became pastor of N.S. da Gloria in the Bairro da Gloria of

Manaus. At the same time he was also district bursar for the Tefe prelature.
In 1986 he became pastor of the Resurreic;ao parish in Brasilia's Ceil~ndia
Norte sector of the nation's capital.
From 1993 on he is listed as pastor of Sao Miguel Arcanjo parish in Belo
Horizonte MG.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Joao (John Ailbe) O'BRIEN IRELAND BRZ

* January 10, 1935 Rathmines, Dublin

He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1954. His senior seminary studies at Kimmage were interrupted by
one year of prefecting there. Having earned a B.A., Honors, in 1959, he was
ordained on July 8, 1962 in Dublin.
Assigned to Brazil in 1963, he spent one year at the junior seminary in ltauna
MG and then did pastoral ministry at Goiania GO and nearby Ner6polis before
becoming pastor of Sao Joao Batista parish in Mirand6polis until 1967. Following
a leave, he returned to his assigned district in Brazil and went to the parish in Vila
Alpina, near Sao Caetano do Sul SP. He left the Congregation in the early 1980s.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Br. Joao (Bernard) LANGENHOF NETHERLANDS BRZ
• June 7, 1936 Olnurgen
Professed on September 8, 1961 at Baarle Nassau, he learned ironworks and
in 1963 was sent to Amazonia. He worked there at Boca de Tete until he left the
Congregation in 1969.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Guilherme (Willem) BURMANJE 60 NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
• May 10, 1920 Amsterdam
+ January 29, 1981 Jurua AM
A graduate of Weert, 1932-38, he made his vows on August 28, 1939 at
Gennep; in his final year of theology at Gernert he was ordained there on July 23,
1944. He then pursued university studies at Nijmegen, Paris and Rome, earning
licentiates in Church history and missiology and a S.T.D.
After teaching at Gernert for about a decade, he was named provincial bursar
and then first assistant of the provincial in 1959.
In 1963 he became principal superior of the Spiritans working in Amazonia.
Taking up residence in Manaus, he also served as pastor of N.S. da Gloria.
When his second term of three years was up in 1969, Fr. Jaime Appelman
took over his task while he himself assumed charge of the Sao Benedito parish at
ltamariti, where Fr. Jaime had hitherto been pastor.
ltamariti is situated some 1,500 kilometers from Tete in the extreme west of the
prelature. Its parish counted nearly 10,000, but about two thirds of them dwelled in
tiny settlements along the rivers.

Thus much of his work took him away from

ltamariti to visit those abandoned settlers.
Together with Br. Luis Scholten, his sole companion, who was in charge of
construction work, which in that remote area practically also meant taking care of
public works, he did much to improve the well-being of the people and defending
them.

He did not forget the Indians in the jungles, but stood up for their rights

against rapacious exploiters.
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In January 1981 he returned from a river trip back to lrimariti, together with
four girls from the boarding school in Tefe. Their boat got stuck on a sandbank. As
the girls did not have the strength to push it off the sandbank, he stepped out of it.
That was all that was needed to disengage the boat, the engine of which was still
running, and it pulled away. In a vain effort to get aboard, he suffered a cut and
some blood spilled into the water.

That excited a school of piranhas; they

devoured him. By the time a helicopter arrived on the scene there was nothing left
to recover but a piece of a finger, which was buried in his grave near the scene of
the accident. The girls remained unharmed but understandingly were hysterical.
The boat also was recovered.
As a professor in Gernert, he showed the necessary talents to become a man
to be reckoned with in theology, but life in a quiet study room did not appeal to him;
he wanted to keep in touch with the people and their problems, their lived theology
and try to help them, mindful of Christ's parable of the Good Samaritan. This
attitude made him attentive to popular religiousness among the isolated settlers in
ltamariti and the Indians' traditional religions.

He refused to see them as poor

superstitions and endeavored to discover in them elements that would open the
people to Christianity.
Newsletter CSSp Holland Feb. 1994; 14; VIBI 97, Nov. 1993, 10.
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Fr. Winfrido URBANEK GERMANY BRZ D
• March 7, 1933
Duisburg Hambom Rid
He made his vows on April 15, 1958 at Heimbach and did his senior seminary
studies at Knechtsteden, where he was ordained on May 1, 1963.
Assigned to Brazil's Upper Jurua prelature in 1964, he worked at the N.S. da
Gloria cathedral parish in Cruzeiro do Sul, until he was appointed director of the
Padre Laval residence for Spiritan students of theology in Sao Paulo.
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After the death of Padre Guilhermo Burmanje at ltamariti in 1981 he was
posted to that isolated post in the remote jungles of the Tefe prelature. As ministry
along the distant settlements of his extended parish required much travel, he
acquired a small hydroplane. He and his companion earned a license to fly, but it
proved to be a dangerous gift.

When the plane was delivered to Manaus, it

promptly sank to the bottom of the river. Its floats were designed for landing on sea
water, but not for fresh river water, the specific weight of the two being different.
Raised from the bottom, the plane was equipped with new floats. Then on its first
flight it crashed at Carauari but damage was only slight. Repaired, it flew again
only to crash once more at ltamariti.

No one was wounded, but this time the

damage was so serious that repair was not possible and the wreckage was sold as
scrap. So, he had to resign himself to travel by boat for the nine years he spent at
ltamariti. In 1990 he returned to Germany and took up ministry at Stuttgart.
B.G. and E.P. passim; Newsletter CSSp Holland, Feb. 1994
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Fr. Miguel N. BANAHAN 55 IRELAND BRZ IRL SP PR
• December 9, 1935 Rathmines
+ March 14, 1991 Dublin
He did his secondary studies at Rathmines, 1944-53, and on September 8,
1952 he was professed at Kilshane. After earning a B.A., Honors, he prefected for
two years at Blackrock. He did his theology studies at Kimmage, except for the final
year at Fribourg, and was ordained on July 8, 1962 in Dublin.
Assigned to the South-West District of Brazil in 1963, he arrived there in 1964
and after spending a short time at the junior seminary at lta(ma MG was posted as
director to the junior seminary at Vila Emilia SP, transferred in 1967 to
Emilian6polis SP.
In 1972 he became pastor of N.S. de Fatima parish in Adamantina SP.
Although he loved pastoral ministry and was highly regarded by the people, it did
not last very long, for he was recalled to Ireland the following year to become
novice master at Kilshane.
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He functioned as such until 1978 at a time when being novice master was a
very challenging position. After serving one very happy year as spiritual director at
St. Patrick's Seminary, Thurles, he volunteered to go to Spain as director of
mission animation in 1980. When in 1985 the generalate appealed for a novice
master in Puerto Rico because the incumbent had suddenly died, he once again
volunteered and stayed there for three years.
He did not simply rely on what he had learned in his student days, but wanted
to be up-to-date and in between his functions studied spirituality, formation,
theology and social development in various·locations.
Sick with hepatitis, he returned to Ireland in 1990. Then cancer attacked him
and carried him to his grave, leaving the memory of a gentle, cheerful and deeply
religious priest and confrere.
Newsletter CSSp Ireland, March 1991
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Fr. AntOnio GRUYTERS NETHERLANDS BRZ
• December 2, 1938 Helmond NB
He received his secondary schooling at Weert, 1951-57, and made his vows
on September 8, 1958 at Gennep. In his final year of theology at Gernert he was
ordained there on September 29, 1963.
The following year he was assigned to Central Brazil. He served there at Holy
Spirit Seminary in Divin6polis MG and Teres6polis as a teacher until 1968.
After following a course of pastoral theology in Rio de Janeiro, he went in
1969 to Brasilia, where he acted as pastor and rector of a house for university
students, while also working in the Espiritu Santo parish in Asa Norte. In 1973 he
moved to Ceilandia, as novice master for Spiritan candidates while also doing
pastoral work at Resurrei~o parish. From 1975 until 1985 he also taught religious
culture at the Catholic University in Brasilia.
When this novitiate was transferred to Contagem MG in 1988, he continued in
this function until 1992 and engaged also in pastoral duties at the Virgem dos
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Pobres parish. In that year he moved to Amazonia and took up pastoral work in
Tefe. He was still listed there in 1996.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Jaime (James) HENEGHAN IRELAND TT BRZ USA
* August 26, 1936 Ballinlough, Roscommon
A Blackrock graduate, 1950-54, he made his vows on September 8, 1955 at
Kilshane. His senior seminary studies were interrupted by three years of prefecting
at St. Mary's College in Trinidad, 1957-60. In his final year of theology at Kimmage
he was ordained on July 14, 1963 in Dublin. Later he completed his education by
earning a M.Sc. in religious education at Fordham University in New York (1978).
In 1964 he received his assignment to South-East Brazil, where he was
posted to Pacembu SP as assistant to Fr. David Regan at N.S. das Gra~s in the
Marnia diocese. Three years later he moved to the Presidente Prudente diocese,
where he did five years of parish work, followed by three years in the Archdiocese
of Sao Paulo. He was there the first Spiritan at Sao Joao Batista parish in Jardim
Colonial and helped the poor who flocked in large numbers to the outskirts of Sao
Paulo to form fourteen small Christian communities.
In 1980 he went to the Diocese of Ji-Parana SP, formerly the Prelature of
Rondonia, and became the first resident priest in the N.S. Aparecida parish in
Rolim de Moura.

The Spiritan team of priests who joined him there together

developed no less than one hundred and eighty small Christian communities
among the people. The result was that this one parish was split into four.
From 1986 until 1991 he served as pastor at Sao Sebastiao parish in the
town of the same name in the Santos diocese SP. He then returned to Ireland and
did three years of pastoral work and promotion there.
By 1994 he was back in Brazil and . attached to the principal superior's
residence is Sao Paulo, while continuing to do pastoral duties.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Hajo BIJL NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
* December 24, 1918 Harlingen FR
After attending Weert, 1932-38, he was professed on August 28, 1939 at
Gennep. In his final year of theology at Gernert, he was ordained there on July 23,
1944.
He served as a teacher at Weert until 1961 and then as pastor of a parish until
in 1964 he asked to be assigned to Brazil. There also he taught at the Sant' Ana
secondary school in ltauna MG. He left the Congregation at the end of 1965.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Br. Bertino (Ben) OMLO NETHERLANDS NL BRZ

* June 25, 1931 Assen

Professed on March 19, 1950 at Baarle Nassau, he worked in Holland until
1964 when he was assigned to Amazonia. He worked as cook and baker at Tete
until 1969 and then left the Congregation.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Bernardo HANISCH POLAND BRZ
* June 17, 1929 Ziegenhals, Wroclaw (Bresgau)
The area of Germany in which he was born became part of Poland after World
War Two, but he belonged to the Spiritan Province of Germany. Professed on April
15, 1958 at Heimbach, he did his senior seminary studies at Knechtsteden and
was ordained there on May 1, 1963 at the age of thirty-three.
Assigned to the Spiritan district of Southern Brazil in 1964, he assumed the
pastorship of Born Jesus parish in Alfredo Wagner SC, which the Congregation
accepted to staff in 1966.
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By 1980 we find him listed at the residence of the district superior in Sao
I

Paulo. In 1989 he went on leave in Germany, but returned two years later to Sao

I

Paulo, which by then had become the residence of the provincial superior of Brazil.
B.G. and E.P. passim

)
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Fr. Egberto van LIER NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
• February 2, 1929 Amsterdam
A graduate of Weert, 1942-49, he was professed on September 6, 1950 at
Gennep, and ordained on July 17, 1955 at Gernert. He was then assigned to do
further studies.

I

In 1964 he flew to Brazil's Tefe prelature, where he became director of Radio
1

•

I

Tefe, then serving some three-hundred radio schools in the outlying areas of the

,1

prelature; at the same time he was also coordinator of its pastoral work. Later he
moved to Manaus.
He left the Congregation in 1975.
Arch. CSSp Gernert
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Fr. Joao L. FITZPATRICK IRELAND BRZ CAN
• November 14, 1934 Lackelly, Koocklong, Limerick
He attended Rockwell, 1950-54, and made his vows on September 8, 1955 at
Kilshane, earned a B.A. Honors, in 1958 and in his final year of theology at
Kimmage was ordained on July 14, 1963 in Dublin. Later he would complete his
education by earning a M.A. in clinical psychology in California (1976).
Assigned to the South-West District of Brazil in 1964, he did pastoral ministry
at Herculandia SP. Information is lacking about subsequent years, except that he
was in California around 1977 for studies.
He then returned to Brazil. In 1980 we find him listed in Toronto, Canada, as
director of the pre-novitiate house. In 1992 he became principal superior of the
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Spiritans working in the South-West District of Brazil for a three-year term and
went to reside at Sao Paulo.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Miguel KNOUPS NETHERLANDS BRZ

* October 8, 1939 Budel NB

After attending Weert, 1951-57, he was professed on September 8, 1958 at
Gennep, and ordained in his final year of theology at Gernert on September 29,
1963.
Assigned to Central Brazil in 1964, he taught at the junior seminary in ltauna_
MG. He left the Congregation in 1971.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Stefano P. COUGHLAN IRELAND TT IRL
* March 29, 1938 Cork
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he was professed on
September 8, 1954. After earning a B.A. in 1957, he prefected for three years in
Trinidad at Fatima College and in his final year of theology at Kimmage he was
ordained on July 14, 1963 in Dublin.
The following year he went to the South-West Spiritan District of Brazil. He
did pastoral ministry at N.S. Aparecida in Goiania GO and at Adamantina's N.S. de
Fatima parish in Sao Paulo State until he went to the Marilia diocese SP.
Returning to Ireland in 1972, he left the Congregation three years later.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Patricio J. DONAVAN IRELAND BRZ IRL
* April 29, 1935 Fermoy, Cork
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1957. After earning a B.A., Honors, he continued his senior
seminary studies at Kimmage and was ordained on July 14, 1963 in Dublin.
The following year he went to the South-West District of Brazil and was posted
first to Ner6polis then to Guapo, both in the Goias state, doing pastoral ministry. In
1967 he assumed similar duties at Garayai SP.
After a year of studies in Chile he returned to Brazil in 1970 and served as a
diocesan coordinator in the Diocese of Lins, formerly known as Cafelandia, in the
Sao Paulo state. The following year, however, he was named principal superior of

,I

the Spiritan South-West District. Having been chosen as delegate to the provincial

'J

chapter in Ireland, he attended its deliberations in late 1973 to early 1974 and

II

returned to Brazil. Later in the same year he was elected delegate for the general
chapter held in Chevilly, which voted overwhelmingly for Fr. Frans Timmermans as
superior general.
After recovering from an illness, Fr. Donavan returned to Brazil and took up
ministry again, notably at Vilar dos T eles,a sector of the town Sao Joao de Meriti in
the Rio de Janeiro state.
In 1984 he returned to Ireland, where he functioned mostly as a provincial
council member for mission. He was still listed in Ireland in 1996.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Walter KEADY IRELAND BRZ IRL
* November 21, 1934 Castlebar, Mayo
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he was professed on
September 8, 1957, earned a B.A., Honors in 1960 and was ordained on July 14,
1963 in Dublin.
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Going to the South-West Brazil District in 1964 he worked there for three
years. He then returned to Ireland and left the Congregation in 1971.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Joao Batista van MELIS NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
* January 20, 1921 Boekel NB
He received his secondary education a Weert, 1936-43, and was professed
on September 2, 1944 at Gennep. Going to Gernert for his senior seminary
studies, he was ordained there on July 17, 1949.
Retained in Holland, he served for many years at Baarle Nassau as bursar of
that community in which young Brothers received their religious formation and
professional training.
In 1965 he was assigned to Central Brazil. He was posted to Govemador
Valedares MG as pastor of N.S. de Fatima, hitherto an annex of N.S. de Lourdes
parish, but with a population 25,000. He served there until 1989.
He then retired and took up residence at Holambra, SP, where he was still
listed in 1995.
Arch. CSSp. Holland
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Msgr. Martinho BODEWES NETHERLANDS CON CA BRZ
* July 3, 1914 Pannerden L
After receiving his secondary schooling at Weert he made his vows on August

23, 1935 at Gennep. Going to Gernert for his senior seminary studies, he was

ordained there on July 21, 1940. As World War Two was then raging, he had to
wait till peace came and travel became possible until he received his overseas
assignment.
In 1946 he went to Africa, where he worked in the Congo and Bangui areas
for eighteen years, first as a missionary and from 1955 on as Prefect Apostolic of
Bangassou in what is now the Republic of Central Africa. When he had developed
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the prefecture well enough to be raised to the status of a diocese, he resigned in
1964.
In 1965 he was transferred to Brazil and posted to Sao Jose parish in
Conselheiro Pena MG, first as assistant and then as pastor. It was a parish of
nearly 50,000 Catholics, spread over a large rural area where twenty-eight chapels
had been opened to serve them . The parish itself operated two secondary schools
with 650 students and one teachers training school attended by 150 future
teachers.
Using the experience he had acquired in Africa, he went to the assistance of
the small farmers in the country side.

He opened an experimental farm, which

developed into a farmers' cooperative and then, backed by a Dutch government
grant and private donations, an elementary agricultural school.

What set this

school apart from others was that it did not prepare its students to imitate large
commercial farms, which liberally use chemicals that poison both the land and the
air. His school promoted biological agriculture to replace the existing archaic form
of small scale farming that was no longer economically feasible and had driven
millions of farmers from their land to the misery of slums around big cities.
How greatly his work was appreciated by the people became evident in 1990
when they celebrated his golden jubilee as a priest.

It was the year before his

agricultural school opened officially. The entire town participated in the event and
over seven hundred people came by bus from rural areas to share in the festivities.
The town itself offered a giant cake, measuring seven by 2.60 meters. It contained
5,000 eggs, 200 liters of milk, 160 kilograms of flour and all kinds of spices and
other goodies. As the hens in the town had been unable to supply all those eggs,
the people had "mobilized" the chickens of a nearby town to contribute their share.
To assist Padre Martinho in setting up his school, the people offered him more
than ninety calves, which sold for one million _cruzeiros ($12,000). That money plus
the above-mentioned gift from the Dutch government enabled him to open the
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agricultural school. The Queen of Holland honored him for his work by conferring
on him the rank of Knight in the Order of Orange Nassau.
Being in his seventies, but still very fit, he relies for the future development on
a young man who has studied for four years at an agricultural university school.
The crowning event he hopes for is the establishment of a higher institute of
agricultural biotechnology, which would have an impact far beyond the local
needs.
Newsletter CSSp Holland, October 1990; November 1993
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Fr. Giovanni (Jo) van de LMR NETHERLANDS BRZ
• November 1, 1938 Someren NB
After receiving his secondary schooling at Weert, 1951-58, he made his vows
on September 8, 1959 at Gennep. In his final year of theology at Gernert and
Eindhoven he was ordained on October 18, 1964 in Gernert.
The following year he was assigned to Central Brazil. He was posted there to
teach at the junior seminary and college in lta(ma MG. As the years went by and
the junior seminary closed, he became pastor of N.S. da Piedade parish in the
same town.

He built five chapels in the area and established the pastoral

organization of the parish
In 1993 the people expressed their appreciation for his long service by
making him honorary citizen of lta(ma. He was still working there in 1996.
Questionnaire and Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Eduardo NEALON IRELAND TT BRZ

* April 6, 1935 Kildinio, Limerick

He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1956. His senior seminary studies at Kimmage were interrupted by
three years of prefecting at Fatima 'College in Trinidad. In his final year of theology
at Kimmage he was ordained on July 12, 1964 in Dublin.
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The foliowing year he went to South-West Brazil, where we find him listed as
doing pastoral ministry at Herculandia in the Sao Paulo state.

From 1976 until

1978 and again from 1982 till 1983 he belonged-to the Land Pastoral Commission
and as such was active also in Mato Grosso.

In between those years he did

development studies in Dublin.
These arid data deserved to be enlivened by more concrete information. In
both Mato Grosso and the Rio de Janeiro states, as a member of the Land Pastoral
commission, he vigorously defended rural laborers and poor owners of tiny farms
against the predations of robber barons who enjoyed the assistance of the police.
In Mato Grosso the team succeeded in preventing the eviction of some poor
families and, in a few cases, even in having their evictions annulled.
·In the Rio de Janeiro state the team to which he belonged faced a different
situation.

It was acting there to place mostly unemployed urban poor with their

families on lands on both sides of the highway connecting Sao Paulo and Rio de
Janeiro and managed to settle 600 families on 8,000 acres of land and in one
block of government-owned houses in Campo Alegre. The team did the same in
five other locations so that a total of over 1,000 families were served.
Obviously, it did not always go very smoothly and in one of these settlements,
called Paracambi, a lawsuit was started against four members of the team who had
stood up for the seventy families they had settled there, but it was quietly shelved.
It should be noted that the team and the new settlers were non-violent;
moreover, they did not ask whether the poor they aided were Catholic or not, but
acted ecumenically. Needless to say, these actions produced profound and lasting
social consequences.
In 1991 he became coordinator of the regional pastoral commission of Sao
Joao de Meriti in the Duque de Caxias diocese of Rio de Janeiro. At present, 1996
he is engaged in the construction of a formation center in the same location, for
which the government of Ireland has offered its financial assistance.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Carlos (Heinz) SCHADER GERMANY BRZ
* January 3, 1937 Worms, Palatinate
After making his vows on April 12, 1959, he did his senior seminary studies at
Knechtsteden, where he was ordained on May 7, 1964.
The following year he was assigned to the Jurua prelature in Brazil.

He

served there briefly at Eirunepe and then at the parish of N.S. da Concei9ao in
Porto Walter, near Cruzeiro do Sul, first as assistant and then as pastor. In 1976 he
became principal superior of the Spiritans serving in Jurua for two three-year
terms. He built the district chief residence in Curzeiro do Sul and its seminary. In
1983 he accompanied its seminary students going to Manaus for philosophy and
worked there as pastor, first of Sao Francisco and then of N.S. da Gloria parish.
In 1992 he became once more principal superior for a three-year t~rm, and
then pastor of N.S. Aparecida parish in Cruzeiro do Sul.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Aloisio SCHNEIDER TZECH REP BRZ
• May 15, 1937 Kladzau D. of Prague
Professed on April 12, 1959 at Heimbach, he was ordained on May 7, 1964 at
Knechtsteden
The following year he was assigned to South Brazil, where he served as
assistant at Sao Sebastiao in Antapolis SC. He left the Congregation in 1970.
B.G. and E.P. passim; Arch. CSSp Generalate
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Br. Afonso (Henk) LINK NETHERLANDS NL BRZ

* February 13, 1933 Amsterdam

Professed on March 19, 1955 at Baarle Nassau, and served in Holland until in
1965 he was assigned to Brazil and posted to Sao Raimundo parish in Manaus AM
and became assistant procurator for the needs of the stati~ns in the Tefe prelature.
At the same time he was also choir master of the parish. He left the Congregation
in 1974 and died in 1995.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Augustinho WERNET GERMANY BRZ

* December 3, 1938 Elzach D. of Freiburg

Professed on April 9, 1960 at Heimbach, he was ordained on May 6, 1964 at
Knechtstederl.
In 1965 he was assigned to South Brazil, where he taught at the junior
seminary in Salete SC. He left the Congregation in 1974.
B.G. and E.P. passim; Arch. CSSp Generalate
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Fr. Maurice V. GRIFFIN IRELAND BRZ

* February 14, 1937 Tipperary

He entered the Congregation at Kilshane and was professed there on
September 8, 1956. After earning a B.A. in 1959, he prefected for two years at
Blackrock and in his final year of theology at Kimmage was ordained on July 5,
1964 in Dublin.
Going to South-West Brazil in 1965, he taught at the junior seminary in •
Emilian6polis SP until 1967 when illness sent him back to Ireland and from there to
U.S.A. In 1969 he was back in Brazil, doing pastoral duties at Mirand6polis and
Guarayaf until 1975. Returning to Ireland, he left the Congregation in the 1980s.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Gunther DREVES GERMANY BRZ
* January 30, 1939 Niedermarsberg D. of Paderbom
Professed at Heimbach on April 12, 1959, he was ordained on May 7, 1964 at
Knechtsteden.
The following year he was assigned to South Brazil, where he taught at the
· Spiritan junior seminary at Salete SC. He appears to have left the Congregation
around 1970.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Br. Hermano J. RINDERT GERMANY BRZ
* July 1, 1935 Neuss Rid
Professed on May 1, 1959 at Heimbach, he was ordained on May 7, 1964 at
Knechtsteden.
In 1965 he went to Brazil and served as bursar at the junior seminary in
Salete. He appears to have left the Congregation around 1970.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Nicolau BADEN GERMANY BRZ D
* September 10, 1934 Heidelberg
He made his vows on April 12, 1959 at Heimbach and in his final year of
theology at Knechtsteden was ordained there on May 7, 1964.
Assigned to South Brazil, he became an assistant at the Sao Jose parish in
Rio do Campo SC.
Around 1970 he returned to Germany.

We find him listed there in the

community of Speyer, doing pastoral ministry as long as he was able and then in
retirement.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Siegfried MOLLER GERMANY BRZ D
* March 17, 1935 Engelskirchen Rid
He made his vows on April 17, 1958 at Heimbach, did his senior seminary
studies at Knechtsteden and was ordained there on May 1, 1963.
Two years later he flew to Brazil, where he was posted as assistant to Sao
Sebastiao in Jose Boiteax SC. Information is missing about the intervening years,
but in the late 1970s he returned to Germany, where he was attached to the
provincialate in Cologne and subsequently to Donaueschingen and finally to
Knechtsteden.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Miguel J. BRESLIN IRELAND BRZ
* January 6, 1938 Derry
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he was professed on
September 8, 1959. His senior seminary studies at Kimmage were interrupted by
two years of prefecting at Rockwell. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he
was ordained on July 5, 1964 in Dublin.
Assigned to South-West Brazil in 1965, he did pastoral ministry at Ner6polis
GO. From 1970 on he was stationed at N.S. de Carmo at Vila Alpina SP.

He left

the Congregation 1974.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Gilberto van TOL NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
(Br. Remigio before ordination)
* October 4, 1938 Amsterdam
He made his vows as a Brother on September 8, 1956 at Baarle Nassau and
worked in Holland for several years before receiving an overseas assignment.

i I

I

I
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In 1966 he was sent to the Central Brazil Spiritan district. When in 1967 the
Spiritans assumed responsibility for the Holy Spirit parish in Divino das Laranjeiras
MG, he was posted to it.
In 1980 we find him at N.S. de Fatima parish, Governador Valadares MG,
where he devoted himself especially to the development of basic Christian
communities.
With special permission from the Holy See he was ordained a priest on July
16, 1983.

After serving for one term, 1987-90, as a member of the mission

animation team for youths at Eindhoven in Holland, he returned to Brazil.
From 1991 on he was posted to Sao Paulo SP, where the Congregation had
opened a residence to take care of the people in the Jardim Planalto sector of the
city. Actually it is a slum area, where crime is rampant and pedestrians go around
in groups to diminish the chance of being robbed of whatever they carry, including
their shoes. Nonetheless, all is not dark; there are also many people of good will
among them.

In 1996 he was still working in the eleven basic Christian

communities that function in the place.
Newsletter CSSp, Holland, June 1994
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Fr. Joao DERICKX NETHERLANDS BRZ
* October 6, 1935 Dieren
A late vocation, he made his vows on September 8, 1960 at Gennep. In his
final year of theology at Gernert he was ordained on September 12, 1965 at the
age of thirty.
The following year he was assigned to the Tefe prelature, and, after a brief
stay at Govemador Valadares MG he went to Tefe Town. He lived there together
with Dom Joaquim, two other priests and four Brothers. While the Brothers were
busy with construction work and supervising the preseminary school, he did
pastoral duties, including ministry in the river settlements.
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In 1970 he went to Belem, Para doing pastoral work, until in 1980 he was
posted to Carauari's N.S. da Concei1rao parish in the South-East corner of the
prelature. Over 12,000 people lived in the neat town that had grown up around the
church or in small settlements along the rivers. Aside from the usual ministry, he
worked there also for the social needs of the people.
In particular, he supported the preservation of the tropical rain forest, on which
the local population largely depended for their livelihood. That also meant that the
people ought to get fair prices for their produce and not be totally dependent on
middlemen who steadily disregarded price regulations; they needed also regular
calls of a boat to take their harvest to the markets. Regular boat service was also
needed to transport the sick to a hospital when visiting medical personnel deemed
it necessary.
At the same time he pressed for the improvement of social and educational
conditions. Although the new constitution of Brazil specified that 25% of state and
municipal budgets should go for education, 25% for public health and 15% for
transportation, rampant corruption left only a fraction of the funds available for the
intended purposes.

Very little reached the poor who needed them most.

By

granting a temporary relief around election time, cynical politicians managed to get
the poor to vote for them . Padre Joao's exposure of this sad situation convinced
many of the poor to vote for an opposition candidate, a former metal worker, called
Lulu, in the local elections. When this people's candidate reached the final phase
of the election, fear and trembling seized the well to do. Although Lulu was not
elected, from then on the tiny upper class viewed Fr. Joao as their most dangerous
enemy.
He also published a book O Rio que Chara (The River of Tears), which
' I

I
I
I

eloquently exposed all the evils inflicted on the poor people along the Amazon
River and its tributaries. Not daring to use .violent means to get rid of him, the
town's mayor tried to get rid of him by writing a letter in 1990 to Dom Mario
Clemente in Tefe. He complained that Padre Joao was siding with lower class
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people against the ruling class. Such unchristian behavior made it impossible for
well-disposed and fervent Catholics like himself to attend Holy Mass any longer
and to listen to the sermons of that poorly educated priest, who had not even
attended a junior seminary. The letter ended with asking the bishop to remove him.
In his reply Dom Mario pointed out that not only was he short of personnel to
replace him, but also that for many years Padre Joao had devoted all he was and
all he had to the service of the poor in Caruari and along the rivers. The municipal
council, he reminded the mayor, had rewarded the priest's merits just two years
earlier with a motion of honor for his services. As to his alleged accusation of the
priest's refusal to cooperate with the mayor in educational matters, in 1988 the
Padre had submitted a plan, full of many practical points, to the mayor to improve
education in the river settlements, but did not even receive an answer.
As to helping the farmers' union to protest against the middlemen's disregard
of officially approved prices, that was a deed any man of conscience should do.
Corrupt authorities all to frequently favor the privileged few and disregard the
sufferings of the powerless. I am wholeheartedly -in favor of equitable justice for all.
And so Fr. Joao conbnued to work in Carauari until 1993. He then moved
back to Belem, Para.
Arch. CSSp Holland; VIBI 95, March 1994
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Fr. Geraldo (Egon) OFER 49 GERMANY BRZ
* June 12, 1937 Heiligenstein, Palatinate

+ May 5, 1987 Alpercata MG

He made his vows as a Brother on December 8, 1959 at Knechtsteden and
worked there until his assignment to the South Brazil district around 1966. He was
posted there to the junior seminary at Salete SC.
As time went on he expressed the wish to become a priest and returned to
Germany to study at a seminary for late vocations.
Knechtsteden on May 30, 1981.

He was ordained at
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Returning to Central Brazil, he was posted at Alvarenga MG as pastor. He
built or restored its church, rectory and parish hall, opened a kindergarten and
wanted to complete the parish plant by adding an old people's home. No wonder
the people loved him so much that he was made honorary citizen of Alvarenga.
Fearing that he was getting too attached to his parish, he asked in 1987 to be
transferred elsewhere.
Before that was acted upon, his life was brutally cut short. While travelling on
a straight section of a road with which he was very familiar, he suddenly veered off
the road and his car turned over several times. He was found dead. He may have
suffered a heart attack or a stroke while driving. His funeral was celebrated twice
on the same day in a church twice filled to overflowing to accommodate the
mourners. He was buried in the church itself among the people he loved.
VIBI 15, July87; 51, July 1990
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Fr. Godefrido BITTER GERMANY BRZ D
* October 24, 1939 Wevelinghoven Rid
He committed himself to the Congregation by making his vows on April 12,
1959 at Heimbach. Going to Knechtsteden for his senior seminary studies, he was
ordained there on May 7, 1964.
In 1966 he received his assignment to the South Brazil district, but two years
later he was recorded back in Germany to pursue studies. In 1974 he was listed
again in the South Brazil district.
By 1980 we find him back in Germany, teaching theology. His 1993 listing
recorded him as a member of the regional community of Cologne.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Patricio J. LEONARD IRELAND IRL BRZ
' • August 7, 1925 Delvin, Westmeath
· He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1946, earned a M.A., First Class Honors, in 1951 and prefected for
two years at Rockwell. In his final year of theology at Fribourg he was ordained on
July 23, 1956 at Fribourg. The following year he earned his S.T.L. there magna
cum laude. He then also earned a Higher Diploma in Education in 1958.
After teaching for eight years at Rockwell, he was assigned to South-West
Brazil. He did pastoral duties there at N.S. das Grac;as at Pacembu SP until in
1971 he went to the U.S.A. to earn a Ph.Din leadership at St. Louis, MO.
Returning to Brazil, he became a staff member of the pastoral institute at
Adamantina SP until 1982. In that year he moved to Rio de Janeiro as coordinator
of leadership and formation for the National Conference of Religious, while also
teaching these topics.
Realizing that he himself needed better preparation for giving spiritual
direction, he went in 1986 to Cambridge, MA, in the U.S.A. for a eighteen month
course at the Center for Religious Development.
Returning to Brazil, he gave courses organized by the Conference of
Religious in seventeen of its regions.
In 1991 he started on his own, touring all over Brazil and three years later he
became involved in a new Holistic Training Center and joined a team of doctors,
nurses, psychologists and others, which provide integrated training in the use of
natural resources and remedies, the use of healthy local food, counseling and
spiritual direction.
Questionnaire
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He was twenty years old and an experienced carpenter when he felt called to
study for the priesthood and went to Weert for six years of secondary studies.
Professed on August 27, 1938 at Gennep, he was ordained in his final year of
theology at Gernert on April 10, 1943 at the age of thirty-five.

I
I

Fr. Joao KRAAYENVANGER 73 NETHERLANDS ANG BRZ D
+ November 25, 1982 Groenloo Gld
* December 21, 1908 Neede Gld

I

His first assignment sent him to Angola in 1946, where he worked hard for two
decades in the Luanda area.

As Angola entered a period of war to gain its

independence, he found himself in the midst of the struggle in the 1960s. The
tension and danger increased to the point that he could no longer stand it and left
the country.
In 1966 when he was fifty-eight years old he went to the Central Brazil district
and became pastor at ltaguaru in the Goias state unti'I 1973. He then assumed a
hospital chaplaincy at Sete Lagoas MG. He loved this kind of work.
Not being in the best of health, he returned to Holland in 1977 and accepted
again a hospital chaplaincy in Germany near Knechtsteden.

When this, too,

became too much he switched to G0tersloh, where another Dutch Spiritan was
pastor and he would still be able to do some limited ministry.
Finally he retired in the spring of 1982 to his hometown, where he was close
to his family. His final six weeks were spent in a nearby hospital. He died there of
cancer, leaving the memory of a fully dedicated priest, a cordial confrere and a
profoundly spiritual man. A note he left behind said, "After my death I hope to do
more for people than f have been able to do for them during my life."
Newsletter CSSp Holland December 1982
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Fr. Henrique SAND GERMANY BRZ D IRL

* April 23, 1937 Ludwigshafen, Palatinate

He made his vows on April 9, 1960 at Heimbach and was sent to Rome for his
theology studies. On July 18, 1965 he was ordained a priest.
SC.
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Thereafter we find him listed back in Germany, where he was recorded at
Speyer in 1980. In 1989 he served in the interprovincial novitiate at C¥f>ress Grove
in Ireland and from 1993 he was listed again in Speyer4t1;.~ltff r.
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B.G. and E.P. passim, .,,a
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Fr. Patricio A. COUGHLIN IRELAND BRZ IRL
* May 11, 1938 Cork
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
October 3, 1957. After earning a B.A., Honors in 1960, he prefected for two years at
Blackrock. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained there on July
4, 1965.
The following year he was assigned to South-West Brazil, where we find him
teaching at the junior seminary in Emilian6polis SP. In 1973 he went to the U.S.A.
for studies and earned a M.A. in clinical psychology in California.
On his return to Brazil in 1977 he became a member of the Spiritan district
council and took up parish ministry at Vila Alpina in the town of Sao Sebastiao do
Sul SP. By 1989 he was listed for more studies in the U.S.A. and then took up
counseling in Ireland.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Hugo P. PRIOR IRELAND TT BRZ
• July 14, 1936 Swainlinbar, Cavan
After his secondary schooling at Blackrock, he made his profession on
September 8, 1956 at Kilshane. His senior seminary studies at Kimmage were
interrupted by three years of prefecting at Fatima College in Trinidad. In his final
year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 5, 1964 in Dublin.

II

II

The following year he went to South-West Brazil. After doing parish ministry
for four years at lrapuru SP, he was posted to Suzano SP for similar duties. By
1973 he was back in Ireland. Later we find him on a leave of absence in the
U.S.A., engaged in studies and parish work. He left the Congregation officially in
1991 .
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Joao (Sean J.) RYAN IRELAND BRZ IRL
• December 11 , 1937 Dundrum, Tipperary
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 14, 1958. After doing his philosophy, he prefected for two years at
Blackrock and in the final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained there on
July 6, 1965.
The following year he flew to Brazil and took up parish ministry at
Mirand6polis, SP, followed by Sao Sebastiao in the town of the same name SP.
In 1980 he went to the U.S.A., studying for a diploma called Focus on
Leadership in Denver CO and a M.A. in Creation-Centered Spirituality in Chicago.
After his return to Brazil he was posted to Ceilandia, one of the eight satellite towns
to which people from Brasilia's slums had been deported. He engaged in parish
work there and the formation of Brazilian candidates of the Congregation.
After a sabbatical year in 1990, he was assigned to the Ardbraccan
community in Ireland.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Francisco van ZUTPHEN NETHERLANDS BRZ
* July 17, 1940 De Mortel NB
Educated at Weert, 1953-59, he was professed on September 8, 1960 at
Gennep and ordained on September 18, 1966 at Gernert.
Going to Brazil, he briefly taught at the Spiritan senior seminary in Divin6polis
MG and did pastoral work at Governador Valadares MG. In 1970 he returned to
Holland, where he left the Congregation in 1972.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Bruno TRACHTLER GERMANY BRZ D IT

* March 22, 1939 Murg, Baden-W0rttemberg

He made his vows on April 12, 1961 at Heimbach and in his final year of
theology at Knechtsteden was ordained there on May 19, 1966.
The following year he was assigned to the South-Brazil district. He served
there as hospital chaplain at Blumenau SC until in 1970 he took charge of the
Spiritan junior seminary and secondary school at Salete SC.
After a year in Germany in 1977, which he spent in mission animation, he
returned to South Brazil and became principal superior of the district in 1978.
His tenure did not last, for while attending the General Chapter of the
Congregation in 1980, he was elected an assistant of the superior general for six
years.
When his term of office was over, he returned to Brazil, where we find him
listed at Sao Paulo SP in 1989. Around 1992 he went back to Germany and took
up ministry at Stuttgart-Botnang.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Carlos (Jaap) NIEUWENHUIZEN NETHERLANDS BRZ NL

* May 14, 1941 Nieuwkoop

Educated at Weert, 1954-60, he made his vows on August 15, 1961 at
Gennep and in his final year of theology at Gernert was ordained there on
September 18, 1966.
The following year he was assigned to Amazonia and posted to Belem, Para.
At that time the procure for Tefe was functioning there and the two Fathers attached
to it also did parish ministry in the area among the poorest people in the slums. He
gave them a sense of their personal dignity and developed among them base
Christian communities.
After the procure was transferred back to Manaus, he went in 1978 to Fonte
Boa as pastor of the N.S. de Guadalupe parish in the Tefe prelature. Some 13,000
people lived in the area of this parish on the Solimoes River, including its many
settlements along the river and its tributaries. About 80% of them, he estimated
were Indians, a figure that must have included those of mixed descent.
Here also he developed base communities and in his pastoral visits along the
river settlements changed his approach.

Instead of beginning his visit with an

instruction preparing the people for Sunday Mass, he devoted his time to talk with
them about their problems and discussed with them how they could solve them in
the light of parallel situations in the Bible. Through this approach the Good News
became an integral part of their culture.
In March 1989 we find him back in Holland as a member of the mission .
animation team for youths at Eindhoven. Subsequently he served at the mission
procure near Schiphol, the Amsterdam airport, where he was still working in 1996.
Arch . CSSp Holland; SPIN 11, 24 ff.
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Fr. Miguel L. McLAUGHLIN IRELAND BRZ IRL
* August 15, 1940 Derry
He entered the Congregation at Kilsliane, where he was professed on
September 8, 1959 and did his senior seminary studies at Kimmage; they were
interrupted by two years of prefecting at Blackrock. On September 3, 1966 he was
ordained in Derry.
The following year he went to South-West Brazil and was posted to
Valparaiso SP and later to Adamantina SP, doing parish duties.

He left the

Congregation in 1984.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Leonardo (Gerard) SENNE NETHERLANDS BRZ
* October 21, 1936 Leimuiden NH
A late vocation, he did three years of complementary studies at Hattem 195760, before pronouncing his vows on August 15, 1961 at Gennep. In his final year of
senior seminary studies at Gernert he was ordained on November 5, 1966 in his
hometown.
He received his assignment for Central Brazil in 1967. He was posted to N.S.
de Lourdes parish in Govemador Valadares.

It was a very busy parish, where

three or four Fathers continued to serve right up to the present.
The 1995 directory showed him there, still a member of the team in that
location.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Sp. Mario CLEMENTE NETO BRAZIL BRZ

* August 7, 1940 ltanua MG

He received his secondary education at the Spiritan junior seminary in ltauna
and made his vows on January 16, 1963 at Teres6polis together with seven others.
Sent to Rome, he earned a S.T.L. at the Gregorian University. He was ordained
there on August 14, 1966.
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In 1967 he was assigned to the Central Brazil district. He engaged in pastoral
ministry for several years and then was posted to Institute Poullart des Places, the
residence of Spiritan philosophy students in Sao Paulo. He also earned a Ph.L. in
Divinopolis MG.
At a meeting of Spiritan formators in 1977 in Sao Paulo he was chosen to be
coordinator of all activity and publicity about vocations and formation in the Spiritan
districts of Brazil. He became a prime mover for the creation of a Spiritan Province
of Brazil which would unite the separate efforts of the four "working" districts of
Central (Dutch), South (German), South-West (Irish) and South-East (Portuguese)
Brazil into a unified circumscription that would become the home province for
native Brazilian members of the Congregation. As the notion of creating a future
province or provinces had already belonged to the commission given to the
Fathers in Brazil as early as 1950, it was about time to bring it about. In a meeting
of one hundred Spiritans with Superior General Fr. Frans Timmermans in 1978 the
decision was made. Fr. Mario moved to Vila Mangolot in Sao Paulo, where several
young Brazilian Spiritans were in residence doing senior seminary studies.
In 1980 his life took a new tum. On July 31 of that year the Holy See named
him coadjutor bishop with the right of succession of the T efe prelature. He was
ordained a bishop on October 19 of the same year at lta(ma and took over the
prelature in December 1982 when Dom Joaquim de Lange resigned.
The prelature was no longer as vibrant as it used to be in the past.

The

vocations crisis that began in the 1960s had prevented the replacement of
deceased or ailing personnel and native candidates were few and far between.
Just before he came coadjutor bishop, the statistics showed sixteen Fathers and six
Brothers in the district, but three Fathers and one Brother worked at Manaus,
outside the prelature. Tefe Town itself absorbed three Fathers serving in its three
parishes; three other priests and one Brother took care of general services of the
prelature, such as Radio Tefe with its educational programs for distant areas. That
left the remainder of the prelature seriously understaffed: of the seven parishes in it
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only one had two priests and the others were reduced to a single Padre; there was
even one priestless parish in which a Brother was in charge of keeping it going.
Many of them were no longer young and vigorous.
True, there had been a seminary in Tefe for half a century but only twelve of its
students had reached the priesthood and of these six had become diocesan priests
serving outside the prelature, two had died, one was ailing and two served in other
parts of Brazil. By dint of repeated appeals Dom Clemente managed to get some
additional Spiritan personnel from elsewhere, so that by 1989 the district had
twenty Fathers, one Brother and one deacon, including the three Fathers stationed
at Manaus. But the writing was on the wall: given the shortage of personnel, Dom
Clemente could no longer count on getting priests from outside his prelature.
He then obtained two lay volunteers and two married couples for pastoral
coordination and functions; one layman to deal with financial matters and two
ladies from Spain for pastoral and social works. They worked in four parishes that
no longer had a priest in residence.
At the same time a well-organized program was set up to make the Pilgrim
People of God aware of their own role and take a large share of work as their
personal responsibility. A central course for lay animators drew 16~ women and
men in a five year period; there were also all kinds of regional and local meetings.
In 1988 four hundred lay leaders met in Tefe to discuss the situation of the
prelature. Among the matters considered was the need for the lay leaders to be
spiritually and materially supported by the Christian communities and the necessity
that they continue their formation throughout life.
One point deserves special mention.

During a discussion of the lack of

priests, a lay leader pointed out that the people had never supported vocations
because their conception of priests was wrong. For them the notion of a priest was
that of a missionary going far away, a notion that was based on the fact that all of
the priests they ever knew had been,men who came to them from far away.
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Dom Mario replied that a new center for vocations would be opened and that
this time it would be wholly Amazonian, adapted to their lifestyle, supported by
Amazonians and its successful candidates would stay in Amazonia.
It came about in 1991 when some thirty young men took part in a retreat about
vocations to the priesthood, preached by an Amazonian priest from Manaus. Time
will tell whether this attempt will be successful.
Much of Dom Mario's time is taken up visiting the people in his far-flung
prelature, seven times larger than Switzerland.

In those visits he pays special

attention also to the Indians. Some 4,500 of them. live in fifty settlements scattered
along the rivers, generally far inland at river sources. They belong to a dozen
tribes speaking different languages, some engaging in farming while others are
nomads. The notion of assisting the Indians had been put forward just before he
had become coadjutor bishop but it fell to him to implement it.
He formed four teams of laity, largely composed of Brazilian men and women,
including a doctor and a lawyer, to intensify contacts with them and other
inhabitants of the remote areas, give medical assistance and defend their rights.
The addition of a lawyer may surprise the reader, but legal rights mean very little if
they are not enforced. For example, where the local people endike a small area to
keep out commercial fishers to safeguard their food supply, it can happen that a
trawler invades their fish farm . If the commercial fishers refuse to leave, the local
people cut their nets and deliver the culprits to the police. Then instead of arresting
the invaders, more often than not the local people's leaders are arrested.
Dom Mario himself, of course, is not the only one who stands up for the rights
of the Indians and other local people. Respect for the human rights of Indians
induced Fr. Celso Essing to encourage them to stand up for themselves. It gave
rise to Uni-Tefe, the Union of the Indigenous Nations of Tefe, which subsequently
went beyond the boundaries of the prelature to include the tribes living along other
rivers of Amazonia.
VIBI 41, September 1989; Newsletter CSSp Holland January 1994
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Fr. Joao V. HORAN IRELAND TT BRZ
* February 15, _1937 Ballinulty, Cullen Tipperary
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1957. His senior seminary studies at Kimmage were interrupted by
three years of prefecting, 1959-62, at St. Mary's College in Trinidad. On July 4,
1965 he was ordained at Kimmage. Later he would complete his studies by
earning a Master's degree in New York (1979).
Assigned to South-West Brazil .in 1966, he was introduced to the country at
N.S. de Fatima parish in Adamantina, Diocese of Marilia SP. By 1968 he moved to
Florida Paulista to do pastoral ministry at N.S. Aparecida SP until eight years later
he went on leave to New York for studies, leading to the above-mentioned degree.
Returning to Brazil in January 1980, he was posted to Ji-Parana, Rond0nia,
as pastor. In 1989 we find him listed as pastor of N. S. Aparecida in Bolim de
Moura, Rond0nia and in 1993 back again at Ji-Parana.
Arch. CSSp Ireland and Questionnaire
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Fr. Marino ROCHA BRAZIL BRZ
* October 19, 1941 Bambui MG
Professed on January 16, 1963 at Teres6polis RJ, he was ordained in August
1967 and assigned to the Central Brazil district. Details are lacking about his work
there. He joined the diocesan clergy of Divin6polis MG in 1982.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Elmar GOTHOFF 37 GERMANY BRZ SA
* September 6, 1939 Menden, Westphalia

+ July 18, 1978 Bethlehem SA

Professed on April 12, 1961 at Heimbach, he was ordained in his final year of
theology at Knechtsteden on May 19, 1966.
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He received his assignment to Alta Jurua in 1967 and was posted to Sao
Francisco parish in Eirunepe AM as one of its assistants.
By 1974 we find him listed in the diocese of Bethlehem, O.F.S. in South Africa.
He died there four years later.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Seamus LANGFORD IRELAND BRZ IRL
• March 27, 1940 Cork
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane and made his vows there on
September 8, 1960. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on
July 3, 1966 in Dublin.
Assigned to South-East Brazil in 1967, he did pastoral ministry at Guara9a1
SP. Returning to Ireland in 1972, he left the Congregation in 1976.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Humberto GROSSHEIM GERMANY BRZ
• July 16, 1937 Affeln, D. of Paderbom
Professed on April 14, 1961 at Heimbach, he did his senior seminary studies
at Knechtsteden where he was ordained on May 19, 1966.
The following year he was assigned to Upper Jurua, where he was posted to
Sao Francisco parish in Japiim as an assistant. In 1980 he was listed as assistant
at Sao Jose parish in Tarauaca. He continued to serve there for many years and
was still recorded there in 1991\JB.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Francisco J. MURPHY IRELAND BRZ
* January 30, 1929 Dublin
He had been a member of the Patrician Brothers Congregation and earned a
M.A., a Higher Diploma of Education, both with first class Honors, and a host of
special diplomas, when with an indult of the Holy See he joined the Spiritans at
Kilshane, where he made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on
September 8, 1963. In his final year of theology at Kimmage, he was ordained on
July 2, 1967 in Dublin at the age of thirty-eight.
Assigned to South-West Brazil in 1967, he was introduced to the country at
Pacembu SP and then did pastoral ministry at Florida Paulista SP.
In 1971 he was posted to Sant'Ana BA and two years later to Recife PE,
where he taught at the Catholic University. He was still a professor there in 1996.
Aside from teaching, he was also active in parish work in the Recife area and built
or completed chapels, a parish hall, six mini schools in slum areas and two primary
schools, in addition to opening a creche.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Francisco Jose PFEIFER GERMANY BRZ
* August 30, 1938 Cologne
Professed on April 12, 1961 at Heimbach, he did his senior seminary studies
at Knechtsteden, where he was ordained on May 19, 1966.
The following year he was assigned to the Upper Jurua prelature and posted
as assistant at Porto Walter. At an undetermined time before 1974 he went to the
South Brazil district. We find him listed there as pastor in lbirama, near Salete SC
in 1980.
In 1989 he was recorded at Sao Paulo in residence at the headquarters of the
principal superior of South Brazil. Four years later the directory listed him as pastor
of Cristo Rei parish at Dona Emma SC.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Felipe P. DOYLE IRELAND BRZ CAN GB
• February 21, 1936 Dublin
He had worked for seven years in a Dublin office and earned a diploma in
social studies before he entered the Congregation at Kilshane. He made his vows
there on September 8, 1961, and did his senior seminary studies at Kimmage. On
July 3, 1966 he was ordained in Dublin at the age of thirty.
The following year he flew to Brazil to join his confreres in the South-West
district, but no information is available about the places where he worked. By 1973
he was back in Ireland. Two years later he went to Canada, where we find him
working as chaplain to Portuguese immigrants in Toronto. By 1989 he was back in
Ireland on sabbatical and then doing ministry as pastor in Jersey, one of the
Channel Islands.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Brian R. EYRE IRELAND BRZ
• January 8, 1938 Dublin
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he was professed on
September 8, 1954. His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by three
years of prefecting in Trinidad, 1960-63. On July 3, 1966 he was ordained in
Dublin.
Sent to South-West Brazil in 1967, he did pastoral work at lrapuru SP. In
1980 we find him listed as doing studies in the U.S.A. at Denver, CO.
information is available about his intervening years in Brazil.
He then returned to Brazil and in 1983 left the Congregation.
Arch. CSSp Ireland

No
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Br. Miguel (Gerard) CLIJSTERS NETHERLANDS BRZ
• January 31, 1942 Weert
He made his vows on September 8, 1962 at Baarle Nassau and after working
there for five years was assigned to Amazonia. First posted to Belem's procure, he
served for five years. He left the Congregation in 1972.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Nicolas (Klaus) VELSINGER GERMANY BRZ
• July 24, 1947 Laatzen, near Hanover
He made his vows on July 24, 1962 at Heimbach and in his final year of
theology was ordained on October 14, 1967 at Knechtsteden
The following year he went to the South Brazil district, but information about
his work there is lacking until we find him recorded in 1980 as rector of Poullart des
Places Institute for philosophy students in the Vila Mangalot sector of Sao Paulo.
Four years later he was listed as doing pastoral animation work while being
stationed at an annex of the Padre Laval community for theology students at Jardim
Pianalto, a sector of Sao Paulo SP.

Returning to Germany around 1995, he

served as secretary of the provincial
B.G. and E.P. Passim
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Fr. Dermot J. CAREY IRELAND TT NGA BRZ
* April 28, 1934 Clondalkin, Dublin
After completing his secondary schooling at Blackrock he was professed on
September 8, 1953 at Kilshane. He prefected for three years in Trinidad, 1956-59,
and then returned to Kimmage to do his theology. On July 8, 1962 he was
ordained in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria's Port H~rcourt diocese, he performed pastoral duties
there until the Biafran War made him leave the country in 1967.
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Transferred to South-West Brazil in 1968, he worked there mostly at Brasilia
and then left the Congregation in 1974.
Arch. CSSp Ireland; SNM 566
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Fr. Patricio HOLLAND IRELAND BRZ USA
* April 14, 1925 Clokilty, Cork
A Rockwell graduate, 1938-43, he made his vows on September 8, 1942 at
Kilshane. He prefected for two years at Rockwell and then returned to Kimmage for
theology. On July 15, 1951 he was ordained in Dublin.
He then worked for many years in Sierra Leone until in 1967 he went on
leave and was assigned to Brazil in 1968. Information about his work there is
lacking, but by 1972 he went to the U.S.A.; he has continued to be stationed there
in pastoral work until the present.
Arch. CSSp Ireland; SWAM 283
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Fr. Guilherme (Liam) BOLGER 33 IRELAND TT BRZ

* December 27, 1939 Dublin

+ June 15, 1973 Dublin

He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1959. After doing his philosophy at Kimmage he prefected in
Trinidad for three years at St. Mary's and Fatima colleges, 1961-64. In his final
year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 2, 1967 in Dublin.
Assigned to South-West Brazil in 1968, he was posted to Suzano and Sao
Sebastiao SP. Unfortunately, he became seriously ill and had to return to Ireland
in 1972. Surgery disclosed he had advanced cancer. He died some time later at
Saint Luke's hospital.
IBN June 15; SWWW941
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Fr. Mose Joao PONTELO BRAZIL BRZ
• September 18, 1942 Sete Lagoas MG
He received his secondary education at the junior seminary in ltauna MG and
was one of the eight novices who on January 16, 1963 made their vows at
Teres6polis RJ. In his final year of theology at Divin6polis MG he was ordained on
May 14, 1967.
The following year he began his priestly ministry at Divino das Larangeiras
MG, a mostly rural parish of some 19,000 with eleven chapels attached to the main
church. In 1971 he moved to Govenador Valadares MG, where he worked for ten
years and became pastor of N.S. de Lourdes parish. It was a very large city parish
of 88,000 people, with over 8,000 children in primary and secondary schools. The
team of three or four priests and one or two Brothers residing there were assisted
by an army of well-trained catechists numbering over 100 laymen and women.
In 1981 he was posted to Vila· Mangolot, a suburb of Sao Paulo as a member
of the formation team for the Spiritan senior seminary students who lived there.
The house had been opened there in 1971 and was called Institute Poullart des
Places.
In 1986 he was elected principal superior for a three-year term and moved to
Vila Mariana, in Sao Paulo. He was re-elected for a second term in 1989. When
on October 27 of the same year the Generalate created the Province of Brazil
effective on February 2, 1990, it also changed his title to provincial superior of the
new province and suppressed the old South Brazil district. All Brazilian confreres
would have the Province of Brazil as their province of origin; for non-Brazilians it
would be their province of appointment.
He was elected as provincial again by the first chapter of the province and
elected also to represent Brazil at the General Chapter of the Congregation held at
ltaici, near Sao Paulo.
In 1994 Fr. Pedro Iwashita, of Japanese descent, replaced Padre Mose who
had been superior for eight years.
B.G. and E.P. passim; Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Miguel F. O'LOONEY IRELAND BRZ

* September 1, 1940 Dublin

He had finished his secondary education and worked in the family business
for several years before he entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made
his vows on September 8, 1962. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was
ordained on July 2, 1967 in Dublin.
In 1968 he was assigned to South-West Brazil. After serving at N.S.
Aparecida parish in· Presidente Bernardes SP until 1970, he was posted to lrapuru
SP for three years.

He then became coordinator at the pastoral institute in

Adamantina SP before returning to lrapuru in 1976, doing pastoral work.
Going on a study leave to New York in 1978, he earned a Master's degree in
pastoral psychology at Iona College. On his return to Brazil in 1982 he did pastoral
duties at Vila Nova York SP, followed by N.S. de Fatima parish in Vilar dos Teles
RJ and one year later by-parish work in Rio de Janeiro. In 1989 he became pastor
of N.S. d'Ajuda in llhabela SP, Santos diocese. In 1996 he took up ministry at Vila
Anna Maria in Carapicuil;>a SP.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Jose I. O'MAHONEY IRELAND NGA BRZ

* November 17, 1937 Rockchapel, Cork

After attending Rockwell, 1950-55, he was professed on September 8, 1956
at Kilshane. He earned a B.A., Honors, in 1959 and prefected for two years at
Rockwell. . In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 5,
1964 in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1965, he did pastoral ministry in the Onitsha diocese
until the start of the Biafran War in 1967. He was then sent to South West Brazil.
Details about his assignments are lacking.
In 1976 he left the Congregation.
Arch. CSSp Dublin; SNM 581
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Br. Bim {Isidor Maria) WARTENBERG GERMANY D BRZ

* June 19, 1925 Vinkrath Rid

After making his vows on May 20, 1954 at Heimbach, he worked for many
years in his home province, mostly at Knechtsteden.
In 1968 we find him in South Brazil and posted to the junior seminary at
Salete SC. In 1971 he arrived at Vila Mangolot, a sector of Sao Paulo, where a
formation house for Spiritan senior seminarians was opened and a new building
was needed.
In 1980 he was listed at N.S. do Perpetuo Socorro in Jardim Primavera, a
sector of Piraquara SC. He served there as assistant to its pastor and was still
listed as such in the latest directory.
B.G. and E.P. passim; Newsletter CSSp Germany, II 1996
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Fr. Antonio van de KLUNDERT NETHERLANDS BRZ
* January 25, 1942 Achthuizen
He received his secondary education at Weert and Hattem, 1954-61, and was
professed on August 15, 1962 at Gennep. After studying for three years at Gernert
he went to Brazil for further studies at Divin6polis MG. He was ordained a priest on
December 7, 1968 at Emmeloord in Holland.
Assigned to Central Brazil, he was posted to Govemador Valadares MG as an
assistant in the N.S. de Lourdes parish. He returned to Holland in 1973 and left the
Congregation two years later.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Joao BAKKER NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
formerly Br. Cleofas
* October 31, 1921 Schoten NH
He made his vows as a Brother on September 8, 1947 at Baarle Nassau
where he learned tailoring. He functioned as such in various communities in
Holland until 1968.
In that year he was assigned to Brazil, where he was posted to Governador
Valadares MG as an assistant in the N.S. de Fatima parish. As he expressed the
desire to become a priest, his wish was granted and on February 20, 1975 he was
ordained there.

Three years later he became pastor of the Sagrado Corac;ao

parish in ltanhomi MG, where he served for six years.
More than in Governador Valadares, did he experience the beneficial
influence of basic Christian communities at ltanhomi.

The parish also served

eighteen rural chapels and had over one hundred lay leaders, trained by MOBON
(the Movement of the Good News). They animated the Christian communities and
saw to it that the people had a religious service on Sundays even when no priest
was available. Twice a year they organized special meetings that would last all
day to reflect together on special issues in the light of the Bible, such as the human
dignity of women, illustrated by biblical figures. That topic was apt to lead to
animated debates among and with the males, who all too easily assumed that all
dignity belonged to themselves.
The communities did not limit themselves to purely spiritual issues. They
aimed at the whole human being and included such material questions as which
crops would do better on the local soil or how to influence political decisions that
affected small farmers and other little people and how to make God's love rather
than the self-interest of the powerful prevail.
Returning to Holland in 1984, he became chaplain of a nursing home until his
retirement to Gennep in 1990.
Arch. CSSp Holland; SPIN 11, 17 f.
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Fr. Paulo J. MORAN IRELAND BRZ
* July 10, 1939 Cabra, Dublin
After attending Rockwell, 1952-58, he made his vows on September 8, 1959
at Kilshane, did his philosophy, earning a B.A. in 1962, and prefected for two years
at Blackrock. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 2,
1967 in Dublin.
Prior to that date he had acquired apostolic experience, working with
terminally ill patients, as well as city youth. Before going to South-West Brazil in
January 1969, he did one year of ministry at a mental institute in Dublin.
Until 1974 he served at Sao Sebastiao parish in Susano SP as assistant,
while working for communications in theatre, television and music, producing two
records.

He did so well in that work that in 1973 he was named director of

communications for the archdiocese of Sao Paulo .
.

Around 1979 he went on a study leave in California, where he earned a M.A.
in communications, which was later followed up by a M.A. in applied theology at
Berkeley CA.
In 1989 he became founder and president of Miryam Productions, a non-profit
corporation producing documentaries with emphasis on the Third World. Its most
recent production is "The People of the Quillombos", to be broadcast in January
1997 on P.B.S.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Oliveriro J. SEARY IRELAND TT BRZ IRL
* April 14, 1942 Mallingar, West Meath
A Blackrock graduate, 1954-45, he was professed on September 8, 1960 at
Kilshane. His senior seminary studies .at Kimmage were interrupted by three years
of prefecting in Trinidad, 1962-65. In his final year of theology he was ordained on
July 7, 1968 in Dublin.
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The following year he went to South-West Brazil, where he was posted to
Pacembu's N.S. das Grac;as parish.

Returning to Ireland in 1973, he left the

Congregation three years later.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Patricio (Paddy) PETERS 51

IRELAND BRZ

* September 20, 1940 Clonmel, Tipperary

+ December 16, 1991 Dublin

After doing his secondary schooling at Rockwell, he made his vows on
September 8, 1959 at Kilshane. He earned a B.A. in 1964 and prefected for one
year at Blackrock. Sent to Rome to continue his theology studies, he earned a
S.T.L. at the Gregorian University in 1969. Meanwhile he had been ordained on
July 7, 1968 in Dublin.
The following year he was assigned to South-West Brazil. He familiarized
himself with the language and culture of the country and, in particular, with the
initiatives in pastoral work, coming from the new vision of the Church as God's
People on the way to God's Kingdom of justice and peace. Stationed in Sao Paulo
City he served as seminary director while also engaged in pastoral ministry. He
identified with the numerous people who were flocking to the big cities to improve
their lives but ended up in slums. As he was elected to be district superior, he was
able to influence his confreres, to take up the cause of the migrants. It led to
tensions with less visionary religious and civil authorities.
After a sabbatical in 1981, he returned to Brazil in 1983, did some more
studies in Rio de Janeiro and then became rector of the Spiritan theology students
at the Jardim Planalto sector of Sao Paulo in 1984.
In April 1990 he became ill and the doctors diagnosed an inoperable cancer
of the brain. Sent back to Ireland, his condition grew steadily worse and he died
there piously in the Lord.
IBN December 16; Newsletter CSSp Ireland, February 1972
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Fr. Jaime (Ko) GRADUSSEN NETHERLANDS BRZ IT
* September 17, 1943 Druten NB
After attending Weert, 1955-62, he made his vows on August 15, 1963 at
Gennep, did his theology at Gernert, Eindhoven and Tilburg and then was ordained
on September 14, 1968 at Gernert.
The following year he was assigned to the Central Brazil district. After being
introduced to the country and its culture at Vila Isa, Govemador Valadares MG, he
became an assistant at Conselheirq Pena until 1973. He was then posted to the
Spiritan team working in the N.S. de Lourdes parish in Govemador Valadares. He
served there till 1990.
As the parish population amounted to 70,000, it was obviously impossible to
direct such a large parish all by themselves and it was decided to appeal to the
royal priesthood of the whole People of God and ask the people to share the
burden by assuming responsibilities as leaders and workers in Christian
communities.
He was named director of CENTREL, the training center for lay leaders. It
became a great success. In addition to his work with lay leaders, he also built
churches, chapels and/or social centers in the area of Govemador Valadares at
Sao Paulo, Santana, Joao Pinto Conselheiro Pena, Periquito and Sao Francisco.
In 1990 he went on sabbatical and did some studies in Paris. He was then
appointed to the generalate in Rome as assistant general treasurer and served as
such until 1995.
When in 1993 he celebrated his silver jubilee as a priest in his hometown, no
less than 850 lay leaders and helpers of his parish in Brazil sent their
congratulations and expressed the hope to see him return to Governador
Valadares. He, too, had his heart set on returning.
In 1996 his wish was granted. Early in that year he went back to Brazil and
became pastor of Sao Francisco in Sete Lagoas MG.
Questionnaire; VI Bl 91, November 1993
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Fr. Pedro Cristiano de BOER NETHERLANDS CAM NL GLP BRZ
• June 25, 1919 Hillegom, NH
+ September 9, 1994 Belo Horizonte MG
He did his secondary studies at Weert until 1938 and made his vows on
August 28, 1939. In his final year of theology at Gernert, he was ordained on April
6, 1946.
In the same year he was assigned to Cameroon, where he worked for
seventeen years as a missionary and became known as the founder of a mission in
Diang. He built its church and rectory.
Ill health led to his departure when the doctors did not allow him to stay any
longer in Africa.

After two years of pastoral ministry in Holland, he went to

Guadeloupe in the West Indies. He had trouble feeling at home there: after Africa
Guadeloupe was "too rich" for him.
In 1969 he went to Brazil, where he took over the parish of Sao Antonio at
Mateus Leme MG, after the death of Fr. Antonio Kosian. In 1972 he was posted to
Belo Horizonte as pastor of N.S. da Gloria. He built its church, rectory, a social
center for mothers and children and several chapels. One of these became the
parish of Sao Sebastiao in Contagem and he went to reside there. He built small
dwellings there for old people next to the church and lived with them as in a small
Christian community.
Death found him there after twenty-five years in Brazil, years filled with hard
work, undertaken with the enthusiasm that characterized all his life in the service of
Our Lord.
Newsletter CSSp, Holland, Oct. 1994
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Fr. Daniele J. MALONEY IRELAND BRZ
• January 8, 1941 Caher, Limerick, Clare
After attending Rockwell, 1954-59, he was professed on September 8, 1960
at Kilshane. He earned a B.A. in 1963 and prefected for two years at Rockwell. In
his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 7, 1968 in Dublin.
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The following year he was assigned to South-West Brazil, but no information
is available about the place where he served. Returning to Ireland in 1972 he left
the Congregation in the same year.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Simao van ECK NETHERLANDS BRZ NL
* January 23, 1944 Leeuwarden FR
He did his secondary studies at Weert, 1956-62 and made his vows on
August 15, 1963 at Gennep. In his final year of theology at Gernert he was
ordained there on September 14, 1968.
Going to Central Brazil in.1969, he was posted to the junior seminary at lta(ma
and two years later to Anapolis GO, serving as assistant in the parishes of Sao
Antonio and N.S. de Fatima.
In 1980 he went to Sao Paulo's lnstituto Poullart des Places, the formation
house for senior seminarians studying philosophy.
After three years on the mission animation team for youths established in
Eindhoven, Holland, 1983-86, followed by some pastoral work, he returned in 1990
to Brazil and took care of Sao Sebastiao parish in Contagem MG.
Going back to Holland in 1993, he resumed pastoral work among Portuguesespeaking people, numerous enough to have a parish of their own near Halfweg
N.H.

Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Vicente McDEVITT IRELAND BRZ IRL
* October 19, 1940 Lineavady, Derry
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1969. After earning a B.A., Honors, in 1963, he prefected for two
years at Rockwell. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on
July 7, 1968 in Dublin.
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Assigned to South-West Brazil, he did pastoral work at the N.S. Aparacida
parish in Florida Paulista SP until in 1971 he was posted to Mirand6polis SP as
pastor of Sao Joao Batista parish. A steady worker, he continued to serve there
until 1988.
Returning to Irel and in that year, he was attached briefly to the prenovitiate
house in Dublin and then from 1989 on stationed in a parish.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Renato MOURA DE SOUSA BRAZIL BRZ
* April 19, 1938 Cruzeiro do Sul, Acre
· Sent to France for his formation, he made his vows on October 15, 1963 at
Cellule and then went to Chevilly for his studies. He was ordained in 1969.
He then went back to the Upper Jurua prelature, but details about his work
there are lacking. He left the Congregation in 1977.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Pedro BERMES GERMANY BRZ
* June 29, 1934 lngendorf, D. of Trier
Professed on July 11, 1964 at Heimbach, he did his senior seminary studies
at Knechtsteden and St. George's, Frankfurt. Ordained on July 26, 1969 at
Knechtsteden he was assigned to the South Brazil district in 1970.
,,
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He served as assistant at Aniti,polis SC until 1976 and then in Alto Jurua at
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Among his other fun~ ons we may name that he was in charge of Alcoholics
Anonymous throughout the diocese of Cruzeiro do Sul. He also built a hospital in
{J..

Anite1polis and some chapels at Manclo Lima and Porto Walter.
Questionn~ire
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Fr. Gregorio LUTZ GERMANY CON BRZ D
• March 29, 1931 Siegen, D. of Paderborn
He made his vows at Heimbach on April 21, 1955 and then went to
Knechtsteden for his senior seminary studies. From there he was sent to Rome for
higher studies. He was ordained there on April 2, 1960. From Rome he went to
Trier's Institute for Liturgical Studies, where he earned his doctorate.
His first overseas appointment sent him to teach at the international senior
seminary in Brazzaville, Congo, but by 1971 he was in Brazil as a professor at the
Catholic University of Sao Paulo.
In 1987 his work there came to a temporary stop when he was elected
provincial superior of the Congregation's province in Germany. He served as such
for two three-year terms and then begged his confreres not to renew his mandate,
so that he would be able to resume his function at Sao Paulo's university.
B.G. and E.P. passim; Newsletter CSSp Germany, 1/93
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Fr. Guilherme J. BRADLEY IRELAND BRZ IRL
• July 12, 1941 Letterkenny, Dublin
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1962. His senior seminary studies at Kimmage were interrupted by
two years of prefecting at Blackrock. On July 6, 1969 he was ordained there. Later
he earned a B.D. at Maynooth (1976) and a Higher Diploma in Education (1977).
In 1970 he was assigned to South-West Brazil, but we have no particulars
about his work.

In 1974 he was back in Ireland and posted to St. Michael's

College. He was still teaching there in 1996.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Jorge BORAN IRELAND TT BRZ
* January 25, 1941 Castlecomer, Kilkenny
A cousin of Fr. Patrick Boran, C.S.Sp., he entered the Congregation at
Kilshane, where he made his vows on September 8, 1960. After earning a B.A. in
1963 he prefected in Trinidad, 1963-65. In his final year of theology at Kimmage
he was ordained on July 7, 1968 in Dublin.
After following a course in journalism, he went to South-West Brazil in 1970
and was introduced to the country and its pastoral practice at Presidente
Bernardes. In 1973 he moved to Villa Alpina, near Sao Caetano do Sul SP, as
pastor, but the following year he was named pastoral coordinator for the Vila
Prudente sector of twelve parishes.
As he showed a great ability for youth work, he became youth director, first for
the Belem region with its fifty parishes in 1975, then for the entire archdiocese of
Sao Paulo, next for the forty dioceses in the Sao Paulo state and finally in 1984 for
all dioceses in Brazil. He retained this position until 1990.
In addition, he became in 1985 a member of Latin American Youth
Coordination, attached to CELAM (Latin American Bishops Conference). In 1988
he founded the National Youth Publication Center.

He published half a dozen

books that appeared in several languages and many editions, all of them
concerned with youth ministry and training for leadership.
In 1996 Fordham University in New York granted him a Ph.D. in this field of
endeavor.

Stationed at Vila Mangelot SP, he is still engaged in leadership

training.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Miguel H. KANE IRELAND BRZ IRL
* December 1, 1942 Gorey, Wexford
After attending Blackrock, 1955-61, he made his vows on September 8, 1962
at Kilshane. His senior seminary courses at Kimmage were interrupted by two
years of prefecting at Blackrock. In his final year of theology he was ordained on
July 6, 1969 at Kimmage.
In 1971 he arrived in South-West Brazil, where he worked until 1979, but no
details are available about his work.
Returning to Ireland in 1979, he took up ministry in his homeland.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Francisco (Meinrad) MERKEL GERMANY BRZ D
* September 22, 1944 Hardheim Baden-Wurttemberg
He made his vows on April 13, 1966 at Heimbach and in his final year of
theology was ordained on May 22, 1971 at Knechtsteden.
Assigned to Brazil, he went to Sao Paulo to study Portuguese and in January
1973 began his ministry at Porto Walter in the Upper Jurua prelature. Four years
later he was posted to the junior seminary at Salete SC as its rector.
In 1983 he moved to Belo Horizonte MG as director of Spiritan philosophy
students, while also taking care of a parish and building chapels and parish halls.
In 1987 he returned to Germany, where he stayed for two years doing ministry,
mostly from Knechtsteden.
Going back to Brazil, he resumed parish service at Salinas da Margarida in
the Archdiocese of Bahia until 1996. He was then asked to become interim novice
master of the Spiritan Province of Brazil for one year beginning in 1997. To
prepare himself for this task, he went to Puerto Rico, where there is a LatinAmerican novitiate, in order to study how it works.
Newsletter CSSp Germany 111/96
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We may mention here also Fr. Myles J. KENNY of Ireland, who in 1971 went
to South-West Brazil, but became ill and had to leave the country in 1972.
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Br. Ben JORINK NETHERLANDS BRZ
* November 17, 1947 Zwolle
Professed on September 13, 1968 at Gernert, he went in 1970 to Central
Brazil, where he served at Belo Horizonte MG in youth work.

Being still in

temporary vows, he withdrew from the Congregation in 1973.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Henrique WENNINK 66 NETHERLANDS NL BRZ
* May 1, 1925 The Hague
+ September 18, 1991 Gernert NB
Having finished his secondary studies at Weert, he made his vows on
September 2, 1944 at Gennep. In his final year of theology at Gernert he was
ordained there on September 18, 1949.
He was then sent to Louvain, followed by Fribourg and Rome for university
studies in theology and Scripture, earning a S.T.L. and a licentiate in Scripture
before joining the staff of the senior seminary in Gernert.
In 1971 he was assigned to the Spiritan district of Central Brazil. We find him
posted there to Anapolis, Goias state, as assistant. He discovered there the church
of the poor, learned to read the gospels in the light of that discovery and resolved to
devote his entire life to the service of the poor. This resolution was wholly in line
with the intentions of the Congregation's founders, who had stressed preference for
the poor in 1703 and again from 1841 on.
In 1982, however, the Spiritan parishes in Anapolis were given up and he
was assigned to write the one century old ~istory of the Congregation in Brazil.
Moving to Manaus, he finished the first part of it, covering the years 1885-1950, in
mid-1984 under the title Os Espiritanos no Brazil.

It was printed in 1985.
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Significantly he had ended the last paragraph by mentioning that the work was
completed on the day commemorating Jose Ribeiro, a leader of an Indian nation,
who was assassinated for daring to resist the exploitation of raw rubber gatherers
by their bosses.
He served his final years in Brazil as assistant at Belo Horizonte's Sao Joao
Bosco parish.

While on leave in Holland he died suddenly of a heart attack,

leaving the memory of a priest who always gave himself wholeheartedly and with
all his considerable talents to whatever task was given to him. Intensively spiritual,
he pleaded repeatedly for a deeper religious life in the Congregation.
Newsletter CSSp. Holland, Oct. 1991
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Fr. Patricio J. KELLY

IRELAND NGA USA BRZ

* January 10, 1935 Kingstown, Ballinasloe, Galway
A Blackrock graduate, 1948-53, he made his vows on September 8, 1954 at
Kilshane. After earning a B.A. in 1957 he prefected for two years at Blackrock. In
his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 8, 1962 in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria's Owerri diocese, he served there as a teacher until the
Biafran War drove him out of the coun~ry·in 1969.
After one year in the U.S.A. he went to South-West Brazil in 1971. We find
him listed there at N.S. de Fatima parish in Vilar dos Teles RJ in 1980 and as
pastor at N.S. de Fatima parish in Cabu9u, near Nova lgau9u RJ in 1989. From
1993 on he was recorded as residing at the South-West district's central
community in Sao Paulo.
In 1995 he was named district superior of South-West Brazil for a three-year
term.
Questionnaire; SNM 567
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We may mention here also Fr. Enzo AGNOLI of Ireland, who worked for less
than one year in South-West Brazil and then returned to Ireland.
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Fr. Pedro van GEELEN NETHERLANDS BRZ
* February 17, 1944 Huissen U.
Educated at Weert, 1958-62, he was professed on August 15, 1963 at
Gennep. In his final year of theology he was ordained there on September 14,
1968. He then went to Antwerp for two years of medical studies.
In 1971 he flew to Amazonia, where he worked at Recife in the Pemambuco
state and then at Carauari on the Jurua River in the T efe prelature. He left the
Congregation in 1974.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Pedro (Harmut Peter) STRAUBINGER GERMANY BRZ

* June 28, 1944 Tubingen

He made his vows on April 12, 1964 at Heimbach and in his final year of
theology was ordained on August 15, 1970 at Knechtsteden.
The following year he was assigned to the South Brazil district. We find him
listed there as a staff member of the junior seminary in Salete SC in 1980 and as
pastor of Immaculada Conceic;ao parish in the same place in 1989.
In 1993 he was recorded as a staff member of the Poullart des Place Institute
for philosophy students in Vila Mangolot SP and at the same time in charge of
Santo Elias chapel and pastor of Sao Joao Batista parish in Vila Mangalot.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. David J. KEEGAN IRELAND TT PRY BRZ

* August 10, 1928 Cork

He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1946. After earning a B.Sc. in 1949 and a B.A., first class Honors, in
1951 he prefected for two years at Fatima College in Trinidad. He did his theology
at Kimmage and was ordained on July 15, 1956 in Dublin.
Assigned to Trinidad, he taught at Fatima College from 1957 until 1966. He
then joined the international group that went to Paraguay, where he did pastoral
work at Lima and Asuncion until 1971.
The following year he was assigned to South-West Brazil for parish duties at
Nova lguayU. He left the Congregation around 1975.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Brian M. McLAUGHLIN IRELAND BRZ IRL
* June 21, 1940 Blackrock, Dublin
A graduate of Rathmines, 1952-57, he made his vows on September 8, 1959
at Kilshane. After earning a B.A. in 1962, he prefected for two years at Blackrock.
He started his theology program at Kimmage but for the final year went to Rome,
where he earned a S.T.L. at St. Anselm's University in 1969. Meanwhile he had
been ordained on July 2, 1967 in Dublin.
After doing parish work for one year in London, he was assigned to South
West Brazil for three years which, however, became nine years, except for a two
year interruption. He was posted to Sao Sebastiao parish in Suzano SP, doing
parish ministry for one year and recalled to Ireland to serve as provincial councillor.
In 1976 he returned to Brazil and was stationed at Vilar dos Teles RJ as
pastor.

In April 1977 he became principal superior of the Spiritans serving in

South-West Brazil. When his term was up, he moved back to Suzano until in 1981
he was posted to Vila Nova York SP as pastor and director of diocesan
seminarians.
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Returning to Ireland in January 1983, he became personnel councillor for the
Province. After a year of leave in 1985, which he spent in London, doing studies
and working among immigrants, he was elected Spiritan provincial superior of
Ireland in 1986, a function he retained until 1994.
In 1996 he went on an extended tour of the Far East at the request of the
generalate to study the feasibility of accepting foundations in Asia.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Roberto VAARS NETHERLANDS BRZ
• November 15, 1942 Haarlem
A late vocation he did his secondary studies at Hattem and was professed on
September 8, 1965 at Gennep. In his final year of theology he was ordained on
September 25, 1971 at Maastricht.
He was assigned to Amazonia in 1972 . . He served there as pastor of Sao
Antonio, Manaus, but left the Congregation around 1990.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Br. Jose VitorSILVA BRAZIL BRZ
• August 15, 1944 Alves Machado SP
He made his vows on February 2, 1972 at Salete SC and worked in the South
Brazil district. We find him listed .specifically at Santa Cruz parish in Sao Paulo in
1980 and at Vila Mangalot, Sao Paulo, engaged in studies in 1989. By 1993 he
was recorded at the Libermann Institute in Salete SC.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Bernardo (James M. Bernard) MURPHY IRELAND NGR USA BRZ
• July 2, 1924 Cork
Usually called Bernardo to avoid confusion with confusion with a namesake,
he entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on September
16, 1944. After earning a B.A. Honors, he prefected for two years at Rockwell. In
his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on June 28, 1952 in Dublin.
After teaching for four years in Nigeria's Umuahia diocese at a teachers
training college and a secondary school, he left Nigeria toward the end of the
Biafran War in 1969 and did parish work in New York until 1971.
He was then reassigned to South-West Brazil, where we find him listed as
pastor of Sao Sebastiao parish at Suzano SP, except for a sabbatical leave in
1993.
Arch. CSSp Ireland; SNM 335
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Fr. Jaime (Seamus) B. MEAGHER 50 IRELAND TT BRZ
• January 3, 1940 Thurles, Tipperary
+ March 26, 1990 Kimmage
A Blackrock graduate, 1954-57, he made his vows on September 8, 1951 at
Kilshane, earned a B.A. in 1963 and prefected for one year in Trinidad, 1963-46. In
his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 2, 1967 in Dublin.
Before going to South-West Brazil, he spent some time in a parish in the
Alberta province of Canada. After his arrival in Brazil he was posted to Valparaiso,
a semi-rural parish in the interior of Sao Paulo state.

He fell in love with the

Brazilian people there and focused on the formation of Biblical Groups . .
In 1974 he was transferred to Vilar dos Teles in the Nova lgua9u diocese RJ.
The area had at that time the less enviable reputation of having the second highest
crime rate in the world. He devoted himself there with all his energy and talents to
develop basic Christian communities. At the same time he was also in charge of a
deanery and coordinator of all pastpral programs in the diocese. He became very
interested in the African roots of Brazilian culture and its religious expression and
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got involved in groups reflecting on the exploitation of black people in Brazilian
society.
In 1983 he was posted to the outskirts of Sao Paulo in its Jardim Planalto
sector. The theology students of the Congregation lived there and he became their
director, while also working in basic Christian communities.
By then he had become a wholly inculturated Brazilian national, not a
foreigner any longer, claiming special privileges, but Brazilian in his ways of
thinking and action, except dancing the Samba!
In the summer of 1989 he handed over his position to a Brazilian Spiritan. He
then went at last on leave in Ireland, arriving just before Christmas, in time to
surprise his mother with his Brazilian moustache!
When going for a medical checkup before returning to Brazil, the doctors
diagnosed inoperable cancer.

In three weeks it carried him to his grave.

A

profoundly spiritual yet cheerful man, he was ready for it. He had always said "yes"
to life; now he said it to death on the feast of the Annunciation, even as Mary had
said "yes" to the angel's message of God's plan for her.
Newsletter CSSp Ireland, Easter 1990
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Br. Alfredo da SILVA BRAZIL BRZ

* April 15, 1950 Alto Rio do Campo SC
Professed at Salete SC on February 2, 1972, he went to work in the Spiritan
district of South-Brazil.

We find him specifically mentioned at the Libermann

Institute at Salete as its director from 1980 on. He was still listed as such in 1993.
E.P. and B.G. passim
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Fr. Joaquim SEIFERT POLAND D BRZ

* November 4, 1938 Wroclaw (Breslau)

He made his vows as a Brother on December 8, 1959 at Knechtsteden and
worked in Germany for many years. At an undetermined time he was assigned to
the South Brazil district, where we find him listed in 1974. By 1980 he was
recorded at the Spiritan junior seminary in Salete SC.
Having manifested the desire to go on for the priesthood, he returned to
Germany, where he was ordained on May 24, 1986 at Knechtsteden. Assigned to
Amazonia, he became an assistant at N.S. de Guadelupe parish at Fonte Boa in
the Tefe prelature. In 1993 he was listed at Sao Benedito parish at ltamariti in the
extreme south-west of the prelature.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Miguel D. FEENEY IRELAND BRZ
• November 21, 1943 Ballintra, Donegal
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he was professed on
September 12, 1963. His senior seminary studies at Kimmage were interrupted by
two years of prefecting at Blackrock. In his final year of theology he was ordained
on July 5, 1970.
In 1971 he was assigned to South-West Brazil and was posted there to Santa
Genoveva parish in lrapuru SP where he served until 1980. After a sabbatical in
Ireland, where he studied Justice and Peace issues, he went to the Tefe prelature.
H~ became pastoral coordinator there for work among the Indians until in 1990 he
left the Congregation. He continued, however, to be involved with the Indians as a
member of the pastoral coordination team for them in Manaus.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Francisco D. MULCAHY 53 IRELAND IRL USA BRZ
+ January 6, 1976 Vila Alpina SP
* August 3, 1922 Montynotty, Cork
A brilliant student, he completed his secondary studies at Blackrock and made
his vows on September 8, 1941 at Kilshane. After earning a B.A., first class
Honors, in 1944, he was sent to Fribourg University, where he earned his S.T.L.
summa cum laude in 1950. Meanwhile he had also been ordained there on July
24, 1949. Going to Rome's Biblical Institute, he earned his L.S.S. in 1950.
He then taught at Kimmage until 1964, followed by one year at Duquesne
University, and then again at Kimmage. From 1968 until 1972 he also lectured at
the University College in Dublin.
In 1973 he volunteered for South-West Brazil. Being already fluent in half a
dozen languages, he learned Portuguese with surprising ease and went to work as
a pastor at Vila Alpina SP. He also trained lay catechists at the Almatina Institute.
Highly appreciated by the people and his students, he died suddenly of a heart
attack.
IBN January 6
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Fr. Eamonn J. McMAHON IRELAND NGA BRZ
* March 21, 1933 Sligo, Leitrin
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vowed
commitment on September 8, 1953. His senior seminary studies at Kimmage were
interrupted by one year of prefecting at Blackrock, during which he earned a B.A. in
1957. In his final year of theology he was ordained on July 10, 1960 in Dublin.
Assigned to the Owerri diocese in Nigeria in 1961, he served there for nine
years, mostly in education and during the Biafran War also in famine relief work,
except for one year in the U.S.A., gathering funds. ·
Expelled from the country in 1970, he went to South-West Brazil. He served
there as assistant until 1984 and then as pastor at N.S. do Carmo parish in Vila
Alpina, near Sao Caetano do Sul; a sector of Sao Paulo. Aside from his parish
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duties, he was a member of the presbyterial council of the episcopal Belem region
and a member of the episcopal administration council.
Seeing the great need of a facility for small children, whose mothers were
mostly working, he opened a creche in a former school building. The city agreed to
pay a grant for each child in the creche, but it covered only part of the expenses; he
had to find the rest by appealing to the charity of the people. Started in 1975, the
creche provided not only custodial care but saw to it that the children developed
normally.

By 1979 the creche had reached 180 children, the maximum of its

capacity, wi,ile 200 children were on its waiting list.
Then its board of directors decided that the time had come for building a new
creche.

With the charm of the Irish, he managed to obtain not only local

contributions from government authorities, the archdiocese and private persons but
also from non-government agencies in Europe, especially Ireland. By 1985 the
.new creche was opened. For school age children a juvenile center was added. All
together, the number of children under fifteen numbered some 400. When the
creche was opened, the project committee had a surprise for him. They told him
that the building was to be named Mary Anne after his mother. She had provided
some of the seed-money to get the project, costing nearly $300,000, started and
without her help her son would not have become their pastor and guide.
After a sabbatical year of studies in Jerusalem in 1988 he was transferred to
N.S. do Perpetuo Socorro nearby Vila Diva. There he found a similar situation.
This parish also had a small creche in a high-rent old building and a capacity for
eighty children. It will surprise no one that he set about to remedy the situation.
Appealing again to benefactors and to European Community a building began to
be constructed in 1992. As of this moment in August 1996 most of it has already
been built and it is hoped that it will be fully operational by 1998. The European
Community supplies 49% of the construction cost and the remainder comes from
local Brazilian sources.
Questionnaire; SNM 508
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Fr. Loreny0 DOYLE IRELAND IRL NGA BRZ
* May 27, 1917 Waterford
Having completed two years of theology in his home diocese, he entered the
Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on November 11, 1941. In his
final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on June 4, 1942 in Dublin.
After teaching at Kimmage for three years, he studied Canon Law at Maynooth,
earning a L.C.L.
Assigned to Nigeria in 1947, he became principal of a teachers training
college and then vicar general of the Owerri diocese. The Biafran War led to his
expulsion from Nigeria after twenty-three years of hard work in 1970 and he
returned to Ireland.
In 1973 he volunteered for South-West Brazil. Details about his work there
are missing until we find him listed in 1989 at Sao Sebastiao parish in Susano SP.
He was awaiting appointment in Brazil in 1993 after a leave of absence to
celebrate the golden anniversary of his priesthood.
Arch. CSSp Ireland; SNM 228
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Fr. Joao (Sean) A DOYLE IRELAND BRZ IRL
* August 2, 1944 Tulla, Ennis, Clare
After completing his secondary education at Rockwell, 1957-62, he made his
vows on September 8, 1963 at Kilshane. He earned a B.A. in 1966 before
prefecting for one year at Rockwell and then did his theology at Kimmage. On June
19, 1972 he was ordained a priest in his hometown.
The following year he was assigned to South-West Brazil and posted to Vilar
dos Teles RJ, doing pastoral ministry. While on leave in 1979, he was retained for
one year in Irel and promoting vocations.
On his return to Brazil, he assumed pastoral duties at Cozoa Grande in ltaguai
RJ and from 1985 on at Santa Luzia parish in Bairro da Luz, a sector of Jardim
Alvorada, Nova lgua~u RJ .
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In those two places he came into his own and built numerous churches and
community centers; he set up a clinic for poor patients in Bairio da Luz and helped
the people to organize a trade union for domestic workers in Nova lguacu.
In 1994 he went back to Ireland and engaged in mission animation, followed
by six months of Bible studies in Jerusalem. In October 1996 he returned to Brazil
to take up a new assignment.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Patricio A SOARES KENYA BRZ USA
* March 17, 1943 Kisumu, Kenya
The son of Goan parents, he did his secondary studies at Mombasa, 19571966, and went to Kilshane for his novitiate. He was professed there on
September 8, 1968. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained
there on June 10, 1973.
The following year he was assigned to South-West Brazi!. We find him listed
there in 1980 as pastor in Guarayai in the Lins diocese SP, while also covering the
parish in Lavinia. In 1988 he went for a study year in the U.S.A., following which he
joined the Long Island NY Spiritan community, engaged in pastoral ministry.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Joao B. DOYLE . IRELAND NGA IRL BRZ
* August 5, 1937 Dublin
A Blackrock graduate, 1950-57, he made his vowed commitment to the
Congregation on September 8, 1956 at Kilshane. After earning a B.Sc. in 1959 he
began his senior seminary studies in Kimmage, but was soon sent to the University
of Fribourg, where he earned a S.T.L. in 1965. Meanwhile he had been ordained
on July 5, 1964 in Dublin.
Assigned to Nigeria, he taught in the Port Harcourt diocese until the outbreak
'

of the Biafran War in 1967 when he engaged in relief work for displaced and
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starving civilians. After the defeat of the cesessionists in 1970, he was one of those
who were rounded up and deported in March 1970.
Returning to Ireland, he became director of theology students at Kimmage,
followed by a sick leave.
In 1974 he was reassigned, this time to South-West Brazil. He was posted to
Sao Sebastiao parish in Suzano SP until in 1980 he became principal superior of
the South-West Spiritan district for two successive three-year terms. As such, he
moved to N.S. do Carmo parish in Vila Alpina, a sector of Sao Caetano do Sul SP.
From 1986 until 1992 he served as pastor at N.S. Aparecida in Rolim de Moura RO.
Half a million people had moved into that area and the parish extended over
120,000 of them living in 100 Christian communities. The three priests of the team
working there visited each community and its leaders regularly and held training
sessions for leaders several times a year.
In 1993 he assumed the pastorship of Sao Joao Bosco cathedral parish at JiParana RO.
Questionnaire; SNM 584
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Fr. Hugo M. DE BLACAM IRELAND BRZ
• November 12, 1943 Blackrock, Dublin
A Blackrock graduate, he made his vows on September 8, 1962 at Kilshane.
His senior studies at Kimmage were interrupted by one year of prefecting at
Blackrock in 1967 after he had earned a B.Sc., Honors, (social studies). On June
13, 1971 he was ordained at Kimmage.
Going to Rome, he earned a S.T.B. at the Gregorian .University, followed by a
Ph.D. in social science at the University of California at Malibu, in 1974.
In the same year he arrived in Rio de Janeiro to learn Portuguese while also
engaging in ministry in a slum area. Two years later he went to Sao Paulo, where
he became district bursar, 1977-80, while also engaged in pastoral duties. In 1980
we find him at Sao Joao Batista parish in Jardim Colonial, near Sao Mateus SP. It
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was a new parish where everything had to be started. The Spiritan team assigned
to it built a parish hall, fourteen churches and a trade school in the area, engaged
in rural ministry, organized clubs for mothers and workers, etc.

Thereby it

contributed much to the democratization of the area.
After a leave in 1988 to engage in studies in the New York area, he returned
to Brazil and took up rural apostolate at the Santo Afonso parish in Juazeiro, in the
Bahia state, a mission of the Spiritan Province of Brazil.
Questionnaire
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Br. Alberto ARNS GERMANY D BRZ
*
1943 D. of Trier
He made his first vows in 1968 and served in Germany until, after his
perpetual vows in 1974 he was assigned to Brazil.
We find him listed there in the Alta Jurua district in 1980 at Spiritan House in
Cruzeiro do Sul. He was recorded there as district's bursar from 1989 on.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Joao Serra de ARAUJO PORTUGAL ANG BRZ
* February 4, 1935 Tadim, Braga
He did his secondary schooling at Godim-Regua and Braga, 1950-57, and
made his vows on September 8, 1958 at Silva. In his final year of theology at
Carcavelos he was ordained there on November 13, 1963.
The following year he was assigned to Angola. He taught there at a college
and then at a seminary until in 1968 he became a military chaplain, first in Portugal
and then in Angola. In 1974 he left Angola for Namibia and from there went via
Johannesburg, South Africa, to Brazil's South-East Spiritan district.
After a month of introduction to the country and its culture he was posted to
Jales SP as pastor of a new parish, called San Antonio. As no facilities existed
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there as yet, he had to built it from the ground up and constructed its church and
rectory.
In 1985 he was posted to Santa Fe do Sul SP, where he took charge of N.S.
Aparecida parish in nearby Tres Fronteiras. In 1988 he became principal superior
of the South-East district for two three-year terms. At the same time he continued to
exercise pastoral functions, first at Queimados and then at Mesquita, both near
Nova lgua9U RJ.
When his term as district superior was over in 1994, he continued to serve as
pastor of N.S. das Grayes, while also being district's bursar.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Francisco FERNANDES CORREIA PORTUGAL ANG BRZ

* May 14, 1979 Vila Marim, Vila Real

He did his secondary schooling at Regua and Braga, 1942-49, and made his
vows on September 8, 1950 at Silva. For his senior seminary studies he went to
Viana do Castelo and Carcavelos, where he was ordained on September 29,
1955.
His first assignment took him in 1956 to Angola where he taught at the senior
seminary in Nova Lisboa, now Huambo, until in 1967 he became director of a
school for teachers.
In 1975 he was assigned to the South-East district and given the task of
organizing this new Spiritan circumscription.

In 1979 he became officially its

principal superior for a three-year term, twice renewed for another term. Residing
in Nova lgua~ RJ he also did pastoral work in the area.
He was serving as pastor of Sao Cristovao in Cabo Frio RJ in 1994 when he
was called upon to serve again as ,principal superior of the district for a three-year
term.
Questionnaire; Arch. CSSp Portugal
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Fr. Eduardo da Silva LEITAO 85 PORTUGAL ANG BRZ
* February 14, 1920 Santa Maria da Mantaigas
+ August 30, 1995 Retela, Lisbon
He made his vows on September 8, 1941 at Fraiao-Braga and in his final year
of theology at Viana was ordained there on October 7, 1945.
Assigned to Angola in 1946, he worked there for nearly three decades in both
education and as a missionary and pastor, until the war for independence and civil
war drove him away in 1975.
In that year he was assigned to South-East Brazil. He rendered twenty years
of faithful service there as chaplain at Frei Antonio hospital in the Sao Cristovao .
sector of Rio de Janeiro.
Being in his mid-eighties, he returned to Portugal in 1995. As he was really
·worn out and not likely to live until October, the golden anniversary of his
priesthood was celebrated by anticipation at his brother's hometown in Manteigas.
Arch. CSSp Portugal
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Fr. Nicolau NOORDERMEER NETHERLANDS ANG BRZ
* November 26, 1927 Loosduinen
He did his secondary schooling at Weert, 1943-50, and made his vows on
September 7, 1951 at Gennep. In his final year of theology at Gernert, he was
ordained there on July 11, 1957.
Assigned to Angola in 1957 he did evangelization ministry in the Sa da
Bandeira diocese until civil war drove him away in 1975.
He then transferred to Brazil, where he took charge of N.S. da Conceiyao
parish at Pompeu in the Sete Lagoas diocese. He was still listed as serving there
twenty years later.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Agostinho Pereira Rodrigues BRIGIDO PORTUGAL ANG BRZ PTG
* November 29, 1933 Opeia-Caranguejeira, Leiria
He made his vows on September 8, 1953 at Silva and in his final year of
theology at Caracavelos was ordained there on September 20, 1958.
Assigned to Angola's Nova Lisboa (Huambo) district in 1959, he served
briefly as military chaplain at Sada Bandeira before taking up missionary work and
teaching in the same area. From 1967 on he was military chaplain again.
In 1975 he went to South-East Brazil and served for two years as pastor at
Jales SP.
From 1977 on, he assumed various functions throughout the province of
Portugal. He was still serving there in 1996.
Arch. CSSp Portugal
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Fr. Laurindo de Jesus MARQUES U.S.A. ANG BRZ
* September 27, 1924 Hartford CT
Belonging to the Spiritan province of Portugal, he made his vows on
September 8, 1946 at Silva Barcelos and did his senior seminary studies at Viana
do Castelo, where he was ordained on March 18, 1950.
Assigned in 1951 to Angola, he worked there as a missionary in the Malange
area until 1975 despite the difficult situation caused by civil unrest and finally war.
In 1975 he was reassigned, this time to South-East Brazil. He became pastor
of Sao Miguel Arcanjo parish in Miguel Couto, Nova lguac;u RJ. From 1989 on we .
find him listed in pastoral ministry at N.S. da Conceic;ao at Queimados, Nova
lguac;u.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Manuel NUNES PORTUGAL ANG BRZ PTG
* February 17, 1925 Caranguejeira, Leiria
He made his vows on September 8, 1950 at Silva and did his senior seminary
studies at Viana and Carcavelos. In his final year of theology he was ordained on
September 29, 1955 at Carcavelos.
The following year he was assigned to Angola's Archdiocese of Luanda. He
did pastoral and evangelization ministry there at various locations until in 1975 civil
war drove him out of the country.
Going to South-East Brazil in the same year, he was posted to N.S. Aparecida
parish in Aparecida d'Oeste SP first as assistant and then as pastor. In 1984 he
served briefly at Jales SP and then as chaplain of a school in Rio de Janeiro.
In 1991 he returned to Portugal, where he continued to function in ministry.
Arch. CSSp Port1,Jgal
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Fr. Jose Maria PERREIRA 69 PORTUGAL ANG BRZ
* March 8, 1913 Rio Frio, Braganya
+ November 21, 1982 Rio de Janeiro
He made his vows on August 6, 1935 at Braga, did his senior seminary
studies at Viana and Braga and was ordained there on March 29, 1941.
The following year he was assigned to the Archdiocese of Loanda, Angola.
He worked there until 1975, becoming among other things director of Radio Eclesia
for the archdiocese and editor of Apostolado .
As civil war made life increasingly difficult, he took refuge in South-East Brazil
in 1975, without even returning to his home country. He was posted there to lgaba
as assistant in its parish in the Niter6i diocese RJ.
In 1979 he moved to Rio de Janeiro, taking up chaplain duties. He died there
three years later.
Arch. CSSp Portugal; INFON p. 47
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Fr. Antonio de Oliverira GIROTO 57 PORTUGAL PTG ANG BRZ
* October 10, 1925 Santa Margarida,
+ March 5, 1983 Rio de Janeiro
Castro Daire
Professed on September 8, 1947 at Silva, he was sent to the Gregorian
University in Rome, where he earned a S.T.L. in 1952. He was also ordained there
on April 12 of the same year.
After teaching theology and philosophy for a few years he received in 1956 a
leave to study biology at the Coimbra university.
In November 1958 he was assigned to Angola. He taught there at a large
college in Nova Lisboa, now Huambo, and became its director.

The war of

independence and the ensuing civil war caused him to leave the country in 1975.
Going to the South-East district or Brazil, he assumed a chaplaincy at Hospital
dos Servidores do Estado in Rio de Janeiro. He died there eight years later.
Arch. CSSp Portugal; INFON p. 10
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Fr. Antonio Rodrigues FERREIRA DA SILVA PORTUGAL PTG ANG BRZ

* May 29, 1925 Pousos, Leiria

Professed on September 8, 1947 at Silva, he did his senior seminary studies
at Viana and Braga, where be was ordained on March 19, 1951.
After teaching at Braga for two years, he was assigned to Angola. He worked
there for more than two decades in the Nova Lisboa (Huambo) archdiocese as a
missionary and in education.
In 1975 he went to South-East Brazil, where he served for two years in parish
work at lguaba Grande, Niter6i RJ.
Returning to Portugal in 1977, he functioned mostly as bursar and from 1992
on in parish work, until he entered the retirement home of the Congregation in
1996.
Arch. CSSp Portugal
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Fr. Candido Ferreira da COSTA 90 PORTUGAL ANG BRZ
* December 26, 1894 Valas do Olival,
+ March 22, 1985 Rio de Janeiro
Vila Nova de Ourem
Professed on October 18, 1914 at Langonnet, France, he finished his senior
seminary studies at Braga, where he was ordained on July 14, 1922.
Retained in Portugal, he served there for many years in its houses of
formation as novice master, superior, bursar and director of senior seminarians.
In 1952 he received his overseas appointment to Angola. He worked there for
twenty-three years, once again, in formation and education, until in 1975 the war of
independence and civil war drove him out of the country.
Going to South-East Brazil, he spent a short time in Sao Paulo and in 1976
became chaplain to an orphanage in Bauru SP. Four years later when he was
over eighty-five years old, he was transferred to the district's headquarters in Nova
lgua1ru RJ. He still celebrated the 60th anniversary of his ordination in 1982, but
then began suffering from cancer. His final year was spent in hospital in Rio de
Janeiro.
Arch. CSSp Portugal; INFON p. 14
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Fr. Alberto da Fonseca LOPES PORTUGAL ANG BRZ CAN PTG
* October 19, 1929 Fiaiaes, Trancoso
He made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1949
at Silva, after which he did his senior seminary studies at Viana and Carcavelos. In
his final year of theology he was ordained on May 2, 1954 at Carcavelos.
From 1954 until 1975 he served as a missionary in Angola in the Luanda
archdiocese, ending up as principal of a teachers training college.
Going to South-East Brazil in 1975, he became pastor of N.S. da Conceiyao
parish in Queimados, Nova lgua1ru RJ . In 1982 he was posted as pastor to Santa
Teresinha, Piranema in ltaguai RJ . '
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In 1988 he moved to Toronto, Canada where a team of Portuguese Spiritans
staffed St. Agnes parish to look after the many Portuguese-speaking people who
had settled in Toronto.
Returning to Portugal in 1994, he became bursar of the Viana do Castelo
community.
Arch. CSSp Portugal
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Fr. Antonio Ribeira LARANJEIRA PORTUGAL ANG BRZ PR PTG MEX

* April 20, 1937 Marinhas, Exposende

Professed on September 8, 1957 at Silva, he did his senior seminary studies
at Fraiao-Braga and Carcavelos, where he was ordained on December 16, 1962.
The following year he was assigned to Angola, where he did missionary work
in the Malange diocese until 1973. Returning to Portugal in 1973, he became
director of the seminary in Carcavelos.
In 1975 he went to South-East Brazil and was posted to the diocese of Nova
lguac;u RJ . He began to serve there as pastor of N.S. das Grac;as in Eden, while
also taking care of Santissima Trindade parish in nearby Olinda until 1979. He .
then became pastor of N.S. da Conseic;ao at Belford Roxo and three years later
director of the seminary.
He did not retain this function very long, for in the same year he was assigned
to Puerto Rico to serve as assistant novice master.

After preparing himself to

become novice master by studying in Madrid, he went back to Puerto Rico and
functioned as novice master there until 1988.
In that y~ar he returned to Brazil to resume pastoral ministry and received the
task of opening a new parish in Nova lguac;u. In 1991 he was recalled to Portugal
to serve as director of theologians in Lisbon.
In 1996 he received his latest assignment as novice master in Mexico.
Arch. CSSp Portugal
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Fr. Joao van KEMENADE 77 NETHERLANDS ANG BRZ
* July 7, 1917 Bergeijk, N.B.
+ May 2, 1992 Veldhoven NB
A graduate of Weert, 1931-38, he made his vows on August 27, 1938 at
Gennep and did his senior seminary studies at Gernert, where he was ordained on
July 25, 1943.
When World War Two ended in 1945 he received his assignment to Angola
and went there the following year. He loved his missionary work there and kept at
it for three decades. Then the political situation deteriorated to such an extent that
it became impossible for him to carry on.
At his request he was then transferred in 1976 to Brazil. Unlike many others,
he had no trouble adapting himself to the country. On the other hand, the changes
in the organization of ministry with its emphasis on a common pastoral approach
and the recognition to be given to lay leaders in faith communities were a novelty
which went against the grain for him. He was used to a more independent way of
dealing with things.
After serving as pastor at Martinho Campos, MG until the end of 1984, he was
posted to Pompeu MG as chaplain to a home for the aged. He was happy there
until illness struck and forced him to return to Holland around the end of 1991.
He would have loved to go back to Brazil, but it was out of the question. He
died of cancer a few months later, leaving the memory of a dedicated priest, a
happy and ever smiling confrere and friend, and a much beloved member of his
family.
Newsletter CSSp Holland, June 1992
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Fr. Arminda FERNANDES BARBOSA PORTUGAL PTG SP BRZ
* September 7, 1927 Vilela-Amares
He made his vows on September 15, 1945 at Fraiao-Braga and worked in
various communities in Portugal until in 1955 he went to Spain, serving mostly in
Madrid. In 1970 he officially joined the Spiritan province of Spain. Opting for the
priesthood in 1971, he did his theological studies and on March 3, 1975 was
ordained in Madrid at the age of forty-seven.
He then received his assignment to the T efe prelature in Amazonia. We find
him stationed there first at Sao Joaquim parish in Alvaraes and from 1993 on at
Tefe Town.
Illness led to his return to Spain in 1995 and he was placed in Madrid.
Arch. CSSp Spain
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Fr. Geraldo (Timothy) GRIFFIN IRELAND NGA USA IRL BRZ
* July 28, 1939 Tipperary
A brother of Fr. Maurice, C.S.Sp., he entered the Congregation at Kilshane,
where he made his vows on September 8, 1957. His senior seminary studies at
Kimmage were interrupted by three years of prefecting at Rathmines. On July 4,
1965 he was ordained at Kimmage. Later he would earn a master's degree in
religious studies at Fordham University in New York (1972).
Assigned to Nigeria in 1966, he labored there in education and parish work
until the Biafran War led to his departure in 1969.

Going to the U.S.A., he

functioned in parochial duties in various places until he returned to Ireland in 1974.
In 1976 he was assigned to Brazil. After some introductory courses he was
posted to Sao Sebastiao parish in Susano SP.

In 1989 he was listed at Sao

Sebastiao parish in Alto do Pascoal, a sector of Recife PE in the diocese of Olinda
e Recife.

He was still recorded as serving there in 1993.

Arch. CSSp Ireland; SNM 602
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Fr. Jose Gonyalves TORRES PALMA 59 PORTUGAL ANG BRZ
* October 4, 1925 Mujaes, Viana do Castelo
+ April 13, 1988 Lisbon
Professed on September 8, 1949 at Silva, he did his senior seminary studies
at Viana and Carcavelos, where he was ordained on September 27, 1953.
The following year he was assigned to Angola's archdiocese of Luanda. He
worked in Angola as a missionary for two decades at various locations, until the
civil war induced him to leave the country.
In 1976 he went to South-East Brazil, where he became pastor of Santa
Teresinha parish at Piranema, ltaguai RJ in the Nova lguac;u diocese. From 1980
on he also functioned as vicar general of the diocese.

As such, he organized

pastoral ministry in the diocese and restored places of worship.

In his parish he

gave himself totally to the people.
He became ill in 1984 and went to Europe for treatment.

Apparently

recovered, he returned to Brazil, but three years later he suffered a relapse and
went back to Portugal. He died there in the Lord the following year.
Arch. CSSp Portugal; Boletim CSSp Portugal, 1988, 83 ff.
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Fr. Alfredo da Purificayao PEREIRA 60 PORTUGAL ANG BRZ
* May 13, 1933 Freixianda, Vila Nova de Ourem
+ July 7, 1993 Lisbon
Professed on September 8, 1953 at Silva, he was ordained in his final year of
theology at Carcavelos on April 2, 1960.
Assigned to Angola in the same year, he sailed in March of 1961 . He labored
as a missionary in the Silva Porto diocese, now renamed Kwito-Bie, until 1975.
The following year he went to South-East Brazil, where we find him listed in
1984 as convent chaplain at Araruama RJ and later also as pastor of N.S. da
Conceic;ao at Rio Bonita RJ until 1993.
He died the same year in hospital in Lisbon.
Arch. CSSp Portugal
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Fr. Patricio G. McNAMARA IRELAND BRZ
* July 9, 1949 Dublin
He did his undergraduate studies at Blackrock, 1960-66, and made his vows
on September 18, 1966 at Kilshane. He prefected for one year at Rockwell and
earned a B.D. in 1974. On December 18, 1974 he was ordained at Kimmage.
After following a development course at Kimmage, he received his assignment to
South-West Brazil.
We find him listed there at the parish in Vila Rica, Sao Mateuz SP in 1980.
After a study leave in 1988, he returned to Brazil, were he was recorded as pastor
of N.S. do Carmo in Vila Alpina SP in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Jose LOPES DE SOUSA PORTUGAL BRZ PTG
• October 20, 1947 Condemaria, Vila Nova de Ourem
He made his vows on September 8, 1969 at Silva and in his final year of
theology was ordained on August 22, 1976 in his home town.
Assigned to South-East Brazil in the same year, he served as pastor at Sao
Benedito in Urania SP until in 1983 he was posted to Sao Antonio parish in Jales

I

SP.
Returning to Portugal in 1984, he was retained there and served in various
houses of formation, while also being a member of the Justice and Peace
commission.
Arch. CSSp Portugal
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Fr. Antonio LIMA PORTUGAL ANG BRZ
* February 26, 1928 Rio Tinto, Porto
He received his secondary schooling at Regua and Braga, 1941-48, before
making his vows on September 8, 1949 at Silva. For his senior seminary studies
he went to Viana do Castelo and then to Carcavelos. On September 26, 1954 he
was ordained at Carcavelos. He earned two diplomas in elementary medicine at
Lille, France for use in places where there were no doctors.
Assigned to Angola in 1955, he ministered there until 1977. Then when the
wartime conditions made life very precarious, he left Angola and went to the SouthEast Brazil district. He was posted there to Sao Vicente de Paulo parish in the
town of the same name, in the Rio de Janeiro state. He was still listed there in
1996.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Patricio J. CLARKE IRELAND IRL BRZ

* May 3, 1937 Dublin

He made his vows on September 8, 1960 at Cellule, France, and did his
theology studies in England at Wellesborough. On July 3, 1966 he was ordained
there. After serving in England for some years of teaching at Castlehead's junior
seminary, he received a B.A., Honors, in Ireland in 1972 and a M.A. in Existential
Phenomenology in Boston, U.S.A. in 1974.
In 1975 he transferred to the Province of Ireland and did one year of
administrative duties for the relief organization CONCERN. The following year he
flew to South-West Brazil and was posted to N.S. do Carmo in a slum area called
Vila Alpina of Sao Caetano do Sul SP where several other Irish Spiritans were
working. He was still recorded there in 1993.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Fernando Henrique Ferreira PINTO PORTUGAL BRZ

* August 9, 1947 Peso da Regua

He was professed on September 8, 1966 at Silva and after finishing the
course for deacons he sailed in 1971 to Angola to do his stage of apostolic
experience. On July 25, 1973 he was ordained there at Landana.
After his return to Portugal he served as assistant director at Viana do Castelo
until in 1976 he went to South-East Brazil. He taught at the Catholic university in
Rio de Janeiro and in 1980 engaged in ministry at N.S. da Conceiyao at lguaba
Grande, a sector of Pedro da Aldeia RJ.
From 1992 on he served as pastor of Santa Terezinha at Catanduva SP.
Arch. CSSp Portugal

I
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Fr. Jose FERNANDES DE SA PORTUGAL ANG BRZ
* December 26, 1932 Barcelos
He received his secondary schooling at Godim and Fraiao-Braga, 1947-53,
and made his vows on September 8, 1947 at Silva. For his senior seminary
studies he went to Viana do Castelo and Carcavelos, where he was ordained on
September 27, 1959.
Assigned to Angola in 1961, he labored there as a missionary until 1974 and
built a church at Omupanda.
After a few years in Portugal, he was reassigned to South-East Brazil in 1977.
He spent some time helping out in parishes entrusted to friars and then was posted
as pastor to the parish of N.S. da Concei9ao in the Queimados sector of Nova
lgua9u RJ. He built its Sao Cristavao social center at Nova Matriz and another
center, called Sao Roque, at Vale d'Ariosa, a church on Pedro Arlindo street and a
third social center at Marcionilia, while also reorganizing that at Velha Matriz.
He was still there in 1996.

I

Questionnaire
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Fr. Domingos da Rocha FERREIRA PORTUGAL PTG BRZ

* October 30, 1947 Recarei, Paredes

Professed on September 8, 1967 at Silva, he was ordained on August 11,
1974 at Viana do Castelo.
After doing parish work in Portugal for a few years, he was assigned to SouthEast Brazil and served there first as assistant and then as pastor at N.S. das
Grayas in Eden RJ.
In 1988 he was seconded to the Tefe prelature in Amazonia. Stationed at
Tefe itself, he was especially charged with fostering vocations. He was still listed
there in 1996.
Arch. CSSp Portugal
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Fr. Humberto (Huub) VERDIJK 66 NETHERLANDS ANG NL BRZ
• August 18, 1917 Overloon NB
+ February 15, 1984 Helmond
One of five brothers who joined the Congregation, he did his secondary
studies at Gernert and Weert, 1929-35, and made his vows on August 25, 1936 at
Gennep. In his final year of theology he was ordained on July 23, 1943 in Gernert.
When World War Two ended and travel became possible again, the Dutch
province of the Congregation had over one hundred young priests available for
overseas assignment and he belonged to the group of thirty who went to Angola.
He worked there for twenty-five years in the country's capital Luanda, as teacher at
its seminary, procurator and leader of lay movements. It was a stressful time as the
people wished to be independent from their Portuguese overlords and Portugal
refused to accede to that demand. War ensued, first with Portugal and then civil
war.
In 1971 he went back to Holland, engaged in pastoral ministry until 1977
when he volunteered for Central Brazil. He worked there at Divin6polis MG and
Anapolis GO as pastor. Though the Portuguese language was common to both
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Angola and Brazil.the people and pastoral approach were quite different and at his
age it proved difficult to adapt himself.
In 1979 he returned to Holland and assumed pastoral ministry in Limburg.
There he was happy and much beloved by the people entrusted to his care. A
heart attack led to his death in a hospital.
Newsletter CSSp Holland March 1984
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Fr. Luis Oliveira MARTINS PORTUGAL PTG BRZ
* September 17, 1948 Sao Salvador do Campo, Barcelos
Professed on September 8, 1968 at Silva, he finished his senior seminary
studies at Carcavelos and was ordained in his home town on September 21, 1975.
After teaching for one year at Fraiao, he went in 1977 to the South-East Brazil
district.

He did parish ministry at Sao Antonio in Jales SP until 1983 when he was

transferred to Sao Joao Batista parish in Santa Fe do Sul SP.
In 1988 he was posted to Sao Cristovao parish in Cabo Frio RJ. He was still
listed there in 1996.
Arch. CSSp Portugal
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Fr. Domingos de MATOS VITO~INO PORTUGAL ANG BRZ PTG MZQ
* March 22, 1940 S. Paio de Antas, Esposende
He made his formal commitment to the Congregation on September 8, 1960
at Carcavelos and in his final year of theology at Torre d'Aquilha was ordained
there on October 31, 1965.
The following year he was assigned to Angola's Sa da Bandeira (Lubango)
diocese where he worked as a missionary until 1975. After a year of additional
studies at Strasbourg, France, he transferred to South-East Brazil in 1977. ·He
briefly served as pastor at N.S. das Gra9Ss parish in Eden RJ and then became
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pastor of Sao Joao Batista parish in Tres Fronteiras RJ. After a study leave in 1986
in Madrid, he returned to Tres Fronteiras for another three years.
He then went back to Portugal, serving in various positions. In 1996 he joined
the team destined to open a new mission in MoCr8mbique.
Arch. CSSp Portugal
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Fr. Antonio Luis Farias ANTUNES PORTUGAL BRZ PTG
• December 20, 1947 Aldeias de Carvalho, Covilha
Professed on September 8, 1967 at Silva, he did his theology at Carcavelos,
had two years of apostolic experience in Angola and then was ordained on
December 21, 1975 in his home town.
After some additional studies in Paris, he arrived in South-East Brazil in 1977.
He was introduced to pastoral work in the country at lta(ma MG and then posted to
Sao Joao Batista parish at Tres Fronteiras SP.
Following a sabbatical year of studies in Paris, he went in 1988 to the Tefe
prelature in Amazonia, where he served as vocational animator and vicar general
of the prelature.
By 1993 he was back in Portugal and became provincial assistant and
director of theology students.
Arch. CSSp Portugal
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Fr. Manuel da SILVA MARTINS SEBASTIAO PORTUGAL PTG ANG BRZ IT
• June 4, 1939 Proen'r8-a-Nova
(Records list him under anyone of his capitalized names)
He made his vows on September 8, 1959 at Silva and in his final year of
theology in Ireland was ordained on December 19, 1964 in Dublin.
Retained in Portugal, he tayght there in formation houses and served as
director of junior seminarians until in 1971 he was assigned to Angola's

Sa

de
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Bandeira (Lubango) diocese. He worked there as seminary director and in parish
ministry until 1976.
Going to Brazil's South-East district in 1977, he became pastor of Sagrado
Corayao de Jesus parish in Francisco Morato SP.
In 1989 he was called to Rome to serve as the Congregation's procurator to
the Holy See, a function he retained until 1995.

After a sabbatical leave he

returned to Portugal and became provincial secretary in Lisbon.
Arch. CSSp Portugal
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Fr. Joao KILCRANN IRELAND BRZ
• May 4, 1948 Carrick on Shannan, Leitrim
A Blackrock graduate, 1961-68, he made his vows on September 8, 1967 at
Kilshane. After earning a B.A. in 1971 he prefected for two years at Rockwell and
earned a Higher Diploma in Education. In his final year of theology, he earned a
B.D. and was ordained on June 6, 1976 at Mohill.
After following a development education course at Kimmage, he left for SouthWest Brazil in January 1978. He began his pastoral ministry there at lrapuru SP
and in 1981 was posted to Sao Joao Batista parish in Sete Barras SP. By 1993 he
was listed as Spiritan secretary of Justice and Peace, while residing at Vila Alpina,
near Sao Paulo SP.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Sergio Eduardo CASTRIANI BRAZIL BRZ IT
• May 31, 1954 D. Presidente Prudente SP
He made his vows on February 2, 1975 and did his theology in Sao Paulo.
On December 12, 1978 he was ordained.
Assigned to the Alta Jurua district, he was posted to N.S. do Perpetuo Socorro
in Feij6 ~nd ministered there until 1983.
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In 1994 he became director of the Poullart des Places Institute for philosophy
students at Vila Mangalot, a poor sector of Sao Paulo.

In his spare time he

engaged in pastoral work there, especially among the young.
In 1992 he became provincial bursar. He did not last very long as such, for
the General Chapter of the Congregation, held at ltaici, near Sao Paulo, elected
him as one of the superior general's assistants in September 1992 for a six-year
term.

He took up residence in Rome.

His special responsibilities include

formation, foundations, and correspondence with Latin American, Caribbean
French or Spanish speaking islands and Mexico.
B.G. and E.P. passim; Newsletter CSSp, Generalate August-October 1992
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Fr. Miguel J. FOODY IRELAND BRZ

* July 17, 1948 Corballa, Sligo

He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 12, 1969. After doing his philosophy at Milltown, he prefected for one
year at Blackrock and then began his studies of theology. On June 20, 1976 he
was ordained in his home county.
After one year of development studies at Kimmage, he went to Brazil in 1978.
We find him listed there at Santa Genoveva parish in lrapuru SP, while also taking
care of the parishes in Flora Rica and Pacembu.
In 1988 he was listed in New York on a study leave for religious education at
Fordham University.

Returning to Brazil in 1990, he took charge of Santa

Teresinha parish in Juazeiro BA, until in 1993 he was assigned to N.S. de Fatima
parish in Vilar dos Teles, Sao Joao de Meriti RJ.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Eugene V. MORAN IRELAND BRZ
• June 25, 1951 Tuam, Galway
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he was professed on
September 8, 1970. After studying first and second Arts and the B.D. course, he
went to Brazil in 1974 for three years of apostolic experience. Returning to Ireland
in 1978, he obtained his Maynooth B. D. and was ordained at Kimm age on June 11,
1978.
The following year he was assigned to Brazil and posted to the parish of
Afogados in Recife PE. In 1993 we find him listed at N.S. de Fatima parish in Vilar
dos Teles RJ as a member of the Spiritan team entrusted with the ministry.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Eduardo Augusto GUEDES OSORIO PORTUGAL ANG SP PTG
• August 20, 1943 Cambres, Lamago
Professed on September 8, 1963 at Silva, he did his theology studies at Torre
d'Aguilha, where he was ordained on October 4, 1968.
The following year he was assigned to Angola's Luanda (Huambo)
archdiocese. He worked there as a missionary until 1975. After going to Paris for
some additional studies, he was sent to Spain, where he engaged in mission
animation.
In 1978 he went to South-East Brazil and engaged in parish ministry at N.S.
das Grayas in Eden RJ.

In 1987 he assumed the function of assistant novice

master at Contagem MG.
Returning to Portugal in 1992 he served in the same task at Silva until in 1994
he took up promotional duties at Porto.
Arch. CSSp Portugal
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Fr. Antonio BUCHKREMER GERMANY D SEN BRZ
* November 4, 1930 Glehn-Scherfhausen Rid
He made his vows on April 3, 1952 at Heimbach. After his philosophy studies
in Knechtsteden, he was sent to Rome for theology. Ordained on July 21, 1957 at
Knechtsteden, he returned to Rome for further studies.
By 1961 we find him listed as teaching at Knechtsteden and in 1968 as
teaching at the Libermann Senior Seminary in Senegal.
Around 1978 he was transferred to South Brazil, where he was posted to the
Poullart des Places Institute for philosophy students in Sao Paulo SP. In 1989 he
was recorded in residence at the principal superior's house in Sao Paulo and in
1993 at the Santuario de N.S. de Salete at Salete SC.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Noel P. O'MEARA IRELAND IRL BRZ USA CAN IT
* December 22, 1937 Gort, Galway

.

After attending Blackrock he made his vows on September 8, 1957 at
Kilshane. He ·earned a B.A. Honors, in 1960 and then prefected for two years at
Rathmines while also earning a Higher Diploma in Education. In his final year of
theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 4, 1965. Later he would also earn a
M.Ed., Honors, at Trinity College (1974) and a Ph.D. at Fordham University in New
York (1987).
From 1966 till 1974 he taught at Templeogue College in Dublin. He then
served for three years as a member of the provincial council, in charge of
promotion and communication.
In 1978 he was assigned to South-West Brazil and did pastoral ministry at
Sao Sebastiao SP until 1983.

Being a keen observer while doing his ministry, he

also gathered the necessary data about the working of small Christian communities
to present a doctoral dissertation at Fordham University, entitled "A new way of
Being Church. A Case Study of the Base Christian Community of Vila Prudente,"
Brazil, in 1987.
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From 1983 until 1990 he served in the U.S.A. and Canada as mission
animator and fundraiser. He was then called to Rome to be secretary general of the
Congregation for a three-year term.

After a sabbatical in 1993, he became

provincial bursar in his home province of Ireland.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Paulo MURPHY IRELAND BRZ

* June 13, 1951 Monkstown, Dublin

A graduate of Blackrock, he was professed on September 8, 1970 at
Kilshane. After doing his philosophy he prefected for one year each at Rockwell
and in Sierra Leone. Having earned a B.Sc. in Social Science and a B.D.,
Maynooth, he was ordained on June 11, 1979 at Kimmage.
In 1979 he was assigned to South-West Brazil. We find him posted there to
the Spiritan team working in Jardim Colonial, near Sao Mateus SP. He left the
Congregation in 1984.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Pedro K. IWASHITA BRAZIL BRZ
* May 20, 1947 Promissao SP
Of Japanese descent and educated at ltauna MG, he made his vows on
January 25, 1974 at Salete SC. At the age of thirty he was ordained on December
4, 1977 at Mangelot SP.
We find him listed as pastor of Santa Cruz parish in Sao Paulo in 1980. By
1989 he was recorded in the same function at Santa Domitila in Parque Maria
Domitila, Sao Paulo, while residing in Vila Mangalot. Three years later he was
listed as rector of theology students at Padre Laval community in Jardim Planalto, a
sector of Sao Paulo.
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In the same year he was elected superior of the Brazil province for a threeyear term , effective on February 2, 1994. He was reelected in 1996. He is the
author of Maria e lemanja, a solid study of a syncretism, published in 1991 .
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Br. Eduardo (Helmuth) GLAESNER GERMANY D BRZ

* October 14, 1940 Schlechtnau, Baden-Wurttenberg

Professed on October 14, 1960 at Knechtsteden he worked in his province for
many years.
In 1980 we find him listed in South Brazil at the junior seminary in Salete SC.
After a leave in 1988, he returned to Brazil, where he was recorded as in charge of
pastoral work at Jardim Lagunas, Contagem MG in 1993.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Heriberto DOUTEIL GERMANY BRZ
* August 24, 1935 Grefrath, Krefeld
He began his secondary studies at Kempen in 1946 and finished them at
Menden in 1955. Professed on April 7, 1956 at Heimbach, he went to
Knechtsteden for his senior seminary studies and was ordained there on May 1,
196'1, His first assignment kept him in Germany to do university studies for a
doctoral degree in medieval Latin and music in Cologne and Bonn, 1962-69.
After teaching in Germany, he was assigned to Brazil's Upper Jurua prelature,
where he was posted to Cruzeiro do Sul as rector and professor at its seminary, a
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Among his other activities we may mention that he built twenty-six chapels,
and expanded medical services by opening pharmacies, one clinic and a formation
center, and did much social work among Indians, rubber tappers and colonists.
Last but not least, his publications deserve to be put on record.

·\

The~

comprise learned books and articles about church music, others of a more popular
nature in German and prac_tical pastoral work~. in Portuguese: U,1-1,,v'
Questionnaire
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Fr. Miguel Joao BORRO BRAZIL BRZ
• June 7, 1952 D. of Marilia SP
Professed on February 2, 1976 at Sete Lagoas MG, he was ordained on
December 15, 1979 at Adamantina SP. ·
He was then assigned to South-West Brazil and posted to Santa Genoveva
parish in lrapuru SP in his home diocese. In 1989 we find him listed at Sao Pedro
Apostolo parish in Vila Oratorio, a sector of Sao Paulo SP. The 1993 directory
places him at N.S. Aparecida parish in Florida Paulista SP.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Sel90 EISSING BRAZIL BRZ
• March 28, 1952 Ibi ram a SC
He received his secondary education at Salete SC, 1967-71, and after doing
his philosophy at the Pius XI Institute at Anchieta SP made his vows on February 2,
1976. He then returned to the Institute for Theology and was ordained on
December 8, 1979 at Salete SC. Meanwhile he had earned bachelor's degrees in
both philosophy and theology. Later he would complement his studies by following
courses in church administration.
Assigned to the Tefe prelature in 1980, he was posted to N.S. da Conceiyao
parish at Caruari up the Jurua River.

In the preceding year a general pastoral

meeting had been held in T efe at which the decision was made to look upon work
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among Indians, rubber tappers, small farmers and fishermen as priorities for the
People of God in the prelature. Thus it should not surprise us that Padre Selc;o put
that Indian priority into practice along the Jurua River and its tributaries and helped
them resist their numerous oppressors. He worked especially and systematically
among the Deni tribe, which had shrunk to some 270 members living in four
locations.
In 1984 he returned to South Brazil, where he was posted to Salete's
formation team.

In 1988 he became pastor of Sao Joao Batista parish in Vila

Mangalot, Sao Paulo. After one year at Vilhena RO, he became an administrator of
the Tefe prelature in 1995.
VIBI 41, Sep. 1989; Questionnaire

Fr. Germano BREMONT MAURITIUS CON F BRZ
* October 24, 1935 Rose Hill
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Fr. David P. DARCY 54 IRELAND IRL BRZ
* July 17, 1934 Greystones, Wicklow

+ October 5, 1988 Kimmage

A Blackrock student, 1947-52, he made his vows on September 8, 1953 at
Kilshane. He earned a B.A., Honors, in 1956 before prefecting for two years at
Blackrock. After studying theology at Kimmage he went to Rome for another year of
theology and was ordained there on July 7, 1963.
He then was assigned to Rathmines, where he served as a teacher, dean of
studies and dean of discipline until 1979. Then his wish to go to Brazil was
granted. After taking a course in pastoral theology, he went to the South-West
district and was posted to Sao Sebastiao parish in the town of the same name SP.
He gave himself there with his usual total commitment, affability and
cheerfulness to all people, regardless of their social standing, be they Blacks in
search of respect for their human dignity and social rights, prisoners in jail or
prostitutes. He was tireless in visiting the sick and a good listener to people,
whatever they wished to complain about or bring to his attention. Above all, he was
a man of prayer, one for whom a well-prepared liturgy was his great pastoral
exercise.
Unfortunately, his stay lasted only a few years. He became ill in 1984, was
operated upon twice but continued to deteriorate. In 1988 he had to return to
Ireland. Fully resigned to God's plan for him, he died there of cancer a few months
later.
IBN October 5; Blackrock Annual 1989, 242 f.
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Fr. Brian TROY IRELAND BRZ

* August 3, 1951 Trenure, Dublin
He attended Blackrock, 1965-70, and made his vows at Kilshane on
September 30, 1971. After earning a B.A., _he prefected for one year each at
Blackrock and in Kenya. He then did his theology and was ordained on June 10,
1979 in Kimmage, after earning a 8.0. Maynooth. In between he also earned a
Higher Diploma in Education.
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Sent to South-West Brazil in 1980, he joined the Spiritan team at Jardim
Colonial SP. In 1989 he was posted to N.S. de Fatima in Cabu9u RJ. He left the
Congregation a few years later.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Raymundo C. CONBOY IRELAND BRZ USA
* September 14, 1952 Rathmines, Dublin
After attending Templogue College, 1966-71, he was professed on ·
September 8, 1973 at Kilshane. He did his philosophy at Kimmage and then went
to Gambia for two years of apostolic experience. In his final year of theology, he
was ordained on June 8, 1980 at Rathmines. ·
Assigned to South-West Brazil in the same year, he did ministry there, but we
have no details about his work. In 1984 he returned to Ireland and engaged in
teaching at Templeogue.
Going to the U.S.A., he joined the Long Island Irish community, New York, in
1989 and left the Congregation some time later.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Manuel Rodrigues da CRUZ PORTUGAL ANG PTG BRZ
* January 22, 1932 Foz de Sousa, Gondomar
Professed on September 8, 1962 at Silva, he was ordained in his final year of
theology on July 25, 1968 in Porto.
The following year he flew to Angola, where he served in the Luanda
archdiocese until 1971 . He then returned to Portugal and was posted to FraiaoBraga, rendering service as a teacher and bursar.
In 1980 he was assigned to South-East Brazil. He became pastor there of
N.S. do Amparo in Maric6 RJ. He '(Vas still functioning as such in 1996.
Arch. CSSp Portugal
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A New Approach to the Indians in the Tete Prelature
Spiritan interest in the Indians of Amazonia dates back to the very beginning
of their arrival in the Green Hell in 1897. As a matter of fact, it was the specific
reason why they went there. The Frs. Joao Perrisier (q.v.), Augusto Cabriole (q.v.),
Constant Tastevin (q.v.) and others spent many years contacting Indians, but these
efforts did not produce lasting results.
The main reason may have been that the arrival of the Spiritans occurred at
the time of the rubber boom. The need for rubber to keep cars and trucks running in
developed nations made the rubber trees in Amazonia a very valuable commodity,
for at that time only the area of Amazonia contained those trees. As a result,
people from the North-East of Brazil streamed in large numbers into Amazonia to
reap that harvest. They occupied the accessible areas along the rivers, murdered
any Indians who resisted and enslaved those who did not. To survive, the Indians
ensconced themselves deeper into the forest at places that were virtually
inaccessible to the white man.
When at last the T efe prefecture was established and Msgr. Alfredo Barrat
arrived in 1910, the configuration of the people entrusted to his care had greatly
changed. It consisted now largely of non-Indians and a small number of Indians
virtually beyond reach. He allowed Fr. Tastevin to continue his work among the
Indians till his departure from Amazonia in 1925. By then, he began suffering from
a shortage of personnel and no prospect of getting more men. With his aging staff
dying off there was little he could do about the Indians.
When Dutch Spiritans began to arrive in large numbers in 1946, interest in the
Indians revived.

Existing records indicate that the Frs. Pedro van Doom, Jose

Lodewijks, Jaime Appelman, Joao van Dungen, Guilherme Burmanje, Roberto van
Meegeren, Joao de Vries and Leon Hebrard made concerted efforts to visit Indians
and administered the sacraments to them . There was, however, no well-planned
and coordinated approach to the Indians. This situation changed in the late 1970s.
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At the Third Bishops' Conference of Latin America, held in Puebla, Mexico in
1978, the Brazilian bishops declared their intention to develop a pastoral approach
to the Indians which would:
1.

Defend the rights of the Indians to be owners of the grounds on which they
lived as a precondition for their existence;

2.

Respect for their culture and values;

3.

Demand identification of pastoral workers with the Indians in order to look
together with them for the way Christ's message of salvation can become a
living reality in their culture;

4.

Encourage and help them in their efforts to attain self-determination.
CIMI (Conseilho lndigenista Missionario) council for missions among the

indigenous people, founded in 1972, beca~e the driving force to implement this
approach. In Tefe, Dom Joaquim de Lange, recognized in 1977 that he had done
little for the Indians in the twenty-five years he had been bishop in Tefe and
decided to make amends for his neglect.
A pastoral approach to the Indians was to be set up, but before concrete plans
could be drawn up, the situation of the Indians had to be explored and their
numbers assessed.
What follows here are the names of the non-Spiritans who participated in the
explorations and or later in the realizations of the Indian pastoral approach.
389

Fr. Egidio SCHABE, of CIMI, who did exploration of the Jurua River in 1977.

390

Br. Martinho SIMONS, a Dutch Brother, of CIMI-Tefe, who belonged to a
congregation of teaching Brothers in Holland, also was assigned to the exploration
of Indian settlements along the Jurua River in 1979 and later along the Japura
River. He was a regular visitor of the Indians at Carauari and ltamariti along the
Jurua. (The Spiritans who participated in the Jurua Indian exploration were the
Frs. Guilherme Burmanje, stationed in ltamariti, and Joao de Lange, who belonged
to the pastoral coordination team in Jefe.)
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Fr. Dionisio Egon HECK, a priest of CIMI, who was sometimes referred to as a
Spiritan, but does not appear in the Congregation's directories as such. He also
explored the Jutai River.
Along a tributary of the Jurua, called the Xeruan River, they made contact with
the Deni Indians in their ma/oca of Aracaju, a settlement of some fifty-five Indians,
where they were well received. Tuberculosis had caused several deaths there and
Padre Dionisio promised to see whether he could get medicines to stop its
spreading. After a few days with the Deni at Aracaju, they went up the Cujubim
stream to the Palermo maloca, where another fifty-four Deni Indians dwelled,
likewise suffering from tuberculosis. They concluded their visit to the Deni tribe at
the maloca of Humana Hermete, which they reached by wading up through a waist-

deep swamp. There was no food and they had to send their guide to fetch some
rice and beans, waiting seven hours while the Deni danced in the moon shine and
sang about their history before sitting down to eat. In all, they visited four Deni
settlements of 268 people.
They also went to five malocas of Kulina Indians with a total population of 140,
but had to give up their planned visit to the Kanamari Indians, living in the extreme
reaches of a tributary of the Curibim River because of the distance. These Indians
counted about 230 members. The Kulina Indians, they noted, easily move from
place to place, working as rubber tappers and do not cultivate their food;
consequently they often go hungry. Alcohol abuse, measles and the flu cause
many deaths among them. They appear to know their own culture well when they
live together as a tribe, but love the "easy'' life in the little towns, despite the
discrimination they suffer there.
The team assigned to the survey of Indians along the Jutai River and its
tributaries consisted of Fr. Dionisio Heck and Br. Francisco Nieuwenhuizen,
accompanied by a few others of whom Darcy and Rese were named.

At the

beginning of their trip, they visited five molocas of Kaukina Indians and one of the

Kulina tribe on the Bia River. Going up further on the Jutai, they found two other
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malocas of Kulina Indians, who had fled from the Jurua. They were in deplorable

condition, exploited and rendered powerless because their grounds had been
taken by an international enterprise.
Continuing their trip on the Jutai River, they found two malocas of Kanamari
Indians, suffering from a measles epidemic.
worse the epidemic was.

The deeper they penetrated, the

The people had given up, but the visit gave them

courage and when Darcy and Rese volunteered to stay with them, the Indians built
a shelter for them . Darcy and Rese began to learn their language and hope to help
and teach them in it.
The team also paid a visit to some Tukuna Indians in the Jose da Cruz area.
Near the sources of two little streams called Davi and Curuena there was a group
of Tukano Indians virtually inaccessible from the outside world.
In all, the team had visited fourteen ma/ocas with a total of 627 Indians.
The visit to Indians along the Japura River and its tributaries was made by Br.
Martinho Simons, pastoral worker Joao Zuidgeest and Fr. Joao de Lange. Half a
century earlier the Indian population had reportedly been very numerous, but only
remnants of them were still there in 1980. Moreover, from time to time they would
move to the Rio Nero, especially those belonging to the Maku-Guaruba tribe. The
team was able to visit or record some 50 Maku, 180 Maku-Guaruba and 52
Miranha Indians.
All together the number of Indians in the Tete prelature amounted to 1,723.
(Others, however, claimed that there were some 4,000.) These Indians were the
most vulnerable of all the people in the prelature and therefore deserved full
attention. If Dom Mario Clemente Neto had had any doubts about doing so, they
would have been taken away when Pope John Paul II visited Manaus on July 10,
1980 to meet with the Amazonia Indians. The leaders of twenty-six indigenous
nations in their fourteenth national 1T1eeting had already informed him of their plight
in an eloquent message on June 30 at Brasilia. And in Manaus Lino Pereira, of the
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Miranha nation, on behalf of fifty-eight Indian leaders, delivered an address to the
Pope asking him to make their plight known to the world and to help them to get
their rights recognized: "We, too, are human beings, we, too, are children of God.
I

Help us, we are your sheep and your are our shepherd."

I

In reply Pope John Paul II pledged that he would bring to the attention of
Brazil's authorities and other responsible persons the Indians' rights to exist on
their own grounds in peace without fear of being driven away by anyone, retaining
their own identity as indigenous nations.
Under Dom Mario's leadership four teams were gradually formed to help the
Indians in their struggle to secure their rights and overcome the obstacles to that
recognition. We may name here the non-Spiritans who belonged to these teams
and have not yet been mentioned:
392

Mr. Tito PEDROSA SILVA, a Brazilian lawyer from Minas Gerais, who became
the coordinator of the project and was located in Tefe. In 1993 he opted for the
priesthood.

393

Mr. Bendito do Espiritu Santo PENA MACIEL, a teacher who came from Para,
Brazil.

394

Ms. Jean JACINTHO, from Tefe, who worked among the Deni Indians at
Carauari and ltamariti.

395

Ms. Pamela A. GIL, from Minas Gerais, a physician, working in the same
location.

These .two were mainly occupied with the organization of practical

education and health care while also endeavoring to create the necessary
structures that would enable the Indians to carry on their own later.
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Sister Aguida BEHENCK, from Rio Grande do Sul, who via Cruzeiro do Sul
arrived in 1985 and started a team among the Kalina Indians along the Jutai River.
She worked there until 1990.

397

Fr. Hedinori MOCHUZAWA, a Brazilian of Japanese descent from the Crateus
CU diocese, who first worked with Sister Aguida and took over the project when
she left in 1990.

398

Ms. Rosiclei SOARES, from Amazonia.

399

Ms. Raymunda BATISTA, also from Amazonia. These two joined the team
working among the Kulina and took care of education and health along the Jutai
River Indians. The entire team was also very interested in research about Indian
culture, stories and traditional medicine, which they preserved for the future.
Along the Bia River, a tributary of the Jutai, a project was started in 1991 . Its
team was composed of:

400

Ms. Danila Aparecido de BRITO, from Sao Paulo, an expert in animal
husbandry.

401

Ms. Maria das dares MONTERO, from ltahirinanga, a teacher.

402

Mr. Paulo Roberto de SOUZA, a biologist from Minas Gerais.
Together they endeavored to preserve the Indians' native culture and to
counteract their dependence on their exploiters by education, the solution of
agricultural problems and health care. Like the other teams, they endeavored to
induce the Indians to set up their own organization to appeal to civil authorities in
major local centers of populations and even higher up.
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We may mention here also Dr. Claudemir QUEIROS, an Amazonian Indian.
Having been active in all kinds of church organizations from his youth, he was
asked by Dom Mario Clemente in 1985 to study law. Even before his graduation
as a doctor of laws in 1990, he spent his vacation time at Tefe giving legal
assistance to the poor. Since then he has been working full time in defense of the
poor throughout the Tefe prelature who are being driven from their lands or fish
farms, or otherwise oppressed by exploiters. He has gained law suits for them in
many cases.

And he also serves as legal adviser to trade unions and Indian

organizations.
We may include here also the following Spanish volunteers who in 1986 went
to Amazonia to assist Dom Mario Clement Neto in his efforts to develop small
Christian communities, capable of becoming self-sufficient in all matters not
requiring an ordained priest and to provide social services to all, including the
Indians.
404

Miss Adelaide AMAYA MADUENO
* April 21, 1954 Cordoba
She left for Tefe on April 3, 1986 and worked in the prelature until the end of
1990.

405

Miss Pepa CONTRERAS SOTO
* December 20, 1969
She departed on April 3, 1986 for the Tefe prelature and rendered her
services there until 1989.
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Miss Carmela FUENTES GUERRA SOLDEVILLA
• January 26, 1958 Cordoba
On March 3, 1986 she flew to Amazonia and served there in the Tefe
prelature until 1990.

Returning to Spain, she died there the following year in

Cordoba.

407

Mr. Pedro David GALLEGO REQUENA
• January 20, 1957 Villamoratiel
He went to the Tefe prelature in September 1986 and returned to Spain in
June 1988.
SPIN No. 7 Op Zoek Naar lndianen, the whole issue; Newsletter CSSp Holland,
December 1993, p 14, January 1994 pp. 13-16; Arch. CSSp Spain
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Br. Pedro Horacio FALCAO FREIRE BRAZIL BRZ ANG
• December 16, 1945 D. of Sobral CE
He made his vows on February 2, 1978 and studied theology at Padre Laval
community in Sao Paulo. In 1981 he was assigned to Amazonia.
At an undetermined time he was transferred to Angola, where we find him
listed in 1989 as vice-rector and bursar of the Spiritan junior seminary in Huambo.
By 1993 he was recorded as director of Poullart des Places Institute in Vila
Mangalot, Sao Paulo, the residence for philosophy students.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Patricio J. KEEGAN IRELAND NGA IRL BRZ
* March 16, 1926 Cork
A brother of Fr. David, C.S.Sp., he attended Rockwell, 1942-44, and made his
vows on September 8, 1945 at Kilshane. He then earned a B.A. in 1948 and
prefected for one year each at Rockwell and Blackrock, while also earning a Higher
Diploma in Education. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on
July 5, 1953 in Dublin. Later he would complete his education by earning a D.C.G.
(Career Guidance) in Dublin (1973) and a M.A. in Chicago (1979).
Assigned to Nigeria's Owerri diocese in 1954 he spent twelve years there,
mostly in education. In 1966 he was recalled to Ireland. He served for one year as
director of vocation_s and then taught for three years at Templeogue College. From
1970 on he functioned as director of Fr. Lombardi's Better World Movement at
Kimmage and in that capacity taught courses in Great Britain, India, East and South
Africa. In 1973 he took a study leave and then returned to Templeogue as career
guidance counselor.
In 1981 he was assigned to South-West Brazil, where he engaged in pastoral
work at N.S. de Fatima parish in Vilar dos Teles RJ. He was still serving there as a
member of a Spiritan team in 1996.
We may mention in particular that he fostered basic Christian communities; by
1993 there were sixteen of them in his parish, each of them with its own community
council and teams for liturgy, baptismal preparation, catechetical and youth
ministry. The community council would gather twice a week and he, a Sister or a
pastoral worker of the parish would be present at the meetings as a kind of "court of
appeal," but without trying to dominate the gathering.
Questionnaire; Newsletter CSSp Ireland, July 1993
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Fr. Antonio C. SHERIDAN IRELAND TT ETH IRL BRZ
* February 26, 1944 Dublin
He attended Rathmines, 1951-56, and completed his secondary education
outside the Congregation, 1956-62. After making his novitiate at Kilshane, he was
professed there on September 8, 1963. His senior seminary studies at Kimmage
were interrupted by one year of prefecting in Trinidad in 1968. On June 11, 1972
he was ordained at Kimmage.
In 1973 he was assigned to Ethiopia. He worked there at Arba Minch, but his
stay lasted only about two years. Returning to Ireland, he engaged in vocations
work until in 1980 he became chaplain at Templeogue College.
In 1981 he was assigned to South-West Brazil and went into pastoral duties
as a member of the Spiritan team posted to N.S. de Fatima parish in Vilar dos
Teles RJ. In 1989 he was recorded at Santa Luzia parish in the Bairro da Luz, near
Nova lguay(J RJ.
After a leave in Ireland in 1993, he returned to Brazil to resume parish
ministry.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Dionisio SEBOLD BRAZIL BRZ D

* June 27, 1949 D. of Rio do Sul SC

He made his vows on February 2, 1976 and studies theology at Sao Paulo.
On December 8, 1981 he was ordained at Salete SC.
His first assignment took him to Alto Jurua in 1982, but details are lacking
about his work there. In 1989 we find him at Stuttgart in Germany, where the
Congregation had a center for mission animation and for lay missionary candidates

(Missionar-auf Zeif). In 1993 he was recorded at Jardim Laguna, Contagem MG,
the Spiritan novitiate and vocational ~nimation center.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Patricio M.P. CULLY IRELAND BRZ

* May 4, 1954 Dublin

He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1976. His senior seminary studies at Kimmage were interrupted by
an apostolic experience in Brazil at Sao Mateus SP and Recife PE. Returning to
Ireland, he earned a B.D. in 1883, was ordained on February 26, 1984; he had also
earned a B.A. , Honors, in English.
Assigned to South-West Brazil, he worked at Sao Joao Batista parish in
Jardim Colonial and at Cidade Tiradentas, poor sectors of the city of Sao Paulo, as
a member of the Spiritan team serving the people of that area.
His special task is to accompany popular movements in matters of health and
decent living conditions. He also takes part in the formation of the laity to help them
reach the national level and is editor of the Articuleyas bulletin.
Questionnaire
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Fr. MauriceJ. KIRWIN IRELAND BRZ IRL

* October 3, 1952 Mayfield, Cork

After his secondary schooling in Cork, 1965-70, he worked as a gardener at
Rockwell. He made his vows on September 8, 1976 at Kilshane. He began his
senior seminary studies in Kimmage and went to Brazil for apostolic experience in
1979 at Mirand6polis SP and Vilar dos Teles RJ . Returning to Ireland in 1980, he
was ordained at Kimmage on June 12, 1983.
Assigned to South-West Brazil in the same year, he worked there until 1991.
Details about his work are lacking until in 1989 we find him recorded at N.S. do
Carmo in Vila Alpina, a sector of Sao Caetano do Sul SP.
Returning to Ireland, he was posted to the Ardbraccan community as bursar.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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Fr. Andrea SCHAFRAT 60 NETHERLANDS
* June 29, 1927 Gernert

ANG CON BRZ
+ December 12, 1987 Handel NB

After attending the junior seminary at Weert, 1940-47, he made his vows on
September 4, 1948 at Gennep. In his final year oftheology at Gernert he was
ordained there on July 18, 1954.
Assigned to Angola and its Congo enclave in 1955, he worked at Cabinda in
the enclave until 1961 . In that year he and three other Dutch Fathers were banned
from the colony when its people began to demand independence.
He then went to what was still the French Congo, where he served as a priest
for two decades, especially in its southern part in the Pointe-Noire diocese. He
was very active there in establishing basic Christian communities.
In 1983 he returned to Holland exhausted and on the verge of a nervous
break-down, caused by a conflict between the local bishop and most of his clergy
.

and religious. For a man who wished to remain loyal to his bishop as long as
conscience allows it was very painful when virtually the entire African and
expatriate clergy and religious declared to the Bishops' Conference of Congo that
they were unable in conscience to continue working under the Pointe-Noire
bishop. The conflict ended, however, with the expulsion of most of the clergy,
After a year's rest, he opted for Brazil and was posted first to the Don Bosco
parish in Belo Horizonte and then to Alperyata, a rural parish near Governador
Valadares MG. He worked there among small tanners and laborers and was very
happy there, establishing small Christian communities in which adults, boys and
girls were willing to live a Christian life and assume some concrete responsibilities
in striving for a more humane society.
He was still full of plans for deepening the people's commitment to live the
gospel of love and was working toward better education and public health issues
when illness struck.
Sent back to Holland in 1987, he was dumbstruck when the doctors declared
that his illness was tenninal. Mentany, however, he rallied and in his painful illness
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continued to encourage others to achieve the peace that comes from being
detached even from life itself. He died later in the same year in the home of his
brother, the local physician.
Newsletter CSSp, Holland, Jan. 1988; VIBI 22, Feb. 1988
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Fr. Antonio ten HAVE NETHERLANDS CON ZRE BRZ
* April 4, 1927 's Heerenberg
He did his secondary studies at Weert, 1942-48, and made his vows on
September 5, 1949 at Gennep. In his final year of theology at Gernert he was
ordained there on July 18, 1954.
Assigned to the French Congo in 1955, he labored there until 1969 in the
Pointe-Noire diocese. Returning to Holland, he studied medicine for three years
and was then posted to Zaire in 1973. He served there first in the Kindu diocese
and then from 1975 on in the Kabindu diocese. In 1979 he was forced to leave he
country.
After a rest in Holland he received a new assignment in 1981, this time to
Amazonia and was posted to Maraa as pastor in the T efe prelature. He was still
listed there in 1996.
Arch. CSSp Holland
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Fr. Joao CHIUZO BRAZIL BRZ
* October 1, 1946 D. of Marilia SP
Professed on February 2, 1980, he did his theology studies in Sao Paulo and
was ordained on February 11, 1984 in Adamantina SP.
We find him listed at Juazeiro's Santo Afonso parish in the Castelo Branco
section BA as assistant and especially charged with the Santa T eresinha parish in
nearby Piranga in 1989.
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In 1993 he was recorded as pastor of both N.S. Aparecida parish and N.S.
Auxiliadora parish in Vilhena RO.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Tindao (Gumercindo Pedro) de OLIVEIRA BRAZIL BRZ

* February 26, 1947 D. of Lins SP

After making his vows on February 2, 1980, he studied theology in Sao Paulo
and was ordained there on December 8, 1983.
Assigned to the South-West district of Brazil rn 1984, he took up pastoral
duties as a member of a three-man team at N.S. Aparecida parish in Rolim de
Moura in the Ji-Parana RO diocese.
In 1993 we find him recorded as doing ministry in Vilhena RO at both N.S.
Aparecida and N.S. Auxiliadora parishes in the same diocese.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Jose Car1os de OLIVEIRA 35 BRAZIL BRZ
* August 5, 1956 D. of Goi~nia GO
+ May 23, 1992 Petrolina, Pemabuco State
Professed on February 2, 1980, he was ordained on December 5, 1984 at
Anapolis.
His first assignment was to South-West Brazil. We find him listed as pastor of
Santa Teresinha in the Sao Antonio sector of Juazeiro BA
On May 23, 1992 he went by motorcycle on ministry to a neighboring chapel.
On route he collided with a man who suddenly crossed the road and then hit a
pole. He died the same day in hospital.
VIBI 77, September 1992, 8 f.
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Br. Vicente DEELY IRELAND BRZ
* July 19, 1957 Gort, Galway
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1984. After earning a B.A. in 1980, he prefected for two years in
Sierra Leone. In his final year of theology he earned a B.D.
Assigned to South-West Brazil in 1986, he was posted to Sao Joao Batista
parish in Jardim Colonial SP as a member of the Spiritan team serving there. He
worked there in small Christian communities, youth organizations, among slum
dwellers both in Jardim Colonial and Maria Lidia, building also community centers
for the people. At the same time he served as coordinator of the trade center of
workers in Sao Paulo.
He was still engaged in these activities in 1996.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Vicente FERRERO LOPEZ SPAIN BRZ

* March 17, 1945 Santa Eulalia, T abaraf

He first contacted the Congregation at Barcelona in 1970 while still studying
for his bachelor's diploma, and made his first vows on September 8, 1974 at
Castrillo de la Vega. His senior seminary studies at Madrid were interrupted by
one year of apostolic experience in Angola in 1989. In his final year of theology he
was ordained a priest on May 17, 1986.
Assigned to Amazonia in the same year, he went to the T efe prelature.

He

was posted there to Sao Joaquim parish in Alvaraes, first as assistant and then as
pastor.
Arch. CSSp Spain

------.i
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Fr. Raimundo Valentine de SOUZA BRAZIL BRZ
* January 1, 1958 D. of Crateus CE
Professed on February 2, 1982, he did his theology studies in Sao Paulo and
was ordained on February 1, 1986 at Anapolis GO. ·
His first assignment kept him to the Brazil province-in-foundation, where he
was posted to its mission in North-East Brazil, taking care of Santo Afonso parish in
Juazeiro, Bahia. He left the Congregation in 1992.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Carlos GUIMARAES BRAZIL BRZ
*May 31, 1958 D. of Goias
Professed on February 2, 1982, he studied theology at Sao Paulo and was
ordained on February 1, 1986 in Anapolis GO.
We find him listed in 1989 as a member of the Spiritan team working in Bahia
at Santo Afonso parish in Juazeiro and charged in particular with the coordination
of the pastoral team . In 1993 he was recorded as novice master at Jardim Laguna,
Contagem MG.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Alvaro QUINONES ZUNIGA 41 COLOMBIA BRZ
* January 2, 1950 Archd. of Bucaramanaga
+ February 2, 1991 Brasil DF
He made his vows on August 6, 1982 at Dorado, in Puerto Rico after having
done his philosophy studies and then began his theology at the Central University
in Bayamon. After one year of apostolic experience in Mexico, he continued his
studies and was ordained on September 13, 1986 at the age of thirty-six.
Assigned to the South Brazil district in the same year, he became pastor of
N.S. Aparecida e Sao Roque at Bras Cubas, Mogi das Cruzes SP. It was a busy
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parish, staffed by a team of three priests and one Brother. He died after only four
years of priestly ministry.
Arch. CSSp Puerto Rico
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Fr. Carlos LOZADA ROMAIN PUERTO RICO BRZ

* September 11, 1959 Caguas

He completed his secondary schooling at Caguas, 1975-77, did his
philosophy at the Central University in Bayamon, earning a B.A. and made his
vows on August 6, 1982. In his final year of theology at Bayamon he was ordained
on September 13, 1986 at Caguas.
Assigned to South Brazil in the same year, he served as assistant at N.S.
Aparecida e Sao Cubas SP until 1991 . He was then incardinated into the Campo
Limpo diocese of Sao Paulo.
Arch. CSSp Puerto Rico
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Fr. Ivan Raul SERRANO RIVERA U.S.A. BRZ

* October 1, 1959 Bronx, New York

Of Puerto Rican descent, he did his secondary studies in Puerto Ricci, 197377. After earning a B.A. in philosophy at Ponce, he made his vows on August 7,
1982 at Dorado, followed by a period of apostolic experience in Puerto Rico. In his
final year of theology in Bayamon, he was ordained on May 31, 1987 at Arecibo.
In the same year he received his assignment to South Brazil. After being
introduced to the country and its culture, he was posted in 1988 to N.S. Aparecida
e Sao Roque parish at Bras Cubas in the Mogi das Cruzes diocese SP. He was
especially charged there with the coordination of the pastoral team, ministry to the
young and the care of a slum area.
In 1991 he went to engage in parish work at Resurrei9ao in Ceilandia Norte,
one of the satellite towns to which the government had moved slum dwellers away
from its beautiful capital Brasilia.

He continued to attend Bible reading groups,
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which endeavored to look at the Scriptures in the light of their own situations and
vice versa, ministry to the young and to engage in the encounters of basic Christian
communities.
In 1993 he returned to Puerto Rico.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Guilherme TOPPER NETHERLANDS BRZ

* October 5, 1944 Hillegom NH

He made his vows on September 8, 1965 at Gennep and studied at Nijmegen
and Gernert until 1969. He then studied psychiatric nursing and served as a nurse
until 1978. In 1979 he went to Brazil for a period of apostolic experience first at
Conselheiro Pena MG and then at Ceilandia Norte, in the Resurreiy0 parish.
On June 6, 1987 he was ordained there. He continued his ministry there as
assistant and excelled as composer of music and director of two church choirs, in
addition to his pastoral work in catechesis for both children and adults. He was
also active in providing for social needs of undernourished children, drug addicts,
etc. and ways of overcoming violence.
When the parish of Resurreiyao was in good shape, he followed the example
of his pastor Fr. Antonio van Rooij and together with him went to another sector of ·
Ceilandia Norte, where the poorest of the poor were even more in need than in the
Resurreic;ao parish.

They opened the new parish of N.S. da Paz, built three

community centers, each equipped with a church and hall for social activities. In
the process, they earned the highest praise from their bishop, who called them true
examples of total dedication to their Spiritan vocation.
He was still listed as serving there in the latest (1995) directory.
Newsletter CSSp, Holland, December 1993
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Fr. Luis (Anthony L.) CASSIDY IRELAND CAN MLW USA BRZ
• August 23, 1937 Charlestown, Mayo
He had completed his secondary schooling when he entered the
Congregation and made his vows on September 8, 1956 at Kilshane. After
earning a B.Sc. in 1959 and doing his philosophy, he prefected at Fatima College
in Trinidad, 1961-63. In his final year of theology at Kimmage, he was ordained on
July 10, 1966 in Dublin. In later years he would earn a M.A. in theology at Ottawa
(1984).
From 1968 on he worked in Canada, doing pastoral ministry.

We may

mention in particular his function as chaplain at the Lethbridge Correction Institute
in the Alberta Province with a large native Indian population. These Indians loved
him so much they made him a honorary Blood Indian.
From 1973 till 1979 he worked in the Chikwawa diocese in Malawi, building
up a parish and the construction of schools. In 1975 he began four years of
teaching at the Pius XI I Junior Seminary in Blantyre. Both of these tasks were
sponsored by the diocese of Calgary in a kind of twinning with dioceses in Malawi.
After a sabbatical year devoted to missiology studies, he served as chaplain
at McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario until in 1984 he went to the Vatican 11
Institute for Clergy Formation in Menlo Park, CA, and assumed some pastoral
duties in the U.S.A.
In 1988 he was assigned to Brazil, where after an introductory time at Sete
Barras in the Registro diocese SP, he took up pastoral duties at Sao Sebastiao in
the Santos diocese SP. He also got involved there with the Guarani-Mbya Indians
and they honored him by making him one of their own. Going to the Ji-Parana
diocese

RO in 1991, he served there in the Rondonia area, paying special

attention to the Indians. Two years later these native people became the sole
object of his attention.
While working with them in the Comodoro area in Mato Grosso, he gathered a
large collection of books and articles about the Nambiquara Indians for the
Indigenous Mission Council of the Catholic Church in Brazil (CIMI). These Indians
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are the oldest inhabitants of the area. When the first white men arrived in that area
fifty years ago they were estimated to be 10,000 strong, but now they number only
1,000.

Loggers, ranchers and gold-diggers have chased them from the fertile

valleys into the arid upland areas. They are threatened with extinction. His work
among them involves conscientization, education, health care and the affirmation
of the many positive values of their own culture, including their religious values.
Only on the basis of these values, he is convinced, can the Good News of Christ
become part and parcel of their culture. Among the fruits of his involvement is the
fact that native leaders are beginning to stand up for their legal rights hitherto all
too often callously disregarded.
Questionnaire

428

Fr. Osvaldo P~REZ GONzALES
* December 3, 1960 Camuy

PUERTO RICO BRZ PR

After his secondary education in his home town, 1974-78, he studied
philosophy at Central University in Bayamon earning a B.A., and made his vows on
August 6, 1983 at Dorado. He acquired overseas apostolic experience in Sao
Paulo, Brazil, and in Puerto Rico. In his final year of theology at Bayamon, he was
ordained on February 2, 1988 at Hatillo.
In the same year he was assigned to the South Brazil district and posted to
Resurreiyao parish in Ceilandia Norte, a satellite for the poor, away from the
splendors of Brasilia OF.
Returning to Puerto Rico in 1992, he became pastor of N.S. de Monserrate
parish at Salinas. Three years later he was named superior and director of the
Spiritan seminary in Bayamon.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Daniel SEGUIN FRANCE BRZ
1949
/l.f,,,,,41 e-t.·~1

•
114,7

1--;-

-itd.,,'-..

Professed on September 7, 1985, he did his theology at Chevilly and was
A
ordained on September 18, 1988 at Les Andelys.
His first assignment was to the Tete prelature, where we find him posted to the
venerable old parish of Sao Joaquim in Alvaraes AM.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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We may mention here also Rev. Thomas SCHAMBORN of Germany who as a
permanent deacon arrived in T efe, Amazonia, around 1989 and took charge of
Radio Tete.
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Fr. Pedro DE LA BASTIDE ANTIGUA (W.I.) BRZ
* August 13, 1958 St. John's
Belonging to the Spiritan province of Trinidad, he made his vows on August 1,
1979 and in his final year of theology was ordained on May 12, 1989 at Port of
Spain.
His first assignment sent him to South-West Brazil. We find him listed in 1993
as pastor of Sao Joao Batista in Vila Mangalot, Sao Paulo and at the same time a
staff member of nearby Institute Poullart des Places for philosophy students.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Ezenaldo SILVAARAUJA BRAZIL BRZ
*
1957 Archd. of Paraiba (Joao Pessoa) PB
He did his theology studies at Sao Paulo and in his final year of studies was
ordained on April 29, 1989 in Ceilandia a Norte OF.
We find him listed in 1993 as pastor of Santo Afonso parish in Juazeiro BA
and coordinator of ministry in the area's four parishes.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Manuel Durais BARBOSA PORTUGAL PTG BRZ
* June 19, 1941 Roriz, Barcelos
He made his vows on September 8, 1961 at Carcavelos and was ordained on
September 25, 1966 at Ponte de Lima. Sent to Rome, he studied philosophy and
theology at the Gregorian University, earning a S.T.L. he then studied education at
the Salesian University.
In 1972 he became director of Pavilhao-Norte.

Following another year of

studies in Rome's Salesian University, he earned his licentiate in education in
1975 and then became director of the seminary in Silva.
In 1979 he received his appointment as vice-provincial for formation and in
1982 he was chosen as provincial for a three-year term, renewed for a second term
in 1985.
In 1989 he went to South-East Brazil and engaged in ministry at the parish of
Sao Cristovao in Caba Frio RJ.
Returning to Portugal in 1991, he took up teaching at the Catholic University
of Lisbon and three years later became superior of the Lisbon community.
Arch. CSSp Portugal
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Fr. Patricio J. McGHEE GREAT BRITAIN BRZ
* October 3, 1954 Accrington, England
After doing his philosophy studies, he made his novitiate in Gambia, where he
was professed on October 2, 1982. He then stayed for apostolic experience in
Gambia and later Sierra Leone. In his final year of theology he earned a B.D. and
was ordained on December 17, 1988 at Drung.
Assigned to South-West Brazil, he went to his destination in 1989. No details
are available about his work there.
Arch. CSSp Ireland
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We may mention here also Fr. Felix ABREU MONTILLA, Born in the
Dominican Republic, who served briefly in South Brazil 1989-90 and then returned
to Puerto Rico.
Arch. CSSp Puerto Rico .
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Fr. Miguel HOCK FRANCE BRZ
* January 11, 1961 Archd. of Strasbourg
After doing his secondary schooling, he attended the senior seminary in
Strasbourg, 1980-82, and then went to Cameroon for two years of apostolic
experience. Professed on September 6, 1986 at Chevilly, he studied in Sankt
Augustin University in Germany and earned a Master's degree in missiology in
1991 . Meanwhile he had been ordained on March 23, 1990 at Eschau, Germany.
Assigned to the Tefe prelature, he was posted to N.S. de Guadeloupe parish
in Fonte Boa as a member of its pastoral team. The following year the town of
Caitau was a<:ided to his territory and in 1996 also that of Jutai.
Together these three towns cover a territory of 135,000 square kilometers and
contain a population of 33,000, of whom 8,000 dwell outside the towns along the
Amazon River in over 120 small communities. It stands to reason that he cannot
visit them as often as he would like and some even only once a year. However, the
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small communities are organized for Christian living and meetings of the people
and their leaders take place more frequently at a more central location.

Their

catechists also receive his special attention in regular meetings.
Questionnaire; Newsletter CSSp Germany IV/1996
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Fr. Hugo F. BOYLE IRELAND IRL BRZ
* September 6, 1931 Lettermacaward, Donegal
He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vows on
September 8, 1951. After earning a B.A. in 1952, he prefected at Rockwell for two
years. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was ordained on July 12, 1959
in Dublin. He then earned a Higher Diploma in Education in 1961.
For many years he served at Blackrock College as a teacher and also as
dean of discipline.
By 1989, however, we find him listed in South-West Brazil at Sao Joao Batista
parish in Jardim Colonial SP, where he became leader of the Spiritan team,
serving that area. The team took up the defense of the poor in that suburban slum
area. He encouraged the people to build dwellings of their own in order to escape
being exploited by their oppressors. When other intimidations did not discourage
him, he faced a death threat.

A gang of hoodlums fired shots over him and

manhandled his car to show that he was not welcome. Unfazed, he returned the
next week, accompanied by a large group of supporters, including a few young
politicians, who wanted to express their solidarity with what he was doing.
He was still serving there in 1996.
Arch. CSSp Ireland; Newsletter CSSp Ireland, May 1993
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Br. Luiz LIMA DA SILVA BRAZIL BRZ
*
1960 D. of ltaiutaba MG
He made his vows on December 16, 1990 and was posted to Brasilia DF. In
1993 we find him listed at the annex of Padre Laval community in Jardim Pianalto,
Sao Paulo SP. Having studied nursing and psychology he was posted to Morro de
Salete SC.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Juan Lazaro SANCHEZ SPAIN CAM SP BRZ

* October 25, 1950 Nontanchez, CC

He entered the Congregation as a theology student in 1970 and made his
vows on September 8, 1974 at Castrillo de la Vega BU. On March 2, 1975 he was
ordained a priest in Madrid.
Assigned to Cameroon in the same year, he labored there for a few years and
then returned to Spain. He functioned there as a member of the provincial council
and superior of various communities.
In 1990 he was assigned to Amazonia's prelature of Tefe. We find him listed
there at N.S. de Guadelupe parish in Fonte Boa.
In 1996 he returned to Spain and was placed in charge of continuing
formation at the S. Pio X catechetical institute.
Arch. CSSp Spain
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Fr. Jose ALAMO VILLEGOS PUERTO RICO

* January 14, 1954 Caguas

BRZ PR

After his secondary schooling in his home town, 1970-74, he studied
philosophy at Central University in Bayamon, earning a B.A. · On August 8, 1981 he
made his vows at Dorado. His theology Studies in Bayamon were interrupted by
one year of apostolic experience in Duque de Caxios, Rio de Janeiro, 1984-85. On
December 14, 1985 he was ordained in his home town.
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After serving in Puerto Rico for four years as vocations animator in Bayamon
he was assigned to South Brazil in November 1990. We find him listed there at
Resurrei~o parish in Ceilandia Norte, a satellite town for the poor, some twenty
kilometers from Brasilia.
Returning to Puerto Rico in 1993 he took up ministry in Salinas.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Daniel L. WALSH U.S.A. BRZ USA
* August 26, 1958 Jacksonville, NC
A graduate of Duquesne University's School of Business Administration in
1980, he became a loan officer of a bank in Phoenix AZ until he opted for the
Congregation. After completing his pre-novitiate studies in Houston, TX he made
his vows on August 2, 1986 at Farnham, Canada. His theology studies at
Chicago's Catholic Theological Union were interrupted by one year of apostolic
experience and studies at Jardim Planalto, Sao Paulo. Having earned a Master's
Degree of Divinity in May 1991, he was ordained a priest on August 3, 1991 at the
age of thirty-seven. Sad to say, he had lost his mother and brother in the year
preceding his ordination.
In accord with his wishes, he was assigned to the Tefe prelature in Amazonia,
but he had to wait until his visa was granted. In the meantime, he served as
associate pastor in Conway AR until April 1992. Early in June he flew to Brazil and
was posted to N.S. da Concei~ao parish at Caruari, deep in the South-Western
jungle of the prelature.

He engaged in work among its basic Christian

communities, especially in the poorest part of the town and induced its people to
build a chapel.
In 1993 he had to return to the U.S.A. because of back problems, but returned
when they were taken care of. Much of his time was devoted to eight Christian
communities, which involved much travel in the dilapidated boat of the mission on
the Jurua River.

He was happy when a petition of those people to local

government authorities was granted to prohibit commercial fishers from sweeping
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the lakes near them and thereby depriving the local population from their most
important source of food.
Then friends donated a brand new boat, christened Tupa to replace the old
and unreliable Guilherme.

Unfortunately, he was not able to enjoy it very long.

His health broke down and after two serious attacks of hepatitis the doctors, much
to his regret, declared him unfit to work in Amazonia in 1995.
Arch. CSSp USA
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Fr. Niall N. COLGAN IRELAND GHA BRZ

* December 23, 1953 Drogheda, Louth

He entered the Congregation at Kilshane, where he made his vowed
commitment on September 8, 1978. His senior studies were interrupted by two
years of apostolic experience in Sierra Leone. In his final year of theology he
earned a B.D. and was ordained on June 16, 1985 at Kimmage.
Assigned to Ghana in 1986, he did parish work there until 1989. After a year
in Ireland, he received a new assignment and went to South-West Brazil.

He

served there as a team member at Sao Joao Batista in Jardim Colonial SP until
June 1996 when he was posted to the Santissimo Trindade parish in Sao Paulo.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Udson SOARES BRAZIL BRZ
*
1957 D. of Govemador Valadares MG
He made his vows on January 23, 1988 at Ceilandia Norte OF, studied
theology at Sao Paulo and was ordained on April 18, 1922 at Conselheiro Pena
MG.
Kept in the Spiritan province of Brazil, l)e w//4._sted as in charge ofv Sa~
Antonio parish in Juazeiro BA in 1993...
B.G. and E.P. passim ,)· ,1;,ff(/1.,
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Fr. Jose SILVA da ALTEVIR BRAZIL BRZ
*
1968 D. of Cruzeiro do Sul
Professed on January 17, 1987, he did his theology studies in Sao Paulo and
was ordained on December 6, 1992 at Cruzeiro do Sul.
His first assignment kept him in the Brazil province, where he was posted to

t.-,t- I j

Padre Laval annex in Jardim Planalt9,, Sao Paul11}
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Orlando ZANOVELLI BRAZIL SEN
*
1961 D. of Contagem MG
Professed on January 23, 1988, he studied theology in Sao Paulo and was
ordained on February 22, 1992 in Santa Fe do Sul.

Having been assigned to

Senegal, he was posted there at Notre Dame du Cap Vert parish at Pikine, near
Dakar.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Maurice F. SHORTALL IRELAND BRZ
* January 15, 1964 Kilkenny
He entered the Congregation in 1983 and made his vows on October 2, 1984
at Kimmage. After doing his philosophical studies in London he went to Gambia for
two years of apostolic experience. In his final year of theology at Kimmage he was
ordained there on June 9, 1991.
Assigned to South-West Brazil in 1992, he went first to Rome to earn a S.T.L.
in 1993 and then joined the Spiritan team working in Jardim Colonial SP. In 1996
he and Fr. Niall Colgan established a new parish called Santissima Trindade in the
outskirts of Sao Paulo.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Miguel WEGNER GERMANY BRZ

* June 21, 1960 Buchen Rid BRZ

After his secondary schooling at Behen, 1972-76, he made his vows on
September 15, 1987 at Knechtsteden. His senior seminary studies in Lantershofen
were interrupted by two years of apostolic experiences in parishes. On April 21,
1991 he was ordained at Knechtsteden.
In 1992 he went to the Upper Jurua district and began to serve as assistant in

/4

Sao Francisco parish in Guajara. Two years later he was named rector of the

J , _k~);,,;//,1:/rfZ' ;/;Yr/;~/f:

Spiritan seminary in Cruzeiro do Sul. At
coordi~ator _for the diocese.
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Fr. Gilberto ROSA DA SILVA BRAZIL BRZ
*
1962 Archd. of Sao Paulo
Professed on January 22, 1989 at Contagem MG, he did his theology studies
in Sao Paulo and was ordained there on July 31, 1993.
His first assignment kept him in the Spiritan province of Brazil, but we have no
details about his work there.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Jose Ferreira da CUNHA PORTUGAL BRZ

* November 1, 1962 Fonte Coberta, Barcelos

Professed on September 8, 1982 at Coimbra, he did his philosophy and then
went to Angola for two years of apostolic experience at Landana. In his final year
of theology at Restelo, he was ordained on August 25, 1991 in his home town.
Having been assigned to Amazonia, he went to the T efe prelature in 1993
and was posted to Tete Town.
Arch. CSSp Portugal
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Fr. Adalberto FEREZINI BRAZIL BRZ
*
1961 D. of Marilia SP
He made his vows on December 16, 1990 and did his theology studies at Sao
Paulo.

Ordained in 1994, he was assigned to work in the Spiritan province of

Brazil.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Sebastiao FERREIRA BONJOUR BRAZIL NGA
* November 11, 1959 ltaberinga MG
Professed on December 16, 1990 at Sao Paulo, he did his theology studies at
Sao Paulo while residing at Padre Laval community in Jardim Plnalto. On
December 10, 1994 he was ordained in Cuparaque MG.
His first assignment sent him to the Makurdi diocese in Nigeria.
B.G. and E.P. passim; SNM 800
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Fr. Gilmar SOARES FERREIRA BRAZIL HTI
*
1968 Dourados MS
After making his vows on December 16, 1990, he went to Padre Laval
community at Jardim Planalto to study theology in nearby Sao Paulo.
Ordained in 1994, he received his first assignment to go to Haiti.
B.G. and E.P. passim
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Fr. Vicente M. McKAY IRELAND BRZ
* September 11, 1964 Downpatrick, Down
He entered the Congregation in 1985 and made his vows on October 2, 1986
at Kimmage. His senior seminary studies were interrupted by a period of apostolic
experience in South-West Brazil. In his final year of theology he earned a B.A.,
Honors, and was ordained on June 11, 1995 at Kimmage.
He then returned to Brazil to begin his priestly apostolate and do his share in
the evangelization project of the Church in Brazil.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Teodoro MENDES TAVARES CASO VERDE BRZ
* January 7, 1964 Sao Miguel, Santiago
l

He made his vows on September 8, 1986 at Fraiao-Braga and in his final year
of theology was ordained on July 11, 1993 at Santiago. Having spent one year at
Dublin to study disengagement, he returned there for a course in ecumenism.
In 1995 he went to the Tete prelature.
Arch. CSSp Portugal
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Fr. Jose ORLANDO CAMACHO TORRES PUERTO RICO PR BRZ

* August 10, 1963 Corozal

After completing his secondary schooling in his home town, he studied
philosophy, earning a B.A. from Central University in Bayamon. On August 1, 1987
he made his vows at Dorado. His theology studies at Bayamon were interrupted by
two years of apostolic experience in the Tefe prelature. On November 28, 1992 he
was ordained in his home town.
After working for two years as assistant at the N.S. de Montserrate parish in
Salinas PR he was assigned to the Tefe prelature in 1995. We find him posted
there at lmmaculada Concei~o parish in Caruari.
Questionnaire
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Fr. Sidney de Jesus XISTO BRAZIL BRZ
1961 Archd. of Sao Paulo

*

Having made his vowed commitment to the Congregation on December 16,
1991, he made his senior seminary studies in Sao Paulo. Ordained on July 27,.
1996 at Vila Mangalot, he began his priestly ministry in his home province.
I

B. G. and Newsletter CSSp Generalate Oct. 1996
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Fr. Haroldo Evaristo ALVES BRAZIL PHIL
*
1966 Brazilia
He made his vows on December 16, 1990 and then began his senior
seminary studies in Sao Paulo. For pastoral experience he went to England. He is
scheduled to join the international team destined to go to the Philippines to open a
new mission there after his ordination on February 2, 1997.
Newsletter Germany IV/1996
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF NAMES WITH ENTRY NUMBER, YEAR OF ARRIVAL OR
START OF MINISTRY IN BRAZIL AND PLACE OF BIRTH:
Entry

.l:il2..

Qr:igjn

-AABREU MONTILLA, Fr. Felix
AGNOLI, Fr. Enzo
ALAMO VILLEGOS, Fr. Jose
ALBEQUERQUE, Fr. Manoel Rebouyas de
ALEN<;AR, Fr. Manoel d'
ALVES, Fr. Haroldo Evaristo
AMAYA MADUENO, Miss Adelaide
ANDRADE, Fr. Meneval de
ANTUNES, Fr. Antonio Luis Farias
APPELMAN, Fr. Jaime
ARAUJO, Fr. Joao Serra de
ARNAUD, Fr. Cristovao
ARNDS, Fr. Teodoro
ARNS, Br. Alberto
AZEVEDO, Br. Boaventura de

435
321
440
82
59
457
404
106
369
182
341
102
177
340
53

1989
1971
1990
1936
1913
1997
1986
1946
1977
1955
1975
1946
1955
1975
1911

Dom.Republic
Ireland
Puerto Rico
Brazil
Brazil
Brazil
Brazil
Brazil
Portugal
Netherlands
Portugal
Brazil
Germany
Germany
Portugal

BADEN, Fr. Nicolau
BAKKER, Fr. Joao
BANAHAN, Fr. Miguel N.
BARBOSA, Fr. Manuel Durais
BARRAT, Msgr. Alfredo (Michel)
BARTEN, Fr. Guilherme
BATISTA, Ms. Raymunda
BAZELMANS, Fr. Joao
BEFORTH, Fr. Henrique
SEGUIN, Fr. Daniel
BEHENCK, Sister Aguida
BELLER, Br. M. Ignacio
BERMEL, Fr. Filipe
BERMES, Fr. Pedro
BERNHARD, Br. Bertino (Benedikt)
BERTHON, Fr. Luiz

263
301
240
433
47
135
399
168
92
429
396
36
125
311
12
6

1965
1968
1964
1989
1906
1950
1980
1954
1938
1988
1985
1900
1949
1970
1886
1885

Germany
Netherlands
Ireland
Portugal
France
Netherlands
Brazil
Netherlands
Germany
France
Brazil
France
Germany
Germany
Germany
France

. B-
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BERTRAM, Br. Cornelio (Joseph)
BETTONVIEL, Fr. Geraldo
BIELER, Br. Leao
BIJL, Fr. Hajo
BISCHOFBERGER, Fr. Jose
BISCHOFF, Fr. Agostinho (Hans)
BITTER, Fr. Godefrido
BODEWES, Msgr. Martinho
BOER, Fr. Pedro Cristiano de
BOLGER, Fr. Guilherme (Liam)
BORAN, Fr. Jorge
BORRO, Fr. Miguel Joao
BOURBONNAIS, Fr. Antonio
BOUWMAN, Br. Fulgencio
BOYLE, Fr. Hugo F.
BRADLEY, Fr. Guilherme J.
BRAUN, Br. Sheng (Eulogius)
BRl=MONT, Fr. Germano
BRESLIN, Fr. Miguel J.
BRfGIDO, Fr. Agostinho Pereira Rodrigues
BRITO, Ms. Danila Aparecido de
BROUWER, Fr. Geraldo
BRUNING, Fr. Jose
BRUY~RE, Fr. Joao (Jean-Pierre)
BUCHKREMER, Fr. Antonio
BURMANJE, Fr. Guilherme (Willem)

43
144
189
243
80
200
269
253
306
295
314
382
7
112
437
313
141
384
265
345
400
175
67
2
376
238

1905
1951
1957
1964
1936
1959
1966
1965
1969
1968
1970
1980
1885
1947
1990
1970
1950
1980
1965
1975
1980
1955
1927
1885
1978
1963

Germany
Netherlands
Germany
Netherlands
Germany
Germany
Germany
Netherlands
Netherlands
Ireland
Ireland
Brazil
France
Netherlands
Ireland
Ireland
Germany
Mauritius
Ireland
Portugal
Brazil
Netherlands
Germany
France
Germany
Netherlands

C~BRIOLII=, Fr. Augusto
CAETANO, Br. Agostinho
CAREY, Fr. Dermot J.
CASSIDY, Fr. Luis (Anthony L.)
CASTRIANI, Fr. Sergio Eduardo
CHIUZO, Fr. Joao Fr.
CICHOLAS, Fr. Geraldo
CLARKE, Fr. Patricio J.
CLEMENTE NETO, Bp. Mario
CLIJSTERS, Br. Miguel (Gerard)
COLGAN, Fr. Niall N.
CONBOY, Fr. Raymundo C.
CONTRERAS SOTO, Miss Pepa

21
52
293
427
372
416
208
362
281
291
442
387
405

1893
1911
1968
1987
1978
1984
1960
1977
1967
1967
1991
1980
1986

France
Portugal
Ireland
Ireland
Brazil
Brazil
Germany
Ireland
Brazil
Netherlands
Ireland
Ireland
Brazil

-C-
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COOLS, Fr. Martinho
CORREIA, Br. Samuel (Jose)
CORREIA, Br. Pedro Claver
COSTA, Fr. Candido Ferreira da
COUGHLAN, Fr. Stefano P.
COUGHLIN, Fr. Patricio
COUTO, Br. Misael
CREMER, Fr. Antonio
CRUZ, Fr. Manuel Rodrigues da
CULLY, Fr. Patricio M.P.
CUNHA, Fr. Jose Ferreira da
DANTAS DE OLIVEIRA, Fr. Edison
DARCY, Fr. David P.
DARGNAT, Fr. Francisco
De CARVALHO, Br. Dionisio
DE BLACAM, Fr. Hugo M.
DE LA BASTIDE, Fr. Pedro
DEELY, Br. Vincente
DENTENER, Fr. Henrique
DERICKX, Fr. Joao
DESCOT, Fr. Leao (Leon Joseph)
DESNIER, Fr. Joao (Jean)
DIAS DA SILVA, Fr. Manoel
DIERICHSWEILER, Fr. Mathias
DILLENSEGER, Br. Man6el (Emmanuel)
DISSARD, Fr. Leao (Leon)
DONAVAN, Fr. Patricio J.
DONKER, Fr. Hermano
DONNADIEU, Fr. Afonso
DOORN, Fr. Pedro van
DORNIC, Fr. Luiz
DOUTEIL, Fr. Heriberto
DOYLE, Fr. Joao B.
DOYLE, Fr. Joao (Sean) A.
DOYLE, Fr. Felipe P.
DOYLE, Fr. Loren~
DREVES, Fr. Gunther
DRIFT, Br. Feliz (Piet) van der
DUMONT, Fr. Paulo

152
9
19
351
249
273
50
172

388
412
-D-

449

99
385
51
55
339
431
419
105
267
8
3
62
140
28
25
250
164
44

97
57
381
338
336
289
335
261
213
203

1952
1886
1892
1975
1964
1966
1910
1954
1980
1983
1993

Netherlands
Portugal
Brazil
Portugal
Ireland
Ireland
Portugal
Germany
Portugal
Ireland
Portugal

1946
1980
1911
1911
1974
1989
1986
1946
1966
1886
1885
1917
1950
1897
1896
1964
1953
1905
1946
1912 ·
1980
1974
1973
1967
1973
1965
1961
1959

Brazil ·
Ireland
France
Portugal
Ireland
Antigua
Ireland
Netherlands
Netherlands
France
France
Portugal
Germany
Alsace
France
Ireland
Netherlands
France
Great Britain
France
Germany
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Germany
Netherlands
Germany

375
232
95
1
17

1963
1940
1885
1889

Ireland
Netherlands
France
France

308
134
383
76
129
290

1969
1950
1980
1935
1937
1924
1950
1967

Netherlands
Netherlands
Brazil
Germany
Germany
Germany
Netherlands
Ireland

FALCAO FREIRE, Br. Pedro
FEENEY, Fr. Miguel D.
FEREZINI, Fr. Adalberto
FERFERS, Fr. Teodoro
FERNANDES CORREIA, Fr. Francisco
FERNANDES BARBOSA, Fr. Armindo
FERNANDES DE SA, Fr. Jose
FERREIRA BONJOUR, Fr. Sebastiao
FERREIRA, Fr. Domingos da Rocha
FERREIRA DA SILVA, Fr. Antonio Rodrigues
FERRERO LOPEZ, Fr. Vicente
FISCHER, Br. Gallo (Franz Xaver)
FITZPATRICK, Fr. Joao L.
FOODY, Fr. Miguel J.
FRANSOO, Fr. Adriano
FRIEDRICH, Fr. Luiz
FRIEDRICH, Br. Valention (Frany0is Xavier)
FRITSCH, Fr. Jose
FRITZ, Fr. Adolfo
FUCHS, Fr. Joao
FUENTES GUERRA SOLDEVILLA, Miss Carmela

408
332
450
228
342
355
364
451
365
350
420
158
247
373
120
29
35
23
133
219
406

1981
Brazil
1972
Ireland
1994
Brazil
1963
Germany
1975
Portugal
1976
Portugal
1977
Portugal
1994
Brazil
1977
Portugal
1975
Portugal
1986
Spain
1953
Germany
1964
Ireland
1978
Ireland
1948
Netherlands
1897 · Alsace
Alsace
1900
1894
Alsace
1950
Germany
1962 · Germany
Spain
1986

GAILLARD, Fr. Jose
GALLEGO REQUENA, Mr. Pedro David
GEELEN, Fr. Pedro van
GERAEDTS, Fr. Henrique

13
407
322
155

1887
1986
1971
1952

DUNDON, Fr. Patricio
. DUNGEN, Fr. Joao van den
DUNOYER, Fr. Afonso (Frany0is Adolphe)
DUPUY DE TRANUCO, Canon Norberto
ECK, Fr. Simao van
EIKHOF, Fr. Arnaldo van den
EISSING, Fr. Sely<>
ENGEL, Fr. Aloisio
ENGEL, Fr. Egon
ERKENS, Br. Francisco (Kuno)
ES, Br. Antonio (Cor) van
EYRE, Fr. Brian R
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84
64
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France
Spain
Netherlands
Netherlands
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GIL, Ms. Pamela A.
GIROTO, Fr. Antonio de Oliveira
GLAESNER, Br. Eduardo
GLAUDEMANS Fr. Joao
GOBBELS, BR. Arnaldo (Michael)
GOOSSENS,F~A~o~o
GOTTENBOS, Fr. Teodoro
GRADUSSEN, Fr. Jaime (Ko)
GRIFFIN, Fr. Maurice V.
GRIFFIN, Fr. Geraldo (Timothy)
GROND, Fr. Teodoro
GROOTEL, Br. Savino (Willem) van
GROSSHEIM, Fr. Humberto
GRUYTERS, Fr. Antonio
GUEDES OS6RIO, Fr. Eduardo Augusto
GUIMARAES, Fr. Carlos
GOTHOFF, Fr. Norberto
GOTHOFF, Fr. Elmar
HAAG, Br. Rafael (Karl Emil)
HABERKORN, Fr. Augusto
HANISCH, Fr. Bernardo
HANSE, Fr. Guilherme
HARTMANN, Fr. Geraldo
HASCHER, Bp. Jose
HASENFRATZ, Fr. Afonso
HAVE, Fr. Antonio ten
HEBRARD, Fr. Leao
HECK, Fr. Dionisio Egon
HEINRICHS, Fr. Jose
HENDRICKS, Fr. Tiago (Jacques)
HENEGHAN, Fr. Jaime (James)
HERBST, Bp. Luis
HERMANN, Br. Martinho (Mathaus)
HERPEN, Fr. Joao van
HETTGEN, Br. Ansgar (Karl)
HEUVEN, Br. Everhardo
HOFFMAN, Br. Donaciano (Georg)
HOFFMANS, Fr. Eduardo (Henry)
HOGERVORST, Fr. Geraldo
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395
349
380
185
63
127
217
305
260
356
132
109
286
241
375
422
136
284

1980
1975
1980
1956
1920
1949
1962
1969
1965
1976
1950
1947
1967
1964
1978
1986
1950
1967

Brazil
Portugal
Germany
Netherlands
Germany
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Ireland
Ireland
Netherlands
Netherlands
Germany
Netherlands
Portugal
Brazil
Germany
Germany

41
66
245
137
87
114
234
415
115
391
93
233
242
147
31
128
85
156
27
190
191

1905
1927
1964
1950
1937
1947
1963
1984
1947
1980
1938
1963
1964
1952
1899
1949
1937
1953
1897
1957
1957

Germany
Germany
Poland
Germany
Germany
Alsace
Germany
Netherlands
France
?
Germany
Netherlands
Ireland
Germany
Germany
Netherlands
Germany
Netherlands
Germany
Netherlands
Netherlands
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HOLLAND, Fr. Patricio
HORAN, Fr. Joao V.
HORNBACH, Br. Wilfrido (Franz Xaver)
HOSPEL, Fr. Joao
HOUDIJK, Fr. Quirino
HOUT, Fr. Valter, 0. (Terus) van den
HOCK, Fr. Miguel
!WASHITA, Fr. Pedro K.
JACINTHO, Ms. Jean
JANSEN, Fr. AntOnio
JANSEN, Br. Agustinho (Willem Josef)
JASPERS, Fr. Teodoro
JORDAN, Fr. Joao
JORINK, Br. Ben

•I J.

-KKANE, Fr. Miguel H.
KAPP, Fr. Jose (later CAPPE)
KASPER, Fr. Afonso
KEADY, Fr. Walter
KEEGAN, Fr. David J.
KEEGAN, Fr. Patricio J.
KELLER, Br. Acacio
KELLY, Fr. Patricio J.
KEMENADE, Fr. Francisco van
KEMENADE, Fr. Joao van
KEMENADE, Fr. Joao (Sjang) van
KEMPEN, Fr. Angelo (Engelbert) van
KENNY, Fr. Myles J.
KERMABON, Fr. Aguste (Pierre M. Auguste)
KIEFER, Fr. Roberto
KILCRANN, Fr. Joao
KIRWIN, Fr. Maurice J.
KLEFFNER, Fr. Joao
KLEIN, Fr. Henrique
KLUNDERT, Fr. AntOnio van de
KNIEBELER, Fr. Cornelio'
KNOUPS, Fr. Miguel
KONTGES, Br. Constantino

294
282
30
139
230
192
436

1968
1967
1898
1950
1963
1957
1990

Ireland
Ireland
Germany
Germany
Netherlands
Netherlands
France

379
394
202
48
179
225
318

1979
1980
1959
1906
1955
1963
1971

Brazil
Brazil
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Ireland
Netherlands

315
58
89
251
324
409
15
320
108
354
176
170
317
32
159
371
413
88
78
300
77

1971
1912
1938
1964
1972
1981
1887
1971
1946
1976
1955
1954
1971
1899
1953
1978
1983
1938
1936
1968
1936
1964
1935

Ireland
Alsace
Germany
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Germany
Ireland
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Ireland
France
Germany
Ireland
Ireland
Germany
Germany
Netherlands
Germany
Netherlands
Germany

248

75

378
KOOIJMAN, Fr. Joao
KOSIAN, Fr. Ant6nio
KRAAYE NVANGER, Fr. Joao
KRAUSS, Fr. Xavier
KREHER, Br. Filiberto
KREUTER, Fr. Richardo
KUIPERS, Fr. Teodoro
KUNZ, Fr. Carlos
KUSTER, Br. Tito
KOSTER, Fr. Guilherme
LAAR, Fr. Giovanni (Jo) van de
LANDVELD, Fr. Antonio
LANG, Fr. Eduardo
LANGE, Bp. Joaquim (Jouke) de
LANGE, Fr. Joao (Joop) de
LANGENHOF, Br. Joao (Bernard)
LANGFORD, Fr. Seamus
LARANJEIRA, Fr. Antonio Ribeira
LE SCOUARNEC, Br. Amadeu
LEITAO, Fr. Eduardo da Silva
LENZBACH, Fr. Rudolfo
LEONARD, Fr. Patricio J.
LEVEN, Fr. Mathias
u~vi;auE, Fr. Jose
LIBERMANN, Fr. Xavier (Frany0is Xavier)
LIER, Fr. Joao van
LIER, Fr. Egberto van
LIMA DA SILVA, Br. Luiz
LIMA, Fr. Antonio
LIMA CAUPER, Fr. Manoel de
LINK, Br. Afonso (Henk)
LINZ, Br. Odon (Augustin)
LODEWIJKS, Fr. Jose
LOOP, Br. Feliz (Gottfried)
LOOY, Fr. Godefrido van der
LOPES, Fr. Alberto da Fonseca
LOPES DE SOUSA, Fr. Jose
LOUW, Br. Gabriele van der
LOUW, Fr. Joao (Joop) van der

101
212
271
69
187
196
138
16
86

1946
1961
1966
1911
1927
1957
1958
1950
1888
1937

Netherlands
Austria
Netherlands
Alsace
Germany
Germany
Netherlands
Germany
Switzerland
Germany

254
194
49
111
199
237
285
353
33
343
73
270
211
37
22
201
246
438
361
116
258
38
145
215
96
352
360
220
183

1965
1957
1907
1947
1959
1963
1967
1975
1899
1975
1935
1966
1961
1901
1894
1959
1964
1990
1977
1947
1965
1903
1951
1961
1946
1975
1976
1962
1955

Netherlands
Netherlands
Alsace
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Ireland
Portugal
France
Portugal
Germany
Ireland
Germany
France
Alsace
Netherlands
Netherlands
Brazil
Portugal
Brazil
Netherlands
Germany
Netherlands
Switzerland
Netherlands
Portugal
Portugal
Netherlands
Netherlands

54
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LOZADA ROMAtN, Fr. Carlos
LOCKMANN, Fr. Francisco
LOLSDORF, Br. Aristobolo
LUTZ, Fr. Gregorio
McDEVITT, Fr. Vicente
McGHEE, Fr. Patricio J.
McKAY, Fr. Vicente M.
McLAUGHIN, Fr. Miguel L.
McLAUGHIN, Fr. Brian M.
McMAHON, Fr. Eamonn
McNAMARA, Fr. Patricio G.
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MARQUES, Fr. Laurindo de Jesus
. MARTINS, Fr. Luis Oliveira
MATOS VITORINO, Fr. Domingos de
MAURICE, Fr. Henrique
MEAGHER, Fr. Jaime (Seamus)
MEE GEREN, Fr. Roberto van
MEEKERS, Fr. Tiago (Koos)
MELIS, Fr. Joao Batista van
MENDES TAVARES, Fr. Teodoro
MERKEL, Fr. Francisco (Meinrad)
MEUWISSEN, Fr. Humberto
MICHIELS, Br. Falco (Piet)
MOCHUZAWA, Fr. Hedinori
MOLENAAR, Fr. Cornelio (Krelis)
MOLL, Br. Inacio (Jaap)
MOLONEY, Fr. Daniele J.
MONTEIRO, Br. Urbano
MONTERO, Ms. Maria das Dores
MORAIS, Fr. Walter Julio
MORAN, Fr. Eugene
MORAN, Fr. Paulo J.
MOTTAIS, Fr.
MOURA DE SOUSA, Fr. Renato
MULCAHY, Fr. Francisco D.
MOLLER, Fr. Siegfried
MURPHY, Fr. Francisco, J.
MURPHY, Fr. Bernardo (James M. Bernard)
MURPHY, Fr. Paulo

424
222
60
312

1987
1963
1913
1970

Puerto Rico
Brazil
Germany
Germany

309
434
453
279
325
334
359

1969
1989
1995
1967
1972
1973
1976

Ireland
Great Britain
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland

346
367
368
39
329
103
148
252
454
316
193
229
397
235
198
307.
26
401
117
374
302
71
310
333
264
287
328
378

1975
1977
1977
1904
1972
1946
1952
1965
1995
1971
1957
1963
1980
1963
1958
1969
1897
1980
1947
1978
1969
1930
1969
1973
1965
1967
1972
1979

U.S.A.
Portugal
Portugal
France
Ireland
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Cabo Verde
Germany
Netherlands
Netherlands
Brazil
Netherlands
Netherlands
Ireland
Portugal
Brazil
Brazil
Ireland
Ireland
Brazil
Brazil
Ireland
Germany
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
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255
98
181
142
122
278
344
347
188

1965
1946
1955
1950
1948
1967
1975
1975
1957

Ireland
Alsace
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Portugal
Germany

236
297
298
377

1963
1968
1968
1978

Ireland
Ireland
Ireland
Ireland

ODENKIRCHEN, Fr. Bernardo (Jan)
OFER, Fr. Geraldo (Egon)
OLIVEIRA, Fr. Jose Carlos de
OLIVEIRA, Fr. Tindao (Gumercindo Pedro) de
OMLO, Fr. Bertino (Ben)
ORLANDO CAMACHO TORRES, Fr. Jose
OTTERLOO, Fr. Mateus

169
268
418
417
244
455
231

1954
1966
1984
1984
1964
1995
1963

Netherlands
Germany
Brazil
Brazil
Netherlands
Puerto Rico .
Netherlands

PALMEIRA, Mr. Antonio Mendes
PARISSIER, Fr. Joao Batista (Jean-Baptiste)
PAUW, Fr. Tiago, (Koos) van der
PAUWELS, Br. Markward (Johaan)
PEDROSA SILVA, Mr. Tito
PENA MACIEL, Mr. Bendite do Espiritu Santo
PEREIRA, Br. Antonio
PEREIRA, Fr. Alfredo da Purifica~o
PEREZ GONzALES, Fr. Osvaldo
PERREIRA, Fr. Jose Maria
PETERS, Fr. Patricio (Paddy)
PFEIFER, Fr. Francisco Jose
PINTO, Fr. Fernando Henrique Ferreira
PLATT, Br. Miguel (Josef)
POHEN, Fr. Henrique
PONTELO, Fr. Mose Joao

20
5
204
79
392
393
10
358
428
348
304
288
363
68
163
296

1893
1885
1959
1936
1980
1980
1886
1976
1988
1975
1969
1967
1977
1927
1953
1968

Brazil
France
Netherlands
Germany
Brazil
Brazil
.Portugal
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Portugal
Ireland
Germany
Portugal
Germany
Germany
Brazil

NEALON, Fr. Eduardo
NICOLAY, Fr. Henrique
NIEKERK, Br. Gisberto (Martin) van
NIEUWENHOF Fr. Leao (Leonard)
NIEUWENHUIZEN, Br. Francisco (Jacob)
NIEUWENHUIZEN, Fr. Carolos (Jaap)
NOORDERMEER, Fr. Nicolau
NUNES, Fr. Manuel
NUSS, Fr. Alfredo
O'BRIEN, Fr. Joao (John Ailbe)
O'LOONEY, Fr. Miguel F.
O'MAHONEY, Fr. Jose I.
O'MEARA, Fr. Noel P.
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POUW, Fr. Pancracio (Cornelis)
PRIOR, Fr. Hugo P.
PUTTEN, Fr. Jose van der
QUEIROS, Dr. Claudemir
QUINONES ZUNIGA, Fr. Alvaro
RAUL T, Br. Afonso (Louis)
REBOUQAS, Canon lreneu
REGAN, Fr. David J.
REINSMA, Fr. Joao
REPLUMAZ, Fr. Marco
RIETBERGEN, Fr. Geraldo
RIJNEN, Fr. Antonio
RINDERT, Br. Hermano J.
RITTER, Bp. Henrique
ROBIG, Fr Huberto
ROCHA, Fr. Marino
ROIJ, Fr. Jose van
ROOIJ, Fr. Antonio J. van
ROOTHANS, Fr. Tiago (Jacob)
ROSA DA SILVA, Fr. Gilberto
ROTH, Bp. Henrique
RUTTEN, Fr. Bernardo (Ben)
RYAN, Fr. Joao (Sean J.)
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SANCHEZ, Fr. Juan Lazard
SAND, Fr. Henrique
SANNER, Fr. Carolos (Jean Georges Charles)
SASSENBACH, Br. Paulo (M. P. Ernst)
SCHABE, Fr. Egidio
SCHADER, Fr. Carlos (Heinz)
SCHAEKEN, Fr. Pedro
SCHAFFRATH, Br. Tobias (Wilhelm Josef)
SCHAFRAT, Fr. Andrea
SCHAMBORN, Fr. Thomas
SCHEPOP, Fr. Geraldo van de
SCHEURS, Br. Joao
SCHIJNDEL, Fr. Jose (Jan)
SCHMIDT, Fr. Afonso
SCHNEIDER, Fr. Jose

110
274
151
403
423

1946
1966
1952
1985
1986

Netherlands
Ireland
Netherlands
Brazil
Columbia

46
61
221
195
14
180
153
262
72
224
283
226
162
154
448
124
227
275

1905
1915
1963
1958
1887
1955
1952
1965
1935
1963
1967
1963
1953
1952
1993
1949
1963
1966

France
Brazil
Ireland
Netherlands
Switzerland
Netherlands
Netherlands
Germany
Germany
Germany
Brazil
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Brazil
Germany
Netherlands
Ireland

439
272
11
173
389
256
166
74
414
430
210
171
143
205
83

1990
1966
1886
1955
1980
1965
1953
1935
1984
1989
1960
1954
1951
1960
1936

Spain
Germany
Alsace
Germany
Brazil
Germany
Netherlands
Germany
Netherlands
Germany
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Germany
Germany
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SCHNEIDER, Fr. Aloisia
SCHNEIDER, Fr. Walter
SCHOLTEN, Br. Luiz {Lodewijk, Joseph)
SCHOONAKKER, Fr. Pedro
SCHUHMACHER, Fr. Afonso
SCHOLLER, Br. Guilherme
SCHOMMER, Fr. Henrique
SEARY, Fr. Oliveira
SEBOLD, Fr. Dionisio
SEIFERT, Fr. Joaquim
SENNE, Fr. Leonardo {Gerard)
SERRANO RIVERA, Fr. Ivan Paul
SEVERINO DA SILVA, Fr. Jose
SHERIDAN, Fr. Antonio C.
SHORTALL, Fr. Maurice F.
SIEGERS, Fr. Frederico {Fritz)
SILVA, Br. Alfredo da
SILVA ARAUJA, Fr. Ezenaldo
SILVA, Br. Jose Vitor
SILVA da ALTEVIR, Fr. Jose
SILVA MARTINS SEBASTIAO, Fr. Manuel da
SIMONS, Br. Martinho
SLOWY, Br. Albrecht
SOARES, Ms. Rosiclei
SOARES FERREIRA, Fr. Gilmar
SOARES, Fr. Udson
SOARES, Fr. Patricio A
SONNENSCHEIN, Fr. Jose
SONSBEEK, Fr. Loureny0 {Adriaan)
SOONTIENS, Fr. Louiz
SOUZA, Mr. Paulo Roberto de
SOUZA, Fr. Raimundo Valentine de
SPILS, Br. Alberto
SPORNDLI, Fr. Jose
STICKELMANN, Br. Herman Josef
STOLLENWERK, Fr. Winando
STOLLENWERK, Fr. Benno
STRAUBINGER, Fr. Pedro {Harmut Peter)
STRICK, Fr. Teodoro
SWINKELS, Fr. Francisco
SYLVAND, Fr. Ambr6sio {Ambroise Ublad)

257
218
146
119
167
206
70
303
411
331
280
425
56
410
446
216
330
432
327

444

370
390
174
398
452

443

337
118
157
104
402
421
214
150
81
209
186
323
130
178
24

1965
1962
1952
1948
1953
1960
1927
1969
1982
1972
1967
1987
1912
1981
1992
1961
1972
1989
1972
1992
1977
1980
1955
1980
1994
1992
1974
1947
1953
1946
1980
1986
1961
1952
1936
1960
1957
1971
1950
1955
1895

Tzech Rep.
Germany
Netherlands
Netherlands
Germany
Germany
Germany
Ireland
Brazil
Poland
Netherlands
U.S.A.
Brazil
Ireland
Ireland
Germany
Brazil
Brazil
Brazil
Brazil
Portugal
Netherlands
Poland
Brazil
Brazil
Brazil
Kenya
Germany
Netherlands
Netherlands
Brazil
Brazil
Holland
Switzerland
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Netherlands
France
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TASTEVIN, Fr. Constantino
TIJBURG, Fr. Joao (Quntino)
TINNEMANS, Fr. Humberto (Jan)
TOL, Fr. Gilberto van
TOPPER, Fr. Guilherme
TORRES PALMA, Fr. Jose Conc;alves
TOUCHEFEU, Fr. Edmondo
TRACHTLER, Fr. Bruno
. TRl=BERN, Fr. Louiz
TROCHON, Fr. Paulo (Joseph)
TROY, Fr. Brian
TURKENBURG, Fr. Adriano
TURKENBURG, Fr. Luiz (Theo)
ULMER, Br. Casimiro (Aloys)
URBANEK, Fr. Winfrido
VAARS, Fr. Roberto
VATHORST, Br. Aniceto (Anton) van der
VEGCHEL, Fr Paulo A van
VEILLET, Fr. Luiz .
VELSINGER, Fr. Nicolas
VEN, Fr. Martinho van der
VERBEEK, Fr. Adriano
VERDIJK, Fr. Humberto (Huub)
VERWEIJEN, Fr. Paulo
VITTENET, Br. Vianney
VLOET, Fr. Henrique
VORSTHEIM, Fr. Luiz (Heinrich)
VRIES, Fr. Joao (Jan) de
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WALSH, Fr. Daniel L.
WARTENBERG, Br. Bim (Isidor Maria)
WATTERS, Fr. Enda (Cormac Enda John)
WEGNER, Fr. Miguel
WENNINK, Fr. Henrique
WERNET, Fr. Augustinho
WETZELS, Fr. Joao
WIRTZ, Fr. Joao (Jean-Georges)
WUNDER, Br. Valentino (Alois)

40
113
100
266
426
357
91
277
42
45
386
121
165

1905
1947
1946
1966
1987
1976
1938
1967
1905
1905
198Q
1948
1953

France
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Portugal
France
Germany
France
France
Ireland
Netherlands
Netherlands

34

239
326
149
184
4
292
107
123
366
197
94
131
90
207

1899
1964
1972
1952
1955
1885
1968
1946
1948
1977
1958
1938
1950
1938
1960

Alsace
Germany
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
France
Germany
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands
France
Netherlands
Germany
Netherlands

441
299
223
447
319
259
160
18
65

1991
1968
1963
1992
1971
1965
1953
1892
1925

U.S.A.
Germany
Ireland
Germany
Netherlands
Germany
Netherlands
Alsace
Germany
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XISTO, Fr. Sidney de Jesus
ZANDT, Fr. Paulo (Jan) van de
ZANOVELLI, Fr. Orlando
ZUIDGEEST, Fr. Joao
ZUTPHEN, Fr. Francisco van
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456
126
445

161
276

1997
1949
1992
1953
1966

Brazil
Netherlands
Brazil
Netherlands
Netherlands
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